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FOREWORD 

THIS book does r,ot profess to be a complete Natural 
History of the Canary Islands. It deals principally with 
their Ornithology, an d Parts II. and II 1. contain accounts 
of \-arious espeditions made by the author during a more 
or less thorough exploration of the group on behalf of 
thc Bird I>cpartment of the British hluseum of Natural 

II istorj.. \\‘hen in pursuit of birds in the various 
islantis, it nntul-all)- followwl that other subjects besides 

ornitholo~y h;td, in the course of investigations, to be 
studicd. Thc geological formatiuI1 uf the Islands had 
to be esamined in relation to the fkna and flora ; the 
Zones of 17egetation for their bearing on the distribution 
of bird-life. ant1 so it carne about that the material for 
Chapters II. to 1-I. was accumulated. The ornitho- 
logical results have already been published in the pages 
of the ZíizJ-the Journal of the flritish Ornithologists’ 
Gnion. The la& of any really brief account of the 
discovery and conquest of the Islands prompted me to 
include Chapter I., although it is somewhat outside the 
scope of this booli. So attractive is the early history of 
the Xrchipelago, that any tra\reller sufficiently interested 
in the Satura1 IIistory of the Islands to read these 
pges, will almost certainly want to know something of 
their early inhabitants and conquerors. 



. . . 
VIII FOREWORD 

An attempt has becn made to give the author’s 
impressions of the varied physical characteristics of 
the Islands and to convey to the reader some ímpressíon 
of the scenes visited during ten different visits to the 
Archipelago. In Appendix B will be found a complete 
list of the Birds of the Islands-Residents, Migrants 
and Casual Visitors, thcir status and the islands in 
which they occur. 

To Mr IV. R. Og 1 i vie-G-ant, until recently ,4ssistant- 

Keeper of Zoology, British Museum (Natural History), 
and to the late Mr C. E. Fagan, C. 13. E., I.S.O., 
Secretary of the Natural History Riuseum, the author 
owes more than he can express for the support, both 

official and unofficial, which they gave to his ornitho- 
Iogical cxploration of the Cannry Islnnds. The author 

has much pleasure in acknowleclging his decp debt of 
gratitude to hIr Campbell Smith, M.C., of the Dcpart- 
ment of Minerals, British hluseum, for the great assist- 
ante he has given him when writing Chapter II. ; for 
examining and reporting upon al1 rock specimens which 
were obtained, and finally for his valuable “ Note on a 
Fa11 of Dust, ‘ Blood-rain,’ at Gran Canaria in 1320” 
which appears in ful1 as Appendix A. Mr J. L. 
Bonhote has becn good enough to read through the 
proof-sheets of Chapter VI., and his valuable advice 
on many points has been greatly appreciated. The 
acknowledgments of the writer are also due to the 
Editor of the fbis for aliowing him to reproduce the 
colourecl illustrations of Chaffinches and Titmice, and 
also the maps which, with the exception of that of 
Graciosa, were specially drawn by Mr H. Mime. 
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Others to whom thanks are gratefully tendered are 
Dr Prior, F. R.S., and Dr Rendell, F.R.S., of the British 
;\Iuseum (Natural History), and Dr Eagle Clarke, 
I.S.O., F.R.S.E., until this year Director of the Roya1 
Scottish Rluseum, Edinburgh; for their help and advice: 
to the late Colonel H. W. Feilden, C.B., for valuable 
criticism and suggestions and to numerous friends and 
residents in the Canary Islands, amongst whom special 
mention should be made of Mr T. Morris, H.B.M.‘s ; 

Consul-General in the Canary Islands, Major Swanston, i 
H. B. 11.‘~ Consul in Las Palmas, and the firm of Messrs 

d 
b 

Elder ¿?L Fyffe, al1 of whom have contributed in no small 
mensure to the succe ss of the various expeditions. 

The photographs which appear in this volume were 
al1 taken by the author, with thc exception of Fig. 2, 

p. 48, Fig. 2, p. 88, Figs. I and 2, p. 158, and Fig. 1, 

p. 162 ( AIrs E. M. Bannerrnan) ; the illustration facing 

p. 200 (Aírs Herbert Hope) ; Figs. I and 2, p. 164, and 
E’ig. I opposite p, 264 (AIr H. Bishop), the negatives 
of which have been kindly lent by the owners whose 
names are mentioned. 

To my publishers, 1 should like to express my 
indebtedness for the gredt consideration they have 
shown me, and for the care which they have bestowed 
on the reproduction of the Plates and Maps. 

D. A. B. 

TEJE Rrnn-Roo~, 
BI:ITISH hIus~x~ar (NATURAL HISTORY), 

LOEDOS, Octohcr 1921. 
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YART 1 
DISCOVERY, CONQUEST, AND EARLY HISTORY 



CHAPTER 1 

.\ I: R 1 E 1; SKETCH OF TIIE DISCOVERY, CONQUEST, AND 

E.iI<LY HISTORY OF THE CANARY ISLANDS, AND 

THEIT: INHABITANTS. 
; 

IT is to the poets that we must turn for the earliest 
s d 

mention of the Archipelago, which is the subject of 
i 
8 

this book. It has been suggested, with some cause, E 2 
that the Canaries were known to the Phcenician colony p 
of Carthaginians at Cadiz three thousand years ago, and I 5 
Ilomer alludes to the “ habitations of the blest,” which 

Y f 
it ic generally inferred were the “ Fortunate Islands” E 
-the name by which the Canaries are often known. s 

Plutarch, in his life of Sertorius, refers to two of the 
E 
d 

Canary Tslands about 82 R.C. in the following passage: E z 
” He (Sertorius) there (in Andalucia) found some 
mariners lately arrived from the Atlantic Islands. 
These are two in number, separated from each other 
by a narrow channel, and lying at the distance of four 
hundred leagues from the African coast. They are 
called ’ The Fokunate Islands.’ Rain seldom falls 
therc, and then falls moderately ; while they have 
usually soft breezes which scatter such rich dews that 
the soil is not only good for sowing and planting, but 
spontaneously produces the most excellent fruits ; and 
those in such abundance that the inhabitants have only 
to indulge themselves in the enjoyment of ease and 
leisllre. The air is always pleasant anrl salubrious, 
through the happy temperature of the seasons, and 
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their insensible transition into each other. For the 
north and the east winds, which blow from our con- 
tinent, are dissipated and lost in the immense interval : 
and the sea winds (that is, the South and the West) bring 
with them from the otean slight and gentle showers, but 
still more frequently only a refreshing moisture, which 
imperceptibly scatters pIenty over their plains. Hence 
it is generally’believed, even among the barbarians, that 
these are the Elysian Fields and the seats of the blessed, 
which IIomer has described in al1 the charms of verse.” ; 

The two islands here alluded to are probably d 
Fuerteventura and Lanzarote. Hiny next alfudes to d 
the islands, mentioning five of thcm by name from a 8 i 

memorandum preserved by a certain Statius Sebosus E 2 
“ from the accounts of navigators of his time” in the j 
year 53 3.c. The islands mentioned by name are: I 5 
I. Junonia ; 2. PIuviãlia ; 3. Capraria ; 4. Convallis ; 

Y 
f 

5, Planaria. 
Pliny is again the historian who chronicles the s 

E 
expedition sent by King Juba the Second of Mauretania d 
to explore the Fortunate Isla&. On the return of E z 
this expedition King Juba drew up a report of the d 
islands which Pliny has handed down to us as follows :- : 

” The Fortunate lslands he to thc South-west, at 5 0 
“625 miles from the Purpurariz. To reach them from 
the latter thcy first sailed 250 miles westwards and thcn 
375 miles to the east.. The first is cakd Ombrios, and 
contains no traces of buildings. There is in it a pool 
in the midst of mountains, and trecs like ferrules, from 
which water may be pressed, which is bitter from the 
bIack kinds, but from the lighter ones pleasant to dr.ink 
[sugar-cane]. The second is called Junonia, and con- 
tains a small temple built entirely of stonc. Near it 
is another smaller island havinb the same name. Then 
comes Capraria, which is full of large liza&. Within 
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sight of thesc islands is Nivaria, so called from the 
snow and fogs with which it is constantly covered. Not 
far from Nivaria is Canaria, so called on account of the 
‘qre:lt number of large dogs therein, two of which wcrc 
brought to King Juba. There were traces of buildings 
in this island. Al1 the islands abound in apples and in 
birds of every kind, and in palms covered with dates, 
and in the pine nnt. There is also plenty of honey. 
The papyrus grows there, and the Silurus fish is found 
in the rivers.” ; 

In this account it is more possible to distinguish [ 
which islands are meant. Nivaria is of course Tenerife, 
Canaria is Gran Canaria. 

i 
Ombrios, Junonia, and ; 

Capraria are uncloubtedly Palma, Gomera, and Hierro, i 
but opinions differ as to whether Ombrios is best j 
identifiecl with Palma-the “ pool in the midst of t 3 
mount;Lins ” inclines une to the belief that the Caldera B 

of Palma is here alluded to-or rather with Hierro. It E 
wiil be noted in the following pagcs that two birds, s 

native of, ancl peculiar to, Hierro, have been sub- 
E 
8 

spccitically namecl o~z6/*Zesn * by their discoverers. 
Thence for many centuries the history of the Canary 

Archipekqo lies buried in oblivion. In 1334 we learn g 

that the A1rchipela~o was, by his own request, bestowedrI 
g 
2 

upon Luis de la Cerda, Count of Talmond, by the Pope ; 
but I>on Luis cloes not seem to have profited by Pope 
Clement 1’1.‘~ permission to become Lord of the Islands,. 
or, as he ~-as then termed, the Prince of Fortune. 
Seven years later, in 1341, a. voyage was made to 
the Canaries under the auspices of the King of 
Portugal : the narrative of this expedition is given at 
le11g~l1 ir1 the introcluction to T/te Cannrz’an, edited 

1 Cnnm Tri5tr:~m w‘: of opinion thnt Hierro nas best identified with 
Olllb~iOS. IIis ~-v~e:~rlrhc~ \verc invnriabiy carried out \vith great accuracy, 
2nd should thcrcfoi-e carr)- 1, eight. 
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by Mr Major of the British Museum. Therein we 
are told that it is to the poet Boccaccio we are indebted 
for the history of the King of Portugal’s expedition. 
The information was derived from lctters writton by 
certain Florentine merchants of Seville, and is of such 
interest that 1 in&de it as recorded in the Hakluyt 
Society’s volume where the following account appears :- 

“ On the 1st of July of that same year, two vessels, 
furnished by the King of Portugal with all the neces- 
sary provisions, and accompanied by a smaller vessel, 
well armed and manned by Florentines, Genoese, 
Castilians, and other Spaniards, among whom were 
naturally included Portuguese-for the word “ Hispani” 
included al1 inhabitants of the Peninsula-set sail for f 2 
[from] Lisbon, and put out into the open sea. They i 
took with them horses, arms, and warlike engines for t 5 
storming towns and castles, in search of those islands B 

commonly called the ‘ Rediscovered.’ The wind was i 
. favourablc, and on the 5th day they found land. They 6 

did not return till the month of November, when they 
brought back with them four of the natives, a large 

i 
; 

quantity of goats’ skins, the fat and oil of fish, and ! d 
seal skins ; red wood which dyed almost as well as ; 
the verzino (Brazil wood), although connoisseurs pro- 

g 
5 o 

nounced it not to be the same; the barks of trees 
to stain with a red colour ; red earth and other such 
things. Nicoloso de Recto, a Genoese, the pilot of 
this expedition, stated that this Archipelago was nearly 
goo miles from the city of Seville ; but that reckoning 
from what now is called Cape St Vincent, the islands 
were much nearer to the continent, and that the first 
of those which they discovered (most probably Fuerte- 
ventura) was 150 miles in circumference ; it was ene 
mass of uncultivated, stony land, but ful1 of goats 

and other beasts, and inhabited by naked men and 
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women, who mere like savages in their appearance and 
demeanour. He added that. he and his companions 
obtained in this island the greater part of their cargo 
of skins and fat, but they did nnt dare to penetrate 

far into the country. Passing thence into another 
island (Great Canary), somewhat larger than the first, 
a great number of natives of both sexes, all nearly 
naked, came down to the shore to meet them. Some 
of them, who seemed superior to the rest, were covered 
with goats’ skins, coloured yellow and red, and, as 
far as coulci be seen from a distance, the skins were 
fine and soft, and tolerably well sewn together with 
the intestines of animals. To judge from their gestures 
they seemed to have a prince, to whom they showed 
much respect and obediente. The islanders showed 
a wish to communicate with the people in the ship, 
but when the bonts drew near the shore, the sailors, 
n-110 dicl not understand a word that they said, did 
not r1;lt-e to land. Their language, however, was soft, 
and their pronunciation rapid and animated, like Italian. 
Some of the islanders then swam to the boats and four 
of them werc taken on board and afterwards carried 
away. On the northern coasts of the island, which 
were much better cultivated than the southern, there 
were a great number of little houses, fig-trees and other 
trees, palm-trees which bore no fruit, and gardens with 
cabbages ancl other vegetables. Here twenty-five of 
the sailors landed, and found nearly thirty men ‘quite 
naked, who took to flight when they saw their arms. 
Thc builclillgs mere made with much skill, of square 
stones, covered with large and handsome pieces of 
wood. Fincling severa1 of thcm closcd, the sailors broke 
open the doors n-ith stones, which enraged the fugitives, 
who fillecl the air with their cries. The houses were 
found to contain nothing beyond some excellent dried 
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figs, preserved in palm baskets, like those made at 
Cesena, corn of a much finer quality than the 1 talian, 
not only in the length and thickness of its grain but 
its extreme whiteness, snme harley, and other grains. 
The houses were al1 very handsome and covered with 
very fine wood,. and as clean inside as if they had been 
whitewashed. The sailors also carne upon a chape1 
or temple, in which there were no pictures or ornament, 
but only a stone statue representing a man with a ball 
in his hand. This idol, otherwise naked, wore an apron 
of palm-leaves. They took it away and carried it to 
Lisbon. The island seemed to be thickly populated 
and well cultivated ; producing, not only corn and other 
grain, but fruits, principally figs. The natives either 
ate the grain like birds, or else made it into flour, 
and ate it &th water without kneacling. On leaving 
this island they saw scvcral others, at the distance of 
five, ten, twenty or forty miles, and made for a third, 
in which they remarked nothing but an immense number 
of beautiful trees shooting straight up to the skies 
(most probably Ferro, remarkable for its magnificent 
pines). Thence to another, which abounded in streams 
of escellent water and wood (Gomera). They found 
also many wild pigeons, which they killed with sticks 
and stones. They were larger and of better flavour 
than those in Italy. Falcons and birds of prey were 
numerous. The sailors ventured but a very little way 
into Ihe country. At length they discovered another 
island, .the rocky mountains of which were of immense 
height and alrnost always covered with clouds, but 
what they could see during the clear weather seemed 
very ag-reeable, and it appeared to be inhabitcd (Palma). 
They afterwards saw other islands, making ín al1 
thirteen, some &f them inhabited and some not, qnd 
the farther they went the more they saw. They 
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remarked the smoothness of the sea which separates 
these islands, and found good anchorage, although 
there were but few harbours, but all the islands were 
well provided with water. Of the thirteen islands five 
were inhabited, but some were much more populous 
than others. The languages of these people were said 
to be so different that those of one island did not 
understand those of another, and they had no means 
of communication except by swimming. A phenomenon 
which they witnessed on one of these islands (Tenerife) 
deterred them from landing. On the summit of a 
mountain, which they reckoned to be more than thirty 
thousand feet high, they observed what from its white- 
ness looked like a fortress. It was, hobever, nothing 
but a Sharp point of rock, on the top of which was 
a mast, as large as a ship’s mast, with a yard and a 
lateen snil set upon it. The sail when blown out by 
the wind took the form of a shield, and soon afterwards 
it woulrl seem to he lowered, together with the mast, 

as if on board a vessel, then again it was raised and 
E 
8 

abain would sink, and so alternately. I z 
‘< They sailed round the island, but on all sides they ! 

saw the same phenomenon, and thinking it the effect 
d 

of some enchantment, they did not dare to land. They 
i 
5 

saw many other things also, which Nicoloso refused 
to relate, At any rate the islands do not seem to have 
been very rich, for the sailors hardly covered the expense 
of the voyage. 

” The four men whom they carried away were young 
arid beardless, arid had haridsorne faces. They wore 
nothing but a sort of apron made of cord, from which 
thcy hung a number of palm or recd fibres of a hair’s 
breadth ancl a half or two hairs’ breadth, which formed 
an effectual covering. They were uncircumcised. 
‘I’heir long light hair veiled their bodies down to the 
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waist, and they went barefooted. The island whence 
they were taken was called Canary, and was more 
populous than the others. These men were spoken 
to in severa1 languages, but they understood none of 
them. They did not exceed their captors in stature, 
but they were robust of limb, courageous, and very 
intelligent. When spoken to by signs they replied 
in the same manner, like mutes. There were marks 
of deferente shown from one to another ; but one of 
them appeared more honoured than the rest. The 
apron of this chief was of palm-leaves, while the others 
wore reeds, painted in yellow and red. They sang 
very sweetly, and danced almost as well as Frenchmen. i 

They were gay and merry, and much more civilised 
tha.n many Spaniards. When they were brought on 

1 
1 

board, they ate some bread and figs, and seemed to 
like the bread, though they had never txsted it before. 
They absolutely refused wine, and only drank water. 
Wheat and barley they ate in plenty, as well as cheese 
and meat, which was abundant in the islands and of 
good quality, for although there were no oxen, camels, 
or asses, there were plenty of goats, sheep, and wild 
hogs. They were shown some gold and silver money, 
but they were quite ignorant of the use of it ; and 
they knew as little of any kind of spice. Rings of ’ 
gold and vases of carved work, swords, and sabres 
were shown to them ; but they seemed never to have 
seen such things, and did not know how to use them. 
They showed remarkable faithfulness and honesty, for 
if one of them received anything good to eat, bcforc 
tasting it he divided it into portions which he shared 
with the rest. Marriage was observed among them, 
and the married women wore aprons like the men, but 
the nmidens went quite naked, without consciousness 
of shame.” 
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In 13S2 Gran Canaria was visited by one Francisco 
Lopez, who had sailed from Seville and took refuge 
from a tempest “ at the mouth of the Guineguada.” 
This man with his twelve companions lived peacefully 
on the island for seven years, but al1 were eventually 
murdered by the inhabitants, who had heretofore treated 
the castaways kindly. 

During the thirteenth century the Canaries were 
visited by numerous adventurers and navigators in 
search of plunder and personal gain, but none attempted ; 
seriously the conquest of the Archipelago. It was not $ 
until 1442 that what is known as the French Conquest i 
oí” the Canary Islands took place. The chief of this i 
expedition has hitherto been supposed to be Jean de 
Bethencourt, Lord of Granville la Teinturi&e, in the 

1 
1 

Pais de Caux in Normandy, the account of whose i 
conquest of certain of the islands was drawn up by- B 
the two chaplains of the expedition, Brother Pierre ; 
Boutier (spelt ” Bontier ” in this MS.), a monk,.and Jean 
le 1’errier. This was carefully translated from the 

1 
8 

R1on.t Ruffet manuscript of 1482 by Mr Major for 
the Hakluyt Society, and was published by that society 

i 
! 

in 1872. Boutier and le Verrier were the official $ 
historians of this expedition-le Verrier the spiritual i 
attendant of Bethencourt, Boutier of Gadifer de ’ 
la Salle. 

1 shall revert to Major’s translation, which contains 
a masterly introduction, and to the story set forth by 
the priest and the monk later ; the date when this 
translation appeared (1872) is important, and it may 
here be remarked that the volutne in question has been 
considerecl the standard work on the Canaries. for al1 
scholars of the nineteenth century. Since this publica- 
tion appeared, however, Professor Reazley has drawn 
attention in the Gcogra~/ticaZJournaZ to a much earlier 
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manuscript, now in the British Museum, known as the 
Egerton manuscript, to which Major had not access. 
From this manuscript it seems clear that the honours 
of the expedition to the Canaries helong rather to 
Gadifer de la Salle, who accompanied Bethencourt, 
than to the latter, as has hitherto been generally 
inferred. Instead of Bethencourt -being the leader, it 
is obviously Gadifer to whom the chief credit was due, 
but in other respects the narratives are much the same. 

Gadifer and Bethencourt, with their retinues, set 
out from La Rochelle on the 1st of May 1402 with 
a view to conquering the Canary Islands, calling at 
Vivero, Corunna, and Cadiz HZ. rozlte. At length, after 
eight days, they arrived at Graciosa-a small island 
which is only inhabited at the present day during part 
of the year by fishermen and their families, and which 
was probably quite uninhabitcd in the days of which 
we, are writing. Gadifer was the first to land in 
Lanzarote-the large island separated from Graciosa 
by a narrow strait-and at length he and Bethencourt, 
by arrangement with the natives who had come down 
to meet them, held a council with the king of Lanzarote. 
The result of this meeting seems to have. been that 
the native king submitted to the explorers without 
more ado, and for a time friendly relations existed 
between them, which w-ere only upset eventually by 
the treachery of one of Gadifer’s and Bethencourt’s 
subordinates. A castle was then built by the new- 
comers on the coast at a place named Rubicon, and 
was used as the headquarters of the expedition, where 
stores and arms were kept. 

At the suggestion of Gadifer an cxpcdition was 
then taken to the island of Fuerteventura by the two 
leaders, but Bethencourt was soon compelled to return 
to Lanzarote, leaving Gadifer and his company to 
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continue alone. In the meantime, the natives of 
Fuerteventura had retired to the South of the island, 
and Gadifer, being unable to get into touch with them, 
returned n-ith his men to Lobos-a tiny island lying 
between Fuerteventura and Lanzarote. Owing to the 
refusal of the master of his ship to carry out his 
commands, Gadifer was himself compelled to return to 
Lanzarote, where he again joined Bethencourt at Rubicon. 
Disaffection amongst the seamen caused Bethencourt at 
this point to return to Spain in order that he might ; 
obtain fresh men, arms, and provisions, so that the f 
conquest of the other islands might be completed. d 
During Berhencourt’s absence on this quest at’ the 8 i 

Court of Henry III., King of Castille, Gadifer had i 
returned to Lobos in search of seals (which are still 1 
found there at the present day) and was then the i 
victim of the treachery of one Berthin de Berneval, B 

who during his absence pillaged the castle of Rubicon, : 
stole the stores, captured the king of Tdanzarote (who 6 
ho\\-ever succeeded in escaping), and having won over the 8 

E 

master of a Spanish ship which had put in to Lanzarote, I z 
set sail for Spain, carrying with him a number of the ! d 
Canarians as captives. Gadifer, left on Lobos, was in i 
complete ignorance of what was taking place in Lanzarote, 5 
and eventually became in great distress from hunger and ’ 
thirst, as Lobos is a barren islet without even a single 
spring. At length he was rescued by a Spaniard whose 
ship \~as lying in Graciosa, and who with four men from 
Rubicon who had remained faithful to Gadifer, crossed 
in a little cockboat to Lobos. On theil- al-l-ival, Gadifer 
was greatly astonished to hear of the treachery of 
Eerthin, whom he had trusted and placed in command 
during his absence from Lanzarote, 

hIeanwhile Bethencourt had been -well received at 
the Court of Castille, and the King of Spain, having 
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accepted Bethencourt’s homage, had granted to him 
the Lordship of the Canaries-of which, it is said, the 
King had never even heard. When Gadifer received 
the news that Bethencourt had not supported his own 
claims at the Spanish Court he was greatly distressed, 
and this was the first seed of dissension sown b&ween 
the two leaders of the expedition. Gadifer felt that 
Bethencourt had not taken proper measures for his 
relief when hearing of the straits he was in, and further 
he accused him of posing as “ Lord of the Canaries ” 
and of turning everything to his own account. 

After De Berneval’s treachery, the natives of 
Lanzarote became hostile to Gadifer and to those who 
remained with him, and the mariners found their life. 
on the island increasingly difficult. The vessel which 
had brought news of Bethencourt was then used by 
Gadifer for sailing to the other islands. 

Fuerteventura was visited first, and the explorers 
set out for the River Vien de Palmes in search of the 
natives ; a certain valley which they encountered w.as 
describe4 by the historians as “lovely and unbroken 
and very pleasant : it was shaded by about eight 
hundred palm-trees . . . with streams running between 
them.” In this island only four women were captured 
and taken back to the boat. From Fuerteventura they 
proceeded to Gran Canaria, entering a large harbour 
between Feldes (Telde) and Argonnez ( ? Aguïmes), and 
here they conversed and traded with the natives but did 
not land. It was whilst in this anchorage that Gadifer 
received news of the murder of the thirteen Christians, 
of whom mention has already been ma$e. 

Leaving Gran Canaria, thcy coasted along Hierro, 
but did not land there, proceeding to Gomera, where 
they arrived at night-time and found the natives making 
fires on the shore. Some of the crew thereupon landed 
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ancl captured a man and three women, whom they 
brought back to the ship, but on landing next morning 
to take in water they were attacked by the assembled 
natives and forced to return to their ships. 

They nest attempted to make for Palma, but a great 
storm arose anù they were driven to Hierro, where they 
landed and remained twenty-two days, taking captive 
four women and a Child. “ They found great numbers 
of pigs, goats, and sheep, though the country is very 
barren al1 round for a league from the shore ; but in the ; 
centre of the island, which is very high, the country is 6 

E 
fertile and pleasant, and ful1 of large groves, which are 0 d 
green in al1 seasons ; it contains more than a hundred õ” 
thousand pine-trees, most of which are so thick that f 
tuvo men can hardly make their arms meet round them ; .E 

the water is good and plentiful, for it often rains in these t 5 
parts ; and quails abound in astonishing quantities.” I 

From Hierro the navigators sailed to Palma, (‘ where E 

they anchored to the right of a river which fe11 into the s 
sea, and having supplied themselves with water for their g 

d 
return again set sail,” shaping their course for Rubicon E z 
in Lanzarote. Here they discovered that their com- ! d 
panions had during their absence taken many native ; 
prisoners, ancl the remainder were coming from day 5 
to day to throw themselves upon their mercy. 0 

Shortly after Gadifer’s return from his voyage to 
the other islands, Bethencourt himself arrived from 
C;pain, SOOII afterwards going- to Fuerteventura, where 
he remained some time, and thoroughly explored the 
country. It was about this time that the two leaders 
quarrelled, Gadifer severely reproaching Bethencourt 
\\ith bis conduct towards him. At this point, however, 
Gadifer proceeded to Gran Canaria with a number of 
companions, and having been driven out of his course, 
anchored eventually off Telde, from whence he sailed 
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down the coast to Argygneguy (? Arguineguin), where 
a fight took place between his crew and the islanders, 
which ended in the rout of Gadifer’s men. This took 
place soon after the 25th of June 1404. 

-After his return to Erbania (Fuerteventura), Gadifer 
cLnd Bethencourt rcncwed thcir dispute, which ended in 
both sailing for Spain, but in different ships. On their 
x-rival in .Spain the King was infnrmerl nf the qllarrel, 
and Gadifer de la Salle, seeing that Bethencourt had 
more influente at Court than he could ever hope to ; 

obtain, accordingly left Spain and returned to France. 
Bethencourt was then solemnly proclaimed “ Lord of 

s d 

the Islands ” and returned to the Canaries, later saifing 
to France to obtain the necessities for forming a colony. 
These he obtained, and once again set out for the j 
Isiands, bringing with him his nephew, Maciot de t 5 

unsuccessfu.1 attempt on the island of Gran Canaria, 
but su¿ceeded in forming colonies in Palma and Hierro. 
Finally, in 1406, he Ieft the Islands under the Governor- 
ship of Macint, and retnrning once more to France, died 
at Grainville in 1425. Many years afterwards a 
memorial was placed to Jean de Bethencourt, “ Roi des 
Canaries,” in the Grainville Church, where his body lies 
buried. 

The regency of De Bethencourt’s nephew was 
anything but successful. Maciot seems to have had 
very little of bis uncle’s aptitude for government, and 
soon commenced to make his tyranny felt. Having 
ceded the Islands, of w-hich he was only regent, to Pedro 
Barba de Campos, who had been sent to’ intervene .by 
Queen Catherine of castille, he actually resold them to 
Prince Henry of Portugal, subsequently selling them 
again to the Count de Niebla, each of these in turn 
selling them to others ! At the death of Jean de 
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Eethencourt, thc lslands w-ere bequeathed by the right- 
ful on-ner to Re)-nard de Bethencourt, Jean’s brother. 
But still Gr;ln Canaria, Tenerife, and Palma were 
unconquered. 

In 1413 a successful raid under the direction of 
Prince I lenrx the SaI-igator w-as made on Palma, and 
from this date onn-ards the Canaries passed through 
man! hands. X dispute then arose between the 
Spankh and thc Portuguese as to their claims on the 
lslands. This ~vczs not finally settled until 1479, when ; 
;t treaty was signed between ,Wfonso V. of Portugal $ 
and Ferdinancl and lsabella of Castille, declaring the ! 
Canaries to belong to Spain. i 

11-e have still to treat of the conquest of the three 1 
largest islands of the \17estern Group-Gran Canaria, 1 
Tenerife, and Palma-the inhabitants oi which had i 
hitherto n-ithstood all attempts to bring them under B 

subjection. 
,4nother circumstantial account of the history of i 

the Canary lslands, written by Juan de Abreu de 8 
Galindo, a Franciscan friar n-ho lived in Palma, is I 
hantled down to us by thc Englishman, George Glas, 

z 
! d 

who published Galindo’s manuscript in I 764. ; 
Galindo, having given an account of Jean de g 5 

lkthencourt’s esploits md of the unsatisfactory dis- ’ 
pos;d of the Isla~nds by Illaciot, names the various 
claimants to the Lordship of the Islands immediately 
succeedin~ AIaciot’s departure. The chief of these 
seems to have been one Diego de Herrera of Seville, 
m-h0 inhcritcd thc Islnnds by marrying Igncs Paraza, 
the daughter of Guillen Paraza, who had himself received 
them as a gift from the Count de Niebla. Herrera, 
by virtuc of his rnarriage, became Lord of the Canary 
Islands in 1~11, and imtnediatcly settled in Lanzarote 
lvith his rife, Uonna Ibncs. From the time of their 

R 
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arrival in the Eastern Islands, it seems to have been 
their chief desire to reduce the islanders of Gran 
Canaria and to claim this unconquered island as their 
own. In this they were like their predecessors-un- 
successful. Complaints having been made of their 
conduct in the Islands, they were summoned to Seville 
to answer the charges brought against them. In 
consequence of this the King and Queen of Spain- 
Ferdinand and Isabella-agreed to pay Herrera a large 
sum of money in return for his abandonment of his g 
claims to Gran .Canaria, Palma, and Tenerife ; and 1 
although they were at the time engaged in a war with ; 
Portugal, fitted out an expedition under Don Juan B å 
Rejon, which set sail on the 23rd of May 1477, anchar- 1 
ing jusc a month later off the Isleta. The ~rtiüps, on F I 
landing, set out for Gando, but finally camped where 5 
the town of Las Palmas now stands. While there the Y 

i 
Spaniards were attacked by a number of Portuguese, E 1 

who put into Agaëte with the intention of assisting 8 
the islanders ; but owing to the heavy seas, they were d 

i 

prevented from landing al1 their men, and finally, having i 
lost most of their boats, drew away from the island and d 
sailed home. : ; 

An attack was afterwards made on the Canarians at 4 
kfoya, they being under the leadership of a chief named ’ 
Doramas, but from this little success resulted. As 
usual, dissensions arose amongst the Spaniards them- 
selves, and probably owing to this cause the Spaniards 
were severely defeated by the islanders at Tirajana and 
compelled to re-embark in th,cir ships at Guiniguada, 
from whence they returned to Spain. 

On the return to Canaria of Juan Rejon, who had 
avenged himself on his enemies, plans were made for 
a raid on Tamaraceite, but before this.couId be carried 
out, on the 18th of August 1480 a ship arrived from 
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Spain carrying Pedro de Vera. This man had been 
sent by Fcrclinand and Isabella to supersede Rejon, and 
\\.hen he had taken over the command of the Spanish 
forces Rcjon was ilnjIlrtly returned tn Spain as a 
prisoner. Here he vindicated his character, and having 
$ven a goocl account of his stewardship in Gran 
Canaria, was given command of the forces which 
mere so011 to be despatched ag-ainst Tenerife and 
Palma. 

In the meantime Pedro de Vera had slain, single- i 
l~andetl, the Canarian chief, Doramas, and soon held g 
all the plains-thc Canarians having retreated to the ! 
Cumbres, n-here they held al1 the passes. An attack 8 i 

was made by the Spaniards in the neighbourhood of f 2 
Tirajana ; ancl later, the Canarians, under the leadership i 
of Ventagoya, made a night attack on the invaders at t 5 
Las Palm:Fs, where a fierce battle ensued. B 

Pedro de Vera kept harrying the natives at such i 
\\-idely seprated spots as Galdar and Fata,aa, but at s 
length bis men suffered a severe defeat at Ajodar, the 

E 
8 

Canarians catching them in a narrow ba~~nnco and I z 
rolling big stones down upon them. It is surprising d ! 
to learn that after this victory the Canarians, who ; 
mere IIOW al1 gathered together at :%nsite, voluntarily g 

5 
surrenderetl tc, Pedro de Vera on the 29th of April ’ 
14s;. Pedro then became Governor of the island 
under Ferdinand ancl Isabella of Spain, but, according 
to Glas, Gran Canaria was not incorporated into the 
Crown of Castille until the 20th of February 1487. 

,\t this tiIIle Diego de Herrera was still Lord of 
I,:mzarote, Fuerte\-entura, Gomera, and Hierro, but he 
died on the zcncl of June 1485. It has already been 
notecl that Juan Rejon hacl been entrusted with the 
conquest of Palma and Tenerife, but this unfortunate 
man, on his way to Palma, was driven ashore on 
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Gomera, where he was killed in a scuffle with Hernando 
Peraza, the son of Diego de Herrera, who had inherited 
the island from his father. 

The conquest of Palma was then undertaken by 
Alonzo de Lugo, who had been one of Pedro de 
Vera’s lieutenants in Gran Canaria. Having raised 
the necessary money and fleet, he sailed for the Canaries 
and landed at Tazacorta in Palma on the 29th of 
September 1490. The conquest of part of the island 
was made easy by reason of the natives on the south- ; 
west being already on good terms with the Spaniards i 
in Hierro ; and Alonzo de Lugo wisely won over these d 
islanders by making them presents instead of by forte 8 õ” 
of arms. : 2 

The natives of che north-eastern part refused to be i 
pacified so easily, and they were attacked by the 5 
Spaniards, who took a ilumber of prisoners, and on i 
seeing that the invaders treated their captives well, E 
the remaining natives no longer opp~sed the Spaníards s 

g 
in their progress. The only natives remaining hostile ; 
had taken up their position in the Caldera, and these $ 
were finally vanquished and the ‘island won for the d 
Spanish Crown on the 3rd of May 1491. Alonzo de F 
Lugo captured the Palman chief, TanaEse, and se’nt o 5 
him to Spain, but. there, however, he starved himseIf 
to death. 

From Palma the conquerors next proceeded to 
Tenerife, where, accur-ding to Galilldo, they larldecl al 
Santa Cruz on the 3rd of May 1493. Friendly relatiois 
were soon established between Alonzo de Lugo and the 
kings of Guimar, Anaga, Adeje, and Abona-four. of 
the districts into which the island was divided for 
the purpose of administration. The powerful king of 
Taora, however, scornfully rejected the proposal made 
to him by Alonzo that he should become a vassal of the 
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King of SpaiI1, and the Spaniards thereupon passed 
ol-er the plain of Laguna, past Tacoronte to Orotava, 
n-here they seized many flocks belonging to king 
T:loro’s subjects. The Guanches closely pursued the 
marauders ant1 fell upon them at Centejo, in a narrow 
p-L”“, almost annihilating the entire force ; whereupon 
,Alonzo de Lugo repaired to Gran Canaria in order to 
collect fresh troops, leaving the few who had survived 
the slaughter of Centejo in the tower which he had built 
at Santa Cruz. 

~-~lonzo de Lugo soon collected a large forte from 
Spain and frorn those islands which had already been 
conquered, and anchorecl off Santa Cruz for the second 
time, on the 2nd of November 1494. The Guanches 
had by this time gathered in great forte and a skirmish 
took place near Laguna, after which the Spaniards 
continuccl their march apinsl their former conquerors. 
11-e are told by Friar Juan de Abreu de Galindo, whose 
manuscript, lvritten in 163 2, was published by Glas, that 
the subjugation of the inhabitants of Tenerife by the 
.SIw.niards caIl?,e very shortly after the skirmish at 
I,quna mentioned ‘above ; for the Guanches saw that 
the Spaniards n-ere in considerable forte, and therefore 
made an agreement with them without further blood- 
shed, consenti:lg to become Christians and to become 
~nssals of the King of Spain. Alonzo de Lugo was 
thcreupon in\-ested with the Governorship of this island 
and laid the foundations of St Christobal de la Laguna 
011 the 25th day of JUIY 1495. 

I‘here is, however, another account of the conquest 
of Tenerife which is possibly more accurate than that 
biveri iIi the rnanuscript published by Glas. This 
second manuscript is of an earlier date than that of the 
1:ranciscan friar, thc author bcing Alonzo dc Espinosa, 
\vho \vrote in 1 jSo-c>o. The manuscript was translated 
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by Sir Clements Markham, and was published by the 
Hakluyt Society under the title of í’%e Guanc/ze.s of 
Tenerzjre. E p s inosa agrees with Galindo in his account 
of the conquest by Alonzo de Lugo up to the point 
where the battle of Centejo was fought and won by the 
Guanches, after which, it will be remembered, Alonzo de 
Lugo went to Gran Canaria to collect a larger army 
with which he returned to Tenerife. From Espinosa’s 
manuscript we learn that the Guanches fought most 
valiantly against the Spaniards during the second i. 
invasion of their island. The Spaniards having advanced i 
to Laguna, a great battle was fought on the 14th of ; 
November 149-b both sides fighting with great bravery. E õ” 
At length, however, the invaders prevailed, and the i 
plucky Guanches were driven from the field. 

After this victory the Spaniards returned to Santa 8 
Cruz until the spring of 1495, but in the meantime, f 
owing to the large number of dead lying about without E 
burial, a great pestilente broke out amongst the s 

g 
Guanches, and the Spaniards again advanced to d 
Laguna, making raids upon Tegueste and Tacoronte. i 
At length Alonzo de Lugo advanced to Orotava, d 
meeting with Iittle resistance. ; 

According to this story, the Guanches, seeing that 0 5 
the Spaniards were overrunning their land, determined 
to cal1 together al1 their rernaining men and to offer 
battIe once again. On Christmas Day 1495 a desperate 
encounter took place, and at che end of the day the 
victory lay with the Spaniards and a great many of the 
Cuanchcs wcrc killcd, including most of thc chicfs. 

Thus the Spaniards were able to overrun the island 
without meeting further resistance. 

The Spaniards undoubtedly owed their victory over 
the natives to the terrible pestilente which had swept 
over the island rather than to their own prowess, 
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thoqh it must be acknowledged that they had fought 
bravely. The conquerors chose Laguna as the seat 
of Go\rernment, and with the subjugation of Tenerife 
-JJonzo de I,ugo became Governor-General of the Islands 
on the 5th of November 1496. Thus ended the con- 
quest of the ;Irchipelago by Spain, in whose possession 
it has remained ever since. 

,\ word ma)- here be said of the ancient inhabitants 
of the Canary Islands, who held the Spaniards at bay ; 
for so many years before they were finally subjugated. f 
In his introduction to the Coq~est of il’ze Cafzaries 0 d 
-\Idjor \\ role : ‘L ;111 eLhrlolugica1 examination of the i 

inhabitants of the Canaries at the time of Bethencourt’s 
conquest, as based upon the descriptions of their persons 

i 

and manners, the peculiarities of their languages and t 5 
the charxteristics of the mummies which have been B 
founcl, leaves little reason to doubt that the Archipelago 
uxs peoplecl b,- tn-o distinct races, viz., Berbers and 

i 
s 

-1rabs, and that the tribes of the latter, which were E 
8 

in the minority in the \\‘estern Islands, had maintained I 
the superiority in numbers and gained politica! supre- 

z 
! 

nixy in the Eastern.” 
d 
; 

‘I‘he real home of the Guanches was undoubtedly g 5 
‘Tenerife-in fact Sir Clements hlarkham has shown 
that they tnok their name from this island, Chenerfe 
being thc name of Tenerife, while Guan meant a son ; 
Gjt~~rltr being a contraction of the words Guan C&xerfe, 
I.L.., son of ‘I’enerife. 

,\lntonio Viana, a Spanish writcr who published 
in 1604 a n-ork on the antiquities of the Canary Islands, 
spcaks of the Guanches as ” virtuous, honest, and brave, 
and the finest qualities of humanity were found united 
in them : to \vit, magnanimity, skill, courage, athletic 
po\vers, strength of soul and body, pride of character, 
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nobleness of demeanour, a smiling physiognomv. an 
intelligent mind, and patriotic devotedness.” 

Indced, the more one studies the history of this 
remarkable race, the more is one struck by the exact- 
ness of this description, extravagant though it might 
at first sight appear to be. In all their dealings, 
especially with their enemies, the Guanches stand out 
as brave, straightforward men, incapable of meanness 
or of infidelity. Although Tenerife was their strong- 
hold, the same race peopled tbe neighbouring islands i 
of Gran Canaria and Palma, though from all accounts f 
the inhabitants of these islands were of middle stature, d 
while the natives of Gomera and Hierro were described 8 i 

by Abreu de Galindo in 1632 as small; Nevcrtheless, i 
the mummies of the Guanches of Tenerife are said 1 
to be very little larger than mummies of the natives of i 
Gomera and Hierro. I lean rather to thc vicw that B 
the Canary Islanders carne, as Sir Clements ‘hlarkham i 
suggested, from the neighbouring African coast of i 
Mauretania, but long before that country was overrun 8 
by the Arabs : “ Mauretania was then inhabited by i 
the same ancient Iberian race which once covered al1 d ! 
Western Europe.” ; 

Undoubtedly the best history of these remarkable i 
people has been handed down to us by Alonzo de ’ 
Espinosa, who, writing in I jSo-90, has left the earliest 
account of the Guanches. His manuscript has been 
taken as the text for Sir Clements Markham’s Czn;tzc~es 
of Te7rertjG, which, with Glas’s translation of Gafindo’s 
manuscript (1632), should be consulted by everyone 
studying the history of these extraordinarily interesting 
islanders. 

The student of anthropology will still find the islands 
of the Canary group rich in material ; many ancient 
burial-places of thc Guanches are known and numbers 
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of mummies have already been brought to light during 
the cscavations which have taken place. There remains, 
however, a great deal to be done and many fields of 
research are still open. The unique collection of 
mumrnies, skulls, ancient pottery, and other relics of 
the Guanches preserved in the Las Palmas IIluseum, 
is one n-hich should be much more widely known and 
consulted. 

Turning from the history of the Canary Islands to 
the geological formation of the group, we come face to 
face with one of the most engrossing problems which 
has ever attracted the attention of the scientific world. 



CHAPTER II 

THE ORIGIN OF THE CANARY ARCHIPELAGO AND ITS 

F’OSSIBLE RELATION TO TIIE SUNKEN CONTINENT 

OF ATLAXTIS. ; 

IN the following chapter referente is made to the i 
various periods of the earth’s history, and 1 have i 

thought it advisable therefore to include a short classifi- 
cation of geological time into which the history of 

1 
1 

the earth has been divided. Thc reader who has no 
knowledge of geology will then be ablct to form some 

i 
B 

idea of the Eras, Epochs, or- Periocls, and Ages, into ; 
which geologists have split up the various phascs 6 
through which the earth has passed. “ In studying E 

geology, you must always bear in mind the imperfection 
8 

of the record, whether stratigraphical or pakeontological, 
; 
! 

etc., and things cannot be dated like historical events.” d 
; 

‘I’his excellent advicc was given me some time ago 
when 1 first turned my attention to geology, and is 
the best advice which a beginner can receive. Man y 
statemcnts are bound, from the nature of the case, 
to be more or less hypothetical and theoretical ; hard 
and fast rules cannot be Iaid down, and further, the 
correlation of deposits in different parts of the world is 
often a matter on which it is difficult to come to any 
definite conclusions. 

With this warning, 1 append a short classification 
of geological time as generally split up at the present 
day. Referente will be made in the following pages 

26 
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particularly to the Miocene epoch, since it was in this 
epoch th:tt the Atlantic Tslands were prohahly fnrme.d. 

The geological time scale follows in general the geologic 
chronoIogy for North America as set out by Professor 
Lu11 in his test-book of Oryganic Ez~odzdion (rgI7), and 
\\-hich is reproduced on p. 28. 

Xlthough our countrymen have devoted themselves 
studiously to unravelling the ioological and botanical 
problems of- the Canary ArchipeIago, investigation of 
the gcology of the Islands has not been seriously ; 
attempted by a single British geologist since the days 
of Lyell, and of recent years we have left the field i 
open alrnost entirely to Germany. õ” 

Various theories have been advanced to explain 1 
the origin of the Isl:mds, to wit :- 0 

g 
(1) That they are simply of volcanic origin ; or g 
(3) That they are tht: remaining; peaks of a sunken Y ; 

continent of Atlantis ; or again i 
(3) That they were formerly joincd to thc main- 0 

E 
land of Africa. d 

I 
1Ve will begin by examining the otean bed west z 

! 
of Morocco, as it is at the present day, and see what d 

; 
facts Ive can deduce to substantiate any of these f 
theories. 5 0 

Th;Ltll;s to the famous voyage of the GXle+zgeu, 
ancl more recently to the cruise of the Michaed .Sars--- 
tn name perhaps the two most important oceanographical 
especlitions-the North Atlantic is the best sounded 
of al1 the oceans, and we are thus, to a large extent, 
able to map the bottom of the sea in this vast region 
as it is at the present day, at any rate as regards its 
main features. 

Let US glance at the excellent map published in 
Sir John ;\lurray’s book, T/Ze Depth of the Oceam. 
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This chart was compiled from the latest sources as 
recently as Igr 1, ancl is therefore comparatively up to 
date. The first thing that strikes us is the remarkable 
clcvated ridge extencling frnm northern latitudes and 

stretching almost to the parallel of Cape Horn. This 
central ridge lies almost equidistant from the shores 
of ;\frica and of America, and roughly may be said 
to follow the trend of the West African coast - line ; 
thc northern part of the ridge from lat. 40’ to the Equator 
forming a half-circle, while South of the Equator, where ; 
the only gap in thc ridge takes place, it runs almost f 
due north ancl South. The northern portion was d 
inclicatcd in Lieut. 1Iaury’s Chart of the North Atlantic i 

published in ISjq, but its continuation southwards has 1 
only becn rnade known more recently. On either side ; 
of this JIid-;Ztlantic Shelf, two colossal submarine i 
valleys run prallel n-ith one another, and these in B 
their turn are parallcl n-ith the respective shores of ; 
.-\í-I-iGL :lncl AAnim-ic:l, thc: n-estern trough descending 6 
in ~~1xe.s to a depth of 3zSo fathoms. The otean E 

8 
trough I!-ing bet\veen this median ridge and Africa i 
is as dcep as the submarine valley Iying on the western ! d 
sicle, and here al50 \ve find the sounding line sinks ; 
t0 ;111 :tlmost increclible tlepth-IIonaco Deep, Chun g 

5 
1 )Wl’ ( ;; 1 s f~d~oIlls) : 1Ioscly Deep (3309 fathoms) ; ’ 
Krech I )eep and Uuchanan Uecp (2063 fathoms), are 
met \\-ith in the arder namcd if we sail down the middle 
of this trouxh from the north to the South. 

‘\:ow, as Ke approxh the African land, the otean 
clept11 IICLLLIl~‘LlI\~ clcxIc<l5c~, ¿ill d we remark that thc 
Coiitinent;J S’lope bcyoncl the Ioo-fathom line is 
rclatil-eI!- steep in compar;son with the Continental 

Shelf \\-hich ascends in gentle g-radients to the 
shore-line. 

Turning now to thc Admiralty chart of the Atlantic 
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Ocean, onc primary feature claims our attention, viz., 
the long line of islands situated on the median submarine 
ridge or lying between it and Africa. First in order, 
proceeding from north to South, we come to the Azores, 
which have becn already alluded to as forming part 
of the median ridge ; next, to Porto Santo, Baizo Island, 
Madeira and the Desertas, al1 in a little group close 
together, and lying much nearer to the mainland than 
the Azores. Continuing South, we pass the Salvages 
and the Pitons lying ou the 30th parallel north, and i 
then come to the large group of islands which is the f 
subject of this book-the Canary Archipelago. 0 d 

Furthcr South again another íarge group is met i 8 
with-the Cape Verde Islands ; then again the two i 
truly oceanic islands-St Helena and Ascension ; bcyond 1 
these the Tristan da Cunha group ; and finally, the 5 
most interesting of all, Gough Island, practically situated B 

on the 40th parallel South, among the most remotc i 
of all the oceanic islands in the world. s 

With the exception of Santa Maria Island (in thc 
E 
8 

Azores group) and Majo’ (in the Cape Verde Archi- i 
pelago) ald t8ese isZmd.s, f~oaz the Azores to Goq,c,h ! d 
Is¿n7~d, are mainly built up of volcanic rock, the 
lnndmarks of a great volcanic zone. Severa1 of thcse 

i 

havc been in active eruption within very reccnt tirncs ; 
2 

ene island in this long chain---Sabrit;a Island in the 
Azores-was formed as the rcsult of a submarine 
volcanic eruption, in I S I I, disappearing shortly after- 
wards. In the Canary Islands the terrible eruptions 
which occurred in Lanzarote from 1730 to 1736, and 
more recently in 1824, together with the small eruption 
which took place OJI the Peak of Tenerife as recently 

1 Drelter hns shown that Majo is fornwd to 3. great exrent r.ot of 
volcanic rocks, bu1 of slate and lirncstonc-:hc relnnnl:t of an encient 
1ar.d. 
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xs thc r Sth of November rgog,’ show th:lt this region 
is still very much the centre of volcanic action. Speaking 
of t’rlesc islztntls, Suess 2 remarks : “As regards a very 
l;lrl;::ra nIlmlwr r,f the vnlc;lnic isTancls of thc eastcrn half 
of the A\tl;lntic, there is good rcason to suppose th:tt 
the volcanoes starìd on 3 common foundation. This 
is the \.ien- of L. von 13uch and Hartung, and has 
becm supportcd by Calderon in a recent rcvicw of the 
(lucstion. . . . \\‘e may affirm that the visible volcanic 
isinnd.5 represcnt only a small par-t of the extensive ; 
\-olc;tnic qions covered by the sea.” 

\\-ith rq;u71 to the geological structure of the Canary ! 
Islaníls th(:tnselves, it k\-as early realisecl by L. von 8 i 

I~UCh in lS?j that the reccnt volcanocs werc seatecl f 2 
0:~ ;1 found;ltion of older volcanic rocks. In a valuable 1 
rreatise (311 thc Alid-Atlantic Volcanoes, publishecl in 5 
thc //tz~ribccc/r dL~7R~~qio7tnZ~~~ G~oZogr’c (Bd. vii., 10, 19 x0), B 

l’rofcssor C;a~el has givcn somc clescription of the s 
rocks of tl,(,sc Tsl:~nds and has summarisecl the work of 6 
1 I;irtung, I,)-ell, and other geologists. E 

8 
01: Fuerte\-entura, Gomera, and La Palma, there I z 

is evidente of a foundation of tnuch altered effusive ! d 
roclis (di:zb;~se), together with some coarsely crystalline ; 
plutonic roc’ns (tliorite and syenitc, etc.). g In Fuerte- 5 
ve:ltur:t thcre occur, conncctecl with these old volcanic 

0 

rock5, hartl slatcs, clay slates, and limestones, (& whereby,” 
says Gqcl. “ thc nature of thesc old bascment rocks as 
part 0. ’ x greater land mass is placed bcyond any doubt.” 

011 thece c)ltlcr rocks are built UJI the recent volcanoes, 
theil- Ill-u~lucts (;~shcs, Luff5, :~r~cl I;iväs) forrning tlie bulk 
ot the \-kible rock. The lavas are largely basalts with 
some tlon-s of I>l:oIlolitic trachytcs. Von Fritsch clividcd 
tl:e \-olcal:ic rocks of Gran Canaria into four stages 

’ Gn;$ /orfw:.. val. sxsv., 19 10, pp. 59-61. 
’ 7X:, fi:rt-c q,lefL~d Lnrfh, Enghh Edition, val. ii., p, lj2, 
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correspcnding to four periods of vulcanicity-the last 
having taken place within the memory of man. 

The only sedimentary rocks associated with these 
lavas are stratified tuffs and conglomerates containing a 
marine fauna which shows them to be of Upper Miocene 
Age. These rocks are particularly well developed as a 
marine terrace near Las Palmas, where, according to 
Lyell,l they are intercalated with lavas (trachytes). 
They appear to be about the same age as the most 
ancient volcanic rock of the island. ; 

Of still more recent date is the formation of the $ 
sand-dunes which lie between Confita1 Bay and Alcara- d 
vancras. Professor Gagel suggests the following ex- ! 
planation of the origin of the sand-dunes : “ Resting % 
UPO the ConglorneI~ate of the Miocene terrace is a $ 

thick marly limestone (Steppenkalk). Where the lime- g 
stone dust (which on firm land forms the Steppenkalk) i 

ís blown into the shallow shore-water it cements the i 
fine calcareous sand of the plllverised mollusc-shells to o 
a porous limestone. The sand which is not cemented g 
by calcareous dust, is blown together to form large i 
sand-hills . . . and such dunes connect, for instance, the ! 
Isleta with the main Island (Puerto de la Luz, Isthmus i 
of Guanarteme). The Isleta is formed of young basalt : 
eruptive masses, 

0 
which partially rest on the marine 

terrace.” 
Gagel’s theory of the origin of the sand-dunes struck 

me as very probable, buc wishiug LU investigate the 
matter further, 1 procured, through the kindness of Rr 
Head of Las Palmas, various samples of sand which that 
gentleman collected most scientifically and forwarded at 
my request to the British Museum of Natural History. 
There the samples were examined by Mr Campbell 
Smith of the Department of Minerals, who has kindly 

1 St~hzt’s Elemvzfs of Geologv, 2nd Edition, p. 537. London, 1874. 
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prepared the following report on their composition and 
on the formation of the dunes :- 

“ There seems to be a popular idea, at least among 
visitors to the Canary Islands, that the sand which 
covers the Eastern Tslands of the group and forms 
dunes at the eastern end of Gran Canaria, is brought 
b)- wind from the deserts of Africa. This idea may 
have received some support from the fact that Humboldt 
described the white sand of Graciosa as quartzose, while 
as reccntly as rgos Taquin spoke of the Eastern Islands 
as covered with w-hite siliceous sand which must be of 
f oreign origin. 011 the other hand, Gagel has described 
thcse sands as calcareous sands formed by the rolling 
of shell fragments in the shallow water near the shore 
accumulatecl more or less in situ, and finally blown 
landwards and formed into extensive dunes. Similar 
accumulations of calcareolls sands occur in the Bermudas 
and on man)- coral islands. 

(’ The only sample of sand from Graciosa in the 
Eritish JIuseum collection is a shell-sand with a certain 
admixture of volcanic material. 1 t certainly con tains 
no quartz. 

‘* So other samples from the Eastcrn Islands of the 
cïroul) are avaiiable, but four samples of the sand from õ 
the peninsula of the Isleta in Gran Canaria have been 
collectecl bu- ‘\Ir S. H. 11. Head of Las Palmas, at the 
recluest of 1Ir D. ;i. Bannerman. These samples were 
taken from various parts oi‘ the dunes which occur 
bet\veen Puerta de la Luz and Las Palmas. They were 
\.er>- carefull>- collected and the followinb obscrvations 
on their composition ma)- be uorth recording, 

‘1 Samplc 2, taken from the side of one of the big 
dunas, was esamined very carefully as being probably 

typical of the deposit. The largest grains are 0.6 mm. 
in diameter, the average grain size being about 0.4 mm. 

C 
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88 per cent. of the sand consists of grains exceeding 
0.2 mm. in diameter ; the remainder consists of slightly 
smaller grains. Sample 4, from the top of the same 
dune, gavc closely similar figures. In sample 1, from 
the crest of an advancing dune, 24 per cent. of the 
material consists of grains slightly less than 0.2 mm. in 
diameter, the remaining 76 per cent. of the grains being 
between 0.2 and 0.6 mm. 

“ In mineral composition these three samples are 
closely similar. Sample 3, which was examined quantita- i 
tively, was found to contain :- 

“ 65 per cent. carbonates soluble in dilute hydro- 5 

chloric acid but leaving a residue of íinely divided clayey 
; 
õ” 8 

material. This is made up of rolled fragments of shells f 2 
and limestone. It forms the bulk uf the coarser grained 
material. 

j 
t 5 

“ 1.4 per cent. magnetite. B 
B 

“ 18.2 per cent. of minerals with specific gravity 
greater than that of calcite, consisting chiefiy of augite 

i 
s 

with olivine, and ilmenite (?), some biotite and occasional 
grains of a$rine-augite and hypersthene. 

i 
i 

15.4 per cent. of material less dense than calcite, d 
composed of sanidine (about 3 per cent.), with black and ; L” 
brown fragments of the grouad-mass of basalt and other t 5 
volcanic rocks. Quartz is absent. 

0 

“ Sample 2 was taken from the middle of wind- 
furrows in the sand, and represents the top layer of 
coarser material left after the finer sand has blown 
away. It differs in appearance from the three other 
samples, being darker in colour and coarser in grain. 
50 per cent. of this sample consists of grains between 
0.5 mm. and I mm. in diameter, and is composed of 
carbonates with a little sanidine and abundant dark 
grains formed of the ground-mass of basalt and of 
other volcanic rocks. The dark grains predominate ín 
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this coarser. grained portion. The proportion of the 
heavier constituents, augite, magnetite, and olivine, is 
quite lon-. The tiner material is the same in mineral 
composition as sample .q, and shows exactly the same 
proportion of grains of diameter greater and less than 
o. 2 mm-viz., 44 per cent. betI\-een 0.5 mm. and 0.2 mm. 
diameter, ancl 6 per cent. less than 0.2 mm, 

“ -All the materials found in these samples of sand 
from the Isleta are such as can be derived fi-om the island 
of Gran Canaria itself. There is abundance of limestone ; 
mld shells to supply the carbonates. The residue left [ 
after the carbonates llave been removed from the sand d 
is ;t black smcl which recalls at once such volcanic sands õ” 
as occur, for instance, on 1Iontana Grande near Guimar f 
(~~rnl)les of \r.hich Itere :~Iso collected by RIr Bannerman), .E 
anci which contain all the minerals mentioned above in t 5 
about the same proportions and in ,arains of between I 
0.3 mm. ant1 0. j mm. diameter.” E 

Mr Campbell Smith: in his analyses, confirms Professor s 
Gagel’s hypothesis that the dunes are formed locally, g 

d 
and tinally refutes the old theory that the sand was E z 
blown o\-er from tlie African Continent. The remarkable ! d 
sancl-storms n-hich r(l) occur from time to time form a ; 
sl)cci:tl article in another place, and it will be seen that 5 
the b* dust ” broux-ht b)- thcsc storms is of very different 

0 

cumpositiun from thc s,\ncl 1x-hich is analys~I -above. 
The part oi Gran Canaria from which the sand here 

referred to \vas obtainecl, must be well known to al1 
those tra\.ellers n-110 have visitecl the island. The 
IsIPt;t rntlsists of thrert conir: hillq at the extreme 

north-east point of Gran Canaria, rising to 817 feet, 
and scparated from the rest of the islancl by the long 
isthmus of Guanarteme, thc geological formation of 
\vhich is here tliscussecl. As the Puerto de la Luz- 
\vhere al1 shipping calling at Gran Canaria lies-is 
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undcr the shelter of the eastern slopes of the Isleta, 
thc ground in question can ‘easily be visited by any 
geologist who may happen to call at the island. on board 
ship. Those more fortunate individuals who havc 
leisure to remain in the island will find a host of 
gcological problems awaiting invcstigation. 

Now let us consider the theory that the Islands 
are the. remaining pt-xks of a sunkcn Continent of 
AtIantis. 

The origin of the Icgcnd of Atlantis is too well 
known to necd much attention here. The story appears 
in two of Plnto’s Dinl~gztrs, the Tz&mus and the 
Crztias, the latter of which RXS never completed, and 
in fact breaks off in the midtlle of a sentence. 

In the Tin¿nm thc principal spcaker is Critias, 
and hc is addressing himsclf to Socrates, the other 
listcners being Timzus ancl Hermocrates. Critias 
is telling Socrates what the aged Critias (the narrator’s 
grandfather) hearcl from SoIon, “the wiscst of thc 
Seven Sagcs.” How Solon first heard of the Atlantis 
from the nld Egyptixn priest in the city of Sais, who 
described to him how the Athenians delivered Europe 
and Libya from the power of the Atlanteans, and 
finally told of the destruction of Atlantis itself. 

In the C~i~ias, Critias returns to bis story of the 
war between the Athenians and Atlanteans, which had 
takcn pIace gcoo years ago, and gives a minute 
description of the island of Atlantis, professing only to 
repent what Solon was toId by the Egyptian priest. 

First, then, in the T&WZZ~S, we read the fullowing 

account ’ of the words spoken by the old Egyptian 
priest to Solon :- 

“ Alany great and wonderful decds are recorded of 
1 Translation talen from lowctt’s D~k~~gues o/ Plufo, translated into 

English, vol. iii., pp. 445,446. 
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your State in our histories. But one of them exceeds 
al1 the rest in greatness and valour. For these histories 
tell of a mighty power which, unprovoked, made an 
erpedition against the whole of Europe and Asia, and 
to which your cit)- put an end. This power carne forth 
out of the ,Itlantic Otean, for in those days the Atlantic 
n2s nal-igable ; and there was an island situated in 
front of the Straits which are by you called the pillars 
of Heracles ; the island was larger than Libya and Asia 
put together, and was the way to other islancls, and 
from these you might pass to the whole of the opposite 
continent which surrounded the true otean ; for this 
sea which is \\-ithin the Straits of Hercules is only a 

i 
8 

harbour, havinq a narrow entrance, but that other is f 2 
a real sea, and the surrounding land may be most truly g L” 
callecl n boundless continent. Now in this island of $ 
.\tlantis there was a great and wonder-ful empire which B 

had rule over the whole islancl and severa1 others, 
and over parts of the continent, and furthermore, thc 

i 
R 

men of ;\tl:lntis had subjected the parts of Libya within E 8 
the columns of Heracles as far 2s E;ypt, and of Europe I z 
CLS far as T!,rrhenia. Th is vast poner, gathered into ! : 
one. encleavoured to subdue- at a blow our country and ; 
yours ant1 the \~hole of the region nithin the Straits ; 

g 
5 o 

and then. Solon, your countr\. shone forth, in the , 
escellence of hcr virtue and strength, among al1 man- 
kind. Shc was pre-eminent in courage and military 
skill, and was the leacler of the Hellenes ; and when 
the rest fell off from her, being compelled to stand 
alone, after lialving undergone the very extremity of 
clanger, she clefeatecl ancl triumphecl over the invaders, 
ant1 prcser\-ecl from slavery those ~110 were not yet 
subjugnted, and generously liberatecl al1 the rest of 
us ~ho dwell Lvithin the pillar-s. But’afterwards therc 
occurred violent earthquakes and floods ; and in a single 
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day and night of misfortune, al1 your warlike men 
in a body sank into the earth, and the island of Atlantis 
in like manner disappeared in the depths of the sea. 
For which reason the sea in those parts is impassable 
and impenetrable, because there is a shoal of mud 
in the way ; and this was caused by the subsidence 
of the island.” 

A more detailed account of Atlantis is given by 
Plato, vol. xii., p. 247, when Critias thus describes 
the mythical island : “ A plain located near the sea 
and opening in the central part of the island, and the 
most fertile of plains ; about it a circle of mountains 
stretching to the sea, a circle open at the centre and 
protecting the plain from the icy blasts of the north ; 
in these superb rnountains, numerous villages, rich and 
popuIous ; in the plain a magnificent City, the palaces 
and temples of which are constructed from stones of 
three colours-white, black, and red-drawn from the 
very bosom of the island ; here and there mines yielding 
al1 the metals useful to man ; finally the shores of the 
island cut pcrpcndicularly, and commanding from abovc 

the tumultuous sea.” ’ 
Ever since the above immortal lines were written 

by Plato, men of science have discussed the existence 
of a great sunken continent in this region, and although 
many ridicule the theory, yet there are those who still 
believe that the Atlantides are the remaining peaks 
of a gigantic island, the main body of which has long 
since sunk beneath the waves. 

The legend has recently been revived by Dr Pierre 
Termier, a French scientist, member of the Academy 
of Science and Director of the Geological Survey of 
France. In a lecture given in November 1912 before 

1 Translation taken from Antmal Rejort, Smithsonian Institute, 
1915, p. 222. 
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the Zzs~2t~t Ocbanogm@5ipe of Paris, Dr Termier 
re\-iewed the evidente in support of the existence of 
a sunken continent. The views which he holds may 
be summed up in a translation of his own words, 
as f-ollo~\s :- 

‘( To reconstruct even approximately the map of 
Xtlantis will alivays remain a difficult proposition. 
At present we must not even think of it. But it is 
entirely reasonable to believe that, long after the opening 
of the Strait of Gibraltar, certain of these submerged i 
lands still existecl, and anlong them a rnarvellous island, f 
separated from the ;Ifrican Continent by a chain of other d 
smaller islands. Une thing alone remains to be proved i 8 
-that the cataclysm which cnused this island to dis- i 
appcar was subsequent to the appearance of man in i 
\\‘estern Europe. The cataclysm is undoubted. . . . $ 
‘\Iean\\-hile, not only will Science, most modern Science, B 

not rnake it a crime for al1 lovers of beautiful legends to E 
believe in Plato’s story of Xtlantis, but Science herself, 
through my voice, calls their attention to it.” 

1; 

8 
It will hc seen from bis referente to the opening of i 

the Strait of Gibraltar, that Termicr places the date of ! d 
thc c;ttacl!-sm n-liich sn-allon-ecl up Atlantis, in or since 
the ‘\Iiocene period at latest ; for 1 do not think there 

i 
5 
0 

are an!- geolo,$sts ~ho place the opening of the Strait 
of Gibraltar earlier than the 1Iiocene ; while most agree 
tlixt it occurred earl)- in the Pliocene. 

In the course of his xgument Dr Termier notes one 
sdient point which was brought to light by a cable ship 
operatin,q betlveen Cape Cod and Brest, about soo miles 
north of the Azores. The grappling iron which was 
1 xzinh clra~~ecl 0~ tx- the uneven surfdce, nearly 1700 
fitthoms below the lvaves, broke off some chips from 
thc rocks, which \vere brought to the surface and secured. 
Esamination of these fragments, which are preserved in 
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thc &?z&e rte ¿‘E’coZe rZes Mines in’ I’aris, revea1 the 
fact that they are uf a vitreous lava wbich, according to 
Termier, could solidify into this condition only under 
atntos.Ae~ic @-essure. His deduction is that these 
submarine mountains were at one time exposed to the 
air, and the conclusion to which he points is that 
this region (including perhaps the Azores) was sub- 
merged “ probably during the epoch which geologists 
cal1 the present day, because it is so recent” ; and he 
belicves that detailed dredging to the soufh of the Azores 
would prove that a colossal buried region has here been 
abrup tly engulfcd. In his own words, “ the bottom 
of the sea in thesc parts presents the characteristics of 
a mountainous country, with high summits, steep slopcs 
and decp vallcys, The summits are rocky, and there 
are oozes only in the hollows of the valley~.“~ 

In the late Oligoccnc and carly hfioccnc pcriods 
bcgan the physical disturbances which gave rise to 
the elevation of the Alps, and it was in the middle 
and latter part of the Miocene that probably the whole 
Alpine system of mountain folds from Morocco to the 
Far East (Indo-China) took place. Termier asks : 
‘< How far did this Alpine chain extend in the Atlantic 
rcgion ? ” - and shows that in the westcrn Atlas 
Mountains the folds of thc Tertiary chain have bcen 
followed by a Frcnch gcologist (RI. Gentil) to the shore 
of thc otean, where these folds , gradually diminishing, 
“ drowning themselves, ” descend into the waves. They 
there take such a course on this coast of Agadir and 
of Cape Ghir, that if WC could follow them under the 
sea we should find they would bring us to the 
Canaries. 

Summing up this evidcnce, Termier strongly believcs 
’ Translation in English published by the Smithsoninn Ins:ituto of 

Washington (Amctml Re&rf, 1915, pp. 219-234). 
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in the ;Itlantic prolongation of the Tertiary folds, “ those 
of the ;itlas ILIountains towards the Canaries, those of 
the Xlps towards the Southern Islands of the Azores.“l 
It rnust not be forgotten that this entire chain of islands 
lies in one continuous volcanic zone, and that further 
research in the neibhbourhood of the Canary Islands 
may substantiate new facts which will throw considerable 
light on thc whole problem. Termier believes we have 
learnt al1 that gcolog)- and zoology can te11 us about 
L4tlantis, and he 1001;s to anthropology, ethnography, 
and oceanography for the answer to the problems still 
unexplained. 

For a scholarlp criticism of the truth of Platu’s 
legend, w-e must turn to the translator Joweq2 who 
clcarly espresses his views when he remarks : “ 1s it 
not a n-onderful thing that a few pages of one of Plato’s 
Dr’aZqz/cs 1mx.e grown into a grent legend, not confined 
to Greece only, but spreading far and wide over the 
nations of Europe and rexrhing even to Egypt and 
;isia! , . . It mnttered little whether the description 
in Plato qreecl with the locality assibned to it or not. 
It was a le~end so adapted to the human mind that it 
maclc ;L habitation for itself in any country. . . . The 
tale of A1tlantic; is the fabric of a vision, but it has never 
ceased to interest mankind.” 

Jon.ctt, in his introduction to the C~Ztias, remarks 
that n-e may safely conclude that the entire narrative is 
due to the inqination of Plato, who has used the name 
of Solon and introduced the Egyptian priest to give 
verisimilitude to his story, and truly notes ~hat as many 

attempts have been made to find the great island of 
,qtlantis as to discover thc country of thc lost tribcs. 
Plato uncloubtedly wove a romantic tale round this 

1 The Azores lie I I+J btdtute Ales west of Gibralta. 
2 2112 IIi~rk~~w~~ of f’ltrfo, trnnslated into English, vol. iii. 
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legend of an ancient land to suit his imaginative brain, 
and adorned his “ Atlantic isle” with fabulous wealth 
and beauty ; he even peopled it with a warlike race, 
the Atlanteans, whom he asserted to have been 
vanquished at the hands of the Athenians, his own 
countrymen, gooo years before he wrote, at the same 
time as Atlantis was swallowed up. 

Now let us for a moment look at the other side of 
the question. Foremost among those who entirely 
disbelieved in Atlantis was Alfred Russel Wallace, who 
considered that the legend received its death-blow from 
the chapter on Oceanic Islands in Darwin’s O~igin of 
Species. Certainly Darwin’s remarks on oceanic islands 
helped finally to dispel the theory that the Atlantic 
islands are the remaining peaks of a sunken continent. 

Sir Charles Lyell once visited the Canary Islands, 
and in the second volume of bis Pr&cz~Zes of Geodogy 
devoted a whole chapter to Madeira and the Canaries 
as typcs of oceanic archipelagoes. The main conclusions 
at which he arrived were that the Canaries were formed 
in mid-otean by volcanic action and that they had never I z 
been joined to the mainland. Examination of the fossil ! d 
remains tended to prove that the Islands were formed ; 
in that part of the Middle Tertiary Age known as the 

g 5 o 
Upper Miocene Period. The elevation of the Islands 
was very gradual, and Lyell was unable to find any 
signs of subsidence, c.ontinual outpourings of lava 
having helped to pile up the volcanic accumulations 
to a considerable height. Evidente of tliis was present 
in Gran Canaria at a height of 6000 feet. 

Lyell was a great opponent of the theory that the 
Canary Archipelago had once been joined to the main- 
land of Africa, affirming that this would involve a much 
greater change of leve1 of the otean-bed, since the close 
of the Miocene period, than we are justified in thinking 
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cver took place. In support of this he remarked on the 
clepth of water which surrounds the Atlantic Islands. 

Geikic, to a great extent, held the same views as 
Lyell on thc formation of the Atlantides, believing e?ch 
island to be the site of a volcanic COIIC gradually built 
frotn the sea bottom by successive outpourings of 
material. Tenerife, by reason of its world-famecl Peak, 
rising to the majestic height of 12,180 feet, has, from 
a geological point of view undoubtedly bee.n more 
thoroughly explored than the remaining islands. If i 
the sea could be drained from the region of the Canaries, f 
then indeed should we be able to form some idea of the d 
triwntic disturbanck which must have occurred before i 
h 23 8 
such an island as Tenerife was thrown up from the i 
floor of the ocean. As it is, we have to do the best we i 
cm \vith sounding line and .dredge and fil1 in the gaps $ 
w-ith our imagination. B 

I<riefly, then, to sum up our conclusions :- 
Geological evidente points to the fact that, with 

two csccptions, the islands of the Azores, Madeiras, 
1; 
8 

Canaries, ancl Cape Verde group, are not the remaining i 
pc;tk~ of cither the mythical Atlantis of Plato or of ! d 
;L fornw contimnt which has sunk beneath the waves ; 
since the Tertiary days, but that they were formed g 

l)y \-olcmic action sometime in the late Tertiary period, 
2 

~xob:lbly in thc Upper Miocene. We have no reason 
to clisbeliere that a sunken land &Xexist in this region 
ix the enrly stagcs of the earth’s history, long before 
tl:c appenrnnce of man in his prcscnt form ; indeed there 
is strong cvictence to support it. Professor Gregory 
r(:lk LIS in bis little volume, TL,+ AAzcfiin,o af t/te Earth, 
t11<1t I’ the frequerlt inter-change between iand and sea is 
OIIC: of the best-established of geological facts.” In Iate 
I’;ll;eozoic ant1 enrly RIesozoic times there seems little 
cioubt that part of the eastern half of South America, 
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Africa, Arabia, India, and Australia were part of a big 
continental mass which (according to Gregory) was 
called Gondwanaland, and this was separated from 
Arctis land, comprising eastern North America, Green- 
land, Norway, and Sweden by a broad otean known as 
the Tethys,l of which the Mediterranean is the relic. 
Europe must then have been connected with North 
America, by way of Iceland and Greenland-Hull 2 has 
strongly defended the theory of a vanished Palaeozoic 
Atlantis in this region, while Suess’ believed that this i 
northern continent persisted as such up to a more g 
recent epoch in the history of the earth. Later, it is ! 
supposed that the two gulfs from the Tethys stretched 8 i 

north and South and eventually developed into the i 
Atlantic Otean, leaving a ridge with deep water on i 
either side. On the wreck of this former land mass $ 
-1ong since vanished below the waves submarine B 

volcanic activity has built up the Atlantic Isles. 
’ So named by Professor Suess. s 

E 
2 Trnns. Zi’oy. DubZz’~a Sor., 1885, New Ser. iii., pp. 305-320. 8 
3 Suess, Eng. Trans., val. ii., p. 220. I 
* For further information on this subject the reader is rccommended to z 

read Th Mcz,~z~z~o~ the Eurth, by Professor J. W. Gregory, F.R.S., D.Sc., ! 
d 

from whose little book 1 have leamt much that is quoted in the last ; 
paragraph. g 

5 0 



CHAPTER III 

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE CANARY ARCHIPELAGO 

STRICTLY speaking, the Canary Archipelago is made up 
of twelve islands which fa11 conveniently into two main 
groups-the Western Islands and the Eastern Islands. 
The Western Islands are al1 large, and include Gran f 2 
Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, Gomera, and Hierro. The 1 
Eastern Islands consist of two large islands-Fuerteven- i 
tura and Lanzarote, with their six satellitcs-Lobos, B 
Graciosa, Allegranza, hIontaíía Clara, the Roque del 
Este and the Roque del Oueste. This natural division 

i 

into two distinct groups is based as much on the 
1; 

8 
physical characteristics which the islands exhibit as on I z 
the position in which they lie. It is difficult at first ! 
sight to believe that the islands in the Eastern Group 

d 
; 

belong to the same Archipelago as those in the Western g 5 
Group, so different do they appear from almost every 

0 

point of view. Roughly speaking, Fuerteventura and 
Lanzarote are merely outlying parts of the Sahara 
Desert, and in fact are only separated from the West 
African coast by fifty-seven (statute) miles of sea.’ 
I~lcleed, at firsL glmce u11e might easily believe that they 
had once been joined to the mainland, but a closer 
inspection of the islands and a survey of the otean-bed 
between them and Cape Juby would soon prove this 
surmise to be unfounded. 

For the most part, the two main isfands of the 
45 
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Eastern Group are low-lying, and are made up of large 
plains and low barren hills which only attain to any 
height in the north of Lanzarote (Monte Famara, 2198 
feet) and in the extreme South of Fuerteventura (Las 
Orejas de Asno, 2770 feet). Their volcanic origin is 
at once apparent, and the evidente of terrible upheavals 
is to be seen on al1 sides, particularly in Lanzarote, 
where a long chain of craters gives this island a 
much more mountainous appearance than its neighbour 
Fuerteventura. 

The Eastern Islands, then, are for the most part 
composed of deserts and extinct volcanoes, and are 
described in more detail in a later chapter. A short 
account may, however, be given here :- 

Fuerteventura, viewed from tht. sea, appears to be 
more mountainous than is really the case-the highest 
ground; a basaltic mass rising to 2770 feet, lying at the 
southern extremity of an isthmus of shifting sand-dunes. 
The first impression is soon dispelled as one rides 
through the island- the hills on closer acquaintance are 
found to be low and undulating and bound great plains 
which stretch mile upon mile almost the entire length 
of the island. When 1 first set eyes upon these plains 
in the month of May, they were purple with the bloom 
of Suc&a f&&cosa, but otherwise, apart from a meagre 
desert vegetation, they are exceedingly bare and stony. 
Certainly in the neighbourhood of villages many acres 
are sown with wheat, but the corn is usually so poor 
in quality that it hardly serves to ameliorate the parched 
appearance of thc country. Hcre and there rugged, 
cone-shaped volcanoes stand out conspicuously, rising 
from 1500 to 2200 feet, and viewed from a distance 
appear almost beautiful in colour, the weathered lava, 
pumice, and scori= vaiying ín tone from a deep terra- 
cotta to dull black. As the traveller looks down upon 
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the plains from the central ridge, which forms a brok.en 
backbone to the island, severa1 villages are spread out 
‘before his gaze-the little white houses scattered without 
plan over the desert waste. Perchance a cluster of 
date-palms indicates the homestead of one of the richer 
landowners, while only a few fig-trees or, maybe, a 
solitary pomegranate, mark some poor farmer’s dwelling. 
Should the track lead near the sea the traveller will 
have to. cross severa1 deep barraacos-dry “ nullahs,” 
often as not lined with dark green tamarisks, upon ; 
which thc cye rests with pleasure after the scorching 
plains. Otherwise not a sign of water ; not a vestige 1 0 
of forest land nor even a wood, in the humblest cense a 
of the Word, breaks the monotony of the scene. It E 
seems perfectly natural to have exchanged the mules 8 i 
of the Western Islands for camels-the only beasts of t 
burden in the Eastern Group. 5 

B 
Lanzarote is more mountainous than Fuerteventura, 

but the highest ground attains to only 2198 feet. 6 
Nevertheless, its surface contains much more evidente E 
of former volcanic activity-in the shape of many 8 

I 
extinct volcanoes, from the rent craters of which great z 

! 
lava-flows wind their way to the sea. A ride from i 
north to South of Lanzarote is much more instructive [ 
of the terrible visitations through which the island has 0 
passed than would be a similar journey through 
Fuerteventura. 

The outlying islets embrace the same general 
characters-flat plains, upon which miniature volcanoes 
stand up in vivid contrast, as typified by Graciosa ; or 
else the half-buried lip of a giant crater-Wall, so 
strikingly shown in the Roque del Este, rearing its 
crest above the waves. 

The vegetation on these Eastern Islands is in keeping 
with their geological character-of engrossing interest 
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to the student of desert flora-the shrubs and plants 
are many nf them peculiar to the islands upon which 
they grow. Apart from date-palms, figs, and pome- 
granates already noted, trees are conspicuous by their 
absence. Oranges, bananas, and almond - trees are 
decidedly rare. 

As previously indicated, man): of the barrancos are 
lined with tamarisks, and in al1 the islands Euphorbias 
of severa1 varieties are perhaps the commonest form of 
vegetation. Wheat and beans, vines and tomatoes, are ; 
cultivated in certain districts, while quantities of onions t 
are exported annually from Lanzarote. Through lack i 
of water thousands of acres lie uncultivated in any way õ” 
and may be classed as desert waste. 

i 
Such, then, are the Eastern Canary Islands. Owing g 

to their having the same geological formation and j 
uniform climate, added to the similarity in their altitude ; 
and consequent absence of variety as regards vegetation 
zgnes, these barren outliers of the Sahara are best i 
considered as one distinct fauna1 area. g 

When we turn to the Western Islands we find a very i 
different state of things : without exception they are ! 
al1 mountainous, their summits varying from 4400 feet i 
ín the small island of Gomera, to 12,180 feet in the g 
snow-ciad peak of Tenerife. The islands in this group ’ 
are fairly prolilic, in direct contrast to the arid waste 
which covers the greater part of the Eastern Islands. 
Save in Hierro water is fairly abundant, and in con- 
sequence cultivation has taken, place over a considerable 
area. Certainly in parts of Tenerife and Gran Canaria, 
in what we will cal1 the Maritime Zone, we meet with 
very much the same type of country as we found in 
Fuerteventura, where desert-loving plants such as 
Lamma sp&zosa, Ptocanza &mhZa, and various species 
of Euphorbia eke out a waterless existence, but in 
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the higher altitudes a very different state of things 
exists. 

In dealing with the Western Islands of the Archi- 
pelago, 1 have attempted to give a brief account of the 
Zones of Vegetation in Gran Canaria and (in the next 
chapter) Tenerife, as, although the other islands- 
especially Palma-have been visited by botanists and 
1 have myself ridden over Gomera, their vegetation 
belts have never been systematically studied ; their 
physical characteristics will therefore only be alluded ; 
to 1 ery shurll~~. 

The first island of the Western Group encountered i 
when sailing westwards from Fuertcvcntura is Gran i 
Canaria. It is a large island covering an area of 635 1 
square miles, and in shape is almost round. It is 34; 1 
miles in length from north to South and 29 miles broad i 
from east to west, but, owing to the mountainous nature B 
of the interior, a journey across the island is not to 
be lightly undertaken. For beauty of scenery there is 6 
nothing in the other islands (excepting perhaps in E 

Palma) to compare with Gran Canaria; but, un- i 
fortunately, the casual visitor to the island too ‘often ! 
judges Gran Canaria from its unattractive port-Las $ 
Palmas-and from the miserable desert aspect of the g 

5 
scenery as seen from the ” port road” ! ‘The island ’ 
is not inapcly libcned iI the guide-book to ira basin 
ful1 of mud turned upside down, with the sides furrowed 
by long and deep ravines,” but the writer should have 
adcled that the simile applies to the shape only, aS 
the “ hasin ful1 of mud ” is now largely covered with 
vegetation which has transformed the once bare slopes. 
Th e ra\-ines, or bnwnzcos as they are termed in 
the Islands, are often of immense size ; particularly 
fine are those of La Virgen, Aldea, Tirajana, and 
Fa taba. The vegetation in the first named is 

D 
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1uxuriant.l In the South of the island a great stretch of 
country is given over to barren waste, whilst in dircct 
contrast the mountains rise to 6400 feet, some clothed with 
pines, others bare as the desert, while the northern slopes 
are closely cultivated. Gran Canaria was the subject of 
an ornithological review which 1 published in the /bis in 
IgIs. 1 then divided up the island into six fauna1 
divisions * .-( 1) The Monte and Vega ; (2) the Cumbres ; 
(3) the Pinar ; (4) the desert-Iike Plains ; (5) the 
*‘ Charco ” ; (6) the Western Division, wild mountainous ; 
coun try. These are perfectly natural divisions, and t 
still of course hold good. They are shown on the 0 d 
accompanying map, and their general features will be 
summarised in the following pages. 

During subsequent visits to the island in 1913 and 

1920, 1 attempted to work out the zones of vegetation. 
The conclusions which 1 formed are as follows :- 

ZONE I.---Maritime or African Zane, sea-leve1 to 
1000 feet. 

ZONE n.--The Monte Verde or District of Cultiva- 
tion, rooo to 3000 feet (including remnants of 
chestnut and laurel forest between 1400 and d 
2700 feet). ; 

t In using the word “luxuriant” in this connection, the writer does not 
wish to convey an erroneous idea of the vegetation in the Canary Xrchipelago. 
Such qualifying adjectives when used in this book refer only to the subject 
in the islands under discussion. Comparison of the Canarian vegetation 
and scenery cannot be made with that to be found in such places as, for 
instance, the majority of the West Indian Islands. A traveller acquainted 
with both archípelagoes might thirkthe word “luxuriaut,~ when applied to 
Canarian vegetation, highly extravagant, and according to his value of the 
word he would doubtless be perfectly correct. Similarly, when mountain 
scenery is described in the following pages, the terms used must not be 
thought equally applicablc to the great mountain ranges of the earth. 
Those who are familiar with Canarian scenery will at once grasp my 
meaning ; those who are not, will, 1 trust, be able to picture the scenes which 
1 have attempted to describe the more accurately for the euplanntion 
here given. 
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%osE 3.--” Pinar ” (Pine Forest), 3000 to 4000 feet 
(on the sou.th and South-n.est of the island 
only). -The country betwecn thcse altitudes 
on the northern slnpcs rnay ?w includcd in- 

LOSE 4.-l’ Cumbres “-mountainous, unforcsted 
.zre:t, 4000 to 6400 feet. 

%one T, thc African or ‘\laritime Zane, includes two 
of my former fauna1 di\,isions-thc tlescrt-like Plains 
md the ” Charco ” of ‘\l2spalomas and Arguineguin. ; 

‘I‘his zone in Gran Canaria is characterised by f 
semi-descrt \.qqctntion, which is bcst developecl in the d 
South-east uf the isl;~ncl. l;rom Telclc to Sardina and i 

ft-om S:lrclinn to :\r;quineguin thc sun-baked plains 
(vaclually ascenci from sca-levcl to IOOO feet, and in 

i 
.5 ; 
this belt the characteristic plants of the African Zone 
I)rwlominntc. The barren plains Lu-c: not Ly any means 

5 
B 

COIifilld tc, thc south-east coast ; a particularly arid 
lwlt lies t,f:tn-w1t (;alclar and Agaëtc in the extreme 
north-wcst. nn(l i5 given o\-er to E~~js~0~~6117 and Ilju7dt’a. 

\Vherever practic;1ble. as iti thu neihhbourhoocl of 
‘I’clclc, .!rucns, Guia, Galdar, etc., the earth has been 
turncd to protitabk use, anct (.)r;ln;cs and bananas are 

d 
; 

cstensivcly cuIti\.ated. ‘I‘he orarlgcs from ‘I’eldc are g 
5 

the 5ncst ohtainnblc anyn-here in the Cxnnry Islands, 
ancl must hc hnrd to txxt for pcrlcction :inywherc in 
thc \vorlc!, bvhile Gcia xncl G;;;dar are famous centres 
0i the 11an~tn;t tracle. Tl IC \+xsterii coast of Gran 
Canaria is prxticnll)- del-oid of desert land, the 
moL!lit;tiris suulli I~II :‘ig,li!tc 1-ising prccipitíttely from 
thc coast, wliilc in the soutll-\vcst from .-Jldea to hIogat1 
it is o:IIjT i11 thc l;iz1a7*L2111.0.~. thnt culti\vation (principally 
tomatoes) can talx l)lxc. ;\lthough the western coast 
frtlm se:t-Ie!-c-1 to looo f<~.t tnllst be included in Zane I, 
it is a very dit&rent courltry from that of the desert-like 
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plains, and was thus placed in a separate division when 
dealing with the strictly fauna1 areas. 

It is not the cultivated area of the Maritime Zone 
which gives charactcr to the desert wastes, but rather 
the endemic flora which arrests attention. 

We find a shrub, or rather group of shrubs, which 
cal1 for special remark, in the Euphorbias, of which 
Gran Canaria alone can boast of some eleven species, 
the commonest forms being E. regis-Jubcz, E. a$hyZLa, 
E. o6tuszj%a, and E. baZsamz>ra, whilst the most ; 
remarkable is undoubtedly the cactoid Euphorbia (E. i 
canaviensis), of which various illustrations are given d 
in the following pages. Of the twenty-five species of õ” E 
Euphorbia known to exist in the Archipelago, nine are i 
peculiar to these islands, while the other forms are i 
for the most part found also in North Africa and the 8 
Mediterranean Basin ; two species are found only in f 
Madeira and the Canaries, and one form, E. sudcafa, ; 
is recorded from France and Spain as well as North s 

g 
Africa. The shrubs belonging to the family Euphor- ; 
biaciz thrive in the most barren-looking places, and $ 
it is most surprising to come across huge clumps of d 
Eu#zorbia cazariensis growing in profusion on the F 
forbidding lava-flow, which is such a landmark on the o 5 
Telde road. This shrub is often accompanied by the 
very different ,!z’, bdsanzzje~~a, and the miniature Dragon- 
tree, Kdeizin ne4jrZia; whilst another well-known plant 
found growing ín lava-streams and dried-up barrama 
beds, is the much more elegant P,‘ocama penrdda, common 
on qany of thc barren hill-sides which fa11 stccply to the 
sea coast. In fact the desert flora of the Canary Islands 
is a most engrossing study in itself, and one to which 
1 should like to give much more time, the Coast Belt 
with al1 its strange African plants holding a great 
fascination for me. 
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Charactcristic birds of this division in Gran Canaria 
tue thc Thick-knee (known in the island as the 
“:~Zcn7*n~~r72 “), the Courser (confined to a very small 
:~re:t), the Trumpeter Bullfinch, the Short-tocd La&, 
the Sarclinian Warbler, the Spectacled MTarbler, and 
the Rock Sparrow, thnugh the last two are not by any 
mcans entirely confined to this semi-desert belt. 

Included in this Maritime Zone is a small district 
knonn as thc “ Charco ‘!- --one of the few remaining’ 
spots in the Cannries where frcsh-water birds and plants ; 

mny fincl 3 hornc. It is in reality a little swamp, of 1 
1vl:ich 21 ful1 description is given later. It is the haven i 
of such birds as the Coot, -\Ioorhen, Alarbled Duck, ; 
and Snipe. i 

Aboye this -\lnritime Zane we pass into the Zane of L” g 

Cultivation-the AIonte l’erde-extcnding roughly from t 5 
B 

1000 tu ;ooo ket, and embracing the clivision which 
1 termed the 1Ionte ancl the ITega. ‘This includes the 8 
hI:,rhly cultiv;ìted districts in thc north of the island, S 
taking ir: the villngcs of Tafirn, Sant,î. Rrigicla, San 8 
~Tati’o. Teror, Firg-(r;Ls! :lnd JIoya. I z 

IHcre every conceivable fruit t-lok:rishcs, and the ! : 
vegetation, both indi;;(:nocs and introduccd, is lux~lri:~nt ; 

g 
i;l the extreme. \‘ines clothc thc hill-sides, growing 5 o 
in profusion ;tntl t:lriving Ive in the loose volcanic soil, 
lvllile lcr(lL~;ttc;, I)ome~ranatcs. xu;Lvas, mangoes, peaches, 
oranges, :lnd b:~t~~n;~ ! )-iclcl Iieav): crops of fruit. Sugar- 
c;ille is I;rc)\vIl c:stC!!lSiVCl~, ant1 in e\-ery respect this 
is the nlost lusuriarit pnrt Ol” tllcz islancl. 

It is ;I \vell-krlo\vn fitct thnt soil formcd by the 
cieconipositior1 ()f volc;lnic rocks is highly favourable 
to the grolvtil of l)lalitS , . almost anything put into the 
gr”un(l thrives nro\idcd it c;In obtain sufficient water, * 

l ‘l‘he 1xlnnr.a p”inclp:lll~ $r«n-n m th(: (.anary lslancls is the small 
\-nrkty ~l::>\~n ;15 .I/fts‘¿ C’h-ntii.rhii. 
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and in the zone of which we are writing endless pains 
have been taken to ensure as constant a water-supply 
as is possible under the difficult circumstances. The 
amount of trouble entailed in watering the young corn 
is astonishing. I-n al1 parts of the RIonte, the water 
is carried in cleverly-built qequl’as, sometimes along 
the side of a precipite, under roads and through tunnels, 
oftcn for long distances, to the water-tanks, where the 
water is stored up until such a time as it is most 
urgently needed. 

Many of the houses and cottages in the Canaries 
are a perfect joy to behold for the wealth of glorious 
creepers which climb in profusion over the roofs and 
balconies - gorgeous Bz&onia vemmta, orange and i s 
scarlet ; red and lilac Boz~gaimddea, and the delicate a 
blue T,&&e@a grandzjfoora make a wealth of colour 

g 
5 

beyond the power of words to describe. The main ; 

roads are lined with fine Eucalyptus trees, and often E 
the hedges are formed of the highly ornamental aloes, 
Agave anzericana. A wild geranium, which attains 

g 
; 

a great size, grows cxtcnsively in thc volcanic carth, ; 
while fuchsias become large trees in the Canaries, d 
growing, of course, entirely in the open. It is in this 
zone, too, that we find occasional spots of brilliant colour 

1 
O 

in the private gardens of the few English residents. 
Beautiful palms grow here, and in severa] of the better- 
cared-for gardens the air is heavy with the sweet scent 
of the RIimosa trees. A visitor from England will 
be at once struck, not only with the profusion of growth 
and wealth of colour, but by the abnormal size to 
which almost al1 one’s old English favourites attain. 
Carnations, stocks, cinerarias, hollyhocks, begonias, 
giant sunflowers, nasturtiums, and many others-most 
of which have been brought out from England--al1 
appear three or four times their ordinary size ;- while 
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roses of many varieties help to remind one of one’s 
garden at home. 

But there is still another side to the picture which 
n-e ha;ye not yet seen, nnd this is to be found in the 
same zone which 1 ha\-e termed the Monte Verde or 
the Zonc of Cllltivation. It is rather a sad side of 
the picture too, ancl must be sought between 1400 
and 2700 feet. ;ilthough w-e cannot strictly cal1 this 
a woodecl belt, )-et, between these altitudes we find 
the wreck of what were once magnificent chestnut and i 
laurel forests. In Gran Canaria there are only five [ 
places where an>- trace of these forests can be found : ; 
at LIoramas, 1600 feet (laurel) ; San RIatéo, 2680 feet ; 
(chestnut) ; Teror, 1750 feet (chestnut) ; and at Los i 
Osorios, 24So feet (chestnut); while there remains one i 
small patch of laurels at a lower altitude-Las Laureles, ; t 

near Santa Brigida x-illage, 1398 feet above the sea. Of B 

these, the forest at Doramas was undoubtedly the finest; i 
a good idea of the grandeur of this forest in bygone 15 E 
da)-s can be obtained from the description given by RIiss ; 
Florence L~LI Cane in her bonl~, ThIE Gmsy /sla~lds. ; 

hIiss Du Cane, who is a botanist and deals d ! 

charmin,«ly with the trees and shrubs of the Islands, i 
has consulted and translated various passages from 5 

the norks of Viera and Don Christobal de la Camara, 
0 

Bishop of Gran Canaria. 
These two Spaniards, shortly after 1581, we are 

told. n-rote of “ the ‘\Iountain of d’oramas as one 
of the marvels of Spain, the different trees growing 
to such a height that it is impossible to see their 
summit : the hand of God only could have planted 
tl1em, isulated d.rnong precipites and in the rnidst of 
masscs of rock. The forest is traversed by streams 
of water, and so dense are its woods, that even in 
the days of greatest heat the sun can never pierce 
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them. Al1 1 had been told beforehand of its beauties 
appeared fabulous, but when 1 had visited it myself 
1 was convinced that 1 had not been told enough.” 

Thc dcsccration of the forest appenrs to have 
commenced between 1820 and 1830, for, according to 
Miss Du Cane, “At the former date some part of the 
woods remained in al1 their pristine beauty on the 
Moya side, and the great til-trees (Lazirus f?zfezs) 
round Las Madres were still standing, but ten years 
later, when Barker Webb’ and his companion visited F. 
this spot again, these splendid trees were shorn of i 
their finest branches and the devastation of the woods : 
had begun.” The Spaniards seem to have done their i 8 
work well, for at the present day very little remains 2 f 

to show that one hundred years ago such a fine forest j 
as Viera and Don Christobal described clothed the $ 
slopes of Doramas. B 

Canon Tristram, who visited this part of the island g 
in 1888, gave the following bricf dcscription of the 6 
district : “ After working up the glen for three hours i 
we clambered out on the opposite side, and emerged ; 
on what is certainly the richest piece of Gran Canaria- d ! 

Doramas-not a village, but a district of scattered i 
houses and farms with lovely pathways shaded by laurel 2 
trees, Indian fig, and various other non-European trees, 
to me then unknown. At the further end of Doramas 
is a fragment of primeva1 forest of laurel-trees, and 
here we hoped to find the “ PaZorna Z%~r(uesn.” We 
gradually ascended ti11 we reached a height of 4000 
feet on the side of the Pico de la Virgen. In the 
wood 1 had a glimpse of two pigeons 2 which passed 

* Webb and Berthelot worked in the Canary Islands from September 
1828 to April 1830. 

2 (Though not identified, these were probably the last examples of 
CoLvtlllrzba 6oZZei ever seen in Gran Canaria, The species is still found in the 
laurel forests of Tenerife, Palma, and Gomera.-D, A. B.) 
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over ~is, and which the guide exclaimed were the 
cc Tu J~plrstr.” 

This is the zone in which the ordinary bird-life of 
thc island nmy hest hc ohsPrved-Sparrows, Canarian 
Chnffinches, Gold!inches, Linnets, Canaries, Blackbirds, 
Redbreasts, Coru Uuntings, I)lue Tits, Blackcaps, Chiff- 
chaffs, Kestrels, Kites, Uuzzards, and Quails come to 
mind as the species most usually seen and heard, 
though this short list does not by any means exhaust 
the forms ivhich may commonly be met with. It may ; 
here be stated that the ;IIonte district of Gran Canaria f 
is by far the best centre in either that island or in d 
Tenerife in lvhich to observe the commoner forms of i 
Canarian bird-life. f 2 

Between 3000 and 4000 feet lies the Zone of Pine ; 
Forest, known as the ” Pinar,” although the actual i 
forest is now confined to the western and southern o B 

part of the island which lies between these altitudes ; g 
the more northern portion of Gran Canaria between S 
3000 and 4000 feet, although included in this zone for 8 

E 

purposes of conveniente, is in reality extremely barren i 
and has not a single pine-tree growing upon it. ! 

Unfortunately the natives hal-e not been content i 
with despoiling the island of its laurel and chestnut 5 
woods, but in like wanton manner have wrought terrible ’ 
havoc amongst the pine woods, which must once have 
been very fine, although 1 do not for a moment believe 
that the pine forests covered the island to the extent 
generally supposed. ,At the present day most of the 
mountainous country in the South and west of Gran 
Canaria, Iying betiveen 3000 and 4000 feet, consisting for 
the most part of successive rid,aes, is sparingly covered 
w\;lth ~~IL/IS rnrlaî+Jlsis. The two upper illustrations 
facing pnges 194 and 196 give a fair idea of this type 
of country. The trees have been sadly thinned by the 
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charcoal burners, and ahhough there- is now a fine 
inflicted upon anyone felling the trees with this object, 
the sum to be paid is a small one, the chance of 
detection smaller still, and the ways of evasion many. 
The trees cover a large extent of country, but are 
nowhere thick, and very little of the old timber 
remains. 

A visitor to Las Palmas and the Monte, even 
should he chance to reach San Matéo (2680 feet)- 
the highest point usually attained by those making B ; 

a stay in the island-would probably be surprised i 0 
to learn what a large extent of country is under pine d 

forest, for on the northern slopes of the Cumbres not E õ” 

a single pine is visible. North of a line drawn from i 
Agaëte in the north-west to the Roque Nublo (one % 
of the highest points in the Cumbres, 61 IO feet above 5 
the sea) and continued from the Roque to Tirajana, ; 

hardly a pine is to be seen. Once having crossed this E 
iniabiuary line, tht: ridges and spurs are covered with g 
pine forest of the type seen in the illustration facing ; 
page 194. On th e ridges above the Ardennes de Agaëtc ; 

the pinés come lower down the mountain slopes than i 
1 have secn them anywhere else in the island. In Gran E 
Canaria, much of the country covered with Pzizus o 
cannriensi.s is devoid of undergrowth, and as a result 
the seedlings which spring up are immediately destroyed 
by the all-devouring herds of goats which everywhere 
roam the countryside. No attempt has been made at 
re-afforestation, and if the destruction continues at 
the present rate, the day will come when the beautiful 
Pims cazariemis can only be considered a rarity, 
clinging to the uppermost crags in a last effort to avoid 
total extinction. It is not too late to save the Canary 
pine, but the Forestry Dcpartment of the Canary Islands 
will need a strong and vigorous chief if the islands- 
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particularly Gran Canaria and Tenerife--are to be 
forested in the future as they have been in the 
happier past. 

Tn-0 bircls in particular chararteriw this Zane nf 
the Pine, and these are confined absolutely to the area 
under discussiorl-the n-onderful Blue Chaffinch (see 
Colourecl Frontispiece), and the Canarian Great Spotted 
\Voodpecker. 1 Iow few are the visitors to Gran 
Canaria who have ever seen, or perhaps even heard 
of, these beautiful denizens of the Canarian highlands. i 
Both are discussed at lcngth in a later chapter, so f 
further description is here unnecessary. 0 d 

The last zone, lying between 4000 and 6400 feet, 8 i 

embraces the “ Cumbres “-the unclothed mountains i 
scored with deep ravines, with towering precipites and 1 
jagged crests. Vegetation is here very poor, there is i 
no well-clefined bclt of “ fodder-plants,” such as thc B 

Escobón (Cl’/15zfs~,1.o(!;f7’), and the Codéso (A&nocarpz~ g 
-,~zY~rosz~s), such conspicuous features of the higher lev& i 
in Tenerife immediately above the Pine belt. At about 8 
3650 feet, a flat tableland is reached covered with i 
loose stones and boulders, and bearing a very scanty d 
vegetation. Xbove this the highest peaks of the i 
island rise another IOOO feet, capped by Los Pechos 5 

(6~00 feet). 
0 

The only bircls which can truthfully be called at 
heme in these lonely mountains, are the Raven, 
Egyptian \-ulture, Kite, buzzard, Kestrel, and 
Rock Pibeon. ,Another somewhat unexpected in- 
habitant of the highest crags, is the Red-legged 
Partriclge, while the only Passerine bird noted up to 
6000 fect was the wiclcly-distributed Berthclot’s Pipit. 
The fact must be emphasised that what holds good 
as re,q,ards the Zones of 1:ebetation in Gran Canaria 
does not necessarily apply to the other islands in the 
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Western Group. The islands of Palma and Gomera 
are much richer in forest land than either Tenerife 
or Gran Canaria, and the trees and giant heaths have 
suffcrcd lcss from the ravages of the short-sighted 
islanders. 



CHAPTER IV 

TEKI:RII~I~: : ITS 1)11YSICAL FIIATCKES AND TIIE REGIONAL 

DISTRIL3CTIOS OF TIIC ORKIS ASD FLORA. 

; 
‘I‘HE island of Tenerife embraces a much larger area Z 
than Gran Canaria. 1 t is 5 24 miles long by 3 I* broad, . d 
ancl covers an area of grg square miles. Ey reason of i 
its shape it has three distinct coast-lines ; the longest, 
stretching from the Anaga rocks to Punta Teño, faces 

1 
1 

north and north-west ; another long stretch from Punta 
Anaga to Punta R;LSCA faces mainly South-east ; while 

i 
B 

the shortest stretch from Punta Rasca to Punta Teño 
faces South-west. A long continuous ranbe of mountains 6 
runs from Esperanza above Xgua Garcia to Guia and 
forms the main backbone of the island, culminating in 

d 
i 

the Pico de Teide (12,180 feet). This central ridge, : 
commencing in the north at about 3000 feet, gradually $ 
rises to Sooo feet, w-hile this altitude must be exceeded i 
by man)- of the highest ridges. 0 

,At Pedro Gil-the pass between Guimar and 
Orotava (6600 feet by aneroicl-the mountain chain 
divides to encircle the Peal; and to form the depression 
kno\\-n as the Canadas-a desolate region of undulating 
ridges composed for the most part of volcanic débris- 
pumice, cinders, lava, ancl scoriz-lying between 7000 
2nd 9000 feet aboye sea-level, and enclosed by walls of 
basalt and trach)-te ; while in the north-west a group of 
volcanoes lies between the Peak and the promontory of 
Teño. In the extreme north-east, a smaller detached 

61 
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range of razor-backed hílls, peculíarly jagged ín outlíne, 
attaining to a height of over 3000 feet, extends from 
behind Santa Cruz to Punta Anaga, and ís separated 
from the main central ridge by the Laguna plateau 
2000 feet above sea-level. Those who have examíned 
the geologícal structure of Tenerife, are of opinion that 
the extremítíes of the ísland in the north-east and 
north-West-ne., the Anaga and Teño peninsulas- 
are of much more ancíent origin than the remaínder 
of the ísland, and are composed of rocks belonging to ; 
an earlíer geologícal period-a statement whích 1 can g 
neíther substantiate nor refute. The sides of the i 
central backbone, from end to end of the ísland, are 8 õ” 
furrowed by 6avvafzcos which cut deep into the mountain 2 : 
chain. IIere and there a more than usualIy elevated i 
spur falls diagonally from the central ridge to the coast, t 5 
entírely shutting off a wide valley from the country I 
beyond-such ís the Ladera de Guímar, over which the i 
road passes at a height of 1500 feet. s 

The entire surface of the ísland ís composed of d 
g 

basaltíc and trachytíc rocks, lava and scori=, cínders, E z 
ash, volcaníc mud, and ín certaín places a fine mould, ~ ! 
which, as on the rich Laguna plateau, ís of a deep i 
reddish-brown colour, and consídering the generous t 5 
supply of stones with which ít ís mixed, is wonderfully ’ 
productive. Such, then, are the main structural features 
of Tenerife. 

In an island rising to over I 2,000 feet, every varicty 
of temperature may be met with, but Tenerife is 
wonderfully blessed in this way. At Santa Cruz and 
Puerto Orotava, at sea-leve1 the traveller may experíence 
very much warmer weather than he will if he chooses 
to ascend to VilaRpr, the híghest víllage ín Tenerífe- 
4543 feet. It may here be noted that there ís a dístínct 
varíation in the clímate on eíther side of the central 



range, the atmosphere in the southern portion of the 
island being drier ; the climate of Guimar on the 
South-east coast-a charmingly situated village on the 
South-eastern slopes-is hard to beat for perfection 
anywhere in the world. 

The best centres from which to explore the island 
are Laguna, Orotava, Guimar, and Vilaflor. The last 
village is delightfully situated in the Zane of the Pine, 
n-here some of the finest specimens of Pzlrz~ cnznrz~ezsz’s 
are to be found. It is, however, difficult to reach, ; 
ncccssitating a long ride on a mule, either across the g 
Cumbres, or from the town of Adeje, which can be ~ 0 
reached by boat. The other places mentioned are all a 
situatecl on main roads and are easily accessible by 1 
motor. 

The writer spent part of the spring of 1920 at i 
Guimar, and from a naturalist’s point of view no better : 
centre from which to stucly the flora and ornis of 
Tenerife can be found. It has the advantage of lying 6 
1200 feet above the sea, overlooking a wide valley, on 8 E 

the lower slopes of which the remarkable semi-desert : 
flora of the i\Iaritime Zone is esceptionally well- z 

! 
developed. The \-illage itself is highly picturesque, $ 
built, as it is, uncler the sl~~lom of the mountains i 
which completely encircle the valley and which rise ’ 
irnmecliatcly abo\ c GuirIlar tu close upon ôouo feet. 
In thc month of April, snow was still lying on the 
highest ridges, n-hich acltled to the beauty of the scene. 
In Guimar absolute peace rcigned ; day after day the 
sun rosc in a clo~~rllrss slcy, throwing the white houses 
into strong relief, and accentuating the blueness of the 
sea ; the l-illage folk were courteous and apparently 
perfectly contentecl with their lot, going about their 
daily work in the fields with smiling faces and with that 
entire lacl; of “ hustle,” which in itself is so restful to 
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one born in a colder climate. The most animated 
scenes were to be witnessed in the early morning at 
the water-fountain. From sunrise onwards the feminine 
population, including the children, wended their way to 
the fountain, filled their earthenware jars or paraffin- 
tins and strolled back to their cottages, balancing their 
now heavy burden on their heads. Occasionally a man 
would arrive from some distant part of the village, 
leading a mule well laden with wooden kegs, which 
he would fil1 with the precious fluid. Not a drop of 
water is wasted in Guimar. From the fountains it is 
guided in a cement channel to a wide trough, where 
tbe washerwomen are always at work, beating thc 
clothes on the stone walls and hanging the garments 
on the nearest bush for the sun to complete the 
process. The accompanying illustrations give some 
idea of the village life of Guimar. Unfortunately the 
colouring, which added so much to the picture as the 
writer saw it, can not be reproduced by the camera. 
An artist wouId find plenty of work, for his or her brush 
in this charming village. Much of the architecture is 
very quaint, and as one climbs the steep village Street, 
delightful peeps into shady pa&s are obtained. The 
villagers surround their homes, however humble, with 
a variety of flowers, and, as often as not, the palz0s are 
a mass of variously coloured fuchsias, ferns, and brightly, 
coloured creepers. 

The Vegetation Zones of this coast of Tenerife are 
described at length in the foliowing pages, and it was 
from Guimar that much of thc work was done. From 
our bungalow above the village, we could gaze down 
upon the red roofs of the houses and upon the laurel- 
shaded pdaza and gardens, to the semi-desert country 
beyond, conspicuous upon which is the Montañeta de 
Guimar-still a perfect cone, harbouring some of the 
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most interesting plants anù shrubs in the island. Two 
black snak,-c-like streams of hideous lava wind their 
way from the volcano of :\ráfo domn the mountain-side, 
through the corn terraces above Guimar over the desert 
countr)- almost to the sea, reminding us that this now 
peaceful viilage w-as once the scene of a terrible eruption. 
The volcano from which the lava poured could just be 
seen from the bungalow, and appeared as a tiny pyramid, 
lying in the middle of the l’ass of Pedro Gil-the great 
rift in the mountains which surround the Guimar Valley. 
In the early mornings, and again in the evenings, the 
clouds would often sweep over the central backbone 
from the Orotava side of the range, descending at times 
below the lowest patches of pine forest, remnants of 
which lie on either side of the lava-flow and dso fringe 
the neighbouring ridges. Whether the clouds were 
down the mountains, or whether, as was nften the 
case, the hills were outlined clear against the sky, the 
views from Guimar were always fascinating, and but 
a poor idea of the beauty and serenity of this locality 
can be gained from the accompanying illustrations. 
Perhaps the evening hour, when the sun had dipped 
behind the mountains, was the most attractive in the 
whole day; the glare would suddenly vanish and the 
farthest objects would then stand out twice as clearly 
in Illt: suILcr lighr. Over the tranquil sea the 
” Cumbres ” of Gran Canaria seemed but half their 
actual distance away, and thc immense Barranco de 
Aldea could be clearly seen, though in reality some 
forty miles distant. 

When darkness fell, a wonderful stillness fell on the 
village, broken occasionally by the weird cry of the 
“Pav&Za “-the great sea-bird which comes ashore to 
breed in the crevices of the lonely bnrrn;lxos. Often, as 
we lingered on the verandah of the bungalow in the 

E 
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brilliant moonlight, the strange nasal cry would wake 
us from our reverie, as the Shearwater passed unseen 
just over the garden, gliding noiselessly out to sea like 
some restless spirit of the night. 

It is not only the naturalist who finds scope for his 
energies in Tenerife and the other islands of the Canary 
Archipelago. There is still much to be learnt, by 
excavation, of the lost Guanche race, and hardly a new 
road is built without numerous remains, both human 
and otherwise, being brought to light. A systematic ; 
study of the collections which have already been f 
gathered together in the principal towns would surely i 
repay anyone competent to carry it out. The Canary ; 
Islanders to-day keep up many of the old customs, and f 2 
hardly a month passes without some Jfesfa being 
held to commemorate some long past incident in the t 5 
history of the Islands. Religious ceremonics played an B 

important part in the life of the original inhabitants, 
and many are observed at the present day by their s 

Spanish conquerors, certain days being set apart for 
E 
8 

the purpose. Of the many legends which have been I z 
handed down, none has taken a greater hold on the ! d 
imagination than that of the sacred image of the ; 
“ Lady of Candelaria.” g 5 

Perhaps the best account of this legend is given by ’ 
Alonzo de Espinosa, whose work has been quoted so 
often in my brief description of the discovery and 
conquest of the Islands. Espinosa devotes his second 
book’ to a detailed history of the Virgin of Candelaria, 
the gist of which is as folluws;-Iu the year 1400, when 
two shepherds were driving their flocks near the beach 
in the island of Tenerife, the sheep took fright and 
attempted to turn back on their path. On going forward 

1 Vicie Hakluyt Soc. Publications, vol. xxi., second series : Th Gutznc?zes 
of Tenen~e. 
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to ascertain the cause of their alarm, one of the shepherds 
beheld thc figure of a i:oman standing upon a rock 
with an infant in her arms ; upon her taking no notice 
of bis signs that she should movc away, he lifted his 
arm, threatening to throw a missile at her, but im- 
mediately it became stiff, so that he could not move it. 
Approaching the image in fear, his companion attempted 
to cut the fingers lvith a Sharp stone, but instead cut 
his own fingers, those of the image-woman remaining 
unharmed. Thereupon the shepherds reported their ; 
discovery to the Lord of Guimar, in whose dominions $ 
the figure had appeared. Having listened to their 0 d 
narrative, the Lord of Guimar himself set out with his õ” 
vassals to investigate their story, and found theimage as f 
thc shepherds had left it. The sight filled him and his i 
followers with astonishment, especialiy when no reply i 
was made to their interrogationc. AI1 fea red to touch I 

the figure, but the Lord of Guimar commanded the S 
shepherds who had first discovered it to lay hold upon k 0 
it and carry it to his own house. 

g 
The maimed shepherds d 

thereupon went forward to carry out their lord’c com- E z 
mand, when, to the amazement of al1 present, as soon ! : 
as they laid their hands upon it, their injuries were L” ; 
miraculously healed. To show his adrniration of the ; 
decd, the Lord of Guimar himself lifted the image in ’ 
his arms and bure it to bis own house, where it was set 
up in a comer on the skins of goats and sheep. Not 
wishing to keep so great a discovcry to himself, tht: 
Lord of Guimar sent messengers to the Overlord of 
Taoro :1 nrl the Lnrcls of Abona, Adexe, Anaga, Tegueste, 
and Tacaronte, summoning thcm to come and view the 
strange figure which had appeared so miraculously in 
his dominions. Having seen it with their own eyes, the 
lords of the island decided that the imane should have 
an apartment to itself, lest the smoke of the pine-wood 
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in the Lord of Guimar’s house should injure it. For 
more than forty years it remaked in the house of the 
Lord of Guimar, or near it, in a small cave. Six 
hundred of the finest goats in the island were set apart 
as a portion of the figure’s possessions and were pastured 
at Ygueste, where no one was permitted to go on pain 
of dcath. At this time the islands of Fuerteventura 
and Lanzarote were under the yoke of the Spaniards, 
and during their raiding expeditions to the other islands 
a Guanche boy was seized on the shore of Tenerife, 
carried away to Fuerteventura, baptized, and christened 
Anton, and instructed in the Christian faith, but finally 
permitted to rcturn to his relations in order that he 
might convert them. Thus it happened that Anto]] 
camc to Gulmar, 

. . 
ant 1 recognlslng thc image í-ts that of 

thc Virgin, taught the l&d and bis people what a 
great prize thcy had in their midst. Under his persua- 
sions it was moved to a cave close to where it had 
originally appeared on the sea-shore, which was later 
knotin as the Cave of San Blas. Throughout the 
island word went forth that the woman was the Mother 
of God, and ;he islanders carne from all parts to the 
dedication of the cave. Anton was ordained as sac- 
ristan, and festivals were ordered to be held in her 
honour. When the image was in the house of the Lord 
of Guimar, and later after its removal to thc Cave of 
San Blas, processions of angels aypeared, and became 
so frequent as no longer to cause surprise to the natives ; 
soft voic& were heard, and a great company, ín perfect 
order, with lighted candles, was often observed on the 
wide beach from the hermitage of Santiago to the cave 
in which the image rested. Moreover, on the beach 
called Abona, four leagues from Candelaria towards 
Punta Roja, thcse processions also took place, and the 
wax of burnt-out candles was found in great quantities. 



--. 

It was not long before the farne of the image reached 
the other islands, and the Lord of Fuerteventura and 
Lanzarote-Sancho de Herrera-wished to possess it. 
Havinq trc;l tecl for peace with the inhabitants of 
. . 

(Iulmar, Herrera lancled there and attempted to per- 
suade the lord of the district to allow him to take 
thc image back to the Christians in Lanzarote, who, 
he esplained, n-ould better understand how to treat 
such a gift from God. Upon his request being refused, 
Herrera cleterminetl to steal the image, and pretending 
to set sail from the islancl n-ith al1 his followers, secretly 
returned in the night to Candelaria and carried off the 
im;lx:e to Lanzarote, where it was finally placed, with 
~qrrcat veneration, in the Church of San Salvador. When f 2 
ni,qht fell, Inn~ps and candles were left burning near the 
1111 qe. In the morning it was found with its face to 
the ~~11, and though it was rcpcatcdly turncd towards 
the people, it was invariably founcl facing the wall again. 
Public prayers ant1 penances xx-ere held to pacify the 
image, but al1 mere of no avail, ancl finally a great 

E 
8 

pestilente carne upon the islanders and destroyed a I z 
great number of them. Realising, at last, that he ! 
could not resist the Divine \\‘ill, Herrera determined 

d 
; 

to restore thc image to the Guanches, and forthwith set g 5 
sail for Cantlelari;l. Strange to sa)-, thc inhabitants of 
C‘antlelaria \\-ere quite unanare thnt the image had ever 
Ieft their care, as whenever its guarclians had visited 
the Cave of San Blas, it had al\\-a)-s been found in its 
plm. as ivas tcstilied by many witnesses. Thus it 
\\-;is \\-ith clifficultj-, ;tl~cl u111). b). producing che image, 
that thc men of Lanzarote convinced the Lord of 
(‘ruinlar thnt it h:ld e\rer been talien away. 1 t remained 
in thc Ca1.e of San Blas until after the conquest of 
‘I‘c~nc~riì~ 13). thc .S~mnix-ds, n-hen the Christians, holding 

the image in the greatest veneration, built a hermitage 
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for its reception on the sea-shore, close to the cave in 
which it had stood so long ; even then the holy image 
returned on two occasions to the Cave of San Blas. 
In the year 1530, the BishÓp of the Islands placed the 
image in the charge of the Friars Preachers, in whose 
care it finally rcmaincd, though not without certain 
unseemly attempts by some clergy and others to turn 
out the Friars from the monastery they had built. 
For the next three hundred years the figure remained 
at Candelaria, and the -chape1 in which it rested was 
endowed with so many ornaments that it became the 
richest place in al1 the Archipelago. Sad to relate, 
in 1829 on the 8th of November, a terrible storm 

i 

burst over the island, bringing in its wake a great flood i 
from the mountains, and the holy image was swept $ 
into the sea and lost for ever. Part of the Dominican I 5 
rnonastery was also destroyed at the same time. A 

Y f 
substitute, which had been solemnly blessed by the E 
Pope, was set up at Candelaria in a chape1 close 

6 

to the original site, but naturally it was not held in 
E 
d 

the same veneration as the íigllre it was designed to E z 
represen t. A report on the image, as it now is, was 
published in 1907 by Miss Ethel Trew in Series ii., 
val. xxi., of the Hakluyt Societies Publications. Míss 
Trew then wrote :-“ The image still has a great many 
valuable jewels, including some emeralds of great size. 
They occur in a beautiful stomacher of heavy gold- 
work covering the bodice of her dress. Between the 
emeralds, the stomacher is studded with diamonds. The 
crowns of Virgin and Child are only silver-gilt, set with 
amethysts and topazes, together with a great many 
badly-matched pea&. The cape is of red velvet, 
beautifully worked with pearls and precious stones in 
a floral design. The rostriddo round the head has 
some beautiful emeralds and other stones.” 
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Unfortunately, the ma~nificent rapes of pearls which 
twil to aclorn the image, together with many other 
jeds, mere appropriatetl by the Spanish Government 
al: the time of thc dissolution of the monastery. Of 
the original resting-place, Miss ?‘rew wrote :-‘r The 
Cave of San Blas, n-herc the irnage was kept by the 
G~lnnches, on thc sea-shore, is in its original state, 
roiI;;h ant1 unhewn, esccpt the front part of the 
cnirance. ‘Z‘here are somc remarkable paintings on 
t he W¿lll. One, of the first hínss celebrated there by ; 
tl-.e Sp~u~iards, is very striking. 1 t reprcsents a long f 
pr(.)cessic)n coming along the shore, Alonzo de Lugo, d 
tlle A\<lel;tIit~ttI<), is mouIlted.- ?‘he image is borne by i 
four Guanche kings, crowned and wcaring goat-skins, 1 
follo\vc!cl by a crowd of Guanches and Spaniards.” 

‘I’he legcnd hcre set tòrth is of such interest, t 5 
tlie villagc b) the se:1 so uniquc, that 1 trust the B 
rexler iVil forgii-e mc for this somcwhat lengthy ; 
cligrcssion. ‘I‘he little village on the beach - the 6 
:1cme i>t *’ SuC:St:;t Sefiora cle Candelaria ” for four E 

8 
huntlrc? yfzrs---n’herc thc: íguanches ‘I often heard I z 
celcsti;tl sounds :1ncl sa\v m;tny Lurning lights in ! 
forln 01‘ 3 l)t-rxxfs’;ion “- d 

is shown in the illustration ; 
as . ít appe:trccl \~lien vic;itecl by the writer in the g 5 
sj)rin4: of 1g20, 

0 

\\Vl:cn we turn to examine the bota.nical riches of 
‘I‘c!:erife, w fincl that the task has alreacly been made 
Gl5)-, for much more attention has bccn paid to the 
flora of ‘Tenerife than to any other island of the 
C:Hrií-lry Croup. Hurnboldt, Hookcr, Saucr, Christ, 
C;u~q)y, and Mter llave, in the order nnmcd, dealt with 
the rer-n;~rl;;tLIc flor;1 of thc island, and the last named 
has rc:ceritl)7 published an escellent paper on the 
A’irfl.: L I~ì;ìl-~z of Tcncr*l+, in which the subject is 
clearly ant1 concisely treated. 
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Before expressing my own opinions on the subject, 
-it may be of interest to note the main conclusions 
at which the above celebrated authorities have 
arrived. 

Humboldt recognised four distinct Zones of Vegeta- 
tion :- 

I. Zone of the Vine-characterised by the tree-like 
species of Ezp!hwbia, Dyacmta, Sempentiumn, 
and by shrubby species of Sonc~%us. 

2. Zane of the Monte Verde-laurels, holly, 
arbutus, ferns. 

3. Zone of the Pinar-Pzizzs canariensis with 
M3w’ca Faya and Erica arboma. 

4. Above the Tree Limit-Retáma (S‘arkxy&rs) 
and a few herbaceous plants and grasses. 

Dr Christ, on the other hand, divides the island into 
three great zones :- 

I. The Coast Region, from the sea to about 2000 
feet, characterised by O$un&. 

2. The Cloud Region. 
3. The Alpine Region, above the cloud-belt. 

Guppy recognises six belts :- 
I. The African Zone, from sea-leve1 to 2000 feet. 
2. The Cloud Region, 2~00 LU 5000 ftc~, characler- 

ised by the Laurel Forest. 
3. The Pinc Forest Belt (including the remoant of 

the Juniper), from 5000 to 6500 feet. 
4. The Codéso Belt, from 6500 to 7000 feet, 

characterised by Adenocarpus viscosus. 
5. The Retáma Belt of the Cañadas, from 7000 to 

gooo feet, characterised by the Broom Sparto- 
cytisus nubz~enus, which in places reaches to 
11,000 feet. 
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6. The Alpine Zane, from I 1,000 feet to the summit 
of thc Pico de Teide, which is characterised 
by a violet ( L/i’oZn rq&a) and a lichen. 

I,~~scIy, we have the choroughly up-to-date opinions 
of Dr J. I-l. Salter, whose treatise on the Regionad 
DI:sf~;but2’0ll oJ’* r/k llT<Cfi;, Ro?-a iu. Texer-zye appeared as 
part viii. of val. Isii. of the l~Iamhesler ftfenzoim (1918). 

I1r Salter, with Dr Christ, recognises three main 
regions :- 

~1. Th Coas-l Reg-iort nnd Lower SLoj5es, from sea- 
leve1 to 2400 feet, comprising (on the southern i 
coast ‘) ~ i 

I. Foreshore. 
2. Desert (stony, rocky, or black sand). 

i 

;. Orchards, plantations, vineyards (banana, i 
tomate, oranl,re, vine), extending to about B 

1300 feet. 
4. Cultivated lands (n-heat, potatoes, lupins, 

broad beans), extending to about 2060 

3 

8 
feet. I z 

1:. 7‘/te C/OMQ! RQ-~.oo”, 2300 to 5joo feet- 

I. -rile 1Ionte Verde, from 2400 to 4000 feet, g 5 
characterised by n-oods and thickets of 
evergreens (far from being a continuous 
belt). 

2. The Pinar, frorn 4000 to 6000 feet, character- 
ised by 3’2’/~1~.< cnnnricllx~k. 

j. zonc of shrubby foliosc, Lcgunlinosz, thc 

Escobón (Clrftsns ~l-L~/l;fer) and the Codéso 
(~4dmcmZI;f,lfx :atsroslls) - the chief fodder- 
plaIltL;-6000 to 6500 feet. 

1 Cpon the nortl:ern slopes the desert strip is much reduced or 
altogether nb5ent. 
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C. Above the Cdouds, 6500 to 12,180 feet ‘- 
I. The Cañadas, Zone of the Retáma (.S&zrto- 

cyt&z.~‘ nzlbz~e~zz~), reaching to almost 10,000 

feet. 
2. From 10,000 to 12,180 feet, an endemic viola, 

a moss, and a lichen occur. 

During my severa1 visits to Tenerife while studying 
the avifauna and completing the magnificent collection 
of Canarian birds which we have at the British Museum, 
my various expeditions took me to many points of the 
island which Dr Salter explored, and 1 formed the 
very highest opinion of his work. 1 do not, therefore, 
wish to claim that any of my observations are original, 
but rather, in so far as my knowledge goes, bear out 
those of the distinguished botanist whose memoir has 
proved of such service to me when studyinb the fauna1 
zones. On the whole, the Zones of Vegetation in Tenerife 
are more clearly defined than in Gran Canaria, though 1 
would like to emphasise the fact, as already pointed out 
by Dr Salter, that owing to (1) the range in climatic 
conditions, (2) the different amount of rainfall registered z 

! 
on (a) the northern slopes, (6) the southern slopes 6f the d 

island, and (3) the varied nature of the substratum, there 
; 
g 

is considerable variation in the distribution of the plant- 
life iu the island, and consequently much overlapping. 

Strict demarcation of the Vegetation Zones is very 
difficult, often impossible-the evergreen woods are 
naturally more developed on the northern slopes, where 
water is more pientiful, than upon the dry southern 

slopes. It follows that, as we found to be the case in 
Gran Canaria, it is anything but easy to define the 

l I)r Salter gives this as 12,912 feet. 1 am informed at the Roya1 
Geographical Society thnt, according to the latest maps, the Peal: of 
Tenerife was ascertained to be 12,180 feet in height. 
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fauna1 zones, these being so largely dependent on the 
distribution of the flora. 

In dealing with the Zones of Vegetation, 1 accept 
the altitudes laid down by Dr Salter in his paper.’ In 
working the island myself 1 have studied this question 
rathcr from tht: point of view of the ornithologist, 
marking off the zones according to the altitude at which 
certain birds occur. 1 find, as might be expected, that 
the conclusions at which KC arrived vary very little ; what 
variation esists can probably be put down to the 
tlifficul[y of dem;trcatirlg the zutles closely, rather than 
to any real difference of opinion. 1 took my altitudes 
from an absolutcly reliable aneroid, which 1 always 
carr)-. \Te n-i11 first examine, one by one, the three 
main divisions-the characteristic endemic plants are 
those instanced by Dr Salter, the majority of which 
1 llave also seen mysclf; the birds recorded are from 
my own observations. 

ZOilC ,-1. Th Consl &,o~iOîZ nnii Lorwcv szops.- 
Sub-clivision I : The Fnreshore and Coast-line. The 
study of this narrow bclt has been carried out chiefy 
on the south and south-castern coast-line from Santa 
Cruz ant1 Guimar, and from journeys up and down the 
coast (III lancl and in smal coasting vessels, which, in 
the da>-time, run very closc in-shore. In one way 
or another, the enrire shore-line frum Guia. LU San 
,Anclrés has been cursorily sur\-e}-ed. RIuch of the 
coast consists, especially in the estreme north, of steep 
cliffs of considerable size, dropping abruptly to the 
YI-a\-CS ; but in the south, p”rticularly between the 
heacllands of Punta Rasca ant1 Punta Abona, much of 
the shore-line is very Ilat ; black basaltic reefs occasion- 
ally fringc the coast, Ivhile at many points little bays 

1 I:xcepli”~ thc altitudc givcn by him of the Pico de Teide. See foot- 
note on preceding pgc. 
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of black volcanic sand break up the foreshore. On the 
rocky parts of the coast occurs ,4stydamia canariensis. 
Here, under the boulders fallen from the cliffs, the Little 
Allied Shearwater (Pu&lzus assimilis baroli) and the 
night-flying Bulwer’s Petrel (Buhoeria bulzveri bzdzueri) 
may be sought for in the breeding season, nesting 
under the huge rocks which so often line the fore- 
shore. Here, too, are to be found the nesting holes of 
Cadone&-& K&Zifortunatus, the Great Canarian Shear- 
water, or “ Pardeda” as it is locally called, though unlike 
the smaller Shearwater the “Pardeda” often flies some 
way inland, nesting in the sides of baryascos, in old 
craters, and even in the lava flows ; its weird cal1 may 
usually be heard on a May evening above the roofs of 
the villagc of Cuimar, IZOO fcct abovc the sca! 

The Heron is a breeding bird round the coasts, 
and where the cliffs are high, the beautiful Osprey may 
perhaps be seen. This is the sub-zone in which 
wading birds-such as the Kentish, Common and 
Lesser-ringed Plover, the Turnstone, Common Sand- 
piper and Whimbrel, and many birds of passage 
belonging to the Order Charadriiformes, must be sought, 
frequenting, as may be guessed, the parts of the shore 
where the coast is low and open. 

The foreshore vegetation is varied and cosmopolitan 
in character, representative of such genera as 3Iesem- 
bryanthezmm and Fra&enia. Euphorbias are repre- 
sented by E. J’e&?is and E. Paradzks, Argyrartthenzum 
frutesceas-the Paris daisy-and one or two species 
of Beta, besides PoZycar$za Tenerzj% and ForskoQa 
angushfodia, representing the endemic flora. 

Sub-division 2 is that of the desert, and this type 
of country is mainly to be found on the South and 
South-east coasts, whole stretches of country being 
there given up to barren desolation. On the northern 
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slopes of the central ridge, LL, from Punta Hidalgo 
to Punta Tefio, this desert land is almost non-existent. 
On these more favoured slopes the ground is cultivated 
almost from the foreshore, acres of land being under 
bananas, etc. A very different state of things exists 
on the South-eastern shore-line, as can be easily seen 
by following the southern coast road from Santa Cruz 
to Fasnia, just beyond which the road ends. Once 
the grain fields in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
Cuesta are left behind, the country becomes more and ; 
more barren. Miles of rock-strewn country are @ven ; 
over to the ugly prickly pear (principally O@ztia ~ 0 
CUCL z:ue LLqim or 0. DzYZCW~~), a specics vcry largely i 
cultivated in the Canaries, as the heme of the cochineal E 
bug, between 1831 and 1874, when the discovery of f 
aniline dyes spelt death to the Canarian industry. 

ìVhile on this subject it may be noted that cochineal 5 
B 

is still much cultivated in the Islands, principally 
because the Ojeda thrives on ground from which 6 
it is impossible to produce anything else. It is also 0 
an industry which requires little heavy labour, and I 
in consequence suits the indolent temperament of the z 

f 
Canarian peasant. As is well knomn, the prickly pear $ 
altnost grows itself-every detached segment taking ; g 
root, often when not desired to do so at all. The 0 
spines are easily cut off, and the “ leaves ” can be 
“ dusted ” by children with grass brushes or mops. 
The cochineal bug is “ caught” with the minimum 
of labour ; a white 40th being spread over the now 
spikclcss lcaves, the insect is at once attracted to it, 
and in a short while al1 the cochineal insects gather 
on to the cloth, which is then removed and the precious 
creatures collected. 

Since the war 1 have noticed, at any rate in Gran 
Canaria, that an effort has once more been made to 
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re-establish the cochineal industry, and whatever the 
rcsult: n1<1y bc, it is ncver likely to die out entirely 
in islands so eminently suited to its “ cultivation’.“.. 

The main road to Guimar passes through this 
land of O~W&Z. The only trec is the fig, which 
seems .to thrive in the most arid Iocalitks, tnkirlg root 
and cven bearing fruit in the lava-ílows upon which‘ 
even PZocnma&mhda fínds difficulty in growing. Mile 
upon mile the road winds through a desolate country, 
terraced in the most elaborate fashion almost to sea- ; 
level. Indecd this elaborate system of cultivation is 
nowhcre bettcr illustrated than in the valley of Guimar, 

[ 
d 

and in the depressing country lying betwecn Guimar 
and Fasnia. The smal atnount of rnin which may 
usually 1x reckcmccl upon to fc111 dul-inb the w-intcl- 

months is nowherc sufficient for thc crops, arld, as 
in Gran CaAari:i, the water h:Ls to be guicled in pipes 

or aqtrias (ccmcnt water-courses) from the mountains, 
oftcn for very great distances. The semí-desert vegeta- 
tion is well developed over a large proportion uf this 
southern coast belt. The’ candelabra-like Ez@brbiu 
cnna~~kxsis seems to be as much at home clinging to 

i 
! ~ 

the. mountain-sides, as on the Anaga promontory, or 
on the open plain near the Punta Rasca Iighthouse ; 

4 
t 5 
’ while other members of this genus charxteristic of 

the desert sub-zone are thc arborcscent species, 
E. ob fzlszj%lia, E. bahmzj‘ba, E. ;I-qis-J1&z, and 
E. ntroybrr~zsrea, while IIr Salter fcbuncl the curious 
spccies E. afhy’h extendíng round the promontory 
of Teño to Buenavista on the northern coast. Of 
the other many remarkable forms of plant-life, the 
most noticcable species perhaps belong to thc genera 
Semjervivu?~z, SOI&Z~~S, and Echiztnz, al1 of which and 
many other strange forms wíll be found enumerated 
in IIr Salter’s comprchensive list, which should be 
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consulted for details. In the valley of Guimar three 
separate lava-flows may be seen, winding their way 
down the slopes from a height of 5000 feet almost to 
the sea. Two of these rivers of lava are said to be 
the result of an eruption which took place in the 
year 1705-6, and the other stream, composed of much 
more weathered lava, is of considerably more ancient 
origin. The comparison between the vegetation on these 
Iava streams is of the very greatest interest. At first 
sight the flows nearest to Guimar-emanating from the ; 
Volean de Aráfo-(whose cone appears in the illustra- $ 
tions facing pages 66 and 76 as a tiny pyramid in the ! 
centre of the Pedro Gil divide) seem to be devoid of any i 

vegetation with the exception tif a grey tufted lichen 
8 
f 2 

(Stereocaudon demxdatum, Fries., var. pudvinatum, ; 
Th. Fr.), which clings thickly in every direction ; but 5 
a closer examination showed that plants and even B 

trees wcrc at last cornrnencillg to gain some hold on ; 
this clrexy wxstc. Of the trees, a few pincs (I%zw 
Canari~xsM) are to be founcl where the flow passes 

Q 

8 
through this belt, and at a lower elevation the fig-trec I z 
appears, seerning to take root in the very rock itsclf. ! 
A careful scarch revealed the presente of three or 
four other species, but only a few individual plants of 

i 
5 

each kind were noted. Conspicuous amongst these ’ 
was KZeinia nerizjõlia. 

The vegetation on the old weathered lava-Llow pro- 
ceeding from thc hlontañeta de Guimar is in direct 
contrast to the scanty vegetation to be found in the 
more recent streams, as can be seen from the illustra- 
tions facing pages 76 and 98. 

The desert sub-zone, cspecially that part of the belt 
in the neighbourhood of Guimar, has been carefully 
examined by Dr Salter, who gives the following 
interesting account of the region :-- 
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“ The native vegetation of the coast-belt, including 
the arid rocky ravines which furrow it, illustrates every 
possible adaptation to semi-desert conditions. .With 
the exception of the fresh green of PLocamn, its general 
áspect is grey, many plants being either glaucous or 
covered with a silky, mealy, or hoary pubescente. The 
leaves of others contain aromatic or acrid principies, 
while another group (Sonchus spinosus, L..ciu~z ufr~~z) 
depend for protection upon their tough wiry nature and 
armament of spines. Reduction of leaf-surface is seen i 
in Reseda scopavia, Convodvudus scojarius, and in the f 
numerous ‘ switch plants,’ such as Retama Sjachii, d 
Plocama pen,duZa, Somhus Zejtocephadus, Lizarin spartea i 8 
and scoparia, Canzpydanthus saZsoZoides and Aspauagus i 
sco$a&s. The plants of the sun-scorched barrancos 
are extremely deep-rooted, and many (as the larger 

C 
$ 

species of Se~îz~e~&uîîz) only flowcr at thc cxpcnse of B 
nutriment accumulated in the course of severa1 or of s 
many years. Th ese characters are nowhere better seen 6 
than in the vegetation of the old lava-flow which has 

E 
8 

issued from the Montañeta de Guimar. The latter is I z 
still a perfect cone, with the sides of its crater overgrown ! d 
with vegetation. Here are vast thickets of the cactus- i 
like Euphorbia canariensis, each stiff quadrangular 5 
column beset with four rows of spines. It is often ’ 
overgrown by the climbing Asclepiad, Peripdoca Zevzgata, 
known as ‘cornical’ from its horn-like fruits. Inter- 
mixed with the thickets of Eupkorbia, and profiting by 
the protection which they afford-no small matter when 
all-devouring goacs everywhere range at large-are 
other desert shrubs such as SoncAus Zeptocejhadus, the 
white-powdered, yellow-flowered Cneo~u~zpuZve~~uZe~zttu~~z, 
Messersc&zidia fruticosa (Boraginaceze) and Asparagw 
a&reus. 

“ The curious Asclepiad, Ceropegia dichotoma, appears 
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as a cluster of fleshy, upright, jointed meal-covered 
stems, having thus much the appearance of a bunch 
of wax candles. The few grasses, as Aristia’u cmdescezs 
and Trz’c,‘to&a Tene+%, are of characteristically desert 
type. Mear at hand upon the loose black sand Pducanta 
$e~&ln shows its graceful drooping shoots and So&zzw 
,CP~‘UOSIIS suggests a tangle of barbed wire. It has no 
foliage leaves after the seedling stage, and is often spun 
up by Cuscuta. Crtz-UZLUS CuZocyntAis, with its gourds 
the size of oranges, straggles over the heated surface of 
this miniature Srthnra. Of the leafy arborescent species 
of Enjhorbiu, E. ?*cg25-./ub~e and E. baZsanzz,heua are 
hibhlp characteristic of this region, growing under 
falvourable circumstances to 4 m. in height. In exposed 
situations on the coast the latter species becomes 
prostrate, and the extraordinary appearance of a mass 
of writhing, fleshy arms presented by ancient specimens, 
leafless, contorted, riven and half dead, is as remarkable 
as any aspect of l-egetation in the island. Very similar 
in appearance to E. ?q~s-J,& is Aíi-lizla neî-ziz*Z~a; it 
has the habit of a miniature Dragon-tree, and is in fact 
an arborescent Selrf.cl.0. CoIlsiclerable uniformity marks 
the vegetation of this desert-belt, which is found 
bordering the \vhole of the South-eastern coast. It is 
prolonged up the South-western coast, and even extends 
rollnd thc promontory of Teiio to Buenavista on the 
northern coast, where al1 the plants mentioned, including 
c’cJ@~:~~;z, were seen in profusion, with the addition of 
the curious E@ho~-61;s ajh)l/¿a. From this point onward 
the steeper and comparatively well-watered slopes of the 
northern coast allon- small scope for the development of 
the descrt flora, but wherever conditions are favourable, 
as ll-here a lava-ilow has made its way down to the sea, 
the familiar forms reappear.” 

The above account of rhis remarkable coulltry-tu 
F 
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my mind by far the most interesting sub-zone (from a 
botanist’s stand-point) to be met with in the Islands-is 
so complete and so descriptivc of the whole of this belt 
that 1 have very little to add from my own experiences. 
1 visited the Montañeta and the 01~1 lava-flow on the 
19th of April 1920, ànd the accompanying photographs 
wcre then taken. The volcarlo is, as Dr Salter remarks, 
a perfect cone, the rim of the crater rising on the south- 
west side ‘to IOOO feet, whilt: on the nor~h-easl side it 
falls to 900 fect. The outer walls on the sea-side, 
es@cially townrds the summit, are well covered with 
vcgetation, prirlcip,îlly Ez4~/lo~& obtusz;foLa ; Lawiea 
sj&osn, then covered with small yellow Howers, and a 
fcw of the cactus-likc /~~c#AwáZ” cn~r-~~nszk Arnorlgst 
the smallcr vqctation the common Paris daisies 
(Al~~l-alll~El;zz[?~z fi-~~tescem) and ;t dark-centred dand+ 
lion (J%~J&u~z iizgiiauum) wcre the most plen tiful ; 
whilst at the .summit of the rim, growing amongst the 
cinders and ash, a smalI plant with a minute white 
flower was later idcn tified as JZz2ro~~eriu hysso~z@ia. 
Inside the rim the crater walls fa11 steeply to form a 
perfect cup,’ the sides cbvered thickly with plants of 
Ez@horbia canariensis and Bu.Ao~-hia baZsanzzj%-a, the 
former often shcltering the prickly-leaved X~b~~~r~fi~tl;*osn. 
The curious plant known as the “ miniature lJr;lgon- 
trec ” (XZeisia neriifi/in) was hcre scc:n gro\ving vcry 
plentifully. Paris daisies, the prickly Lnz~ca s&%osa, 
and the bright green F’¿ocanzn pc&zr/a were everywhere 
in close association, wh$st at the bottom of the crater 
severa1 fig-trees were thriving, sheltcred from every 
wind by the high walls of the cone. Extending for 
some distance round the Montañeta, and covering the 
lower slopes, was the thick black sand-samples of 
wbich, analysed at the Natural Histcry ,Museum, were 
found co consist of olivine, augite, basalt, with felspar 
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and a little magnetite or ilmenite. Mr Campbell 
Smith, who made the analysis, was of opinion that 
it must fa11 as dust from eruptions of the volcano, 
but he was at a loss to sugyest how it carne to be 
graded so evenly. 

Some remarkably fine specimcns of the graceful 
P/o~amz~~mi~~h were clinging to the face of the rocks 
at thc foot of the Montañeta, the bright grcen whip- 
like branches contrasting with the black basaltic rocks 
in the background. On the black sand below the i 
Plocnura bushes, exatnples of Latinea spinosa covered f 
with a formidable array of spines were to be secn. d 
Kiding over this wide stretch, we passed .on to the 8 i 

ancient lava-flow itself, now almost covered with the f 2 
u-ondcrful variety of vegetation described so well by i 
Dr Salter. As far as the eye could reach in the direc- $ 
tion of the sea magnificcnt specimens of E~~~~o~-bitz B 

ra~tz7-iertsis were growing, in many cases almost hidden i 
by the plants which seek protection amongst their im- 3 
penetrable candelabra-like spine-covered stems. There 8 
is no more wonderful example of adaptation for the I z 
purpose of preservation than that afforded by the d ! 
plants on this lava-flow. We have seen a large ; 
E. rn~zn~~¿~tsis almost throttled by the climbing Peri- g 

5 
#iorn L¿z-z&fa, the latter bearing curious fruit like 

0 

thc two horns of an ox, twisting and climbing all over 
the giant Euphorbia, thus protecting itself success- 
fully from thc ravages of the goats. Dr Salter has, in 
the paragraph qucted by mc, enumcrated the various 
slJt’&s which, like the “ cornical,” take advantage 
of this Euphorbia. RzsBia fruficosa, each leaf armed 
\r.ith tiny hooks of its own, is, aftcr the Z’eeuz&oca, the 
shrub most commonly foulid in this association, not 
c~ontcnt with the protcction afforded it by its OWII 
p-id+ laves. 
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The upper illustration -facing page g8 shows this 
lava-flnw ; the: plants Which can be recognised being, 
in the backgroùnd, Euphorbia canariensis, severa1 of 
which are being half-throttled by the clímbing Pe+zVoca 
hvigafa and Rubia frzlticosa, the two last showing 
‘as a dark mass amongst the lighter colourecl arms 
of the cactus. In the foreground, the whitish “fluffy- 
looking ” plants are in reality specimens of the prickly 
Launea s-zizosa covered with small yeliow i-lowers and 
“ down ” -the spines can just be made ‘out in the ; 
specimen on the extreme lefc of the photo, which is 
slightly out of focus; The larger, darker coloured i 
shrubs with whip-like branches are examples of Phama õ” 
pedda. 

c It now only remains for me to describe the t>irds I 

which 1 met with during my rambles along the coast. 
The two true descrt species-the Courser and the 
Trumpeter Bullfinch-are almost confined in Tenerife 
to the plains on the extreme southern coast in the 
neighbourhood of Adeje. In the part of this belt lying 
between Santa Cruz and Fasnia, birds cannot be said 
to be plentiful either in number or in the variety of 
species represented. The commonest forms met with, 
is, for instance, the Short-toed Lark, Berthelot’s I’ipit, 
the Kestrel, the Raven, and the Rock-dove, are, save o 
perhaps the first noted, nonc of thcm typical desert 
species ; the Pipit is one of the most universally distri- 
buted of the island birds, while thc Rufescent Short- 
toed Lark is equafly at home-at any rate in spring 
and summer -on the Laguna plateau, and the cither 
species mentioned aré almost as universally distributed 
as the Pípit. Perhaps the most characteristic bird, 
and that which b&t ” fits in” with the landscape, is 
the Madeiran Rock-sparrow. One may cross acres 
of this desert land without seeing a single sptirrow, 



when suddenly a large flock will be enccuntered, ene 
birtl after the other springin,a up from the ground 
to settle again fifty yards further on and immediately 
becorne invisible. Another bird which always recalls 
to me this scorching desert-belt is the Canarian Grey 
Shrike ; it may be seen sitting motionless, but ever 
ivatchful, on one of the cactus-like stems of the 
E~j/‘o’,62;r rnr~n~~lc~.sA-, from which it utters its peculiar 
nhistle, flying at the slightest approach of danger. 
1 t may also be seen amongst the fis-trees on the higher ; 
le\~.ls uf this lxlt, but nut in anythin,o Iike the numbers g 
in ivhich it KLS notccl in the truly desert eastern islands 8 

d 
-1;uerteventura and Lanzarote. õ” 

It is in this zone principally that the Thick-knee 1 
must nlso be sought, although 1 believe the “ AZcamuan ” 
is much more plentiful in Grand Canary than it is in t 
Tenerife--even on the sun-baked plains of the South. 

5 
I 

In the walls of the ~~ZYRZ~ZCO.Y severa1 birds find con- 
venient nesting sites, particularly the Pallid Swift, which, s 
though universally distributed, prefers the plains and g 

low-lying slopes to the higher mountains, \%-here its 
d 
E 

place is taken by the smaller I3lack Swift. z 
! 

Yet another conspicuous bird of the plains which i 
is not by an)- means confined to the desert area is 5 
the Hoopoe. \\.hich never fails to attract attention and 0 

excite admiration. \Yherever trees such as the orange, 
lemon, loquat, pepper, fig, and other fruit-trees make 
their appearance in any numbers, as, for instance, in the 
crarden of a n-ell-cared-for ~‘IIc~, they invariably attract 
üirtls from the zone above, among them the Blue 
Titmouse and the Blackbird, the widely distributed 
Cllitichaff, Grey \Vagtail and Canary, the last named 
found from sea-leve1 to the highest ridges. 

Sub-division 3 of the Coastal Region includes the 
orchards, plantations, and vineyards, and these are 
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particularly to be found on the long northern coast. 
From Tejina to Carachico the semi-desert flora of 
thc South has, save on the few lava-flows which wind 
their way to the sea, little opportunity to assert itsclf; 
evcry valley and every stretch of land capablc: of bearing 
fruit has been utilised. As every visitor to Orotava 
knows, the beautiful valley has now become an enormous 
banana plantation, ‘but despite the acreage given over 
to the cultivation of .this fruit, pafms, oranges, and 
evcrgreen trees are sufficiently numerous to attract 
many birds from thc higher zone of the Monte Verde. 
Warblers, Hlackcap, Wagtails, Canaries, Blue Tits, 
Blackbirds, GoldGrlches, and mvst of the bircls of 
prey - Egyptian Vulturcs, Kites, ant1 Kestrels in 
numbcrs, may be seen almost any day of thc year in 
the valleys of the northern coast. No more f>~voured 
spot in tvl1ic.h to obserw, at an;* rate the Passerirlc 
birds mentioncd, can be found than the beautiful 
Botanic Garden on the main road from Santa Cruz 
just before Orotava is reached. Here an excellent 
collection of exotic plants and trees has becn got 
together, and many very‘fine tropical and sub-tropical 
species have been- successfully introduced, particularly 
noticeable being the variety of palms. A magnificent 
scarlet hibiscus was perhaps the most gaudy of the 
many beautiful thiogs swzu on tht. vccasiun of my 
last visit in April 1920. The garden is one that no 
visitar to Orotava should fail to visil, and those having 
more than a passing interest in such things will 
doubtless spcnd many delightful hours there. Most of 
the birds, other than the Hawk family, noted above, 
may be secn at close quarters midst the wealth of 
vegetation in this gardcn, in addition to which, in 
early spring, 1 have seen quite a number of Continental 
Thrushes in the branches of the higher trees. This 
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sub-species, which is a winter visitor to Tenerife, and 
is then remarkably shy, usually frequents the higher 
and cooler altitudes, where its wild behaviour is in great 
contrast to its more confiding ways when in our gardens 
and shrubberies in England. 

The last sub-division of this zone recognised by 
L)r Salter is that of the cultivated lands (wheat, potatoes, 
lupins, and broad beans) ; no better example of this 
sub-zone can be found than the broad saddle of the 
Laguna plateau, lying at 2000 to 2400 feet. This 
is a splenclicl corn coulilry, maly acres of wheat, rnaize, 

; 
$ 

and beans being closely cultivated. The land in tbe i 
neightourhoocl of Laguna is particularly rich, atid the i 
crops raised in this well-watered district are secoñd to E 
none. The atmosphere in this clelightful old town-the 
ancient capital of the island-is appreciably colder than 

f 

Santa Cruz, and in consequence Laguna is the recog- 
i 
B 

nised summer resort n-hen the heat is oppressive in the 
Fort. In wintcr it can be really colcl at Laguna, and 6 
the fresh “ nip ” in the air is conclucive to long walks, E 

mané- beautiful escursions being within easy distance. 
8 
I 

Laguna is described more closely elsewhere, and an z 
! 

iilustration is shon-n facing page SS of the valley in which $ 
the once î;tmous lake-from which the town takes its g 
nanie-must llar-e lain. 

5 
Essentially a corn-growing ’ 

clistrict. diere it~-e rie\ ertllelr.ss (luitt: it IiumLer of trees 

in the neihhbourhood-euc~tl~I)tus, laurels, palms, figs, 
and orchartls of fruit-trees. In consequence, bird-life is 
perhaps more plentiful here than an>-nhere else in the 
x1-hule islancl, ch:lrxteristic species being Thanner’s 

Corn I:untin_= ancl the Short-toed Lark. The former 
is to be heard on al1 sicles, uttering its “ sizzling ” 
note perched on the telegraph wires or the topmost 
brancli of ever) available bush, from which prominent 
position it can surve)- the countryside to its heart’s 
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content. The Rufescent Short-toed Lark-a rufous- 
coloured race peculiar to the island-is not at first in 
such evidente as the Corn Bunting; however, once they 
are located ina’ploughed field, the ground secms to be alive 
with them, and later they may be seen on al1 sicles rising 
from the waving corn into which, whcn their short sweet 
song is ended, they sink once more with fluttking wings 
and extended tail. In the orchards and bramble thickets 
many other species are met with ; Tenerifean Blue Tits 
climb about the fruit trees, Grey Wagtails run fearlessly ; 
along the stone water-courses or chase one another f 
along the roofs of the houses. Brown Linnets and d 
Goldfinches assernble here in flocks, and the song of i 

the Blackcap resounds from the more sheltered thickets. 1 
Two other members of the Warbler family are to be 1 
seen here - the Canarian Chiffchaff and Spectacled i 
Warbler, the latter one of the most charming little B 
birds to be met with anywhere in the Archipelago. Of f 
the Hawk family the Canarian Kestrel is undoubtedly 6 
the most plentiful and can usually be seen poised E 

8 
motionless in the air, on the watch for its luckless prey. I 
It is from the Laguna plateau ,that many of the rarcr 

z 
! 

birds of passage have from time to time been recorded. $ 
When the ditches are flooded, rails and water-birds llave i 
often been obtained here, as may be seen by glancing ’ 
at the list of these birds in Appendix B. The plain is 
bounded on two sides by low grass-covered hills-upon 
which the giant heather and broom is found growing in 
patchcs, whilst wide spaces in early spring are alternately 
carpeted with the yellow Raj&ruur r~g-os~nz and purple 
Eckium plaan fap’neum. 

Above the elevation of the Laguna plateau we pass 
out of the Coastal Region into the second well-defined 
,%ce uf the CZoud Region, the first sub-division of which 
is the .Monte Verde, extending from 2300 to 4000 feet 
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above the sea, a region n-hich in days long since gone 
by \vas perhaps a cnntin~~o~~s helt, but which can now 
own to only a fragment of its past glory. As may 
be implied from the name it bears, the “ Monte Verde” 
is the region of evergreen woods, of co01 dripping 
~~UWZCOS, and still, in many secluded spots, of really 
luxuriant vegetation. Bathed in cloud for a great part 
of the year, the trees and shrubs of this favoured belt 
often attain to a remarkable size, and if allowed to do 
so, would .soon covcr a much greater area than they do 
at the present day. As might be expected, the Monte 
Verde is principally developed on the northern slopes 
of the central ridge, but is continued on the south- 
eastern siopes in intermittent patches from above 
Laguna to the Ladera de Guimar. From here south- 
wards the typical vegetation of this belt seems to have 
died out or never to have developed except for wide 
stretches of country covered with Cistus; much the 
same type of vegetation exists as is to be found on the 
western slopes of Gran Canaria in the Tirma district 
immediately below the Pine Belt. This state of things 
is to be expected when we remember the difference in 
rainfall between the southern and the northern slopes 
of Tenerife. 

There are still some really fine patches of forest 
l-emainin,o in Tenerife, other than pine, the best known 
perhaps being the woods of Mercedes, clothing the 
hills which on the north-east bound the wide basin of 
Laguna. These woods commence at an altitude of 
2500 feet, and the highest ridges must be 3000 feet 
above sea-level. The trees, principally Canarian laurels 
(L~UYUS cn~~n~z&zsis), and a few giant heath (Erica 
n&orcn) are sufficiently thick to ensure one walking 
in shade during the hottest part of the day. The 
undergrowth in the forest is not very thick, but is very 
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varied. Messrs Sprague ànd Hutchinson of Kew 
cardens, who visited the forest in 1313, collected 
forty-five different plants in one day, remarking 
particularly Pru;lzus Zusitanica in great abundance, 
Ixnnthus viscosus, Seaecio a~emzficudatus, and the beauti- 
ful mauve-coloured climber, ConvoZ~~lzcZzss caiîtariemis. 
The forest of Mercedes is a delightful retreat on a 
hot, breathless day ; little rivulets have cut narrow 
gorges through the wood, their banks a mass of ferns 
and mosses ; the atmosphere is damp and cool, wonder- 
fully refreshing after the glare of the hot sun, which 
seems to strike with double its usual vigour as one 
emerges from the shade of the laurels. 

It was on the outskirts of Mercedes, amongst tangled 
brambles, brake-fern, and thistles, where in Spring 
the open grassy hill-sides are alternately covered with 
the pretty yellow Sj5avLiwz ~U~ZCEZL~C and the purple 
Ecbiunt @‘antagineu;n that 1 first met with the Superb 
Redbreast (Em’Uzacus rededa sujerhs), the beautiful 
dark-chested “ robin ” confined tó the Monte Verde 
in Tenerife and Gran Canaria. Later 1 found it to 
be really plentiful in the tree-heaths above Guimar, 
but this .part of the Monte Verde will be described 
later. on, as it is entirely different in “composition ” 
from Mercedes. A s soon as the true forest is entered i 
we meet with a bird which is only seen very 

rrarely in the zone below. This is the Canarian 
Chaffinch, of which much will be said in another 
chapter. It is one of the commonest birds in the 
forest, and, like al1 Chaffinches, is very tame and can 
be closely observed. Not so confiding, but almost 
as plentiful, is Cabrera’s Blackbird-a Canarian race 
named after a distinguished Canarian ornithologist- 
Don Anatael Cabrera-whose fine collection of Tene- 
rifean birds máy be seen in the Institute of Laguna by 
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anyone interested in the subject. Of the other birds 
noted. the most plentiful Li-ere I)>lue Tits and Chiffchaffs. 

&other beautiful WOOC~ is that of Agua Garcia 
abol-e Tacoronte. Here fine specimens of the Vifiatigo 
(PL*I*.~L’Q l’~~fri’~.rr) ;ITC to be seen, and the largest tree- 
h~~tths (EI-~c~z t7ihi~dj in the island grow in this 
nci~hbourhood. Further, ,Ilxu,l García woodc are the 
only oneì whcre thc large-lcaved holly (Ckx:~/n&+~~/Z~) 
c;t~i stilj be seen, \\-hile the smxII-leavecl Canarian hoIly 
(I(c,x rt7itlrr-i~-~tai~) also occurs. The native “ ti1 ” tree 
(Orto,-C,~/,r(,- &~L-IIs) is now, accorcling to Dr Salter, ! 
restricted to the 13 urancos Castro and Kuiz, localities s ca 
\\-hich 1 llave not 11x1 an opportunity of visiting. The i 
fourth species of laurel, also peculiar to the Canaries, is 1 
/;‘LYL& ~UR$ILJ-UUU, 110~ restricted to three or four localities, 
but still to be seen above Orotava. Conveniently ! 
reached from the lltter locality are the chestnut groves 

5 
Y 

of ;\g:ua 1Iansa, n-hile on the opposite side of the ridge ; 

chestnuts again appear, but only~ ver~r sparingiy, above i 
Guimar ancl Xrafo at a height of 4600 feet, encroaching ; 
here OII the Zone of the Pine. d 

I 
So better centre for the study of the vat-ious zones z 

can be found than Guimar. The 1Ionte Verde is well i 
mnrketl off in this part of thc islnnd, and no more t 
instructi1.e ride can possibly be taken than that from 0 5 

thc 1Ionta<~eta de Guimar, situated in the desert coastal 
belt close to the shore, throu,qh the closely cultivated 
Iands to thc clearly defined hIontc Verde. Above this 
in successit-e ii tiers ” the pine forcst, the belt of the 
two fodder-plants-the Codeso and the Escobón-and 
finall>- the Retama Zane are entered. The Monte 
l’ercle above Guimar consists of low evergreen scrub, 
mainly- trec-heath (E‘I*PL~~ ~~YÚoJw), the faya (Mykca 
Frr,~v), the small-leaì,ed holly (11~~ r~~~tnr;lensk), and 
Ci.if 1t.i. Thc nrst heaths above Guimar are met with 
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at an altitude of 2700 feet, while the lowest pines are 
cntered at 3300 feet. The evergreen scrub encroaches 
upon the pines, and in the wide stretches of hill-side 
where the “ Pinar ” no longer exists, the heaths grow to 
a much higher altitude. The moment that one enters 
the Zone of the Heaths, the presente of birds is 
felt, accentuated, no cloubt, by the comparative paucity 
of bird-life in the zones below. The song of the 
Superb Redbreast is heard on al1 sides, Sardinian 
and Spectacled Warblers creep about .the bushes, g 
and Chiffchaffs simply swarm everywhere. Blue $’ 
Titmice come down from their true home in the zone d 
above, while Blackbirds and the ever-present Canaries $ 

å 
add their notes to the melody. The most luxuriant 
vegetation of thc Monte Vcrdc is to be found in the 

1 
I _ 

deep co01 barrancos, which are transformed from dry i 
“ nullahs” where they pass thrnugh the Coastal Relt, tn Y 

i 
wonderfully verdant ravines, the dripping walls festooned 1 B 
with ferns, lichens, líver-worts, ívy, mosses, and creepers ; 

a 
8 

the higher slopes, where the walls are not too precipitous, i 

beíng thíckly overgrown with a tangle of heaths and i 
evergreen shrubs. One of the most beautiful ravines 
ín the whole ísland, where the vegetation of the “ Monte 

j 
: 

Verde” is developed to an exceptíonal extent, is the 
; 
4 

renowned Barranco del Rio, lying next to the Barranco 
Badajos, from which ic is separated by a high verdant- 

‘covered ridge. To reach the northern side of thís 
barranco from Guimar, one climbs the stccp path from 
the village, ascendíng through cultivated lands-terrace 
upon terrace of bearded-wheat-to a height of 2700 
fect. At 2050 feet the outskirts of the Monte Verde 
commences, and the first whíte-flowered Cistus nzons~edi- 
e&s is met wíth, a small shrub, which, together with 
the sweet-smellíng Escobón (Cytisus @d$ér), the 
Iatter covered ín late April wíth broom-like yellow 
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flowers, forms, with the rarer Cistus vaginat~s and 
Acte;tz~ca@us foZioZosus, the main vegetation, carpeting 
the more open hill-side from 2500 feet and upwards. At 
2700 feet one must follow the aEepuia, a narrow stone-built 
channel which conveys the water along the side of the 
Barranco del Rio to Guimar, from rock borings far 
above. It is at this elevation that the Monte Verde 
proper is entered. The qquia winds round the 
hill-side and then runs along both sides of the Barranco 
del Rio at a considerable height from the bed of the ; 
ravine, which becomes narrower and more luxuriant as 
the head of the gorge is neared. 0 The vegetation is so d 
thick that unless 1 hall visited the spot personally 1 i 
would never have believed it possible to discover such 1 
a place anywhere in the Canary Islands. As far as the 1 
eye can reach the sides of the barranco and the hills i 
beyond are clothed with a tangle of tree-heath (Erica 
arborea), small holly (Idex cana&&), and the broad- f 
leaved, white-flowered yiburnunz rugosum ; the under- 6 
growth is varied in the extreme, the white-flowered E 

Cisfus monspediensis and the taller mauve-flowered CzStlcs i 
mgizatus predominating. Beneath the shade of the ! 
white Cistus the remarkable yellow and red Cytizus d 

; 
H~@ocistz’s was found growing, while the common purple i 
Ec~zir~?zpZnnfag~neum and the much scarcer tall magenta- ’ 
coloured Cjwoglossum pictum added colour to the sea 
of green. DapRne gnia%m was fairly common above 
2900 feet. 

Spread over the whole of the southern side of the 
blPI-Y.‘~IlGo, to which it is apparcntly confined, as 1 did 
not see a single example on the northern side of the 
ravine, is the fine indigenous tree (Arbuhs cnnarz’ew&) 
described by Dr Salter in his scientific account of the 
vepztation of the Barranco del Rio. There must be 
severa1 hundred of these trees, and their bright 
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cinnamon-brown smooth trunks and branches are very 
conspicuous, especially viewed from the opposite side 
of the gorge, when their numbers can be fairly accurately 
estimated. 1 followed the narrow a~epuia to the head 
of the barranca, in places a highly dangerous walk, 
not to be attempted by anyone who is not blcssed 
with a steady head. The appuia wincls round the 
cliff, which latter in places overhangs it, obliging 
one to walk below on slippery rocks protruding 
barely the width of one’s boots from the walIs, and ; 
with a “clrop ” of severa1 hundred feet into .the gorgc 
below. By clinging on to the edge of the low aquc- 

[ 
d 

duct with one’s hands, the worst $aces can be success- 
fully passed, but the writer eventually had to crawl 
on hands and knecs along the nce.q~i~ lcdge with his 
toes in the ice-colcl watcr--2 ~10~ modc 0i progrcssion 
which is nut LO be recouwlcndd. 11u\1;cvc1-, OIICC 

safely at the end of the barramo, the xvonderful vegeta- 
tion well repays one for the “ crawl.” The rockfaces 
are, in the month of April, festooned with the beautiful 
pn Y$? .senrcio JY&di&vî: Fnrget-rnFf-nnts(n~n.FBtl?r)grow 
in profusion in the more sheltered moist spots, and the 
dripping walIs are a mass of ferns, maidenhair, and 
Woudwarsia radicam, climbing plants such as J,icla 

ci~~hsa, and the Canarian ivy trailing ovcr cxcrythin~. 
The water hcre COIIXZS splashing down from the hcights 
ibove, and the appia crossts the head of the ravinc 
by aS stuall bridge constructed for that purpose. A 
short climb up the opposite cliff, and thc return journey 
is made along the southern sitle of the bawamo 
on a path sufEciently good for mules, through thc 
same-almost impenetrable-vegetation, including the 
rare A~hftis canariensis trees, which can now bc 
examined at cIosc quarters ; the red stems are as 
smooth to the touch as polished wood, the average size 
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of the trunk is fr.om 37 to 50 inches in circumference 
at 3 feet from the ground; but one particularly magni- 
fícent giant actually measured 140 inches round the 
trunk at 2 feet from the ground, a very exceptional 
measurement. From the branches hung clusters of 
pale, rose-coloured flowers, but the fruit was not then 
in season. 

Though birds are numerous in the depths of the 
RIonte Verde, and especially so in such places as the 
Barranco del Rio, yet owing to the thick vegetation ; 
they are not often seen ; Redbreasts, Blackbirds, Blue f 
Tits, Chiffchaffs, and Sardinian Warblers are the species d 
usually met with in the undergrowth, while overhead i 

Pallid Swifts scream and chase one another, nesting 
in the most inaccessible walls of the bawazco. 

1 
Itis ; 

in thc Barranco del Rio that the Monte Verde is to be i 
seen at its richest. B 

;is the upper limits of thc Xfonte Verde are reached, f 
we pass almost imperceptibly into the second of the 6 
great belts of the Cloud Region~the Zone of the E 

8 
Pine Forests, which, a few centuries ago, must have 
covered a continuous stretch of country, clothing the 

i 
! 

riclges from Eslzranza southn-ards without a sin‘gle 
d 
; 

break. A4t the prescnt clay, thc broken belt descends g 5 
in isoiated patchcs as low down as 3200 feet, but, for 
the most part, it is to the higher ridges that one has 
to ascencl before the forest can be seen at its best. 
\\Ilerevcr the Pine Belt has been destroyed, the heaths 
of the 1Ionte I’erde extend their range upwards, and 
whcn thc pincs dcsccnd to an unusually low altitudc, 
as they do above Guimar to 3300 feet, the trees grow 
amnngst a tangle of tree-heath, faya, and holly, which 
<rraclually thins out as the higher latitudes are reached. b 
There is still a certain amount of pine forest remaining 
OII the Xnaga promontory, although not visible from 
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the north-west ; while on the southern side of the 
Laguna plateau the Pinar commences again on the 
ridges just beyond Esperanza, and is clearly visible 
from Santa Cruz. From this point southwards, the 
hills are for the most part fringed with pines, some 
particularly good patches lying above Barranco Hondo, 
Aráfo, Guimar, and Escobonal. The thickest forest 
of all, where the pines attain their finest growth, is 
to be found above Vilaflor-the highest village in 
the island. Unfortunately, wide stretches of country ; 
appear in the Pine Zone absolutely devoid of trees, f 
or else a mere handful of pines remain to mark the d 
spot which in happier days was a flourishing forest. i 

It is no uncommon sight to meet with two or three 1 
gaunt isolated pines standing lone upon the hill-side, E 
forlorn testimony to the short-sighted policy pursued 1 
by the improvident Spaniard, who even now refuses i 
to assist in the re-afforestation of the land. Everywhere ; 
famished goats are encouraged to roam the hills, falling 1 
ravenously upon the young pines the moment they shoot 8 
through the earth. Absolutely no protection is afforded i 
to the seedlings, and as with the Pinar of Gran Canaria, ! 
so with the forests of Tenerife-the Pinus ca+zariemis ; 

d 

is doomed to destruction, unless very different methods i 
are employed in the future for its preservation from ’ 
those practised in the past. The Pinar in Tenerife is 
principally confined to the high ridges lying on the 
South-eastern and South-western flanks of the central 
backbone. On the northern slopes the pines are almost 
absent save for good patches of forest above Icod and 
La Guaricha-the “Pinar” usually visited by those 
whose headquarters are at Orotava. 

It was in the Pine Belt that in former days the 
Juniper ( JZM&VW oxycedrus)-now practically exter- 
minated in Tenerife owing to the value placed on its 
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timber-used to flourish. A few scattered examples 
may still be seen, notably clinging to the wild rock 
faces above Vilaflor. In the juniper the Canary 
Islands possess a similar tree to that found in the 
Atlas Mountains, forming another link between the 
flora of that great range and the islands of the 
Canary Archipelago. According to some authorities, 
the juniper still exists in the island of Palma at 
an aftitude of 4000 feet, whilt: prt3umally Llit: Pico 
del Cedro, 7470 feet above the sea, is so called 
from thc fact thnt the juniper once grew upon its 
summit. E 0 

The birds of the Pine Zone are second to none 
in point of interest, for it is here that three of the 
rarest birds in the island are to be sought-the Teydean 
Blue Chaffinch, the Tenerifean Great Spotted Wood- 
pecker, and the Tenerifean Goldcrest. These are al1 5 

I 
typical species óf the Pinar, but are not by any means 
plentiful. In the thickest stretch of pine forest on the 
Guimar side of the Pedro Gil divide, one pair of Blue 
Chaffinches was seen, while the Woodpecker was never 
met with there, and 1 saw no trace of its nesting boles z 

! 
on the trees. Goldcrests were, however, more plentiful, 
though not by any means numcrous. The Blue 
Chaffinch and the Woodpecker are less rare in the 
forests on the southern slopes of the island, but 1 
fear the former have decreased in numbers since Meade- 
\\;‘aldo wrote of it in 1893 that “ it appears to hold its 
own in all the pine forests of Tenerife.” Owing to the 
reputation for rarity which it has now unfortunately 
gained, every gun is levelled at it, and as it is one 
of the tamest birds imaginable, it is not surprising that 
its numbers have not increased. 1 would urgently 
implore future ornithologists or collectqrs to be very 
sparing when in search of this most beautiful of al1 
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the Chaffinches, and to remember that once the bird 
is exterminated-as it may’ only too easily be-one of 
the most interesting of insular species will for ever be 
lost to the ornithological world. The same applies 
with even greater forte to the Gran Canarian Blue 
Chaffinch, an even rarer sub-species than the Tenerifean 
bird, but having this much in its favour-the great 
scarcity in the pine woods of Gran Canaria of the 
Sparrow-hawk, which preys mercilessly on che Blue 
Chaffinch in Tenerife, and the greater inaccessibility i 
of the pine forests. 

In another chapter 1 have dealt more fully with ~ 0 
the Great Spotted Woodpeckers of the Pine Belt (their a 
bright colouring marks them as the most conspicuous E 
and quite one of the most attractive of al1 Canarian l 2 

birds), unfortunately so seldom seen by the average g 
visitor to the Islands. Of other denizens of the pine $ 
forest the most plentiful is doubtless the Chiffchaff, 
found in practically the same numbers in every zone 6 
of the island. Another species equally at home amongst E 
the pines is the Tenerifean Blue Titmouse, consorting 8 

I 
with the Chiffchaffs and Goldcrests. Dr Salter places z 

! 
the perpendicular range of the pine forest in Tenerife d 

; 
at from 4000 to 6000 feet, but this, of course, must not g 
be taken as an exact estimate. As already noted, the 2 
patches of pines descend above Guimar to 3300 fcct, 
and in the north of the island the pine-ciad ridges are 
even lower. In the same way some fine stretches of 
forest may still be found above 6000 feet, but on the 
whole Dr Salter’s estimxte is very sound. 

The third sub-zone of the “Cloud Region” is that of 
the two fodder-plants-the Escobón (C$isus $~oZzj%r), 
silver-leaved and covered in spring with white blossoms 
(see accompanying ‘illustration), and the Codéso (Aderzo- 
caypus viscasus), a dark green shrub covered with golden- 
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yellow flowers very similar to the gorse. The former 
is more characteristic of this sub-zone than the latter, for 
whereas 1 have never seen the Escobón below the pines, 
the Codéso is far from uncommon in the Monte Verde, 
growing in company with the white-flowered CZsfus. 
The lower illustration facing page 98 shows the Escobón 
and Codéso above the Aráfo Volcano, and was taken 
at a height of 5150 feet. The rose-flowered Cistzcs 
vagtnatzcs was growing plentifully at this elevation, but 
was not found above ; it is rather a flower of the Monte ; 
Verde Zone. Many hundreds of acres in Tenerife are $ 
covered with the two fodder-plants, the natives living in i 
the villages along the north-western slopes making long i 
journeys to obtain sufficient for their needs. There 1 
seem to be no restrictions as to the amount which can 1 
be cut, and in the evening whole families-men, women, i 
and children-wend their way down the steep, exceed- B 
ingly bad, mountain-paths, carrying huge bundles on 
their heads. As often as not a donkey laden with four 6 
or five huge, well-stuffed sacks of Escobón, accompanies E 

the family party, and 1 have met with little girls of eight 
8 
I 

years of age balancing monster sacks 011 their heads 
z 
! 

which it made my arm ache to carry 500 yards! They $ 
must have climbed at least 4000 feet above their village i 
to get it, making the upward journey in the blazing sun ’ 
and returning in the co01 of the evening. Birds are not 
common once the pines are left behind; in fact the only 
species which 1 have noted anything like regularly in 
the fodder-plant zone is the Blue Tit and Berthelot’s 
Pipit, the latter equally at home from sea-leve1 to thc 
Cafiadas. 

1Ve now pass ta the third great region which we 
term ” -Above the Clouds,” lying between 6500 feet and 
the summit of the ‘( Peak.” The characteristic shrub 
above 6330 feet, where it was first noted at Pedro Gil, is 
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the Retáma (S$~tocylisus nub&znus), a dark-green leaf- 
less broom tihich covers the lava-strewn mountain-sides 
and the pumice-covered Cañadas, and grows on the 
slopes of the Peak to an elevation of I 1,000 feet. In the 
Cañadas birds are rare. Berthelot’s Pipit, however, is 
found breeding there up to 7000 feet, and the Grey 
Shrike again appears and is found up to the same eleva- 
tion, where it is not uncommon. The Swifts seen in the 
Cañadas are the little Black Swíft (~yPse&us unical’ar 
u~zicoZ~r) and not the Pallid Swift, which is an inhabitant ; 
of the lower barrancos and coastal region genîrally. g 
The Black Swift has been recorded flying round the i 
summit of the Peak itself--taking no notice of the õ” 
sulphurous fumes which were issuing at the time from 1 
thc vent of the crater. 0 g 

As Dr Salter notes, there is really no soil to support g 
an Alpine flora in ‘Tenerife, the only species which i 
serves to remind one of the Alps being Arabis adbida, f 
a perennial herb characteristic of the high altitudes, i 0 
which is mentioned by al1 who have written about E 

d 
this region. Towards the upper limits of the Llano I 
de la Retáma -a name sometimes given to the ; 
pumice-stone plains at the base of the Peak-an d 

; 
endemic violet (Viola chei~anthifoh¿z) is found. Above g 
this leve1 the only vegetation on record is a moss ’ 
(GrkwZnzi2: apocarpa) which DI- Salter found at 11,713 
feet, maintained, as he tells us, by condensation 
of moisture from a volcanic vent, while at I 1,903 feet 
in the crater itself, a black crustaceous lichen was 
discovered-doubtless the same mentioned by Johnson 
(EnvcZ, Br&, 9th ed., iv., p. 797). From November 
until May the Peak is usually covered with snow, and 
on a clear day, when the clouds formed by the Trade- 
winds have dissipated, it affords a magnificent sight. 
Owing to the Cloud Belt, the best view of the Peak 
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is undoubtedly obtained from steamers out at sea, 
and the finest view 1 have ever had of it was from 
San Sebastian in the ncighbouring island of Gomera. 
In ‘Tenerife itself the Peak is unfortunately hidden by 
the Cumbres from an)-ene staying at Santa Cruz, but 
whcn the xeather is favourable a wonderful view of 
it can be obtained from just above Tacoronte on the 
main road to Orotava. 

‘I‘here remain three more islands in the Western 
Canaries-Palma, Gomera, ant1 I-Iierro-and of these ; 
the writer has only visited Gomera. Some account $ 
of the birds ancl vegetation of this island is given in i 
Ch¿LptCl- s 1. I t is famous for the magnificent growth i 
of tree-hexth (E/-2;.n n~bo~en) which clothes the upper 
SIOIKS abo\-e 1600 feet. Gomera is a small island 

1 
1 

I 5’; miles from north to South, 13 miles from east to 
west, col-ering an area of 172 sqllare miles, and, like 

i 
B 

Gran Canaria, is almost round in shape. Its shores f 
are very steep, and entrance to the interior of the 6 
islancl can only be gained by following one of the E 

numerous ~UJ~JZJZCOS which cut up the coast-line. The 
8 
I 

larl_rest valleys are closely cultivated, and as there is 
z 
! 

plent)- of water, vegetation is greener and more d 
; 

lusuriant than in ‘I’enerife. The cultivation of the g 5 
banana is on the increase, wheat is extensively grown. 
Kotwithstanding these conditions, bird-life, particularly 
in the valleys, is remarkably scarce at the present day. 
In the cultivated area below 1500 feet, such species 
FlS the Raven, Goldfinch, Canary, Rock-sparrow, 
Eerthelot’s Pipit, Blue Titmouse, Blackcap, Chiffchaff, 
Syxctaclecl Warbler, Blackbird, Hoopoe, Buzzard, 
Kcstrel, Egyptian VultIlre, Rock Pigeon, anda Barbary 
I’artridge may be seen, but with few exceptions, such 
as the Rar-en, Wagtail, Chiffchaff, Kestrel and Partridge, 
the species enumerated are only met with in very small 
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numbers. In the tree-heaths we find such birds as 
the Yale Robin--a very different race from that found in 
Tenerife and Gran Canaria, and the Tenerifean Gold- 
crest, whilc on thc high ground there are two fine 
laurel pigeons (Codun-zba boldei and C. jlrnorric) and the 
Woodcock is 3 breeding bird. Dcspite the visits of 
Meade-Waldo, Polatzek, and the writer, to Gomera, 
much ornithological work still remains to be done before 
we shall be able to write of the birds of that island 
as we can to-day of the birds of Tenerife and Gran 
Canaria. Thc same remark applies to Hierro, one 
of the two islands which 1 have not explored per- 
sonally, and to a Iesser cstent to thc irland of Palma. 
1 shall not attempt to give an accaunt of Hierro ; 
thc birds found thereon are given in Appendis B, 
while thc Zones of Vegetation have never been 
worked out. In comparison with the other Western 
islands, Hierro is said to be a desolate island sur- 
roundecl with perpendicular precipites ; the shores are 
indeed so steep that there is no coastal town. Meade- 
Waldo likened the middle of thé island to a high down- 
like tableland ; only part of the high ground is forested 
with pines and there is :i certain amount of tree-heath 
and scrub, but to a much lesser extent than in Gomera. 
The highest point---the Alto del hfalpaso-attains 
4ggo feet. Unlike Gomera, Hierro is a waterless 
island, and in consequence cultivation is restricted. 
Vines, howcver, grow well on the north-western coast 
jn the ncighbourhood of El Golfo, a valley very similar 
in formation to the valley of Urotava in Tenerife but 
on a much smaller scale, the mountains rising much 
nearer to the coast. 

The birds of Hierro are much the same as those 
found in Goniera, but there is no Partridge and no 
Woodcock. The Titmouse and the Chaffinch are races 
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restricted to Hierro, and are therefore of special interest 
to thc ornithologist. The Pnle Reclbrenst is the same 
as that found in Gomera and Palma, and the Goldcrest 
also occurs in the Pinar, trec-heath, and laurel wood. 
Scither of thc Canarian Laurel Pigeons inhabit Hierro, 
the genus being represented only by the Canarian Rock- 
pigeon (CoíuI)da ¿i:lia cnnn7*ic~nsi.s). 

The island of Palma, famous for its immense crater 
-o\-er four miles in dinmeter and 5000 to 6000 feet deep 
-is the only remaining island of the Western Group left 
to mention. It is ;t larse, mountainous, pear-shaped 
islantl, 29 miles in length, r/$ miles at the broadest 
part, and covers an arc;L of 3x8 square miles. De- 
f,,restation has taken place there much less than in 
Tcncrifc, and the PLiz?Ls cn~kz&ecnsz’s covers a large 
cstent- of country. Accounts of the vegetation of Palma 
;lré scarce-the most rerent paper, hy T. A. Sprague 
ant1 J. ;i. Hutchinson, appeared in the Kew Bu&&, 
rS>r2, part viii., pp. 287-299. These botanísts visíted 
the island in 1Ia)- and June rg r;. From their account 
xe gather that cultivation takes place mainly between 
IOOO ant1 2000 fect, the principal crops being onions, 
vines, maize, and wheat, while mulberry and fig-trees 
;ìrc numerous. The woods of the lower slopes of the 
~‘loud Belt appear to consist niainly of typical laurel, 
.Ilj~ricn ,fQn, E~-L-n nrbofrea, and Idex cannriensis, with 
undergro\\-th of Ctstus and bracken, reaching íts fullest 
development betwccn 3000 and 4000 feet. At 4700 feet 
the vegetation consists mainly of pínes, tree-heaths, 
ancl bracken ; above this altitude the upper ridges are 
clothed with pine woods practically destítute of small 
vegetation. The highest ridge reaches an altitude of 
7690 feet, culminating in the Pico de Muchachos, above 
the Gran Caldera., but the greater part of the central 
backbone of the island varies between 4750 and 6500 feet. 
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Those who have visited Palma as well as the 
other islands of the Archipelago are of opinion that 
it is the moct beautiful of all. 1 was unfortunately 
prevented from landing there owing to the island being 
placed in- quarantine, although 1 made a special ex- 
pedition from England in 1920, with the fixed intention 
of completing our knowledge of the Ornis of that island. 
Many species Of birds are found in Palma, al1 of which 
will be found enumerated in the list at the end of 
this book. Th e island is remarkable as being the only 
one in the entire Archipelago where the Chough is 
found-and there it is exceedingly plentiful. Palma 
has its own peculiar Chaffinch and Titmouse, both 
with white breasts, while another interesting bird is 
Heineken’s Blackcap-- an aberrant form of the Dusky 
Canarian Blackcap. Both the fine Canarian Laurel 
Pigeons inhabit the islaud, and there is IIU doubt that 
although no “ new birds ” remain to be discovered there, 
Palma should be visited by an ornithologist, who has 
a knowledge of Canarian ornithology, with a view to 
working out the fauna1 zones and studying the Lxzbits 
of the birds. Indeed, it is to this 1 would advise any 
ornithologist finding himself in the Canaries to turn 
his attention. Fine series of the birds of the Canary 
Islands have now been obtained from all the islands of 
the Archipelago, and may be seen in the Bird Room 
of the British Museum (Natural History), so that further 
collections are not required. 
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C.\S.\I:I;\S FLOK\, Ill- TIIE ‘I( >L)Lì.ì; OI; DISPERSAL OF 
; 

_1cco1;r)rsc; to the 1;ttest authorities, IVessrs Pitard and 
1)rI~USt.’ the afíinitics of the Canarian endemic flora 
fall illto four groups and are clearly set forth as 
folion-s :-- 

1. _I~edifrrrnum?t X<yiorr, used in the largest sense, 
that is to say, from Spain to Persia, and from 
Tangier to Alexandria. 

II. ,4f77’cn~ Reo&, east (Abyssinia, Socotra, 
Xubia, Egypt), and South (Cape of Good 
Hope, Natal, Madagascar, and the neighbour- 
ing islands). 

By far the greatest number of species, peculiar to the 
Canary Islands, which we meet with, come into the 
first section and have their affinities in North Africa or 
Suutllcr~l Eu~upc, and thc isIal& OC the Mediter-ranean 
Sea, and represent about 107 different genera. A good 
esample of this is a fern (A&znt;tlm re;lzz&riine) at 
present extinct in Europe, but known in the Pliocene 

’ .\uthors of Les Zles Camuies, Flore rte FArclzi#eZ, a work dealing with 
the fora of the entire Archipelago, published in 1go8. 
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of Portugal, and which continues to live at the present 
day in the Canaries. Guppy reminds us that the 
proximity of the Great Atlas mountains to the Canaries 
must not be overlooked wheñ WC are considering thc 
sources from which these islands have derived their 
flora. In the Canarian forest flora we have, he points 
out, in Da)hne Gnz¿&nz, a European species that is 
associated on the slopes of the Great Atlas with Da#/zne 
LazweoZa; and again that the Canarian flora owns in 
~zk~$e~-us Oxjlce&us, a Great Atlas tree. “ Not more F. 
than 250 miles separate the western extreme of the i 
Atlas Mountains from the Canary Islands,” and, as z 
Guppy truly remarks, “ it would be strange if the g 

E 
woods of that Archipelago had not received important i 
accessions from that elevated region.” 

Another large group of plants, representing roughly 
forty genera, have their nearest neighbours in East or 

i 

in South Africa, but hardly any endemic Canarian forms 8 
are represented in tropical West Africa. Eight genera f 
have their nearest allied forms in Eastern Asia, while 
most remarkable of al1 we find no less than twelve 

i 
; 

genera having Ameritan affinities, closely allied or even d 
similar forms being found in America, Mexico, or the ; 

Antilles. A striking example of this is the beautiful 
g 
2 

fern Wooohamia radicam, Sw., which is so familiar in 
the damper spots of the Canary Islands and grows 
equally well in the forests of the Antilles. In this 
connection it is interesting to recall what Sir Charles 
Lyell published more than fifty years ago. Dealing 
with this very subject he wrote : “ A botanist, wholly 
ignorant of the plants which lived on the Continent of 
Europe in Miocene times when the first volcanoes were 
beginning their eruptions in the Canaries, Madeiras, 
and Azores, would be in no small degree perplexed at 
the presente in these Archipelagoes of such Atlantic 
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types as C/cf/c~*n ant1 J>~I=cc~,~ of n-hich living repre- 
sentatives esist in no part of the world nearer than the 
continent of Korth America. It would seem to be a 
violntion of the general law accordin,o to which the 
organic production of islands bear most resemblance to 
thov ofthc ncarest continent. T->>llt fortrlnately the lahours 
of Un,aer, Heer, and Göppert on the fossil botany of 
the Tertiary strata have shown us that Europe, when 
the L’Itlantic volcanoes first reared their crests above 
the wal-es, was coiTerec1 ivith an exceedingly rich ; 
ve~ét2tion.” 

Iie~ardecl as relics of a Miocene flora, Lyell con- i 
sidcretl the ;Imerican forms c‘dEz%?-a and Persea just ; 
such as we should naturally expect to have come from f 2 
the adjoining híiocene continent. Guppy has turned C 
his attention to the same question, and includes in the t 5 
:\merican elements of the Canarian flora the tree B 

above mentioned- CZeklt~a a&ven--and also the shrubs E 
C~,t?mnc//Lz and 1>js~ro~ogou, and certain species of the 15 E 
genus BoszZfsia which are most typical of the South 8 
rlmerican flora. The botanists, Hooker and Christ, I z 
both explain this by the transatlantic carriage of the ! d 
seetls of the parent plants. Guppy, however, tells ; 
us that no evidente is produced of the fitness of o g 

5 
these plant genera for distribution by currents, and 
points to the fact that CZe&a and Ce&oneZZa exist in 
Eastern Asia. To reconstruct satisfactorily the past of 
the Archipela‘go, we must study the affinities of the 
enclemic types, and according to Sauer, who wrote in 
ISSo, out of a total of 1250 Canarian plants, 333 carne 

* Pitard and Proust tell us that Perseu ina’ica, the form found in the 
Canaries, Madeira, and Azores, closely resembles the numerous species of 
the snme genus which grow in Asia, but agree that CZeUzra arborea is most 
nenrly allied to the Ameritan types of this genus. Sad to say, C. ayboyea 
has now disappeared from the only locality in Tenerife from which it has 
el-er been recorded. It is still, 1 believe, found in Madeira. 
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under this heading. Thìs, we have seen, proves that 
the Canaries are largely “ peopled,” as far as their flora 
is concerned, from the Mediterranean region, thus 
coinciding closely with ornithological deductions-the 
avifauna of the Archipelago, as is shown in another. 
chapter, being undoubtedly European in origin. 

It has been remarked elsewhere that the student of 
botany will find a great deal to occupy him in the 
Canaries, not least being problems relating to the 
dispersa1 of plants in the various islands, and the means 
by which such dispersa1 has taken place. .’ 

The affinities of the Canarian flora have already been 
touched upon, and it has been pointed out that the first 
aim of the botanist, when studying the distribution of 
plant-life, must be to eliminate al1 but the truly endemic 
flora, a wide knowledge being necessary to distinguish i 
between the old indigenous species and the many B 

forms which have been introduced through the agency 
of man. 

g 
s 

The two great agents in carrying sèeds from one E 8 
place to another are undoubtedly birds and currents, 
and this subject is very fully entered into by H. B. 

i 
! 

Guppy in his fascinating work, PZa?zfs, See&, and 
Currents in tke 7Vest Indies a& Azores, a book of 

i 
5 

Which 1 have very freely made use. 
0 

Dealing with this very question, of which he has 
‘made a special study, Guppy wrote : “ The restrictions 
of most of the characteristic plants of the woods to 
the Macaronesian Islands (the Azores, Canaries, and 
Madeira), the extension of nearly al1 those of the upland 
moors to Europe, and the common dispersion on both 
sides of the Atlantic of the plants of the seashore and 
of the ponds and lakes, illustrate a principie of wide 
application to insular floras-a principie, however, that 
is often best exemplified in tropical regions. The 
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\Tarying de<grees of isolation thus implied reflect . . . 
the differences in the histories of the dispersing agencies 
in stocking with their plants the woods, the moors, the 
ponds and lnkes. and the sea-shores. The currents have 
been for ases unceasingly at work directly and indirectly, 
in carrying seeds from one coast to another ; and as a 
rule in tropical latitudes the spccific connections kept up 
betn.een the shore floras of different regions can be 
mainly ascribed to their intluence. In a similar manner 
migrant waterfoivl have sustained the connections of the 
plants of the river, the lake and the pond, over great 
arcas of the globe. In a like fashion, though to a less 
extent, birds of the Grouse family have kept the plants 
of the mountain moors of, distant regions in touch with 
each other. On the other hand, the dispersing activities 
of forest-frequenting birds, as far as oceanic islands are 
concerned, have been more and more restricted in the 
course of ages. The bird family comes to stay, and 
both plant and bird differentiate together.” 

The degree of isolation which an island enjoys-that 
is to sal*, its distance from, or proximity to, a continent 
-is obviously a very important influente to be con- 
sidered. Comparing the Azores with the Canaries in 

d 
; 

this connection, Guppy observed that antiquity alone g 5 
may largely counteract the effects of contiguity to a 0 

continent. He remarked that the Lanaries were 
evidently of much greater age than the Azores, and 
pointed out that to this circumstance we might attribute 
the fact that as many as 20 per cent. of their native 
plants are peculiar, whilst only IO per cent. are endemic 
in the Azores. This is instructive when we consider 
that only fifty-seven miles of open sea separate the 
Canaries from the African coast, whilst about eight 
hundred miles intervene between the Azores and the 
nearest mainland-the coast of Portugal ; it is therefore 
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apparent that it is not so much the distance from a 
coutinent which affects the endemic flora of an island, 
as the antiquity of the island itself.. It is strikingly 
shown in Guppy’s volume that the Canaries hold the 
wrecks of many flora (loc. cZ’t., p. 413). 

The waves of African, Asiatic, and Ameritan plants 
that in successivc ages passed over this portion 
of the globe, left their wash on the Canarian and 
Madeiran groups before the Azorean Islands became 
available for plant-stocking. It is abundantly evident ; 
from the mass of information we now have, that the t 
parent stocks, from which the flora of the Canaries was 0 d 
originally derived: were chiven from their European i 
home. The characteristic tree? I,am-m ~mm~ie~~si.s, 
which is now confined to the Canaries, hIadcir;i, and 

i 

the Azores, but which grew in South Europe in Upper I 5 
Tertiary times, has hecn cited as an instance nf the Y 

f 

Canaries, Madeira, and the Azores.” 
Mention must here be made of the Dragon-trees 

(ûrucgnn DWCO) which survive in the Islands, and 
indeed tourists to Tenerife usually pay a spccial visit 
to Laguna in order to see a very ancient specimen of 
the Dragon-trec whkh is to be fuurld I~ICK. The age 
to which this remarkable tree attains has hecn the 
subject of much discussion. Various extravagant eSti- 
mates havc been made, al1 more or less based on the 
opinion of celebrated botanists of their time. For 
instance, it has been said that the wonderful Dragon-trec 
of Orotava which perished 1 through insufficient pre- 

great revolution which the vegetation of Europe has 
undergone “within the life-time of species that now s 
so forcibly arrest our attention in the forests of the E 

d 
E 
i 
i 
i 
’ 

1 Referentes to this tree and its destruction: vide Lebas in Rev~e 
Horticole, rS6S, p, 134 ; Fenzi in Garakaers Chtmicle ami Agricuíiural 
G#CHt; I zth January 1668, p. 30 ; Lindiey and Moore’s T~mswry 
Of BGfUtl&Y. 
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cautions being taken to preserve it, in a hurricane in 
* 1867, was 6000 years old , and again, we read (Lindley 

and ;Iloorc’s ~W~SUI~~ of Bofa?~~~) : ‘( The famous 
Dragon-tree of OrotxvrL WÜS ;L giant anlongst the plants 
oî this type of vepation--uith an antiquity that must 
nt lenst bc grëater than that of the p)-ranjids ” (!) Such 
remarks as this, rnxle iii ;1!1 good faith in thosc days, 
cannot he trtken ;LS approaching accurxy with the 
prescnt state of our knowlcdge. I-J ufortunately we 
nften see Humbolclt’s estimate of thc agc of this and 
other trecs of like species in the Canaries quoted at 
lcngth. 

It is unlikely that any of these estimates of very 
great age are correct. The rate of growth cannot be 
assumcd to have been uniform throughout the life 
of the tree, and was doubtless much more rapid in 
earlier life. It stands to reason that the rapid growth 
of the young cannot be continued indefinitely. An 
cxtravagant estimate may have been arrived at by 
calculating the rate of growth of ancient trees living 
;2t thc time the estimate was formed, and without taking 
into consideration the fact that the rate of growth 
had xlrearly greatly diminisherl in the specimens under 
observation on account of their advanced age. It may, 
however, be safely asserted that certain of the Dragon- 
trecs in the Canary Islands do attain a prodigious age, 
although the means hitherto employed to estimate the 
number of years they continue to thrive can no longer 
be considered a safe guide. 

A more reasonable age of the Orotava tree is 
furnished by LindIey (íY& VegetabZe Xzizgdonz, 1853), 
where he nutes; lhat lhc íarrlous Dragoun-lret: uf Orotava 
w-as an object of great antiquity in 1402 A.D., and was 
stilí alive in 1853. Four hundred or perhaps five hundred 
years does not appear to be an impossible age for such 
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a tree to have reached, althopgh we are not told how 
this estima.te was arrived at. Fenzi,’ who examined this 
tree just prior to its destruction, notes that it was 78 
feet in circumference and not more than 75 feet in height. 

Fine specimens of D. Draco may be seen at the 
present day at Garachico, Laguna, Realejo, and Icod, 
all in Tenerife ; the tree at Icod is said by Dr Salter’ 
to be 12$ m. (&., 40 feet 22 inches) in circumference, at 
* m. (g feet IO mches) from the ground, and is now . 

the largest specimen in the island. 
The accompanying illustration shows a small speci- 

men of this tree in the garden of the hotel Pino de Oro 
in Santa Cruz, but compared with the giants already 
cited is a very young example indeed. The Dragon- 
trees are examples of the oldest constituents of the 
Canarian flora which were derived in the first instance 
from Africa before the invasion of Asiatic plants took 
place. Dracena Draco is confined to the Canaries, 
Madeira, and the Cape Verde Islands, but is said to 
be nearly or quite extinct on the last two. There are 
few places in Tenerife, or indeed in any of the Islands 
where the Dragon-tree can be seen growing wild in its 
natural position. However, in Tenerife at any rate, there 
are onc or two such spots : Dr Saltcr found it above 
Guimar “ clinging to the uppermost rocks near the sky- 
line at the head of the Barranco de Badajos,” of which 
a photo plate is reproduced in Manckester ~~entoi~s, 
vol. lxii., No. 8, Pl. 1, and it is to be found growing wild 
on the Taganana coast, near the north-east extremity 
of the island. The situations in which Guppy found 
it suggested to him the dispersa1 of its seeds by birds ; 
he remarked that he once carne across it “ in the 
broken-down caverns of an old lava-flow frequented by 

l Cf. footnotc on p. I 10. 
2 Pvoc. Manchmter, Lit. and PhiL Soc., 1918, p. 8. 
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pigcons that doubtless brought the seeds.” The pigeons 
referred to here could hardly be any other than the 
Rock-pigeon (Co.&& divin canariensz’s), although he 
does not identify them in his text. Sir Joseph Hooker 
suggested that as the nearest ally of the Canarian Dragon- 
trec is at the present day confined to Abyssinia, Southcrn 
Arabia, and the island of Socotra, it is descended from 
a Dragon-tree, which at a very remote period may have 
flourished in North-MTest Africa, and which has since 
become extinct, an explanation which seems quite ; 
probable. As the seeds of Dracmas are shown to be [ 
n-e11 fitted for withstanding transport in a bird’s stomach, d 
its introduction into the African islands, through the i 

agency of pigeons or other seed-eating birds, would then 1 
have been a simple matter. 

1 have noted more than once in these pages the t 5 
remarkable flora of the Coastal or African Belt in the B 
Canaries. The modes of dispersa1 of these plants have f 
always interested me intensely, and it was with consider- 

i. 
s 

ablc pleasure that 1 read Guppy’s all too short note on E 

“‘The Strand Plants of Tenerife and of the North-East 
8 
I 

Comer of Grand Canary.” 
z 

As the north-east corncr of ! 
Gran Canaria is within easy walking distance of Las 

d 
; 

l’almas, it may be useful to give here a short resumé g 5 
of Guppy’s investigations in this particular district. 0 

The locality in which tbe strand flora was found to 
be tnost developed was on the west side of the Isthmus 
of Guanarteme, which connects the north-east comer 
of Gran Canaria with the Isleta. The commonest 
LTrr~/tm-bis here was E. Pam.&s, which covered thc 
sancl-dunes near the shore. Other plants enumerated 
from this part of the coast wcre AtYz~Zexpoy~‘tZCZaco~~es, 
/-kdeuia, HcZiotrq5iunz, the two curious ice plants, 
:I~~.~&?;rb?Yíalz/~el~zU1;IZ crystaZ¿~mrnz and &K nou’2jt?o~2mz, 

;in d a Zygo~hyhnz, the last named growing “ along 
H 
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thc upper drift line where the beach was shingly, and 
on the rocks bordering the beach at La Isleta.” The 
modes of dispersa1 of some of these plants is discussed, 
and the conclusion arrived at that we cannot exciude 
human agency in the case of the two species of 
Mese~~~bl-ya?~i2t/zemzcm, which were extensively cultivated 
in the group in the eightecnth century (see Samler 
Brown’s Gzride to tl’te Canary Islan& 1913 Cd], p. 9). 

The question of the dispersa1 of the carpefs of 
Crifhmzcm marifz’mum across the sea by currents, and 
locally by the winds, is entered into in “ Plant Dispersal,” 
where it is remarked that thcy are very buoyant an’d can 
float for severa1 months in sca-water. As they are so 
light a strong wind bIows them along thc be;& and up 
thc facc of the cliffs. Guppy also experimentecl on the 
fruits of a species of Z~g,v$~lí7rr~z which was obtained 
on the Guanartcme Isthmus. This was probably Z. 
foufmesii, which is found both in thc Cape Verde Islands 
and on the Atlantic coast of Morocco. It was ascer- 
tained that this species had a limited capacity for dis- 
persa1 by currents, but could accomplish a sea-passage of 
from IOO to 200 miles, which would be sufficient for its 
journey from the African coast to the Canary Islands. 
The seeds of Befa nzarz’bkza, on the other hand, cannot 
accomplish a sea voyage of any length, since the 
buoyancy of the fruit is Iimited to a d:ly or two ; they 
cannot, therefore, have becn transported to the Canaries 
in this way. Here, then, are a few direct examples of 
the part played by currents in stocking the Canary 
Islands with plants. 

Thc seeds of Fralzkeba are, on the other hand, most 
probably distributed by birds. When we remember that 
the Islands are visited annually by 54 regular migratory 
birds (which includcs the five partid residents), in 
addition to which 30 occasional visitors are recorded, 
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besides 73 rare stragglers (a remarkable list of 156 
specks l in all), RT ran forn-i some irlpa of the great part 
\\-hich these seed ” carricrs” must have played in the 
dispersa1 of plants in the i\rchipelago. Aíany of the 
migrants here alludecl to have a l’ery extensive range, 
and a considerable number of thc birds now inhabiting 
the Canaries, or which pass throqh on migration, 
belong to fruit-eatinE species. 

\I-adin: birds are well representecl among the 
occasional and rc~ular Ivisitors-Turnstones, Kentish 
1’1 ux el-s, Rin;r4 P~ov~z:s, GukI~its, \Vhimbrels, Ccnnn~on 
Sanilpipers, ancl Gre) I’lovers, to name only a few, 
fi~iurin~ in the lists-al1 birds which have a wide 
distribution and visit the Archipelago on their way to 
and from distant parts of the earth. This is the class 
of bird which transports seeds many thousands of miles, 
the seeds adhering to the mud which often sticks to the 
feet and tarsi of the shore- and marsh-frequenting species. 
ISirds, of course, often carry plants from one place to 
another by swallowing the fruit and ejecting the seeds 
in a state still fit for germination, or else by the seeds 
becoming attached to the feathers of ground-frequenting 
species, such as the Woodcock and Quail. 

Guppy regards the connection between the plants of 
the woods of the Azores, and those of Europe, as either 
broken or breaking, but proves that the connection has 
been kept up between the Azores and Madeira and the 
Callaries. This he attributes to the activities in recent 
times of frugivorous birds, an exceedingly interesting 
conclusion if correct, as it points to the inter-communi- 
cation of fruit-eating species between the Azores and 
the Canaries. Attention has been drawn to the fact that 

l The Islnnds are tenanted by sixty-one resident birds in addition, many 
of which mny, in one may or another, have transported seeds, when they 
thcm~elvcs first gained a footing in the IsIcLnds, or before the migratory habit 
Il-AS IOSt. 
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many of the plants of the woods in the Atlantic Islands 
show specific and varietal differentiation, and that this 
divergence corresponds with the specific and sub- 
specific differentiation of the pigeons of the genes 

Codzcmba inhabiting these islands. 
it may be opportune here to review the members of 

the genus CoZumba found in the three groups of islands 
referred to, as it shows what marked differentiation has 
taken place amongst them. 

In the first place the Canary Islands possess three ; 
distinct members of the genus :- 

0 
I. CoZumba boddei Godman ; inhabiting the islands 

of Tenerife, Gomera ; and Palma, formerly in 
i 
E 

Gran Canaria ; also i 
2. CoZz~z6ajuno~z~~ Hartert ; inhabiting the islands i 

of Gomera and Palma. 
t 5 

3. Co&zba Ztiia cazariensis Bannerman ; inhabit- 
ing al1 the islands of the Archipelago. 

i 

s 
The first two frequent the laurel woods. Meade- 

Waldo remarks that C. junonirs? feeds largely on the 
fruit of the til-tree (Ocotea [Oreodajhne] f~?tens) ; while 
both C. bodlei and C. junoni~ feed on the fruit of Persea 
LLaurus] indica. Bolle’s pigeon died out in Gran 
Canaria with the destruction of the last laurel forests. 

The third species mentioned (C. Z. ca~zarz’enszj-) is a 
perfectly distinct race of the common Rock-dove, which 1 
separated and named in the Ibis, 1914, p. 270. As a 
seed and grain eater it must be given a very high place. 

The next island, Madeira, can claim only two 
pigeons, one of which, however, is a very distinct 
species :- 

I. CoZu!umba frocaz Heineken ; confined to Madeira, 
where it lives in the high laurel forests, frequent- 
ing the til-trees (Oreod@Ánefatens). 
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2. CoZzw6a Zivia var. : for which 1 only use binomials 
as it is not a typical bird, but is probably 
descended from a domestic race. Specimens 
of this Rock-dove from Madeira show con- 
siderable variety izzter se. 

Lastly, we have the Azores, and here we find two 
resident pigeons :- 

I. CoZumba pahmbzts am-ita Hartert ; inhabiting 
the eastern and central groups of islands. It ; 
is not known from Flores or Corvo (Western f 
Group). 0 d 

z. CoZumba Zivia var.: probably found in al1 islands. i 

Another curious aberrant type, but not yet 1 
separated as distinct. Most likely descended 1 
from, or closely interbred with, domestic i 
pigeons. B 

The Azorean Ring-necked Pigeon (C. p. axorica) E 
frequents, according to Ogilvie-Grant,’ the small woods e 
and clumps of heath-trees (? Erica arborea) and juniper 8 

I 
(Jum.erus oxycectrus, var. brevz>Zia) as well as the dense z 

! 
patches of faya (MyYica faya) and pine.’ They were ; 
found feeding largely on the roots of the yellow Oxalis. j 

In the three groups of islands we have no less 2 
than- 

Three perfectly distinct species. 
Two well-defined subspecies (a Rock-pigeon and a 

Ring-dove). 
Two aberrant forms of the Rock-pigeon. 
Taking into consideration the enormous seed-eating 

propensities of these birds, they may certainly be 
l fV0vitnte.s ZooZo&q val. xii., 1905. 

It is of interest to note that Guppy (COC. cit., p. 4 IO) remarks : “The 
;~l~sence of the pine from Pico and from the Azores as a group is a very 
prcgnant fact in the history of the plant-stocking of the Archipelago.” 
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credited with having contributed largely in bygone days 
to the dispersa1 of trees and plants of the woods in the 
islands under discussion. 

It is ccrtain that the migrations of the true wood 
pigeons, as far as the Azores, Canaries, and Madeira 
are concerned, have now ceased, and hoth the pigeons 
and the plants which they dispersed have become 
differentiated through isolation and other causes which 
we have discussed elsewhere. 

Pigeons are not by any means the only species which 
have doubtless played an important part in the dis- 
tribution of seeds in the Canaries. Guppy holds that 
many other genera of the woods, such as Dn@zne, Juni- 
PCYZL~, Piccozia, Rhamms, SmiZax, Tm-m, Vacczizizc~~z, 
~ibZk~lZZk??Z, etc., would be distributed by frugivorous 
birds, and wisely adds that “we are not restricted in this 
respect to birds that regularly visit he Islands.” ITe 
instances the Missel-thrush as’ having possibly intro- 
duced thc sccds of the ycw (Taxus baccata) into the 
Azores. The Missel-thrush is a very rare straggler 
to the Azores and has never been recorded from the 
Canaries. On the other hand, the Continental Song- 
thrush (Turdus $&ZomeZus ~Aihmehs) is a regular 
winter visitor to the Canary Islands, while both the 
Redwing (IùrrEus musicus) and the Fieldfare (Twrdzcs 
piZ&s) are occasional visitors to this group. Al1 three 
may well be responsible for the introduction of seeds 
into the Islands. The yew-tree is not known in the 
Canaries, and as the Missel-thrush is also unknown, 
even as a rare straggler, this indirectly lends colour to 
Guppy’s theory of the introduction of yews into the 
Azores. 

Dealing with the plants of the highlands, it has been 
suggested that birds are again the main source of 
dispersal, the small seeds adhering- to the feathers of 
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ground-building species, and also becoming attached 
to the mud, which sticks to the feet and tarsi. In this 
connection 1 would specially mention the Woodcock 
( .s:¿dopfxx rusficola), which at the present day is 
uncloubtedly resident throughout the year in both the 
^Izores and in certain of the Western Canary islands. 
Specimens from both localities are indistinguishable 
from the typical European race, and this induces me 
to believe that this bird has only recently become 
resident in the groups, or that immigration (the Wood- 
cock is a highly migratory species in other parts of 
the world) still actually takes place, although there is 
absolutely no evidente in support of this. 

A ground-nesting bird, which undoubtedly does pass 
through the Islsnds on migration regulnrly nt the 
prcsent day, is the Migratory Quail (C&ur& cotur& 
co/~r&), a apecies having a very extensive. range in 
Europe, Asia, and Africa. There is, moreover, a 
resídent race of the Quail, living throughout the year 
in the Canary Islands, which used to be mistaken for 
thc African Quail (C. t. ajricmna), but which Dr Hartert 
has rccently shown to be a distinct geographical race, 
closely allied to C. G. afnkam, which he has named 
C. c. coyha, and which ís found also ín IMadeira (vZ;te 
,h’oV. ZOOd., XXiV., 1917, p. 423). 

Many seeds are known tu germinate mure freely 
whcn they have passed through the alimentary canal 
of a bird. Guppy tells us that the Wild Duck swallows 
the hard nutlets of Carajacea ín quantitíes, and that 
thcse fruits readily germinate, after being removed from 
thc stomach and intestincs. He instances the seeds of 
cm?x $?ava, s p ch ZLS nzzdticazdis, and S. padustri’s as 
likely to have been originally transported to the Azores 
in the stomach of waterfowl. 

C. fiirr.:.!a is not known in the Canaríes, but eíght 
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other species of the genus Carex are recorded from the 
Canary Archipelago, the majority of which are found 
also in Madeira, Morocco, Tunisia, South Europe, and 
Asia Minor, while S. pahstris is found in .the Canaries, 

Morocco, Algeria, Egypt, Europe, etc. The number 
of waterfowl regularly passing through the Canary 
Archipelago, and (presumably) continuing their line of 
flight along the Moroccan coast to North Africa and 
Europe, is very large indeed. Eight species of Duck 
alone have been recorded from the group, one of which 
-the Marbled Duck-is an African and South European 
species, while the others are al1 well-known European 
ducks. 

The shore-, marsh-, and water-birds (excluding Petrels, 
Gulls, Terns, and Sea-divers) which have been recorded 
from the Canaries total over fifty species, many of which 
are regular migrants in spring and autumn. It may be 
imagined what a strong influente these birds have had 
on the dispersa1 of the strand-plants, and of those found 
growing in such swampy places as the Arguineguin 
“ Charco,” and the Maspalomas “ Charco” in Gran 
Canaria. 

Despite the work of Hooker and Guppy, a great 
deal remains still to be done in the Canary Archipelago 
before the problems of plant dispersa1 in this group are 
thoroughly exhausted. 1 would here only call the 

Tattention of naturalists, who may chance to visit the 
Islands, to a fascinating subject which would well repay 
further investigation. The questions connected with 
plant dispersa1 are not easy to answcr without previous 
experience of the kind, and unless one is able to spend 
some time in the Islands little can really be accomplished. 

Guppy has dealt thoroughly with this subject, as 
regards the Azores, in the delightful volume which 1 
have cited so often. A similar work. dealinp- with the 
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Canaries, would be of enormous value to al1 students 
of plant dispersa1 in Oceanic islands. A comparison 
could yhen be drawn from this point of view, between 
two of the most interesting Archipelagoes in the world. 

But enough has been said to give the reader some 
slight idea of the great richness and variety of vegetation 
of the Canary Islands, and 1 hope will add a little more 
interest to the narrative contained in the following 
pages. Birds, and birds alone, were my object, and 
although an ornithologist, worthy of the name, naturally 
takes more than a passing interest in the natural history 
of the region in which he is working, yet in these days 
of specialisation it requires a particular knowledge to 
be able to write of the plants and trees, of the rocks, 
and of the zoology contained in such prolific Islands as 
these. This is my excuse, if excuse be needed, for 
having made such extensive use of the writings of such 

1 
B 

authorities as Pitard, Proust, Salter, and Guppy, who have ; 
studied the Archipelago from the point of view of the 6 
particular subject which they have so successfully made E 

8 
their own. I z 

! 2 



CHAPTER VI 

OBSERVATIONS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMAT, AND 

BIRD LIFE IN THE CANARY ISLAND& AND SOME ; 

PROBLEAIS WHTCH THEY SUGGEST. 
0 
d 

IN a preceding chapter, dealing principally with Geology, i 8 
the question of the origin of the Canary Islands is f 2 
discussed, and the opinion expressed that they had been 
formed by the gradual upheaval of the otean bed. 

i 
$ 

That this theory is not univcrsally accepted, is shown B 

by the ideas voiced by a French zoologist-M. Germain 
-and quoted at some length by Termier in his paper 

6 
S 

on Atlantis. Briefly, Germain is convinced of the 
E 
8 

continental origin of the fauna’of the four groups of I z 
African islands-the Azores, Madeira, Canaries, and ! d 
Cape Verde Archipelagoes. ; 

From a study of the terrestrial fauna inhabiting the g 5 
Islands at the present day, he believed that the true 
explanation lay in the fact that the Islands were once 
connected with the African continent up t6 an epoch 
very near our own, at the very least toward the end of 
the Tertiary period. A close study of the avifauna of 
the group would appear co contradict the views expressed 
by Germain, as we shall see when we come to look into 
the question more fully. 

1 propose to devote this chapter mainly to a review 
of the ornithological problems which the Archipelago 
suggests, especially as regards the distribution of the 

122 
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birds found therein, and their bearing on the formation 
of the Islands. 

The Ornis of the Islands comprises in al1 217 species 
and subspecies, of which 61 are resident ’ and 156 
migratory. 

When we come to examine the resident forms more 
closely, we are at once struck by the large percentage 
of species and subspecies which are peculiar to the 
Archipelago. 

Of the resident species 60 are land birds and ; 
one is a Wader (H~mato~us), and these belong to f 
38 genera, representing Ig families. We will here 
deal only with the 61 resident birds, of which no 

i 
; 

less than 42 2 species and subspecies are confined in f 2 
their distribution to the Archipelago and occur nowhere 
else in the world. 

Ornithologists-even ornithologists belonging to 
what we may cal1 the New School-differ as to the 
exact number of species and subspecies inhabiting 
the Canary Group, which may rightly be considered 

E 
8 

sufficiently differentiated to be separated from the I z 
typical race, but in any case the number is very large ! 
indeed. When Wallace wrote his Geogmjhicad Dis- 

d 
; 

t~z&!ioz of Animads, we find that there were only five g 5 
species recognised as peculiar to the Islands ! 

0 

It must not be thought that even one subspecies has 
in this short lapse of time since Wallace wrote, become 
sufficiently modified to be considered distinct from the 
continental form. It is, however, an instance of the 
strides which ornithology has made in recent years, 

l Birds which are generally found in the Canary Islands throughout the 
year, which regularly breed in the Archipelago, and, so far as we know, are 
not migratory in any way except perhaps between the islands, are included 
in this categoty. 

? If the resident Hoopoe is considered a distinct subspecies, the number 
of birds peculiar to the Archipelago would be 43. 
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during which the birds of this group have been seriously 
collcctcd and studicd. 

The fact that so many forms have undoubtedly 
become differentiated, shows what a remarkable influente 
complete isolation has on the feathered population of 
an island once the bird is no Ionger able to interbreed 
with the continental stock from which it sprang. 
Exactly when the immigration of birds which peopled 
the Canary Islands took place, it is impossible to say ; 
Wallace tells us that on the whole the birds of Europe, 
ín the Miocene period, were very like those now living, 
with the addition of a few tropical forms. “ We have 
the same indications of a Iuxuriant vegetation and 
subtropical climate, and the same appearance of Oriental 
and especially of African types.” Further back, in the 
Eocene, however, we find ourselves almost wholly among 
now extinct forms of birds. 

In the case of certain species, the immigration must 
have been remote, as some of the forms are stri&&v 
modified, and these forms are, with one or two exceptions 
(Lz., the Chiffchaff and the Blackcap), al1 species which 
have not received any newcomers from the parent stock ; 
thus the purity of the Island races is kept up. In the 
case of the Chiffchaff and Blackcap, these are only very 
slightly modified, and migrants belonging to the typical 
European race undoubtedly pass through the Islands, 
bnt (as far as we know) these visitors do not now remain 
to breed, and the Island strain is in consequence not 
interfered with. We shall therefore expect it to become 
more defined as time goes on. 

If the Canary Islands had ever been joined to 
the mainland, as M. Germain asserts, then surely the 
birds now inhabiting the Islands would have at any 
rate their nearest affinities with African species living 
on the adjoining continent. But this is not the case. 
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The birds of the Canaries are much more nearly allied 
to species inhabiting Southern Europe than to the 
African fauna ; while the few mammals need not be 
taken into consideration, as, with the exreption of the 

Bats, which will be dealt with separately, all have been 
introduced through the agency of man. 

One of the most remarkable facts relating to the 
Ornis of the Canaries is the peculiar distribution and 
variety of the endemic forms. To give a few instances 
-In the pine forests of Tenerife lives a remarkable Blue 
Chaffinch (Frilzgidda teydea teyrdea) ; in the pine forests 
of Gran Canaria, just about 50 miles away, lives another 
Blue Chaffinch (Fringidda teydea~M~tzeki), differing only 
in minute points from the Tenerifean bird. Both forms 
must have originated from a common ancestor which 
may have lived in the ancient pine forests of North 
Africa. 1 made this suggestion in a paper l which 1 
wrote in 1920, and in a review’ of my work Dr Witmer 
Stone, Presidont of the Ameritan Ornithologists’ Union, 
apparently endorsed my opinion as he wrote (duc. cit.), 
<< It is inconceivable that such strikingly different birds I 
could have been differentiated on the Islands from the 

z 
! 

F. ca?Z..bs stock, and the only alternative is that the 
d 
; 

mainland stock, which originally, contributed their g 5 
ancestors to the Islands, must have become extinct, or 
is now represented by a few lingering individuals in 
some remote retreat not yet discovered.” It is of 
interest to note that this is not the only view held of 
the origin of the Blue Chaffinches, for Colonel Meinertz- 
hagen recently wrotc’ : “ We believe that E tey&a was 
once but a geographical race of R CLE~&S, but that 
isolation has produced a species.” Practically the same 

l Ibis, 1920, p. 555. 
ï Auk, 1920, 608-609. pp. 
3 Ibis, 1921, p. 536. 
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view is held by Professor E. Trouessart ’ of Paris. 
Here, then, are two. very different opinions as to the 
origin of the Blue Chaffinches. 

Similarly the Great Spotted Woodpeckers in Tenerife 
and Gran Canaria are two distinct races of our European 
Great Spotted Woodpecker-the two insular forms, 
Dryobates nza~cw canariensis and D. m. thanneri, 
differing from each other on¡y in the intensity of their 
colouring, although living under apparently identical 
conditions. Both these Canarian forms are very nearly ; 
allied to the typical 13. nt. nzq~r, the North European bird. Z 
The way in which the two Canarian forms reached d 
the Archipelago can clearly be seen, the birds spreading i 

through Great Britain (D. 7~. aq,dicz~s), Southern Spain, ] 
and Portugal (D. VZ. hispanzts), over North Africa-where 1 
various offshoots are found in Algeria and Tunisia i 
and another race in Corsica---through Morocco (D. ~1. B 
nzazwitams), and finally crossing the narrow belt of sea ; 
to the Canary Islands, where they have again split into 6 
two races in Gran Canaria and Tenerife. In this 8 E 

connection it must be borne in mind that it does not I 
necessarily follow that the oldest (parent) race is 

z 
! 

that of the typical species. The type is, of course, 
d 
; 

the first of that particular little group of closely g 5 
allied races to be described and named by scientists ; ’ 
it naturally does not follow that this is the root- 
species from which the other allied forms have sprung. 
In the case of the Woodpeckers here cited, there 
is no evidente to show which of the various races 
mentioned is the parent race, though it is fairly obvious 
that the bird has spread southwards. We are probably 
right in inferring that lhyobates WZ+OY is of European 
origin, and that the Mediterranean, African, and 
Canarian forms have sprung from the European stock. 

1 Rev. gen. des Sciernes, November 1912, p. 857. 
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The Islands possess four closcly allied Titmice and 
three Chaffinches in addition to the two Blue Chaffinches 
already mentioued. Thc common Canat-ian Chaffinch 
(Fg-tngidda c&ebs cn~zaricnsls) inhabits the islands of 
Tenerife, Gran Canaria, and Gomera ; whilc the other 
two islands of the Western Group-Palma and Hierro 
-each have their OWII peculiar Chaffinch-F. c. @Zlte 
and I;: t. omó?&sa-the islands of the Eastern Group 
(those lying nearest Africa) having no Chaffinch living 
on them at all. (See Platc facing page 132.) 

Again, there are four races of Titmouse living in 
the Archipelago. On Tenerife, Gran Canaria and 
Gomera, the Tenerife Blue Tit (Pams cerd~us 
LE?uYL(¿?) is found ; Hierro and Palma each have their 
owu forms, P. c. or&iosa and I? t. palmsnsis, thereby 
agreeing with the peculiar distributioll uf ~ht: Chaffinches; 
while a different Pale-coloured race, I? c. rlégener, lives on 
the two large islands in the Eastern Group. Thetie are 
al1 geographical races of the European Bluc Titmouse 
(Pavus ccí?~&ez/s r~~~~deus) which havc extended south- 
wards to the Canary Islands. On its irnmigration 
South it spread ovcr the greater part of Morocco, 
where we find another race (I? c. zdtrauzarz:12m) living 
at the prcsent day. Al1 these races have assumed 
special characters in the isolated districts which they 
inhabit, and exhibit a variety of colouring in their 
plumages. The Palman Titmouse, for instance, through 
living in a luxuriant mountainous island, is much more 
intense in the colouring of its plumage than the Me 
form inhabiting the low waterless islands of Fuerte- 
ventura and Lanzarote. (See Plate facing pagc I 26.) 

Scveral birds, such as the Thick-knee, the Chiffchaff, 
the Brown Linnet, the Kestrel, and thc Barn Uwl, are 
rcprcsented by two different subspecies (insular varieties) 
in the Eastern and the Western Groups of islands, a 
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fact which is not really very surprising when we consider 
how diverse are the physical characteristics of the islands 
themselves. 

There are other cases of curious distribution which 
are more difficult of explanation than those instanced : 
one form of the Short-toed Lark-CuZandreZdn &nor 
pod&eRi-inhabits the islands in the Eastern Canary 
Group, and also the island of Gran Canaria’ in the 
Western Group, while on Tenerife a totally different 
Short-toed Lark- CaZaand~eZZa mhor rufescens-is the 
only form known, and this has a vcry local distribution 
even on this one island. 

One more instance will suffice-that of the peculiar 
Chat, Saxicoda dacoti@ dacofim, which is known only 
from the island of Fuerteventura. On Lanzarote, an 
island very similar in its physical characters, separated 
from Fuerteventura by a very narrow strait not a mile 
in width, this Chat is quite unknown, but on two of 
the three small outlying islets-Montaña Clara and 
Allegranza-which lie off the north coaSt of Lanzarote, 
1 discovered an entirely new Chat, very closely allied 
to the Fuerteventuran bird, which 1 named SaxZcoZa 
daco& muried~, and figùred in the Ibis, 19 14, Pl, 5. 
Indeed, so nearly allied are these two island Chats that 
before comparing them 1 believed them to belong to 
the same species. This is perhaps the most remarkable 
instance of distribution to be met with in the whole 
group. Almost al1 the cases cited are of species and 
subspecies peculiar to the Archipelago, and found 
nowhere else in the world. 

There is still another curious point in the distribution 
of the birds in the Canary Islands, i.e., the inexplicable 
absence of certain birds which are found in the Archi- 

1 The form of Short-toed Lark inhabiting Gran Canaria has now been 
separated as distinct from the other races. 1 am doubtful of its validity. 



pelago from certain of the islands. For instance, the 
Chough (P~~I-I~/~uToI~~LL- #~~‘IY*/IocuN.~) is absent from al1 
the ii;lanClS sa\-e Palma, \\-here it simply sn-arms. It does 
not CIY~ occur tempor;tril)- in Gomera or Hierro, which 
islnnds are well within sight of Palma, ancl one would 
imagine equally suitable as a habitat. The Kite (,‘lZiZz~ns 
mihus urih~rs) has ncver becn recorded from Palma 
though it is common in Gomera ancl Tenerife. ‘The 
Partridge (Akcforis bnrbnm Ka?uz~-i) has not yet suc- 
ceeded in gaining a footing in Palma though severa1 ; 
times introduced from Gomera, where it abounds. f 
The Egyptian Vulture (Neo$/t~u1~ j, jcvcq&terus) is d 
likewise absent fronl Palma though common in the i 

other islands. Again, why is there no Woodpecker in 1 
the pine forests of Palma, Gomera, or Hierro? g 

These are the most remarkable cases of the kind i 
which the avifauna presents, and this very limited B 
distribution of the species named is difficult to account ; 
for. The absence of certain food, or of particular Q 
cover, or suitable nesting sites, are the obvious causes 8 
which first come to mind, and may account for other I z 
cases of anomalous distribution, but hardly for the ! : 
severa1 cases 1 have cited. ; 

Special vegetation means special food upon which i 
many seed- and fruit-eating species are entirely de- ’ 
pendent. The two fine Canarian Pigeons live almost 
entirely on the seeds of certain trees-Bolle’s Pigeon 
and the Canarian Laurel Pigeon subsist to such an 
estent on the fruit of Lnzrms f¿~tezs that when the 
Laurel was exterrninatcd in Gran Canaria, Bolle’s 
Pigeon, which for merly thrived in that island, com- 
pletely disappeared. 

There is no more fascinating study in bird-life than 
that of insular varieties, and one naturally speculates on 
the reasons for such variation having taken place, and 

1 
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attempts tó follow step by stcp the evolution of the 
various forms. An insular fauna is almost as remark- 
able for the specics which have not altered in any way 
from the continental stock, as for those which have 
bccome highly modified. Thus in the Canary Islands 
it has already been mentioned that thcre are two Barn 
Owls ; the Barn Owl living in the Eastcrn Islands of the 
Archipelago is a very specialised form, having a long 
thin beak, and has been named in consequence í’j40 adba 
g?-aciLz&stris, whiIe the Barn Owl living in Gran Canaria ; 
and Tenerife not only differs from the Eastern Islands f 
form, but is inclistinguishal>le from the Barn Owl found d 
in France, S+n, and North Africa-Iy/u n/ba aZbcz-- i 
a very singular Fdct. 

i 
Again, take four well-l~wwn clescrt l>ircls-thc 1 

I--1oubara Bustard, the Courser, the Thick-knee Or i 

Norfolk Plover, :ind the ‘I‘rumlwtcr l~nllfincl~. 1111 B 
these birds are found in the island of Fuerteventura ; 
in the Eastern Canary Group, and also in North Africa, 6 
but-and this is the point-the representatives of the 8 E 

Bustard, Thick-knee, and Trumpeter Bullfinch in Fuerte- i 
ventura, have al1 become differcntiated from the African ! 
parent stock, and are recognised as distinct subspecies, $ 
but the Courser, which inhabits exactly the samc type i 
of country as the other threc forms mentionecl, has not ’ 
become modified in any way, spccimens from thc islands 
being quite indistinguishable from those from the main- 
lan¿l ; the explanation may lie in the fact that thc 
Courser may have its numbers augmented from time 
to time by fresh arrivals from Africa, which rcmain to 
breed with the island birds, but no evidente to support 
this supposition is forthcoming. The Courser is a great 
wanderer. In Egypt, Mr Bonhote tells me, he has 
known it turn up to feed on certain caterpillars at 
a certain spot in the desert regularly in July and 
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Aubust, and occurring there at that time of year only. 
It also must be rcmembered that for some unexplained 
reason the Courser is little prone to variation anywhere 
thrc,u,qhout its immens~ ra~~ge. 

J3efore touchin~ on any r alternative theories, we will 
:tttempt tr, relriew the evolutiorl of Canary island birds 
fi-0ii2 Llami’i~‘s jolilf of zlit~, a view whích, since the 
stutly of embryology has probressed and since the 
Alendelian laws have been advanced by Mendel and 
his followers, must doubtless be modified to a certain 
extent-but of this more hereafter. 

When Darwin wrote the O++ of S~ec&.s he paid 
particular attention to the problems presented by 
insular faunas. Taking the Galapagos Archipelago 
(off the N.W. coast of South AmeI-ica) as a type, 
he wrote : “ Each separate island of the Galapagos 
Xrchipelago is tenauted, and the fact is a marvellous 
one, by many distinct species ; but those species are 
rclated to each other in a very much closer manner 
than to the inhabitants of the Ameritan continent, 
or of any other quarter of the world. This is what 
might have been expected, for islands situated so near to 
cach other would almost necessarily receive immigrants 
from the same original source, and from each other. 
But how is it that many of the immigrants have been 
clifferently modified, tl~uugh wly in a small degree, in 
islands situated within sight of each other, having the 
same geological nature, the snme hei,oht, climate, etc. ? 
This long appeared to me a great difficulty, but it 
arises in chief part from the deeply seated error of 
considering the physical conditions of. a country as 
the most important ; whereas it cannot be disputed 
that the nature of the other species with which each 
has to compete is at least as impórtant, and generally 
a far more important element of success. . . . Hence 
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when in former times an immigrant first settled on 
one of the islands, or when it subsequently spread from 
one to another, it would undoubtedly be exposed to 
different conditions in the different islands, for it would 
have to compete with a different set of organisms.” 

Although written about the Galapagos islands, this 
reasoning of Darwin’s is so applicable in its entirety 
to the Canary Archipelago that 1 have not hesitated 
to quote it at length. Darwin contended that if from 
the above-mentioned causes a species varied, natural 
selection would probably favour different varieties in 
the differen t islands. Some species might spread, 
however, and yet retain the same character throughout 
the group. D: u-win believed that this fact could be 
explained parcly by rhe species which are not modified, 
having immigrated in a body, so that their mutual 
rclations wcrc not much disturbcd, and partly by thc 
frequent arrival of unmodified immigrants from the 
mainland with which the insular forms could interbreed. 

When writing in another place’ of thé differentiation 
of island races in the Canary Group, 1 contended that 
the distinct races of certain species (as, for instance, 
the Tits and Chaffmches) found inhabiting different 
islands of the Western Group could be explained by 
successive invasions of migrating birds at remote 
periods, but it must be admitted, as pointed out by 
Dr Witmer Stone, that this supposition is hardly 
necessary, as birds introduced into two or more islands 
simultaneously may select a different sort of food on 
each island, even though the choice is the same, and 
may make other selections which, in course of time, 
may be reflected in their colour or size.’ 

The birds of the Canary Archipelago afford material 
’ Ibis, 1921, pp. 519-569. 
2 Cf. Auk, 1920, val. xxxvii., p. 608. 
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as good for studying the evolution of species ín Oceanic 
islands, and the effect of environment on the various 
forms, as those of the Galapagos islands. If the Canary 
Archipelago had once becn joincd to the mainland, the 
islands would have received thcir birtl poplaCm from 
this source and not through migration, ancl the remark- 
nble insular variation‘ which is now so apparent in 
the avifauna would never havc taken place, for, being 
one continuous land mass, thc immigration would have 
spread over the entire Archipclago (as it now ìs) at 
the same time. Thc individuals would have had to 
contend with exactly similar conditions-the same 
cnemies, the same climate, food, etc., etc. ; for instance, 
the Titmouse of the Archipelago might, and probably 
would, differ by now from the continental form, but 
only one variety would be found instead of four distinct 
geographical races, as is the case at present ; for if 
variation had taken place it would have been al1 in 
the same direction. The Tits would not have been 
isolated and cut off frorn orle another unti a much 
later pcriod in the history of the Islands after they 
harl Lecome acclimatiserl ilnd less likcly to bc affected ; 

by environmental conditions. Thc same applies to the ! 

Chaffinches, and to a lesser degree to many other 
; 

g 
Canarian subspecies. 5 0 

Variation is the first and most fundamental evolu- 
tionary character, and as truly instanced by Lull, the 
causes of variation are among the chief causes of 
evolution itself. 

The different factors which help to bring about 
variation are many and varied, and somc have already 
becn noted. Experience has shown that the presente 
or otherwise of other species with 
has to compete in 

yhich an immigrant 
its struggle for existcnce has as 

much to do with the differenciation of subspecics as 
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the physical conditions of the country. Complete 
isolation is perhaps the most important factor of all, 
but climatic conditions (especially dryness or moisture 
of the atmosphere), altitnde, the choice of food, presente 
of enemies ãnd consequent need of protective resemblance, 
need of adaptation to physical conditions to aid in 
search of food, and possible requirements of mimicry 
for purposes of aggression, al1 play their various parts 
to a lesser or greater degree in forming subspecies, or, 
as th6y are more correctly termed, geographical races. ; 

It has already been explained why isolation is such $ 
a strong factor in the differentiation of a species, for ! 
once a bird is cut off from the parent stock it can i 

no longer interbreed with it and soon begins to develop i 
along its own lines, influenced by climatic and the 1 
other local conditions with which it has to contend. i 
That climate has a great influente on birds is undoubted, B 
the percentage of damp in the atmosphere and the : 
amount of rainfall producing marked colour changes 6 
in the plumage. The greater the moisture the darker E 8 
the coloration becomes, and vice ver.&. In the much 
quoted case of the Bermuda Goldfinch, which was 

i 
! 

introducedI at some unknown date into the Bermuda 
d 

i.slands, it seems probable that the differentiation has 
i 
5 

tak& place since the year 1873. It does not appear 
to have been found in the islands in that year when 
fhe naturalists of the CZaZZe;lzger Expedition explored 
Bermuda, but two years later a single example was 
recorded by Captain Savile Reid. In 1912 a series 
was obtained arld described by Lieut. Kennedy, R.N., 
as a new form, on account of its distinctly darker 
coloration. The remarkable effect of environment-in 

l Examination of the Bermudan race suggests that the bird was introduced 
from one of the Atlantic archipelagoes-either the Canaries, Madeira, or 
the Azores-in the writer’s opinion most likely the last mentioned. 
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this case of a damp climate-on the colour of a bird 
has been strikingly shown by Mr Beebe, who subjected 
an example of the White-winged Dove of Arizona 
for some months to a very hot, damp, artificially-created 
atmosphere. At the end of this time the Dove had 
assumed a darker and richer plumage, and would, 
Mr W. L. Sclater tells us, if it had been examined 
without prejudice, have been referred to an entirely 
different species of A~eZq%&¿z. The important point 
in this connection is bhether or not the offspring of 
this Dove would be as dark as the parent, or whether 
they would revert to the original colour of their species. 
In taking the importance of this experiment into con- 
sideration, we must always remember that it was carried 
out under arlz$ciaZ ~o~ditions, and it is apparent that 
a bird or animal in ca@ivily is much more influenced 
by its environment than is the case when the conditions 
are natural. This is to be expected, as the change of 
environment is so much more marked (loss of exercise, 
change of food, absence of enemies, etc.), than any to 
be found in nature where the bird might be likely to 
survive. 

Remarkable instances’ of the effect of climate on 
the plumage of certain birds have been recorded : 
Examination of a large series of Bustard Quails, 
which range from India, through Burma and China to 
Formosa and the Loo-Choo IsIands, arranged in 
geographical order, showed that so closely was the 

b aeneral colour of the upper-parts associated with the 
amount of rainfall in the districts they inhabited, that 
it was possible to make a fairly accurate estimate of 
the number of inches of rain from the c&ur of the 
plumage of the Quails. 

1 Yb& Ogilvie-Grant, Bullctin of tñe British OrnitLdqpLcts> Club, 
191 j, VOl. XXXV., pp. 133-34. 
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An equally striking case ’ is that of the remarkable 
correlation between the variations in plumage in the 
members of the genus Ge~itnrs?zts (The Silver Pheasants), 
and the degrees of elevation, drought, and rainfall, in the 

countries they inhabit. 
The altitude at which a bird lives must undoubtedly 

be taken into account. This was exemplified in a fine 
collection of birds from Cameroon Mountain which 1 
recently worked out ’ in the British Museum ; out of 
65 different species obtained by the collector on ; 
the vast mountain, which rises to over 13,300 feet, $ 
no less than 33 species were peculiar forms restricted ! 
to Cameroon Mountain. It must, of course, be i 8 
remembered that birds living at a great altitude f 2 
are probably confined to a certain belt of vegetation, 
and are thus almost as isolated as if they were living t 5 
on zin Oceanic island ; the variation which takes place B 
cannot, therefore, be put down to elevation alone, 
although the atmospheric conditions met with at the S 
various altit.udes doubtless play an important part. 

E 
8 

It is impossible to estimate how much influente I z 
altitude has had on the birds of the Canary Islands, ! 
but in an Archipelago where the islands, which are i 
permanently inhabited by land-birds, vary in altitude 5 
from 873 feet (Graciosa) to 12,200 feet (Tenerife), this ’ 
factor must be taken into consideration. In the case 
of Tenerife, however, the Zones of Vegetation * from 
sea-leve1 to the summit of the Pico de Teide are not 
nearly so pronounced as on Cameroon Mountain, 
situated as it is just north of the Equator- and on the 
mainland of Africa. 

’ Vide Stuart Baker, Bulletin of the British OmithoZogists’ Club, 1915, 
vol. xxxv., pp. 138-39. 

2 /Es, 1915, pp. 473-526. 
3 The late Capt. Boyd Alexander. 
4 CL Charter IV. of this book. 
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The presente of enemies and consequent need of 
protective resemblance is bound to have a modifying 
influente on any bird or mammal which first finds 
its way to a new habitat. The expression “ protective 
resemblance” must not be confused with ntillticqy; the 
former is best described as the simulation by a living 
creature of the characters of some plant or non-organic 
object, whereas mimicry is the imitation by one living 
species of another living species for purposes of aggres- 
sion or protection. There are no instances of the latter ; 
in the birds of the Canary Islands, and indeed, mimicry f 
among birds is very rare indeed, and confined almost d 
exclusively to the Cuckoos, no species of which is i 
resident in the Canary Archipelago. i 

Protective resemblance, on the other hand, is a 1 
common phenomenon, and is well illustrated in the i 
rlesert islands of Futirteventura and Lanzarote by the B 
resident race of the Houbara Bustard (C%Z~nzy&?S ; 
z&&afa fuwfavmfum), and by the Courser (Cu~~so~~~z~.~ 6 
g. za/Zicus), the Sand-grouse (PterocZes o&vzfnZis), the E 

Thick-knee (E~fiCne~1zz~s a7. i~z~/nt~z), the Trumpeter ; 
8 

Bullfinch (E?~flí?rospiza~~f~~~~~ea anznnfi~m), the Short- ! 
toed Lark (CaZmzdreZZa nzinor podafdi), the young of $ 
the Grey Shrike (Lanim excubifol* Iémzz&), the young g 5 
of Aleade-Waldo’s Chat (SazicoZn Cd. dacofig), and the ’ 
Hoopoe ( Upupa e. epops), and to a lesser degree perhaps 
by the Black Oystercatcher (Nmmnfopzcs nz@v meade- 
wnZ~foi). All these birds rely to a very large extent on 
their protective coloration to enable them to escape from 
their enemies. Black-and-white birds, such as certain 
IVheatears, are protected by their colouring in the same 
way as zebras and skunks, as the outline is thereby 
broken up. Black desert birds are similarly protected 
by their resemblance to deep shadows, but there is no 
instance of this in the Canary Islands. These desert 
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forms harmonise so exactly with the ground which they 
frequent that it requires a practised eye indecd to pi& 
them out from their surroundings as long as they remain 
motionIess. The Pale Titmouse (Paros c~vuZeus de~~lzgr) 
is another form which has undoubtedly been influcnced 
by the desert conditions of Fuerteventura and Lanza- 
rote ; its plumage is veiy much lighter than the allied 
forms inhabiting the Western Islands of the Group. A 
remarkably interesting case of colour aclaptation is 
furnished by the Fuerteventuran Bustard. It is ; 
unduubtedly a descendant of the Houbara Bustard $ 
(ChZanydofis U. 74ml7t/nta) which lives on the mainland i 
of Africa and is m inhabitnnt of sandy wastes in i 

RIorocco, Algeria, md the %harn. Thc plumage of 1 
the African Houbara Uustard is of thc usu;~l colour 1 
found in clcsert-frequenting birds, and following out i 
the theory of protective rescmblmcc, tllk bird x:rords B 
exactly with thc ground over which it roams. This 
Bustard at some remote period presumably crossed 6 
from the Moroccan coast to the Canary Islands, and 8 E 

the first land which it sighted was naturally the most I 
easterly island-Fuerteventura. 

z 
! 

In Fuerteventura, the Bustard found ground well $ 
adapted to its requirements, a low clesert island abound- g 

5 
ing in large plains, very similar to thc African deserts ’ 
which it had left, and, be it remembcrecl, in thc same 
latitude : moreover, though islands are usually damper 
in climate than the mainland, Fuerteventura is one of the 
driest islands in the world, and in normal years has an 
excecdingly small rainfa.11. There is, however, one great 
difference between it and the mainland, which, though not 
affecting the climate, does affect the externa1 appearance 
of the island. Fuerteventura is volcanic in origin, and the 
bare plains. are dotted and strewn mith lumps of blackish 
basalt and lava, often half buried in the sandy soil. 
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When the African Bustard first found itself on this 
ground, its light sandy plumage no longer harmonised 
with its surroundings-in fact, the one character which 
contributed to its protection in the African deserts made 
it conspicuous in the Fuerteventuran waste. ftsplUW?p? 
/tris, táer&ore. become 11zoa?z$íeLz, and its back has become 
speckled and marked with black, so t/znt ift cozwse of time 
it harwonised ex&4 wilrb, its dayker szwroztndiq.s, and 
now it is recognised as quite a distinct form (C. u. 

fuerteventurw). This example is a good one, for very 
slight allowance need be made for this particular island 
being damper than the Sahara, the physical conditions 
of Fuerteventura and the African desert being much 
alike, although an island is bound to have a relatively 
damper climate than the North African deserts, though 
not necessarily a greater rainfall. 1 am inclined to 
believe that the variation in this case is genetic, and that 
if the island Bustard could be transported back to its 
original home its offspring would for generations remain 
perfectly distinct, but only an experiment could prove 
this, and we should have the darnaging influente of an 
experiment carried out in unnatural conditions (captivity 
of the subject) to contend with. 

1 have mentioned the Black Oystercatcher as a 
possible example of colour protection. This bird 
frequents the black water-worn lava of which the coasts 
of the small islets are largely composed ; the black 
plumage of the Oystercatcher renders the bird extremely 
difficult to see, and its presente is only detected by its 
brilliant bill, which it is certainly difficult to include in 
the scheme of colour protection. Mr Bonhote reminds 
me that in the Bahama Islands there is a Black Oyster- 
catcher which inhabits wL+te coral reefs! Protective 
resemblance is obviously not essential for this bird’s 
existence, and it may well be that the Canarian Oyster- 
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catcher derives no benefit from its coloration either. 1 t 
can be imagined, however, how conspicuous our British 
Black-and-white Oystercatcher would be in such sur- 
roundings, and the red bill of the Canarian Black 
Oystercatcher probably serves some purpose in assisting 
the bird to ‘obtain its food. 

While on the subject of plumage resemblance and 
its relation to the colour of the ground, 1 cannot refrain 
from drawing the attention of the reader to the striking 
case of the Crested Larks. ; 

The writer visited Tunisia and Algeria l in the early $ 
spring of this year (IgzI), travelling 140 miles into the 0 d 
Sahara desert. During the tour remarkable cases of õ” 
adaptation to their physical surroundings were con- f 
stantly noted amongst the birds-no case being so .E 

curious as that of the Long-billed and Short-billed t 5 
forms of the Crested Larks. This striking case of I 
the genus Gn/~~-inn has already been instanced by Dr ! 
Hartert at a meeting of the British Ornithologists’ E 0 
Club.2 A fine series of African Crested Larks was g 

d 
there exhibited with glass tubes, containing samples E z 
of the actual soil upon which they were shot, attached ! 
to their legs. The very dark Algerian form, GaL’erzXz 

d 
; 

t&kZ~ Ltarterti, lives on dark soil ; two other forms, i 
G. t. &Zgeer¿z and G. t. carolinm, have reddish and ’ 
clay-coloured plumage, and these frequent reddish clay 
SOil. G. t. deic/~‘& is a very pale form and lives 
on the desert sand. There are many more instances, 
but those given are typical of al1 the races. Dr Hartert 
is of opinion that in the case of these Crested Larks 
there is no doubt that it is not the amount of moisture 
and of rainfall (as in the case of the Bustard Quails), 

1 For an account of this journey and the bird-life encountered, sec the 
Ibis, 1921, pp. 387-414, “ First Impressions of Tunisia and Algeria.” 

2 Hartcrt, A’dlctin of th+ Briti~h OrnithZogists> Club, June 1915, 
vol. xxxv., pp. 132-33. 
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but actually the general colour of the soil on which they 
live which materially influentes their coloration. This 
is not my opinion as regards the mountain form (G. t. 
kn&rti), but in the case of the true desert races it is 
difficult to find any other explanation. It is strange 
that there is no representative race of the Crested Lark 
to be found in any of the Canary Islands. 

A more important factor which must influente a 
bird on its first appearance in any country-and one 
which it is not always easy to gauge-is the need ; 
of adaptation to phpsical conditions to aid it in its f 
search for food. Structurai changes in a bird may d 
usually be put down to this cause, and it .is a fact i 

that severa1 of the subspecies which have been described 
from the Canary Islands have longer and more robust 

1 
; 

bills, thicker tarsi, and longer claws than their nearest i 
allies on the mainland. The difference is often minute, B 
but it is none the less constant. The curious modifica- f 
tion which the Eastern Canary Islands form of the 6 
Barn Owl has undergone must most probably be E 8 
ascribed to this cause, though it is hard at first to 
see why an Owl inhabiting a dry desert island and 

i 
! 

living in holes in lava cliffs should require a more $ 
slender bill than the Owl living under more normal i 
conditions in the fertile Western Islands. Certainly ’ 
the latter can find more normal food to eat (rats 
and mice are plentiful in these islands), whereas the bird 
in Fuerteventura and Lanzarote has very likely had 
to modify its diet to fall in with existing conditions. 
1 fccl prctty certain that the Eastern Island bird lives 
largely on lizards, and its narrower, sharper bill would 
undoubtedly be of assistance to it in catching these 
lively reptiles and pulling them out of their holes in 
the lava. 

At times such a clear case of adaptation comes 
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before us that it is impossible not to place to this cause 
more than we can sec with our inexperienced eyes. 
For instance, the Finches of the genus Geospizn 
inhabiting the Galapagos islands have developed a 
remarkable series of bill-modifications through living 
on the lesves, fruit, and seeds of cacti of the genera 
Cerezl,s and Ojzmfia, plants which are armed with 
formidable thorns and spines, and which can only be 
attacked by birds having equally formidabIe bilis. 

In Professor Punnett’s book on Mendelism, Darwin’s 
theory of the variation of species is very clearly set 
out as follows : “ I n any specics of plant or animal 
thc: reproductive cctpacity ten& to outrun the available 
food-supply, and the resulting competition le& to an 
inevit:~ble strllgglf: for csistence. Of 211 the individuals 
born only a portion, and that a very small onc, can 
survive to produce offsprin~, ‘The nature of the surviv- 
ing portion is not determined by chance alonc. No 
two individuals of a species are exactly alike, and among 
the variations which occur some enable their possessors 
to cope more successfully with the competitive conditions 
under which they exist. In comparison with their 
less favoured brethren they have a better chance of 
surviving and consequently of leaving offspring. Off- 
spring tend to rcsemble their parents more than other 
members of the species and füvourüblc variations are 
transmitted.” 

Variation, then, is commenced in a species by any 
one of the factors which we have bccn discussing, or 
maybe by a combination of all. The variation having 
once started, it is maintained by Natural Selection, that 
process whereby certain members of the same species 
are more or less rapidly eliminated, while others are ablc 
to survive. This is the natural outcome of the struggle 
for eXistence ; only a certain number of birds can exist 
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in an island if they continually keep on increasing ; 
finally there must be a scarcity of food-particularly 
in desert islands ; the birds fight for the food amongst 
thcmselves, the fittest survive and the weak are ex- 
terminated, or else the weakest individuals take to 
another diet, and in course of time themselves bccome 
differentiated. This is not the place to discuss the 
complicated laws of Hcrcdity.’ Briefly, the function of 
Heredity is to pass on to the offspring the variation 
produced in a yace of organisms. Thus the progressive ; 
modification of species by the agency of Variation and f 
Natural Selectioq2 which we cal1 Evolution, continues. d 
New forms arise and the laws of Heredity complete i 
thc process. i 

That, at any rate, is what 1 conceive Darwin’s 1 
explanation of the origin of the many forms of birds i 
now inhabiting the Canary Islands would have becn- - B 
and in the opinion of the writer the explanation holds ; 
bood in a breat many instancea, as the feathcred 6 
population of the Canary Islands at the present day E 8 
is largely tnade up of true ~~~og~~+~&zZ subspccies I 
whose variation is directly due to the action of environ- 

z 
! 

men t. The great point which is open to discussion 
is this :-Can the effcct of the environment in these 

i 
5 

geographical races, which in many Canary island birds 
consists merely of a diflèrent tone of colour of the 
plumage (either paler or deeper), be transmitted to 
the young by the parent-that is to say, is the ger;lz- 
~ZW~C affected ? Darwin believed that such superficial 

I ‘L‘he reader may here be referred to Mr J. L. Bonhote?s book, Vigour 
IDIC~ HcY~Y?~/~, and to Professor Arthur Thompson’s ffcvea’~Q. 

2 Thc effect of Natural Selection as an cvolutionary factor has becn 
su:nlxariaed thus :--1. Under new conditions harmful characters will be 
eliminntcd by selection. 2. Beneficial characters are intensified and 
moCiBed. 3. The great body of characters neither harmful nor beneficial 
will persist through IIeredity. 
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characters as colour-shade ín the plumage could be 
transmittcd to thc yoi.mg. The opponents of the 
Darwinian theory deny that this can be done, and 
affirm that if a bird varies through environmental causes, 
undess thegamete is affected, the bird will, when returned 
to its original home, revert to the original stock. 
Mendel’s experiments and those of his distinguished 
followers, Professors Punnett and Bateson and othcrs, 
bear out this rule, but-and this is the point-their 
experiments have been made on plants, on domesti- 
cated animals, or on animals and birds in captivity, 
and consequently in artificial and therefore unnatural 
surroundings. To account for highIy differentiated 
species the mutational theory is advanced (the muta- 
tionist believes that owing to some fundamental change 

in the organism of the bird the gamete is directly 
affected), viz., that the change takes place suddenly for 

some deep-seated reason, often impossible to explain, 
and the colour of the plumage or even the structure of 
the bird itself is affected. Once it is accomplished, 
natural selection assists in the evolution of the species, 
but as the germ-plasm has been affected the characters 
thus acquired can be transmitted to the young. These, 
then, as the writer understands them, are che two 
principal theories, one or other of which is usually 
accepted by naturalists at the present day. I cannot 
help but believe there is truth in both theories, they 
do not seem to be so opposite as certain of their 
supporters would insist. If environment can have such 
an effect on the externa1 characters of a bird, surely 
the gamete can be affected by other causes which, 
though not always apparent to us, are no less active ? 
In any case, 1 believe that Natural Selection ntztst play 
a strong part whether the bird is an environmental 
subspecies or whether it is a mutational variety. Again, 
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it has not been proved to the satisfaction of the writer 
that an acquired character in a true geographical 
(environmental) race can not be passed on from 
parent to young when tAe b&-d is bveediq- in fhe wilrt 

date. l 1 have myself taken the youngest nestlings 
whose feathers show the characters acquired by the 
particular subspecies to which they belong. The 
Mendelian will answer that the second the offspring 
emerges from the egg it is subjected to the same action 
of environment which caused its parents to have a 
darker or lighter plumage-but what a lightning effect 
of environment. It is surely as difficult to believe that 
this is the true explanation as it is to prove that the 
embryo has indeed acquired the characters of its parents. f 2 

In a conversation 1 recently had with Dr Frank 
Chapman, Curator of Birds in the Ameritan Museum 

i 
t 5 

of Natural History, Dr Chapman gave severa1 instances 
in which he had himself taken nestlings in South 
America which resembled their modified parents from 
the earliest moments when their feathers appeared. 
Doubtless instances of the kind could be multiplied I z 
in hundreds. ! d 

Let us for one moment look at the resident Canary 
island birds, the majority of which are restricted to 
the Atlantic islands. First we will give the lists, using 
only the English names for the birds-the Latin 
equivalents will be found in Appendix B. 

A. Bi& Restvicied ta the Canavies. 

I. The Cnnarian Raven. 5. The Hierran Chaffinch. 
z. The Trumpeter Bullfinch. 6. The Teydean Blue Chaffinch. 
3. The Canarian Chaffinch. 7. The Canarian Blue Chaffinch. 
1. The Palman Chaffinch. 8. Meade-Waldo’s Brown Linnet. 

1 Subspecies i?z capfivify usually, if not invariably, breed true to their 
race, so aviculturalists assure us. 

K 
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A. Bi& Restricted fo the Canaries-continued. 
g. Hartert’s Brown Linnet. 

IO. Thanner’s Corn Bunting. 
II. The Rufescent Short-toed 

Lark. 
IZ. Polatzek’s Short-toed Lark. 
13. The Canarian Grey Wagtail. 
14. Berthelot’s Pipit. 
I 5. The Tenerifean Gold-Crest. 
16. The Tenerifean Rlue Tit- 

mouse. 
17, The Hierran Blue Titmouse. 
18. The Palman Blue Titmouse. 
19. Thc Desert Blue Titmouse. 
20. Kcenig’s Grey Shrike. 
z I. The Canarian Black-hended 

Warbler. 
22. The Canarian Chiffchaff. 
23. The Lanzarote Chiffchaff. 
24. The Superb Redbreast. 
25. The Fuerteventuran Chat. 
26. Muriel’s Chat. 
27. The Canarian Great Spotted 

Woodpecker. 

28. Thanner’s Great Spotted 
Woodpecker. 

29. The Slender-billed Barn Owl. 
30. Thc’ Canarian Longeared 

Owl. 
31. The Canarian Buzzard. 
32. The Tenerifean Sparrow- 

hawk. 
33. The Fuerteventuran Kestrel. 
34. The Fuerteventuran Bustard. 
35. The Eastern Canarian Thick- 

knee. 
36. The Western Canarian Thick- 

knee. 
37. hleade-Waldo’s Black Oyster- 

catcher. 
38. The Canarian Laurel Pigeon. 
39. Bolle? Canarian Pigeon. 
40. The Canarian Rock Pigeon. 
41. The Canarian Red-legged 

Partridge. 
42. Kcenig’s Canarian Rock 

Partridge. 

B. Bira’s Restricted to the Canaries and Madeira. 
I. The Madeiran Rock Sparrow. 4. The Pale Redbreast. 
2. The Dusky Blackcap. 5. The Canarian Kestrel. 
3. Cabrera’s Blackbird. 6. The Madeiran Quail. 

C. Bira’s Resfricted to the Cazaries, &Iadeira, axd Asares. 
I. The Little Goldfinch. 2. The Canary. 

3. Heineken’s Blackcnp. 

D. Birds Restricted to the Canaries, Madeira, and Cape Verde Idanas. 
I. The Beautiful Spectacled Warbler. 

E. Bi& NOT Rcstrictcd fo thc .?tZantic ishnds but of Gencrd 
Distdmtion . 

I. The Red-billed Chough. 5. The Common Kite. 
2. The Spanish Sparrow. 6. The Osprey. 
3. The Mediterranean Barn Owl. 7. The Courser. 
4. The Egyptinn Vulture. 8. The Woodcock. 

g. The Black-bellied Sand-Grouse. 
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A glance through these lists will soon convince any- 
ene who is familiar with the birds that by far the greater 
number of the races enumerated would be classed by 
the foIlowers of Mendel as “ environmental subspccies,” 
whosc variation has been brought about “by the action 
of the environment on the sot~n during thc íifetìme of 
the organism, and which effect cannot be passed on to 
future generations.” They bclicve that the variations 
are “ essentially superficial and would quickly disappear 
if the organism werc transferred from its normal 
environment” to some other of a different nature. On 
the other hand, they would probably put down the 
marked diffcrentiation shown by the Blue Chaffinches, 
thc two Chats, thc Black Oystercatcher, and the two 
Laurel Pigcons to mutational variation, “ in which thc 
variation is discontinuous and dependent on the presente 
in thc organism of definite factora which are resident 
in the ~~7u--Zusm, mzn’ W&/l. aípe thcvefore herilnb/e.” 

The Darwin& explanation woulcl be that al1 these 
species had cvolved “ little by little ” through the 
ZLgellCy of natural sclection-that the grcat majority 
of the birds in the aboye lists were ” incipient species,” 
as the main factor-complete isolation---was present. 
‘I’he Chaffinches of the Canary Islands are cited by 
AIeinertzhagen as an instance of this very subject ; he 
believes that the F. ccziebs group ‘<are moving along 
the same path of evolution as did F. teyden and are 
uncloubtcclly z~rrz~z~e~t specics “-an explanation which 
a great many ornithologists will be disposed to follow. 
13ut enough has been written to convince the student 
uf evolution and variation in insular faunas that there 
are two sides to every question, and that until another 
master mind such as Darwin appears on the scene we 
can but accumulate evidente to place before him. 
Those who wish to see the case stated by followers of 
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the two different Schools of thought (in the ornithological 
world) may read with advantage the letter’ by Dr Lowe 
and Mr Praed on “ The Last Phase of the Subspecies ” 
and the answers 2 from Colonel Meinertzhagen, entitled 
“ Some Thoughts on Subspecies and Evolution ” ; from 
Mr J. L. Bonhote on “ Subspecies and Evolution,“3 and 
from Miss Maud Haviland and Dr Lowe4 on the same 
subject,5 which have appeared in the invaluable Quarterly 
Journals of the British and Ameritan Ornithologists’ 
Unions. 

The writer believes that we have not yet arrived at 
that state of knowledge when the followers of either 
the Darwinian or Mendelian Schools can state definitely 
what does or does not take place in the evolution of 
species not subjected to artificial conditions-but we 
have at least got some material to work upon. A close 
study of the evolution of birds in the Canary Islands 
must surely throw some light on the problems connected 
with this engrossing subject. 

Mr J. L. Bonhote, author of VZ~OUY and H~en’ity, 
has been kind enough to give me his views on this 
subject, with particular referente to this chapter. He 
considers that subspecies should be restricted to forms 
that have becn produced entirely by environment, and 
should include, as a matter of conveniente, island forms 
so long as it is clearly recognised that these owe their 
differentiation partly or entirely to isolation. (This 
point is well brought out in this chapter, where the 
differentiation shown in the resident Chiffchaff and 
Blackcap, continental forms of which pass through the 
Islands on migration, is very slight compared with that 
of the Canarian races of other species. In the case of 
these two species, of course, the isolation factor is 

l Ibis, 1921, pp. 344-47 et sep. 2 Ibis, 1921, pp. 528-37. 

3 Ibis, 1921, pp. 720-25. 4 Auk, 1922. 5 Ibis, 1921, pp. 752-54. 
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practically non-existent.) Mr Bonhote is firmly con- 
vinced that small variations due to environment are 
inherited ; the degree (or intensity) of the inheritance 
depending on the number of generations that the par- 
ticular species has been under that particuIar environment, 
and in support of this he brings forward severa1 facts. 
In further discussing this subject, he propounds a some- 
what novel theory as to what a species reaily ís, which, 
if it be correct, certninly helps to bring the two rival 
Schools into line. He suggests that there exists in 
nature a number of factors (possibly or probably) with 
a hlendelian inheritance. Each true species is composed 
of a certain number of these factors, a nearly-allied species 
will perhaps have 98 per cent. of the same factors, more 
distant species perhaps only 50 per cent., and so on. 

Al1 subspecies of a given species will contain exactly 
che same factors, but their somatic expression will be 
different. This somatic expression is inherited to a 
ccrtain extent, but is fluctuating, and varies after a 
certain number of generations according to the environ- 
ment. On this reasoning, therefore, a true subspecies 
or geographical race can never be considered as an 
incipient species. A new species may sometimes be 
brought about by the “ omission ” or “ latency ” of one 
or more “ factors,” forming what is known as a “ muta- 
tion,” but he does not assume that the “ factors ” them- 
selves are immutable-in fact, in a survey of the Animal 
Kingdom much evidente will be found tending to show 
that the factors themselves may change and SO produce 
a new species, but it would be out of place to discuss 
that point here. 

There is one more point which we have’only lightly 
touched upon. How did the present resident birds of the 
Canary Islands first come to inhabit the Akzhipelago ? 

Some forms, notably the two Blue Chaffinches 
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(FYz&-zZ~ tq&a), are undoubtedly of very ancient 
origin, for although they are true Chaffinches, whatever 
the theory of their evolution is, they cannot be said to 
have any near allies in Europe, Asia, or Africa, at the 
present day; either the continental parent stock has com- 
pletely died out, or, if they are indeed descended from 
the Common Chaffinch their ancestors must have come 
to the Islands with the earliest feathered inhabitants. 

The majority of the resident species are for the 
most part clearly of European-a few of North African- 
origin and when we turn to the large list of migratory 
birds which have been recorded from the Islands this 
is not difficult to determine. 

The 156 migrants ’ fa11 into seven classes, which 1 
give in full as they show how diverse are the sources 
from which the Islands receive their bird population 
at tbe, present day, i.e. :--- 

NO. 
I. Partial Residents , . . . . 5 
2. Birds of Passage, including I in List (1) ; 2 in List 

(4); 9 in List (5) . . . . : 32 
3. Annual Visitors . . . . . 5 
4. Summer Visitors . . . . . 
5. Winter Visitors . . . . . 15 
6. Occasional Visitors,. . . . . 30 
1. Rare Visitors . . . . . 72 

168 
Deduct, in duplicate lists . . . 12 

-_ 
Total . . , 156 

It may be added that there are 61 resident birds 
in the Archipelago in addition to those enumerated above, 
so that the total number of species known from the 
Canary Islands is now 2 17. 

1 The birds of the Canary Islands are deatt with fully in a paper which 
I published in the Ibis, 1919, pp. 84-131 ; 291-321 ; 457-95 ; and 1920, pp. 
97-132 ; 323-60 ; 519-69. 
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In an Archipelago which is visited by 54 regular 
migrants, 30 occasional visitors, and no less than 
72 rare stragglers in addition to the resident species, 
it is easy to understand whence the present bit-d 
population sprang, and to guess how the endemic 
forms commenced to get a footing on the Islands. 
A glance at the species which constitute the resident 
birds to-day fully bears out the theory. 

The Archipelago is undoubtedly in the regular line 
of flight of a large number of European species which i 
winter in Africa. 1 have not the slightest doubt but f 
that the Eastern Islands-especially the outlying islets d 
lying nearest to Africa-afford a resting-place for a i 8 
very much larger number of migrants than have ever f s 
been recorded. When we add to this the fact that 1 
the Canaries, like the Azores and Madeiras, though i 
to a less cxtcnt than the former, are often visited by B 

violent storms, and that every storm brings with it i 
some straggler from Africa or a wanderer blown out S 
of its ordinary course whilst on migration, we have E 8 
the key to the solution of how the bird population of i 
the Canary Archipelago arrived in the first instance. ! 

The birds of the Canary Archipelago--with their 
South European affinities and strikingly modified forms 

i 
5 

-are just such as we should expect to find inhabiting ’ 
islands which have never been joined to the mainland, 
and which have been compelled to rely on storms, 
regular migratory movements, or successive invasions 
to people them with birds. 

We will briefly review the other laud fauna uf 11~~ 
Archipelago. There are no small terrestrial mammals 
or marsupials with the exception of Rats, Mice, Hedge- 
hogs and Rabbits, all of which have doubtless been 
introduced at one time or another. Of these four, 
the most interesting is certainly the Hedgehog, which 
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was recently described as a new race from a specimen 
which 1 obtained in Fuerteventura. Whether the 
Hedgehogs of the Western Islands belong to this same 
race has not yet been proved, for although there are 
certainly Hedgehogs in Gran Canaria and Tenerife, 
and probably in other of the Western Islands, yet none 
have been brought to -Europe for comparison. 

Mr Oldfield Thomas of the British Museum named 
the Fuerteventuran species Erinamus adgims canicuh, 
and described it as “similar in essential characters to 
true a&z?*zLS; but while true E. a. adgims of Morocco g 

and Algeria is comparatively dark above and partly 
or wholly dark below, and E. a. vaga?zs of the Balearic 

i 
0 

Islands (and Spain?) is light above and wholly white E 
below, the present form is even lighter than vngans 
above, but its face and lower surface are partially brown, t 5 
as in a&G-z~~.” Thc Hcdgehog from the African coast B 

opposite is not yet known, and may of course prove E 
to belong to this pale form. How the Hedgehog found 15 
its way from the almost entirely unknown region of 

E 
% 

the opposite African mainland it is difficult to say, I z 
and at first sight would seem to uphold the theory ! 
of former land connection. It must not be overlooked, 
however, that fishermen from the islands occasionally 

i 
5 o 

land on this forbidding and unexplored coast, but as 
they are, with good reason, in deadly fear of the 
nomad Moorish tribes, they never venture inland. 
The Canarian Hedgehog may, however, have been 
introduced in this way. If E. n. vagam is indeed found 
in Spain, 1 incline co the view that the Fuerteventuran 
Hedgehog is descended from this form, as it may easily 
h ave been carried in merchandisc from Cadiz or other 
of the Spanish ports ; the dry climate and desert 

1 Oldfield Thomas, Ann. antE Mag. of Nut. li’ist., Series 8, vol. xvi., 
p. 152, August 1915. 
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conditions have acted ori the Hedgehog in the same 
way as we have seen them act upon the birds, and a pale 
desert geographical race has thus been evolved. Would 
that we could discover when the Hedgehng had first 
been introduced into the Eastern Canary Islands. 

The Rabbit of the Islands belongs to the South 
European form, Oyyctodagzrs caniczths ~~sZe$. 1 t cannot 
be said to be by any means plentiful in any of the 
Islands, and is very seldom seen. It is “ hunted” by 
Spanish sportsmen (!) who sally forth accompanied 
by a mixed “ pack” of assorted mongrels, and armed 
with old muzzle-loaders of very antique pattern. 

It remains, therefore, a striking fact, and one which 
strongly controverts the theory that the Islands have 
ever been joined to the African continent, that the 
only non-introduced mammals are those whick calz fly 
to t/ze A~cjZz$eZago from the mainland, i.e., members 
of the family Vespertilionidz or typical Bats. 

There are four different Rats recorderl from the 
islands : 1 have obtained two species myself, of which 
one, Pz&&eZZus kuhdi, Natt., is a common South 
European and North African species ranging eastwards 
to the borders of India. Specimens of this Bat were 
obtained in Gran Canaria at Tafira (1080 feet) and 
in Fuerteventura at La Peña (50 feet). The other, 
Pz$islreZL24s savii, ISonap., is rarer than the above but 
has a very similar range, at least as far as Palestine. 
Specimens were obtained in Gran Canaria at Las 
Palmas (sea-level). 

Pt..istre&s madertvzsis, Dobs, is recorded from 
Palma; this is a Madeiran species which has with 
this one exception never been recorded elsewhere. 

Lastly, Pdecotus tene+?& B. Ham. -a Long-eared 
Rat-has been described in rgor from the island of 
Tenerife. 
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A third species of Bat (other than P. Kukdi or 
3’. savii) inhabits the island of Gran Canaria, having 
a very different flight from either of the above-named 
forms. Of the four races recordcd frnm the Islands, one 
is obviously a straggler from the neighbouring island 
of Madeira, one is peculiar (apparently) to the island 
of Tenerife, and, it must be assumed, has been resident 
there for centuries, while the other two are well-known 
South European and North African forms. 

Thus the mammalian fauna of the Canaries, both ; 
from what it possesses and what it lacks, bears out the f 
conclusions at which we have arrived through studying 0 d 
the avifauna of the Group. i 

Reptiles and Batrachians are represented in the 1 
Islands by a small green Frog (Rann esrzcl’enfa, var. 1 
ri&&z&) and a Tree-frog (Z+Za a&o~ea) ; three forms i 
of Skinks - ChaZc2des oceZZatus occZa%ntaZ~s in Fuerte- : 
ven tura ; C. vi?%&znws viril2’anu.s in Tenerife, Gomera, 
and Hierro; and C. v. s,&i*eatzls in Gran Canaria. s 
Two Geckos - 7’arenZoZa d. a!eZaZan&i, confined to E 

8 
Gran Canaria ; and T. o!. bd&eri, inhabiting Tenerife, I 
Palma, Gomera, and Hierro. The following Lizards 

z 
! d 

are known from the Western Islands--lacerZa gaddoti ; 
gddoti (Tenerife), L. g. paZme (Palma), L. g. gonzerg g 

5 
(Gomera), and L. g. cmaris (Hierro) : these well- ’ 
marked geographical races of L. gaZZoti are of particuiar 
interest, as they show similar differentiation to the Tits 
and Chaffinches. Another Lizard, named Lacerta rlugesi, 
inhabits Tenerife, but the most remarkable of al1 is the 
Ciant Lizard (Laceda simonyz’) [cJ: page 41, confined 
to the Roque Zalmore, an exposed group of rocks lying 
off the island of Hierro. The male of this Lizard 
measures 21Q inches in length, and the female 17$ 
inches. Still another large Lizard (L. stehdini) inhabits 
some rocks off Gran Canaria, but is considerably smaller. 
Snakes are unknown in the Canaries. 
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CHAPTER VII 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF TENERIFE AND GRAN CANARIA- 

A JOURNEY INTO THE HEART OF THE CUMBRES 

; 

IN these days of -extensive otean travel, how many f 
hundreds of voyagers have broken the monotony of d 
the sea trip to the Cape at the ports of Las Palmas i 

or Santa Cruz-the capitals of the two most important 
islands in the Canary Archipelago ; and yet how. few 

1 
1 

know anything of the fascination or colour of these 
truly-named “ Fortunate Jsles.” To a traveller with a 

i 
B 

love of science, whether zoology, geology, botany, or ; 
anthropology, or with a taste for geographical research 6 
in almost any form, the Canary Archipelago is a 8 E 

veritable paradise ; nevertheless, not many people know 
the Islands well enough to appreciate the real Canarian 

i 
! 

atmosphere. d 
; 

1 well rernember the first view 1 had of Puerto i 
Santa Cruz, as the anchar-cable rattled down and the ’ 
ship swung round at her moorings. T he grandeur 
of the mountain-chain, which stretches to Punta Anaga, 
the quay with the mule and ox-carts laden with fruit- 
boxes, the ugly white buildings of the town, capped 
by thc Quisisana Hotel on thc hill-side, the noisy crowd 
of Spaniards on the wharf, and the busy scene in the 
harbour, all go to make up one of the most picturesque 
scenes my eyes have ever fallen upon. 

In company with severa1 other passengers from 
the ship, 1 made a short excursion to Laguna, that 

157 
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ancient township lying about 1800 feet above Santa 
Cruz. An atmosphere of Old Spain pervades the town, 
which is built on a fine alluvial plain in the hills. 

Time seemed to have stopped at Laguna, and as 
we wandered between white-walled houses and loitered 
in shady @zzas, we caught pleasant glimpses through 
beautifully-carved doors of old Spanish @tios, where 
co01 fountains played and the rays of the sun seldom 
penetrated. On the outskirts of the town, the sails of 
a curious old goJo mill slowly revolved, grinding the ; 
roasted maize, which forms the staple food of the f 
islanders. (See accompanying illustrations.) 0 d 

As we wended our way Leyond the houses, we i 

passed sturdy peasant women wearing tiny straw hats 1 
perched over their foreheads, bringing produce from 1 
the country. Some were driving little donkeys well i 
laden with vegetables, or kegs of wine slung on either B 
side of their panniers. Other women balanced huge f 
baskets on their heads filled with live fowls or kids 6 
which, tied by the legs, gave forth piteous cries as E 

they were swayed from side to side. A shepherd was i 
returning from his flocks, and we remarked with interest ! 
the curious blanket-cape which he wore, and which 

d 
; 

enveloped him from head to foot. This is a garment 5 g 
peculiar to the country folk of these islands. 0 

1 was then on my way to the West Indies, and 
paid only a fleeting visit to the island, but the impression 
1 received was a lasting one, and 1 vowed 1 would 
some day return. 

Severa1 years later, in Ig Io, whilc waiting for a 
ship to take me to Brazil, 1 again found myself in 
Laguna, with ample leisure to roam about and enjoy 
more fully the delights of this ancient capital, 

There is a chape1 here attached to an ancient 
Convent, where once in a hundred years the public 
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are admitted to a celebration of the High Mass 
served by Trappist nuns. It was during this visit to 
the island that my wife and 1 were so fortunate as to 
witness the ceremony. We had dropped by chance 
into the little church to rest and shelter from the heat 
of the midday sun ; the service had just commenced, 
and the air was already heavy with incense, as the 
nuns, all dressed in white, slowly filed into the choir 
behind the heavy iron grille: The shadowy forms 
behind the grille, the High Altar with its many lighted 
candles, the sweet voices of the nuns, and the deep 
reverente of the congregation-few in number and 
garbed picturesquely in sombre black, al1 kneeling by 
the grille-made up a scene which has lingered long 
in my memory-a scene, moreover, enriched by the 
perfect harmony of its surroundings. 

It w-as not until four years after my first visit that 
the real opportunity for which 1 had been waiting 
occurred ; news carne to the British Ríuseum that a 
remarkable bird, closely allied to the famous Blue 
Chaffinch of Tenerife, had been discovered by an 
Austrian in the island of Gran Canaria. 

The Museum was badly in need of specimens, SC 
as 1 had intended spending the winter abroad, 1 
arranged my plans accordingly, and determined to pay 
a flying visit to the island heme of this mysterious bird. 

Sailing from England on one of the Union Castle 
boats on the I 2th December 1908, we reached Las 
Palmas-the main port of Gran Canaria-a week 
Iüter, after an exceedingly rough voyage. 

Well do 1 remember that morning ! We sighted 
the island, which appeared as a blur on the horizon, 
early in the day, and as we drew near, the sun lit up 
the farthest peaks of the mountains which stood out 
sharo and clear aaainst a cloudless skv. The sea 

I 0  . 
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was of an almost indescribable blue, which threw up 
vividly the barren slopes of the Isleta, those curious 
conical bilis rising abruptly from the waves at the 
northern. apex of Gran Canaria, and which are joined 
to the main island by a belt of drifted sand. Very 
soon after we dropped anchar, innumerable small boats 
and launches were seen making their way towards us, 
and although we were lying about a mile outside the 
shelter of the breakwater, we were soon surrounded 
by a clamouring set of Spaniards, eager to exchange ; 
their great variety of merchandise for our good English [ 
silver. I,ace (Tenerife and Palma work), live canaries d 
in cages, basket-chairs, and all manner of fruit and 1 õ” 
vegetables seemed to constitute the chief articIes for E 2 
sale, and a brisk business was soon being dvne. m 

The noise was inconceivable ; the men in the boats t 5 
shouting their w:tres, “ diving-boys ” in al1 stages of ; 
undress frantically beseeching the passengers on the 
liner to fling coins into the water, the shrill whistles 1 
of the many tugs which seemed to be bent on drown- d 
ing every other sound, and of upsetting the rowing E 
boats, as their owners pushed and jostIed their way 

z 
! 

to the gangway of the ship. It was a very gay i 
scene, highly typical of a forr’gn port, and 1 remember t 5 
the astonishment with which nry eye lit on two pretty ’ 
English girls sitting quietly in thcir tug, dressed all 
in white, and accompanied by a dainty little girl of 
four, a very peaceful note in the midst of such 
apparen t chaos. 

The town of Las Palmas lies at some distance from 
the port, which is built under the shelter of the Isleta, 
and is connected with the town by a long and very 
dusty road. Most of the English residents live midway 
betwccn the town and the port, and the Santa Catalina 
Hotel, then renowned for its delightful garden, is also 
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situated there ; but this part of Gran Canaria is too well 
known to need detailed description. 

In Las Palmas itself a very fair museum is well 
Worth a visit, if only to see the fine collection of skulls, 
mummies, and other relics of the Guanches, the 
aboriginal inhabitants of the island, of whom mention 
has already been made in a previous chapter. The 
c0llection of mounted birds is poor in the extreme ; 
unfortunately, many “ foreigners ” have found their 
way in among a certain number of undoubted local ; 
forms. None of the birds are scientifically arranged, $ 
and very few are labelled, so that the collection is ! 
practically worthless. 1 remarked two specimens of i 8 
the Fuerteventuran Barn Owl and a Spoonbill, the f 2 
latter labelled “ Puerto de Luz, 21 Oct. 1880,” also a ; 
Peregrine Falcon, the same which Canon Tristram i 
mentions having seen in this muscum in 1888. B 

On this, my first visit, 1 spent little time in Las 6 
Palmas, for having procured a disreputable-lnoking s 
Spanish guide and two highly respectable mules, E 

8 
1 set off on the 2Ist of December on my first i 
memorable journey to the interior. Of Spanish 1 knew ! d 
none, and my guide had been selected for his unrivalled ; 
knowledge of the mountain-paths and not on account g 

5 
of his linguistic attainments, which were nill From ’ 
the moment we left Las Palmas we began to climb, 
and, excepting for occasional short cuts up the sides 
of the hill, kept to the main road, which is followed 
by al1 tourists to the Monte. 

As soon as the town is left Lehind, the road passes 
through endless banana plantations, past running 
apq 26 z.us, where the womcn, standing up to their knees 
in water, wash clothes from morning ti11 night, 
spreading the clean linen to dry on the cactus. 
Canarian Grey Wagtails are always to be seen running 

L 
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fearlessly along the apquia walls close to the washer- 
women ; indeed, so tame is this pretty little bird that 
it is known locally as the “ Lavendera,” which is the 
Spanish for washerwoman, and it is looked upon by the 
islanders much in the same way as our redbreast is 
in England. 

.Our way led past the hiI1 of the cave-dwcllers, 
finally- winding .òver the barren wa$te hills immediately 
overlooking the t’own. To a naturalist the country 
seems almost devoid of life, save for the little Berthelot’s 
Pipits and the numerous lizards which dart from the 
side of the road and scuttle into their boles beneath 
the loose, dry earth. 

The mules plodded gamely on, occasionally leaving 
thc main road, apparently of their own free will, and, 
with their noses almost touching the ground, took 
short cuts up a precipitous rocky way which thcy 
evidently considered a path. T-he country here is 
tcri-ibly barren, the earth dry and cracked, strewn with 
loose stones and lava, sparsely covered ‘with bushes 
of Euphorbia, of which E. obt&j&a seemed to be the 
comnionest’ form. The Canary Islands are the home 
of a great many species of this most interesting gcnus ; 
in fact Messieurs Pitard and Proust enumcrate some 
twenty-six species, and of these eleven different kinds 
&ve becn found in Gran Canaria alone. Only in the 
galleys is there any sign of green. They are generally 
cultivated with bananas, while clumps of the date- 
palm (PLz& canariensis) are usually to be seen near 
Spanish homesteads, lending a semi-tropical effect to 
this rather desolate scene. Naturally, my eye was 
always on the alert for any form of bird-Iife, and 
though in actual numbers birds were scarce, yet the 
species were of great interest to onc straight out 
from Ens-land. 
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As we passed along the dusty road flocks of 
RIacleiran Rock Sparrows would occasionally start up 
from their dust-bath, the white blotches at the tip 
of their extended tail-feathers showing up most con- 
spicuousiy when on the wing, whereas they woúld 
hecome almost invisible the moment they settled on 
the ground. A Canarian Kestrel carne into view, 
hovering with outstretched wings over the bavvnnca, 
on the look-out for lizards, upon which it largely feeds. 
There are two forms of the Kestrel inhabiting the 
Canary Archipelago ; the subspecies already mentioned 
is found in the Western Islands only, while its place 
is taken in the Eastern Group by a closely allied form. 

We mounted higher and higher, and turning in f 2 
our saddles, obtained a fine view of the coast and 
Isleta, the latter appearing almost as a separate island, 
SU nearly is it surrounded by sea. 

Travelling in the Canaries is a constant joy to one 
foncl of colour effects, for the clear atmosphere lends 
itself to surprisingly beautiful tones of light and shade. 
Even the bare hills take nn a thousand hues of hrowns, I 

z 
purples, and deep greens, as the shadows of passing ! d 
clouds lend infinite colour to the landscape. Far over 
the opposite hill-side two large birds were soaring, 
one looking snowy-white as the sun caught its 
plumage, the other sornbrely coloured, its dull brown 
garb appearing very dirty compared with its companion. 
These were Egyptian Vultures, not male and female, 
although they appeared almost similar in size, but an 
old bird in company with a bird of the preceding 
year, which had not even begun to assume the white 
plurnage of the adult. The Egyptian Vulture is a 
resident in most parts of the Canary Islands, and is 
cvcnly distributed throughout Gran Canaria, where its 
scavenging habits constitute it one of the most useful of 
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birds and even afford it protection by the Spanish 
Government. 

The Monte road becomes more beautiful as it 
ascends, and &en Tafira-the little village sfanding 

over 1000 feet above the sea-is reached, the character 
of the country begins to change. Vineyards appear 
on all sides, while fig, peach, almond, loquat, and 
orange trees become plentiful, besides a host of other 
less known trecs and shrubs. The dusty road is lined 
with fine eucalyptus trees, which continue to give their ; 
welcome shade as far as the village of San Matéo, f 
where, in the days of which 1 am writing, the road d 
ended. i 

At midday it is very hot riding, even in December, 1 
but the road is always intercsting and onc is seldom 1 
lonely. Groups of Spaniards, in their black som- i 
breros, leisurely climb the hill, helping themselves B 
along by hanging on to their mules’ tails ; others i 
coming downhill pass with a cheery “ Adios /” singing S 
as they go, when suddenly round a hair-pin bend in 

E 
8 

the road comes the cocrZe from San Matéo, a four- I z 
wheeled tartana’ drawn by four little mu¡es at a fast ! 
trot ; women carrying huge hampers of fowls on their 

d 
; 

heads stand aside to let the COC& pass, and get i 
half smothered in a cloud of white dust as the lumbering ’ 
vehicle rolls by. 

The best mules in the island are owned by a firm 
of fruit exporters, and their huge carts, usually drawn 
by a team of six mules, are constantly passing up and 
down che Monte road, the drivers craclíing their beavy 
whips and urging the animals on with loud cries. 

Most of thc islandcrs keep goats and chickens, and 
whenever a village is reached the road is sure to be ful1 

1 A vehicle peculiar to the Canary Islands, with either two or four 
wheels. 
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of chilclren in al1 stages of undress, sometimes quite 
nakcd, with their little bodies tanned a deep brown. 
The goocl aroma of roasting coffee-beans mingling with 
the smcll of garlic in the cooking dinner greets one’s 
nostrils as one passes the open doors, and invites one to 
dismount and rest awhilc. 

As we neared the Santa Brigida Hotel, which is 
gcncrally the furthest point reached by visitors from 
the ships, we saw that the country was closely cultivated 
and evcry inch of ground used up ; barren vines covered i 
most of thc fields, and Inclian maize and sugar-cane [ 
are extensively grocvn. A great feature al1 over the ; 
island is the way in which the hill-sides are cultivated in ; 
terraces wherever possible; the ploughing is usually done i 
by oxen, and thc plough used is of the most primitive j 
kind. This method of tcrracing calls for a special systern $ 
of irrigation : the watcr Ict loose from thc tanks is B 

carried eithcr 1)): hand or by a ditch to the uppermost E 
tcrrxce, where it is !quidecl from furrow to furrow by a 15 E 
mal1 boy, who bIocks up the end of the furrow as the 8 
water flows :~lon,g it ; ;L small opening is then made i 
to the next furrow and thc watcr guided along this, d ! 
and so on until the wholc terrace is watercd and the i 
stream is diverted through a sidc ditch to the terrace 5 
below. 

0 

Away on our left we passed the Caldera, an 
alrnost perfect crater. It is said to be a thousand feet 
in depth. Birds now become more plentiful, and many 
species were rccognisecl which were absent from the 
plains below. A Bock of Brown Linnets rose from rhe 
vine-ciad slopes and carne sweeping towards tis, settling 
in a body on a spiny hedge of aloes. Such a plant 
constitutes an obsta& to both man and beast, and is 
second only to thc cactus when an impenetrable barrier 
is required ! An island Blackbird suddenly emerged 
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from the undergrowth, and followed by his mate 
dived into a mul’berry, a rare trec in the Monte, while 
on all sides the Dusky Blackcaps are singing from 
the shade of the loquat trees. 

There are many other species to be seen if one 
dismounts and walks into the clump of pine-trees 
(F%ztis canarienses) on the summit of the hill ; Canarian 
Chafinches and the Tenerife Blue Tits are here met with 
for the first time, though the latter may also be seen in 
the gardens of Las Palmas in compatiy with dozens of ; 
Canarian Chiffchaffs, whose famiIiar note can be heard 
in most parts of the island. 

[ 
d 

Without cxception al1 the six birds mentioned abovè 
are szrbsjrrics bearing trinomial nomenclature, for al1 are f 2 
forms peculiar to thc Canary Archipelago, and like so 
many birds which havc their homc in these Islancls, 
bave become slightly modified and diiferentiatctl frorn 
the parent race. It has been mentioned in a former 
chapter, where the question is discussed at length, that 
to such an extent has isolation played upon the avifauna 
inhabiting the IsIands that there are no less ihan 42 I z 
species arid subspecies peculiar to the Archipelago, and ! d 
in severa1 cases many of the islands contain their own ; 
particular forms. g 5 

A mile or so further up the road, which is lined closely ’ 
with fine eucalyptus trees, we suddenly catch a glimpse 
of- the village of Santa Brigida itself, picturesquely 
sjtuated on a high knoll overlooking the Vega, the 
large fertile plain stretching away to the foot of the 
Cumbres. It was above the Vega that 1 first met 
with the island Buzzard, a spcck soaring far up in the 
heavens. It is a small race, and is peculiar to the 
Canary Islands. When 1 first saw the Cumbres, 
which 1 later camc to know so well, the sun had 
already begun to sink, the steep bayyawcus were 
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already plunged in shadow, and the highest peaks 
obscured by clouds, which slowly crept dawn the 
mountain-sides. Now that 1 am better acquainted with 
Canarian scenery, 1 know that the Cumbres never Iook 
twice the same ; sometimes they appear deep purple and 
their crests stand out clear and Sharp against the sky ; 
at others, their rugged sides are suffused with a reddish 
glow, while often, in the winter, the mists rol1 down, 
bIotting them entirely from view. In the evening, after 
a hot still day, the Cumbres lie bathed in a shimmer- 
ing light, while over the Vega a white vapoury mist 
rises slowly from patches of freshly irrigated ground. 
Gradually, as twilight approaches, a peculiar pink 
glow creeps over the hill-sides, deepening in intensity 
as the shadows fall, finally fading away completely 
as darkness settles over the island. 

As the sun sank lower we began the last part of 
our journey from Santa Brigida to the foot of the 
mountains, still keeping to the main road, which 
passes through the most beautiful country to be found 
in the island. The air is ful1 of music, though the 
Canaries had long ceased singing in the eucalyptus 
trees. Trickling streams were heard on al1 sides, 
for there ís no dearth of water at this time of year 
in the Monte, and every possible drop is caught and 
guided by means of cunningly built q~pz&s to thc 
water-tanks, where the precious fluid is stored up for the 
summer. We crossed an old stone bridge and drew rein 
to gaze into the gorge beneath, Iistening to the splash 
of the waterfall. The sides of the tiny barranco, at 
the foot of which the water ran, were thickly overgrown 
with ferns of many species, beautiful mosses, prickly 
pears, grey-green aloes, and a profusion of creeping 
plants. As we listened, a clear note rang out from 
the densest part of the foliage, though as yet the 
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bird remained hidden from view. Suddenly it Bew 
across to the opposite side of the gorge and we caught 
a glimpse of the deep red chest of the Superb Canarian 
Redbreast. a subspecies confined to the islands of 
Tenerife and Gran Canaria ; unlike our British “ robin ” 
this Canarian form is very retiring and must be sought 
for in the most sheltered spots, where its note will soon 
betray its presente. 

As ít was already growing dusk we remounted and 
were soon on our way .again ; the atmosphere was ; 
becoming perceptibly cooler, for we had already ascended f 
some two thousand feet above the sea. 0 Under the d 
shadow of the eucalyptus trces it was already quite i 

dark, and as WC rode along the clatter of the mules’ 1 
hoofs was almost drowncd by the hoarsc croaking of 1 
innumerabIe small green frogs ; the cry of a Canariau i 
Long-ea& Owl hrokc in upon thc chorus and for :t B 
momcnt the frogs ceascd. h9y old guide chanted to f 
himself in a mournful voice and pulled his manta 6 
close round his shoulders, for it had turned very cold. E 

Another half-hour’s ride and we reached. the outskirts ; 
8 

of San Matéo, the little village lying under the shelter ! 
of the mountains, where we were to spend the night. A d 

; 
damp mist enveloped the village, for in Deccmber the g 5 
clouds descend to the very foot of the Cumbres every ’ 
evening. The finda where we put up is in the main 
stxet, and is fairly clean in comparison with tnost Spanish 
inns, and we were lucky to get a room. The first half of 
the night was spent in skinning my birds by the light 
of a miserable candle, and most .of the remainder in 
listening to the old church clock tolling out the hours. 

Soon after sunrise the following morning 1 awoke ; 
the air coming- in at the window still felt very chilly, 
and as 1 lay on my sheepskin bed and listened to the 
unfamiliar sounds from the cobbled Street, 1 mused of 
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what the day might hold in store, of the Blue Chaffinch 
which 1 hoped to bring back with me, and of the 
many interesting and ncw birds which 1 should meet 
with. The thought of threc still unskinned birds on 
thc table lay rather hcavily on my mincl! And 1 
therc and then vowed that never in future would 1 
leave birds unskinned over night. 

A harsh croaking overhcad caused me to leap out 
of bctl jllst in time to scc two fine oid Ravens flapping 
thcir leisurely wny overhcad and fast disappearing in the ; 
mist, which like a white blanket was slowly rolling up the $ 
Cllmbrcs. as the rays of the carly morning sun warmed i 
thc air. The thrcc bclatetl birds were soon skinned i 
and stowed away with the othcrs, and while waiting for E 
breakfast 1 sauntercd out at the back of the inn to f 
takc my bearings. The village looked Lery diffcrent in i 
the daylight, and 1 became awarc for the first time of B 
the hnc chestnut woods which coverecl the surrounding 
slo]>cs. l;ig and almon(l trecs abounded, and every 6 
inch of ground hacl bccn preparad for the hcavy crops E 

8 
of cerexls which in a few nmnths’ time woulcl lend such I 
a chan@ xpcct to the countrysidc. z The smell of ! 
burninl;r fiat ancl gnrlic rcmintlcd me that 1 had got up $ 
unusu~tlly early, ant1 the @ate of kid, swimming in g 

5 
greasc, which was put before me, was not exactly what ’ 
1 should llave chosen for breakfast, yet it had to be 
C;Ltm, for an ornithologist who is not much of a 
linguist cannot always choose his fare. 

Eventually my bill was paid, the kit was strapped 
on to ene of the unwilling mulcs, and having mounted 
the othcr we ascended the village Street in the direction 
oi those alluring mountains. It was still early, in fact 
0111y ; A.M., and riding was very pleasant. Our path 
took us alongside the deep barralzco, on either side of 
which the chestnut woods grew, lending an unusual 
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aspect to the scene- say uñusual deliberately, for this 
is one of the last places in Gran Canaria where the 
chestnut woods still flourish. 

The country immediately surrounding San Matéo, 
which village lies at an altitude of 2500 feet, is more 
prolific of bird-life than almost any part of the island. 
On a future occasion 1 spent a couple of days collecting 
birds here, in February 1912, and was quite astonished 
at the number of forms met with. Certainly, the 
vegetation from San Matéo up to 2800 feet is far ; 
richer than in many parts of the island, and this may g 
largely account for the number of birds ; the chestnut ~ 0 
woods themselves were rather empty of bird-life with the a 
exception of Canarian Chaffinches, but here and there E 
a few large Canarian pines (Pi~zrs cn~~&&..) had found 1 2 

their way into the wood, and on these trees Tenerife $ 
Blue Tits and one or two Chiffchaffs were usually $ 
to be found. Beyond the village many fields were i 
cultivated with beans, while thick crops of corn were a 6 
particular attraction to immense flocks of Brown Linnets. E 
Thanner’s Corn. Buntings were in numbers, both singly i 
and in flocks, their unmusical wheezing note resounding ! 
from the fields and orchards. These Buntings, of which $ 
1 obtained & number in my February visit, were all g 5 
representatives of that species which is confined to the 0 
high ground in the island ; and ai a matter uf fact, when 
innfter years 1 compared a large series of Buntings shot 
in Gran Canaria, 1 found that almost withoút exception 
the birds obtained in the mountain districts were larger 
and had darker underparts than the birds shot on the 
coas t. This is a problem to which 1 have not yet found 
a satisfactory explanation, but which will be found more 
fully discussed in the pages of the Ibis.’ Noisy Spanish 
Sparrows were invading the fields in hundreds, and rose 

1 19x2, pp. 610-613 ; 1914, pp. 240-243 ; 1919, pp. 107-mg. 
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in a solid mass at the report of my gun ; a big flock of 
Lesser Goldfinchcs which \v:c clistllrhcd feerling in a patch 
of beans rose as we passed, a cloud of red ancl gold, the 
sun catchíng their bright plumage as they ffashed by 
and settled on a hedge of aloes. Kites wcre busy 
hunting thc sidcs of thc 6ama~zco, where in the deep 
overhanging vcgetation severa1 birds are found which 
othcrwise are seldom met wvith : chief of these is a 
son*g.ster we have alrcady come across once ín a iike 
situxtion, the bcautiful isknd Rcdbrc-ast. 13 iclden away 
in ;t \\-ealth of untlergrowth, many seclucled nooks and 
crannies may be found, the walls of rock covered with 
damp mosses, creeping plants, fcrns and brambles, al1 
wet \vith the heavy mists whích nightly envelop these 
solitudcs. Here thc C:~nary “ robin ” lives secure, 
surrounded ancl guarded from intruders by almost 
impenetrable prickly pears, ancl pours forth its sweet 
song in company with thc Rlackbird, Chiffchaff, and 
I3lackcap, bircls that may call this paraclise their 
O\\‘ll. The dechp brc7-737~0 above San iJIatéo must be a 
verit;lblc Ii:1 l)oraclo to a botanist, but enough has becn 
said without enumerating ;t lo11~g list of shrubs and 
plants which must be seen to be thoroughly appreciated. 

Away down at thc foot of the ravine Iie hidden 
ice-cold pools of water, and there may be found the 
Canarian Grey \Vagtail, that pretty, confiding bird which 
we already noticed running along the a~epuias amongst 
thc washernomen of Las Palmas. Wherever a pool 
or tank of wntcr is to be found, there surely will this 
little 1Vagtail be also. It is one of the most familiar 
birds in the island, and 1 felt nothing short of a 
murderer when 1 adcled a beautiful pair to my collection. 
The reader may possibly be weary of the enumeration 
of so tnany birds, but we have been passing through a 
very fertilc district for the ornithologist, and soon we 
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shall search the horizon for any sign of a bird, with the 
exception of an occasional Vultufe or Kestrel. 

Our path led across the barranco, and we then 
followed its course until we began to leave cultivation 
behind, when, as if to mock us, the cal1 of a Quail fell 
clearly on our ears from a bean-field down below. This 
species we had not iet met with ; in later years 1 
learnt that it is very plentiful in the fields of this 
neighbourhood, but without dogs very difficult to flush. 
Shooting over this’ grbund in February 1912 we ; 
succecded in putting up several. The distribution and g 0 
status of Quails in the Canary Islands are other pro- d 
blcms which requirc more materia1 bcfure they can be i 

finally settled, and which at the prescnt time are better i 
not tliscussed in these pagcs. The migratory movernents g 
are not: properly understood and thcre are apparcntly i 
two forms living tngether in thc Islands. L)r Hartert B 
of the Tring Riuseum has recently reviewed the genus ; 
in the pages of the Nodates ZooZog&, I 917, and has 6 
named the Quails residelzt in Madeira and the Canary E 

8 
Jslands Coturnix cotzcr& coejsa. I 

Much valuable time had already been wasted, for 
z 
! 

we had a long way to go and we soon began to climb 
: 
; 

in earnes t. Kaptorial birds now claimed my attention : g 
5 

Egyptian Vultures and Kites were soaring overhead, and ’ 
a Buzzard also caught my eye as it sailed along the face 
of a precipite far out of reach of my .4 10 bore gun. A 
shot off the back of the mule brought down a fine old 
male Kestrel with the head tind tail feathers a beautifu1 
pale slate-blue, thc lattcr broadly banded at the extremity 
with blue-black. We soon left al1 sign of cultivation 
hehind, ascending until my aneroid registered 5500 feet. 
Birds became scarcer as we rose ; Grey Wagtails were 
seen up to 3500 feet constantly flitting across the path ; 
a little higher still, ~wo Corn Buntings were noticed and 
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one secured, but the commonest birds of al1 were the 
littje Berthelot’s Pipits, which were noted up to 5300 feet. 

Our destination was the high pine forest above San 
Bartolomé, and all this time we had been heading due 
South. At the highest point we drew rein to rest our 
mules and admire the view-one of the finest in the 
world to my mind-for towering far above us, across 
what appeared to be only a few miles of deep blue sea, 
rose the snow-ciad Peak of Tenerife glittering in the 
brilliant sunlight. From this elevation the island of 
Tenerife created the most remarkable effect. In reality, 
the nearest point lies thirty-seven miles from Gran 
Canaria, but from the high ground upon which we 
stood it appeared but a stone’s-throw away. The Iower 
part of the island was then entirely obscured by a 
cloud belt,’ the mountains appearing actually to be 
resting on the clnuds, their rugged slnpes surmounted 
by the dazzling white Pico de Teide towering over 
12,000 feet into the sky. 

\\;e were now coming out on to what seemed to be 
a stony plateau, very barren and forbidding ; the mule 
track could hardly have been worse, at times being 
practically impossible to detect, but the mules never 
hesitated, picking out the path with unfaltering eye. 
There was hardly a sign of vegetation, nothing but 
bare rock and parched-up earth, although this was the 
wettest season of the year. We were now on the 
highest ground traversed, and left the Roque Nublo 
(61 IO feet) on our ríght, bearing in a South-westerly 
direction and passing not far from the highest points 
in the island-Los Pechos--which attain 6400 feet, 
according to the latest maps of Gran Canaria. Rather 

1 This cloud belt is caused by the moisture-laden air from the sea rising 
and becoming cooled as it reachec the higher elevations. It then’condenses 
and the cloud belt ís formed. 
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abruptly we reached the head of the Paso de la’PIata, 
and as we stood at the summit of this precipitous path 
one of the grandest panoramas imaginable lay before 
11s : facing as we did due South, we looked over an 
extcnsivc range of mountainous country, and at last 
the pine forests lay before us. Below our feet thc great 
Barranco de Tirajana seemed aImost to act as a barrier 
to the pine growth, for west of this barv-avoco, ridge upon 
ridge seemed to be covered with pine-trees as far as the 
eye could reach, whereas north of the barrrznco hardly a 
pine appeared. Far down again below the pines, and a 
little to the east, lay the village of San Bartolomé, while 
bcyond the pine-ciad ridges ;he sea lay like a shect of 
blue fading away to Fuerteventura in the dim distance. f 2 
The mountainous southern neck of this island can be 
seen on a clear day frorn Gran Canaria, though about 

j 
t 5 

fifty miles distant. B 

We had a short rest here at 5500 feet and shot 
another fine old Kestrel which obligingly perched on S 
a rock near by. The descent by the zig-zag path was 

E 
8 

ver y s teep, and we dismounted and led the mules I 
most of the way. Four Ravens Aew out from the 

z 
! 

overhanging cliffs as we passed, and severa1 Egyptian 
d 
; 

Vultures were soaring like tiny specks in the sky. g 
5 

The country became more fertilc as we descended, and 
1 managed to shoot one bird out of- a fiock of small 
Finches which rose like a flash and disappeared over the 
edge. As we were still at a high elevation 1 was 
surprised to find any of the Finch family here at aI1, and 
anxious to idcntify the species ; after much lxm&g ami 
scrambling the bird was at length retrieved. and proved 
to be a Canary, to my astonishment, as 1 had not 
expected to meet with these birds except in the cultivated 
districts. Signs of human life gradually began to show 
themselves ; here and there a field had been ploughed 
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by a couple of oxen, literally out of the precipitous side 
of the mountain ; a flock of Rock Pigeons dashed out 
from the crevices of the cliffs overhead, and went 
wheeling nnd twisting over the village below. Kestrels 
were plentiful, and as we neared a farm the noisy 
Spanish Sparrows soon attracted our attention. Our 
object was to reach the pines with as little delay as 
possible, so severa1 species were, 1 know, then over- 
looked which 1 have since seen in this neighbourhood. 
\Ve at last gained the outsltirts of the pines, and as 
we were then unable to find any semblante of a path 
we struck out for ourselves over some terribly rough 
stony ground, and soon found ourselves fairly amongst 
the pine-trees. 

hly hopes now ran very high, but as we scrambled 
along they gradually sank lower and lower. Never 
had 1 been in such deserted woods! Xs we drew rein 
to listen, the silente was intense : a pine-cone falling 
through the branches sounded like a rock bounding 
down a mountain-side. The atmosphere was extra- 
ordin;trily clear, and in these deserted woods sounds 
travel a great distance, as we discovered in after days. 
Rly old ,auide grunted and waved his hand further on, 
but 1 had no wish to spend the night in the forest 
and we sadly retraced our steps. 

Iínowing the “ Pinar,” as 1 do now, 1 realise that 
1 was truly unlucky in not meeting with any sign of 
bird-life at all, for curiously enough we never even 
carne across a party of Tenerife Blue Tits;much less 
the mythical Blue Chaffinch! In reality these woods 
hold some extremely interesting birds, but of these 
more will be told later. hIy idea had been chiefly 
to “ spy out the land ” for future trips, and 1 quickly 
realised that a camp in the forest was absolutely essential 
to success. The woods looked anvthinp but nromisinp 
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at my first inspection ; the trees had been sadly thinned 
by the improvident charcoal burner, but covered a much 
greater extent of country than 1 had been led to believe, 
stretching, as 1 have already said, over most of the 
hilly country on the South-West of the island. 

Of the ride back to San Matéo there is not much 
to te11 ; we followed much the same paths and 1 did 
little or no collecting ; the old guide knew the Cumbres 
as few could have done, and 1 now suspect that he 
was once a contraban&3a who lived by his wits, ; 
and his knowledge of the interior must have often f 
proved his salvation. It was after dark when we again 
reached San Matéo and the mists had already wrapt 

i 
; 

the village in a ghostly white mantle : the cobbled f 2 
Street was quite deserted, and it might already have 
been midnight but for the sounds of a guitar which 

i 
t 5 

an unseen minstrel wâs strumming. B 

Having many birds to skin, it was eleven o’clock 
before we left the following morning, my plan being 

i 
S 

to cross the highly cultivated land which lies between 
E 
8 

San Matéo and Teror, and from. there, if the country I 
looked. promising, to make our way to Firgas, returning 

z 
! 

to Las Palmas by the main road. 
d 
; 

1 do not propose to give more than a rough sketch g 5 
of the country through which we passed. The birds ’ 
we encountered were for the most part of the same 
species as those seen in the district between San 
Matéo and Santa Brigida. The country traversed 
was, if possible, greener and more cultivated than any 
1 had yet seen, and in the spring months is truly 
beautiful. Every imaginable tree seemed to flourish 
here; the majority were quite new to me, but a great 
variety of fruit trees were passed. 1 should think it 
would be hard to mention any plant which would not 
thrive in the fertile soil of this altitude, and in conse- 
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quence birds were very plentiful-Canaries, Blackcaps, 
Chiffchaffs, Linnets, Spanish Sparrows, Grey Wagtails, 
Berthelot’s Pipits, Blue Tits and Goldfinches, were al1 
nnted in turn, hesides al1 the raptorial hirds which we 
had encountered on the previous day. 1 t was during this 
ride that 1 met with a bird which is only a very rare 
visitor to the Archipelago ; it was certaìnly an eagle, 
probably the Sea Eagle (Hadia&%s aZbz¿i&), which had 
flown over from the neighbouring African coast, and 
its Iarge size immediately attracted my attention as it ; 
soared overhead. In al1 my travels ín the ISlands, 1 [ 
have never come across this or any other eagle again. d 

1 spent much time in collectíng on the journey, 8 i 

and the evening was far advanced when we obtained f 
our first view of Teror. The descent from the high f 
ground to the main road just below the village itself i 
was the steepest w-e had yet encountered, and took B 
much time, our mules picking their way most gingerly ; 
a Il d needing- continua1 proddin,a to keep moving at all. 6 
\l’hen we strucl; the road a short distance below E 

8 
the little township, it was already six o’clock, heavy I z 
clouds were rolling up, and as it looked as if the ! 
weather was going to break badly, 1 decided to return 

d 
; 

the same night to Las Palmas. No pines were to be i 
seen at all, and from what 1 could learn there were ’ 
none in the neighbourhood of Firgas, so 1 concluded 
there was very little chance of meeting with the Blue 
Chaffinch in this part of the island. 1 had now quite 
made up my mind that the bird 1 hoped to obtain must 
be sought for in the thickest pine forests which clothed 
the South-western ridges. 

Our mules were nothing 10th to find a firm, well- 
made road under their feet, when, as darkness settled 
over the island, we turned their heads in the direction 
of home The scenery in this part of Gran Canaria 

M 
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is particularly fine, but on this, my first visit, 1 saw 
practically nothing of it, as most of the ride was in 
total darkness, the storm-clouds driving up and almost 
obscuring the moon save for an 0cc;lsional fleeting 
glimpse, when the landscape was lit up as if by a flash 
of “ summer lightning.” The mules wcre both weary, 
and riding in the dark became very tcdious, the 
monotonous chtinting of my companion-he invariably 
commenced to sing to himself as soon as darkness 
fell-and the harsh croaking of the little grecn frogs ; 
from the watcr tanks, being the only sounds which [ 
broke thc stillncss. d 

14Te had been riding for about an hour when we 8 i 

left the rnain road, and shortly afterwards my guide i 
pulled up in front of a small wayside j¿w~‘rr, which 1 
seemcd in the darkncss to be quite isolated from other i 
buildings, stantling alone on the mountain-side. The B 
Spaniard made signs that he wished to eat and drink, f 
and knowing that he had had nothing al1 day save 6 
a little gofio, 1 held his mtile while he went into the E 

8 
fonda. Bitterly clid 1 regret my short-sightedness. i 
After waiting for some time 1 hi&hed up the mules ! 
and entered the inn myself, to find the old fcllow quite 

d 
; 

incapable of walking or riding another yard. 1 quickly i 
decided to push on and leave him to recover at leisure, ’ 
if 1 wished to get back that night. The rest of tbe 
journey was anything but pleasant. Knowing not an 
inch of the way 1 did the only possiblc thing, gave 
the mule his head and trusted to his sagacity to take 
mc to Las Palmas, whiLh luckily was bis homc as wcll 
as my destination. 

It was very eerie riding in the pitch blackness, 
knowing not whither my muIe was carrying me ; now 
and then a lonely figure would start up as if from the 
earth itself and silently glide along by my side, dis- 
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appearing into the night as suddenly as it appeared. 
1 so(.):1 be,qn to undcrstand the feeling which had 
prompted my old guide to chant to himself as soon 
as the shadows began to fall, for even thc sound nf 
one’s own voice is comforting on a long night ride ! 

Eventually the lights of houses near Confita1 Uay 
came into view, and at last, after severa1 hours’ riding, 
1 found myself in the dirnly lit streets of the Puerto de la 
1,~. The mountainous form of the Isleta loomed heavily 
in thc forqround, and from the summit the lighthousc ; 
lantern threw its t1ashit:g beams fx over the restless sea. f 

In the spring (,4pril) of the following year (rgog) i 
1 ;tgain \,isiled Gran Canaria nnd made another expedi- 0 
tion in company with threc of the British residents in i 
the island, this time following the main road to the ; 
South of the island, passing through Telde, Ingenio, i 
anrl Ag:uimes. We stayed for severa1 days in the B 
villag-c of ‘I,‘irajana, and from there worked the pine f 
forest in the immediate neighbourhood. 1 did not 6 
espcct to mcet \\.ith the Ulue Chafhnch in this district, E 

8 
but ncverthcless UT all lxpt a sharp look-out for the i 
blr<l, \\.hich, ho\vevcx-, never carne our way. ! 

1 shall not attempt to describe this trip in detail, $ 
as the pines werc practically on the same ground as g 5 
we had searched the year previously, and nothing new ’ 
ws scen of exceptional interest, save the island form 
of the Red-legged Partridge. ‘I-he road traversed will 
be seen un the map of Gran Canaria (facing page so), 
and shoulcl ccrtainly be folloived by anyone wishing to 
<> “:lin thc interior of thc island .in the shortest possiblc 
time. ‘I‘ilou:;h nothing like so fascinating as the 
joumry ol-er the Cumbres, the roacl is not without 
interes:. xncl from Ingenio to ‘I‘krjana passes through 
\\.ilcl, inlprcssive scenery. 



CHAPTER VIII 

IN SEARCH OP THE BLUE CHAFFINCH OF GRAN CANARIA 

-AN EXPEDITION TO THE PINE FORESTS 

Two years had gonc by since news had been received 
that a Bluc Chaffinch livcd “ somcwhcrc ” in Gran 

Canaria, and during my hasty visits to the island 1 had 
not located its habitat. 1 hnd sccn enough, howcver, 
to be pretty sure that if the bird existed at al1 it must 
be sought for in the thickest part of the “ Pinar Pajonal,” 
and before leaving England 1 mapped out a programme 
which included camping in the heart of the “Pinar.” 6 
Owing to thc kindness of Mr Maurice Blandy, who E 
accompanied me, a fine tug was placed at my disposal 

8 
I 

as we had this time agreed to approach the pines z 
! 

from’ the South, sailing exactly half-way round the d 
; 

island and landing at an insignificant ” port,” from g 
which the “ Pinar ” could be more easily reached. 

5 0 
We boarded che tug Britamin m tht: 2 1st of Jarn~ry 

1910, and at midnight steamed out of the harbour on 
the first par-t of our journey. The lights of the Club 
Nautico were twinkling across the water, for a dance 
was in progress, and the strains of the band floated 
out to us as we threaded our way between the dark 
hulls of many ships lying at anchos in the harbour. 
It was a beautiful night and the sea was quite calm, 
and we all turned in immediately to get what slecp 
we could-the rhythmical throb of the engines and gentle 

150 
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lap of the waves against the tug soon producing the 
desired effect. 

\Ve awoke next morning at the break of dawn 
whcn the east was slnmly turning pink and lighting 
up the coast, which consisted of rather low rugged 
cliffs. A break in the coast-line showed us a wide 
bavvazco leading away from the beach in a north- 
easterly direction. A pair of Ravens was noticed 
almost as soon as it was light flying along the face 
of the cliffs, but otherwise the landing-place seemed 
deserted of bird-life at this early hour ; on our return 
journey severa1 Yellow-legged Herring-gulls, and a 
single Black-backed Gull (probably Larus fuscus aJ6ni.x) 
were noted here, but none obtained. 

We went ashore in a large boat which we had 
towed behind us, and thanked the gods that the sea was 
so smooth, as otherwise landing on this stony beach, 
with a heavy surf running, is a very ticklish under- 
taking, if not an impossibility. This time our Iuck 
was in, and soon after 5 A.M. we found ourselves on 
icl-r-n&?ta. Two or three single-storied white buildin,as 
stood on the stony beach, and in these a consignment 
of fruit was stored waiting shipment in the little fruit 
s teamer which (weather permitting) visits Puerto 
Mogan at intervals. The bales of fruit are then carried 
out into the surf on men’s backs and tumbled into 
a heavy surf-boat which, when full, is rowed out to the 
schooner lying well out to sea away frorn the treacherous 
shore. 

OLIÓ Illuleleers, with seven mules, engaged before- 
hand, were awaiting our arrival on the beach. We had 
ench a ricling mule and thc other three were to carry 
our tent and baggage. After rather along delay we left 
the CO3St at 7.30 A.M. We were surprised to find that 
one of our “ muleteers ” was a very quaint old woman, 
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who, throughout the long tiring climb in the glaring sun, 
stolidly smoked a pipe and balanced a heavy bundle on 
her head. The path led up the Barranco de Mogan 
s.nd proved gnnd until we reached the village of that 

name, picturesquely situated about three and a half 
miles from the coast. As we advanced, the valley 
widened out, and as we drew nearer to Mogan it 
became more and more cultivated. Large crops of 
tomatoes are grown here, and bananas are also ex- 
tensively cultivated. ; 

As we passed up the barranco, severa1 flocks of Kock $ 
Pigeons were put up, and when we reached a more fertile ! 
part, small birds of many species became numerous- i 

Chiffchaffs, Blue Tits, Grey Wagtails, Corn Buntings, 1 
Blackbirds, and many Canaries were noted in turn, and 1 
specimens of al1 these forms were collected. At length my i 
eye fell on a tiny bird which 1 had seen near Las Palmas B 
but had never yet obtained. At first sight it might have f 
been mistaken for a Lesser Whitethroat, and indeed 6 
it has undoubtedly been confused with Sydvia cuyyuca E 

cuyruca by more than one early writer. Its habit of i 
darting into the thickest part of a bush, where it creeps ! 
about in mouse-like fashion, proclaimed it to be a true 

d 
; 

member of the genus Syhia. It was, in fact, the i 
Spectacled Warbler (Sydvia con@iciddata bedda), a really ’ 
beautiful little bird ; the male in its spring garb is 
distinctly handsome with his white throat merging into 
grey and pink on the breast and belly, the dark grey 
cap and ear-coverts contrasting with the brown back 
and rufous cdgings to the wing-coverts and primarics. 

The Spectacled Warbler is a shy little creature, and 
when once alarmed flies some distance to a thick shrub 
from which it is particularly hard to dislodge it ; in rhe 
hot barrancos near the coast it may be sought for in 
the Euphorbias (E. baZsanzz$wa and E. obtuszlfadia), etc., 
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and when frightened it utters a peculiar little chattering 
cry unrnistakably that of a Warbler. 

LYnother interesting species of which severa1 pairs 
were seen in this valley was the Canarian Grey Shrike, 
a bird which 1 had met with for the first time the 
year previously between Aguïmes and Tirajana. This 
Shrike is estraordinarily local in its distribution, and 
is entirely absent from the north of the island. It 
loves to frequent the almond groves of the sun-baked 
villages in the south of Gran Canaria, and from its 
perch on the topmost twig it keeps a Sharp look-out 
for danger, uttering from time to time its musical 
whislle. On the 8th of April Igog, 1 had found a 
nest belonging io this Shrike, which contained ‘five 
fully-fledged young, placed in the centre of a low bush 
on very stony ground, situated only a few yards from 
the main road. The Shrike and the Warhler were 
certainly the most interesting species we had yet 
come across in the Líogan valley, and, with the 
esception of Kcstrels, Vultures, and Kites, al1 of 
m-hich mere constantly in evidente, 1 have given a 
complete list of al1 the species noted. 

On our return journey down this same valley in 
the following month (February), a small Bock of 
Trumpeter Bullfinches were seen close to the sea-shore. 
Of these interesting birds more will be told later, as 
1 met with many during a subsequent trip when 1 had 
better opportunities of observing them. 

1Ve breakfasted just outside Mogan, a small village 
lying at the head of the barranco, and from here the 
path to the “ Pinar” ascends very abruptly. For thk 
next fine hmrs we climbed steadily upwards, reaching 
the outskirts of the pines at about 1970 feet, according 
to a French aneroid which 1 was then carrying. 

At about 2~20 feet we passed over the top of the 
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ridge and almost immediately carne upon a pair of 
Thanner’s Great Spotted Woodpeckers (Dq&ates mu@ 
thamenJ, which fell to a shot from Blandy. 1 was 
particularly interested. in being able to handle this bird, 
as the Woodpeckers of the Canaries, like the great 
majorit)t of the Canarian avifauna, are peculiar to the 
Archipelago and have á very odd distribution-as much 
for the islands tihich they do not inhabit as for the 
islands which they do. To begin with, there are two 
islãnd forms, the one mentioned above, which is. confined ; 
to the pine forcsts of Gran Canaria, and atiother sub- f 
species, D. maj,, CM~Y~OZS~S, which is confined to the 0 d 
island of Tenerife. Onc would cer&nl>: expect to find i 

on of these forms in the isla& of Gomera and Hierro, 
but such is not the case, while thc absence of any form 

i 
; 

of 1Voodpcckcr from the pinc forests of Palma is quite 
unnccountable. Hoth n. W. Il/,n~zr-î-l: and D. 992. 

i 
B 

c~~~n&~zsis are easily distinguished from the typicai 
European D. PFZ. tiLaj;or by their darker underparts, 
while the race inhabiting Gran Canaria differs from 
the Tènerife bird in hàving the underside, as well 
as the brownish frontal-band, lighter throughout. It 

z 
! 

is easy to understand that their isolation in the Canary 
d 
; 

Islands haS tended to give the insular forms darkcr g 5 
underparts ; but why the birds living in Gran Canaria 
should differ from those living less than fifty miles 
awãy in the pine forests of Tenerife, under apparently 
identical conditions, is mtich more dificult of explana- 
tion. Certainly the pine forests of Tenerife lie at a 
higher altitude than the pines oE Gran Canaria, but this 
in itself would hardly tend to produce the differentiation 
which has taken place. 

The Pines, when first we entered them, were only 

sparsely scattered, but some fine trees wcre passcd. A 
short ride from the spot where we shot the Woodpecker 
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brought us to the Cueva de las Niñas (“ The Caves of 
the Children “). Here we decided to remain, there being‘ 
severa1 reasons to recommend this as our camping 
ground : a small fresh-water stream, containing some 
good pools, ran at the foot of a tiny ba?fj,afzro close by 
-a great consideration when camping out anywhere 
in the Canary Islands ; also we were within a few 
hundred yards of the Pine forest proper, where we 
could obtain firewood. As we pitched our tent on the 
summit of the knoll in which the caves were situated 
3000 feet above the sea, we had an uninterrupted and 
magnificent view in every direction. Moreover, the 
caves, some of which were inhabited and half “ built 
up,” gave shelter to the men and beasts we had brought 
with us. 

2 

The view seen in the illustration facing page r86 t 5 
was taken from the pine-ciad ridge looking South, and 
the tent can be seen-a tiny white object-immediately 
to the left of a fine P~ZZIS ca~nr-ie~~zk standing alone. 

At this elevation a refreshing breeze was blowing, E 
8 

but in the sheltered bnn*a~xo.s the sun beat down I 
mercilessly even at this time of year. On this occasion 

z 
! 

we were forced to borrow a tent in the island-not by 
any means an easy thing to do-but we managed to g 5 
rig it up in the end, and prayed that it might not rain 
or blow too hard during our sojourn within! .When 
camping in most of the Canary Islands it must be 
borne in mind that the ground is terribly hard, often 
ful1 of stones, large and small, and in many parts 
covcrcd with lava, SO that it is no casy matter driving 
in tent-pegs. Wooden pegs are absolutely useless and 
split at once ; steel are a great deal better, but iron 
are the best of all, and should be longer than those 
usually supplied, I 2 to 14 inches for choice. 

As evening approached and the sun sank behind 
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the mountains, it became very cold, and we soon turned 
in for the night, regretting that we -had not brought 
a few extra blankets, as we had no camp beds. 1 took 
the precaution of scraping away the stones and hollowing 
out the ground on which 1 should pr&sently lie, and 
so was fairly comfortabIe ; but my companions, being 
of a less luxurious disposition, had thrown themselves 
down on the bare earth without troubling to “ make 
their beds.” 1 remember being awakened in the early 
hours of the morning by the movements of one of the 
party, who! not bcing over-blessed with natural covering, 
was laboriously folding up his pocket-handkerchief, to 
place uidcr his hip-bonc in case (ís he solerr~nly put it) 
this part of his anatomy should have worn through 
his skin by morning ! The tent w;ls uncomfortably 
smal for two, and as four men had to slcep inside it, 
WC wcre huddled toycther likc pigs in a stye, CL condition 
which we carne to appreciate better at 5 A.M., when 
the temperature dropped to 3’ above freezing. 

The following day, the 23rd of January, we were up 
early, and as we emerged from our cramped sleeping 
quarters a magnificent stretch of country lay before us, 
the clear morning air lending distance to the view. The 
sun was just peeping over the ridges, while the valleys 
were still dark in shadow, and the mists hacl not yet dis- 
persed. A heavy dew lay on the grouncl and everything 
was soaking wet. Our men had collected a heap of 
fir-cones and were busily engagecl in coaxing a fire, 
the smoke from which rose in a long wrcathing column 
into the still morning air, for the breezc had dropped 
and not a leaf was moving. A giant pine (Pi~us 
cana&&~) stood, a lonely sentinel, on the summit of 
the Cueva, within a few yards of our tent, so we had 
not far to go on our first morning to find cones enough 
to boil our kettle. 
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As the sun rose, our spirits rose accordingly, for 
now we felt certain we had struck the right place in 
which to find the Blue Chaffinch, and that we should not 
again return empty-handed. The “ Pinar” stretched as 
far as the eye could reach, clothing the ridges both to 
the north and east, and after breakfast we set out to 
scour the forest between the Cueva de las Niñas and 
Juncal, the ground still ascending and the trees 
becoming thicker as we advanced. 

The whole day was spent thus, tramping in line 
through the forest, as though walking up Partridges, and 
continually listéning for the note of the Teydea. One 
of our men, whom we took with LIS as guide, professed 
to know the bird well and to have seen it often in this 
part of the “ Pinar,” but our luck was again out, and 
we never so much as saw one in the distance. We 
carefully searched over miles of ground, ascending 
gradually to 3150 feet, and finally returned to camp 
by the mule path leading to Carrisal and Tejeda, which 
winds round the mountain-side, and here we passed 
some of the iinest pine-trees we had yet come across. 
Woodpeckers were continually seen and heard ; they 
are fairly plentiful in the “ Pinar Pajonal ” and are most 
conspicuous in fhght when the white inner and greater 
coverts show up markedly ; the light coffee-coloured 
underparts and the blue-black upperside with the large 
white blotches on the coverts, make this Woodpecker 
the most ornamental bird to be met with in the island. 
Having since had further opportunity of observing this 
species in Gran Canaria, 1 have come to the conclusion 
that it is not so shy as the other members of the 
genus met with, less anxious to place the tree trunk 
between itself and the intruder, and, in consequence, 
easier to watch. During the month of February, the 
(( ~n~~z&ero.” as it is called bv the oeasants. is alwavs 

L I  ,  L - ,  ~~ ,  
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seen in pairs, the femaIe differing from the male in lacking 
the crimson btind at the base of the .neck-a character 
which it is usually impossible to note without close 
inspection. Its cry is very .loud, and in these silent 
forests betrays its presente at a considerable distance ; 
I noticed very few nesting boles, and have never taken 
the eggs. 

As we walked through the forest we continually 
carne across small parties of Tenerife Ulue ?‘its, searching 
diligently for food and flying from tree to tree; the Iittle ; 
b;md always kccpirlg qether and uttering a plaintive $ 
cry ; in fact their cal1 was often most disconcerting when 0 d 
we were trying to locatc the note of a Chaffinch. 1 õ” 
found thcse Titmice cvenly distributccl in thc ‘- Pinar,” 1 
whcre 1 have SCCII them up to 4000 feet in sorne .E 

numbeïs ; but they are not by any means confined to t 5 
the pine forests and are common in most of the I 
cultivated districts throughout the islancl. E 

One of the commonest birds to be found in these s 
solitudes is the Canarian Rock Pigeon, but it is extra- g 

d 
ordinariIy wary and seldom allows one to approach E z 
within gunshot. This was unfortunate, as it is very ! 
good eating and was always a welcome addition to the i 
tinned food upon which we were largely compelIed to ; 
exist. 

0 

The Kcstrel was only a littlc kess common hel-c than 
in the valleys below, and we continually noted Egyptian 
Vultu;es and occasionally a Red Kite soaring- high in the 
heavens. 

We found scrambiing through the forest on a 
carpet of slippery pine-needles a distinctly fatiguing 
business, and were al1 glad when we gained the 
camp, which had been in view for the last hour. 
A bath in one of the icy pools, a change into grey 
“ slacks,” and a pair of soft Madeira bootslthe 
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most important item of a camper’s outfit--made new 
men of us, and two of the party then sauntered 
off to get a partridge for supper. Unfortunately 
for our night’s rest they succecded, a skin was made 
of the bird, and the body flung into the “ hot pot.” 
The result was lamentable, and we carne to the 
unanimous conclusion that WC had shot the oldest 
cock bird on the island!--onc of us at least groaning 
in agony most of the night ! 

Next day, thc 24th of January, we went out in ; 
separate parties, two going into the pines immediately f 
behind the tent, while the other pair worked the forest d 
lying to the west. Very few birds were seen beside i 

those noted on the previous day, but 1 obtained a 
Chiffchaff ancl a Bcrthelot’s Pipit. 

1 

At lunch time 1 sat down half-way up the ridge, for t 
thc sun was hot am1 climbing clifíicult, whcn suddenly a 

5 
B 

bird fleo noiselessly pnst and settled on the low branch of f 
a pine about twnty ya& below me. 1 snatchecl up rny 6 
pin alid 1ired at it Lef¿)rê it became 3w;tre of rny presente, E 

:tnd to my intensc joy it fc11 stone clea&--:t bcautiful 
8 
I 

spe&11e11 of a mnle 13lue C haífiilich (F7~1;zgiZZa f~@kz 
z 
! 

$~/fltxkzJ nith not ;I feather out of place. Thc bird $ 
had been perfectly Ant, and 1 shall never forget g 5 
the triumph with which 1 pickecl it up and shouted 
the good news to my companion. 1 felt as 1 imagine 
the big game huriter feels when he sees his first lion 
fa11 to bis rifle ! Having shot the male, we spent 
hours hunting for thc fcmafe (which 1 felt sure must 
have been ir> company with the cock), but Gthout 
avail, and nfter crossing the ridge into the next 
\-:&j., we rcturned to camp to skin the precious 
troi)hy before any harm could befa11 it. 

The other party got back Iater, and as we saw 
them descenditlg the fiu--off ridge WC grected them with 
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a salute of guns in honour of the great occasion! A 
hasty glance at their “ bag ” revealed a Kestrel, a Rock 
Pigeon, and what we took to be a hen of the Common 
Canarian Chaffinch, and it was not until 1 had returned 
to England that 1 found the hen “ Canarian Chaffinch ” 
was in reality a Lzen of the Bdue Cha$nch, for which we 
had been searching so long. How 1 fdiled to identify 
this specimen in the field 1 do not know to this day! 
Somehow it never occurred to us to examine the bird 
closely, so interested were we all in the beautifully ; 
coloured cock which had been obtained-so distinct $ 
in colouring from every other Chaffinch in the world i 
save the Tenerifean bird ; moreover we had no real i 

Canarian Chaffinch for comparison, the difference in 
size escaping our notice in the excitement of the day. 

i 
E 

Although we again searched in various directions 
for more Chaffinches, we only secured the one pair, but 
this was enough to make the whole trip an enormous 
success, and 1 had learnt that the Blue Chaffinch of 
Gran Canaria was not entirely the myth which 1 had 
begun to believe it to be. It is a genuine subspecies, 
very closely allied to the Tenerifean bird, from which the 
male differed chiefly in having- 

I. The upper parts slightly more ashy olive ; 
2. The tips of the median and ,areater coverts 

almost white instead of bluish-grey ; 
3. The black band on the forehead considerably 

more pronounced ; and 
4. The bill slightly shorter. 

The Gran Canarian bird inhabits a lower altitude 
than its relative in Tenerife, but otherwise the conditions 
under which it lives appear to be the same. It is 
evidently no mere coincidence that both the Blue 
Chaffinch and the Pied Woodpecker inhabiting the 
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pine forests of Tenerife and Gran Canaria respectively 
are represented by distinct subspecies in the two islands. 

During this visit to the “ Pinar” we were fortunate 
in having a ful1 moon, and at night the view from our 
camp was indescribably beautiful, the mountains standing 
out as clear as by day, each ridge surmounted by a 
fringe of pines in Sharp silhouette against the moon-lit 
sky. Indeed it would be impossible to picture a more 
delightful camping ground, and we never tired of watch- 
ing the fine cloud effects which were obtained from here. 
Sunset was only rivalled by sunrise-the east turning 
from grey to pink, until the hill crests were lit up and 
the rnists had faded away. 

The last morning we were up at 4 A.M., and long 
before sunrise a roaring fire of fir-cones was cooking our 

1 

breakfast. Shortly afterwards our extra men and mules t 
arrived from ilTog;ln, and by 6.30 we had the tent 

5 
B 

down and had begun our long ride to the coast, where 
Blandy’s tug, the 6~ttnn&, was to meet us. Our 
journey back was uneventful; it was abominably rough, 
and as we returned by the west coast, we had made a 
complete circuit of the island when we rounded the 

z 
! 

Isleta and dropped anchar in Las Palmas harbour at 
d 
; 

seven in the evening. g 5 
Early February of the following year (Igr I) again 

found two of us encamped close to the Cueva de las 
Ninas, our intention being to complete the exploration 
of this part of the island. 

\;Z’e had crossed the Cumbres on mules, entering 
the “Pinar” above Juncal 3 village of very poor appear- 
ante, from which a steep path led up to the pine-ciad 
ridge. The view from the summit of this ridge was 
worth a very long ride ; the sea could be seen far below 
shining in the midday sun, and rising as if from thc 
depths of the otean-a description which is literally 
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correct-the magnificent Peak of Tenerife towered into 
the sky, its sides glistening with snow. Once we had 
passed 6ver the ridge, Juncal was lost to view, and the 
character of the country ahruptly- changerl : instead of 

bare, unclothed mountain-sides, parched &9,a?tcos and 
overhanging cliffs, we beheld miles of pine forests, some 
of the trecs grand specimens of Pinzas camn&is, 
although here, as in al1 other parts of the Canaries, 
the trees have been sadly thinned by the improvident 
charcoal burners. As long as the charcoal burnei, ; 
whcn brought to book for his offence, is made to pay so $ 
ridiculously small a finc! the woods of the Canary Islands ! 
will suffcr, and some day must be entirely exterminated. i 

Our path, which was anything but good, now led i 
through the forest in thc direction of our f&mer camping 1 
ground. I Iardly hxl WC entercd the trecs before 1 i 
noticed, to my astonishment, :I pair oi 131ue Chatinches B 
hunting about’on the ground at the foot of a pine f 
close to the mule path ; these 1 shot, together with 6 
another hen bird, and altogether we saw about six pairs 

E 
8 

in the first mile of thc “ Pinar.” This was at an altitude i 
of 4000 fect, and severa1 others were met with betwecn d ! 
here afid the Cueva de las Niiias. Woodpeckers were i 
also plentiful in this part of the forest which 1 had 5 
never previously explored. 

0 

We pitched our camp just below our old camping 
ground on the 6th of February, and spent a week here 
completing our kollections and field notes. The fine 
Edginton tent proved a great success, and the 
advarlLage of ,being able to sit in the shade with both 
ends rolled back to admit the breeze cannot be over- 
estimated. After the miserable white bell-tent which 
we had borrowcd the year previously, this new one 
was an absolute boon. 

1 will confine the rest of my bird notes to species 
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which we had not hitherto met with in the forest ; 
of these, Grey \Vagtails, Canarian Shrikes, Blackbirds, 
and Canaries were encountered on the outskirts of the 
“ Pinar,” whilst among the Euphorbia bushes on the 
more open hill-sides (but never actually in the pinesjp, 
were a good many Continental Song Thrushes (Turdus 

pl’tz’Lomedzt.s p~i~oNz~ZzlS)-WiIIter migrants to the Archi- 
pelago, and extraordinarily wild and hard to procure. 

Every evening after dusk, a large Owl, which 1 
am certain must have been either the typical form 
or the Slender-billed Canarian Barn Owl, used to fly 
over the tent, uttering its wailing cry, and in the 
brilliant moonlight was once plainly seen ; we never 
succeeded in shooting it, and this is the only Barn 
Owl 1 have ever seen in Gran Canaria. It would be 
interesting to discover to which form it belongs. 1 
feel sure it will be the same as the Barn Owl of Tenerife. 

In the small deserted bnr~a~cos thickly overgrown 
with Euphorbias, Pdocn~tn #ennZrZa, and other shrubs, 
where the rays of the sun appear to strike with double 
their usual vigour, Red-legged Partridges are sure to I 
be found ; in such places they lie very close and are 

z 
! 

most difficult to flush, but when disturbed are very 
d 
; 

strong on the wing. In the early morning we used g 
5 

to hear a regular chorus of these Partridges calling 
to one another, but had the greatest difficulty in obtain- 
ing specimens. This form inhabiting the Canary 
Islands has been separated by Canon Tristram from 
the typical species, and has had the sub-specific name 
nttstradk bcstowcd upon it. Thc bird is said to havc 
been introduced into the Islands fairly recently, and it 
is therefore an interesting point that the Canariari race 
has become differentiated from the parent stock in so 
short a time.’ 
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1 tii conclude my description of the “ Pinar Paj8nal” 
with the field notes 1 made on the distribution of the 
Blue Chaffinch-notes which have already appeared in 
the Ibis.’ The habitat of the Blue Chaffinch in Gran 
Canaria is very circumscribed, and appears to be confined 
to the pine forest known as the “ Pinar Pajonzll,” while 
even in this limited area it seerns to be locally 
distributed. That the birds move about thc forest 
seems evident, for on one occasion 1 found them 
plcntiful in the pines above Juncal, while a week later‘ 
not a bircl was to be secn in the same place. Occasion- 
ally single males were mct with in remote parts of the 
forest, but no arnount of searching would produce a 
hen. Unlike the ‘I’enerifcan bird it is remarkably quíet, 
and 1 have wxtched one sitting for 3 consitler:~ble 
time on ;t bough without uttering a SOUII~, thcn flying 
silently to the ground ancl searching diligently amongst 
the pine-needles, a habit which 1 have remarked severa1 
times. If Ieft to breed in peace by man, it should 
survive the extermination whích so nearIy threatened it. 
It has a great advantage over the Tenerifean bírd, 
inasmuch as the Sparrow- hawk-such an enemy of 
the typical form- is a very rwe bird indeed in Gran 
Canaria, and 1 did not mect with a single one in the 
.‘ ‘ Pinar ” during any of my visits there. 

We left our camping ground on thc 1 Ith of 
February and returned slowly over the Cumbres, 
pitching our tent just below the Roque Nublo, at a 
height of 5000 feet, in the wiIdest country to be found in 
the island. A photograph of this camp ís reproduced 
in the lower illustratíon facíng this page. The Roque 
Nublo can be seen on the sky-line-a mass of rock 
standing 61 IO feet above the sea. An idea of the barren 
nature of the ground may be gathered from this photo,’ 

’ 1912, pp. 613-17. 
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the shrubs in the right foreground being of the meagrest 
description, a species or two of Euphorbia and a few 
lava-loving plants, which 1 regret to say 1 did not 
iden tify. From a point below this camp, the views 
facing page 196 were taken, also looking towards the 
snuth. They give a better idea of the character of the 
island than any description. As can well be imagined, 
travelling on mule back is a slow proceeding when 
valleys and ridges such as those depicted have continually 
to be crossed. In one of the pictures the pine-trees 
can clearly be seen clothing the ridges. 

Gran Canaria, so far as 1 am aware, has never been 
sys tematically “ worked ” by any English geologist, and 
without some knowledge of the subject a journey 
thruugh the island must lose more than half its interest. 
Many years ago the eminent geologist, Charles Lyell, 
visited Gran Canaria, and somc of his rcmarks bcaring 
on the formation of the island have been quoted in a 
former rhxpm-. lt may be remarked here, however, 
that Lyell discovered fossiliferous remains at a height 
of 1500 to 2000 feet, while volcanic accumulations 
were found to rise to 6000 feet. His incestigation 
led him to form the opinion that the island was of 
Upper híiocene date (hliddle Tertiary Xge). 

The air at the elevation of this camp was very 
bracing, and we were fortunate in having the atmos- 
phere particularly clear with hardly a cloud in the sky. 
1 was greatly struck by the Red-legged Partridges to 
be found here ; on every side of the little secluded 
valle>- thcy \vcrc calling one to the othel-, the birds 
perched on the highest points of rock which they 
could find. Few Passerine birds were encountered, 
but 1 carne across one small flock of Canaries basking 
in a sheltered comer. 

Early nest morning we were awakened by the 
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hoarse cries of the Ravens flying over our camp, but 
on emerging from the tent, gun in hand, we found 
that we were shroudcd in thick cloud, through which 
the forms of the birds could only just be madc -out as 
they passed leisurely overhead, appearing twice their 
natural size in the deceptive haze. A little later the 
Partridges began to cal1 loudly amongst the rocks, 
and as the sun carne up the mists quickly rolled away. 
We delayed our start in order to dry the tent before 
packing it on to the mules, for it might have been 
deluged with rain, so wet was the canvas. 

Pigeons were scarce here, but we noted Buzzards, 
Vultures? Kites, and Kestrels, which are doubtless seldom 
disturbed in these mountain solitudes. Camping in 
this part of the Cumbres has a fasciuation altogether 
impossiblc to cxplain ; one is at once grippecl with 
thc scnsc of extreme loneliness, and the silcnce of the 
mountains is even more pronounced than the silente 
of thc forest. Above 4500 feet not a tree is standing, 
frowning cliffs and lonely waste meet the eye in every 
direction. It was with infinite regret that we left this 
camp and moved higher up still. On this ride we passed 
close to the isolated village of Tejeda, surrounded on 
three sides by mountains and lying at thc head of the 
Barranco de Tejéda-a continuation of the colossal 
.Barranco de la Aldea-which when viewed from the 
sea near Tenerife appears to divide the island of Gran 
Canaria into two patts. A view of Tejeda nestling 
in a valley in the Cumbres was obtained, but gives 
such a poor idca of the graudeur of the scene which 
met our eyes as we looked down upon the little white 
houses from above, that 1 have not reproduced it. 
Our next camp was on the flat tableland 5650 feet 
above the sea, almost the highest ground in the island. 
The stimmit of the Cumbres is for the most part flat, 
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the earth covered with loose stones and ro&, while 
vcgetation of any kind is scant in the extreme ; in fact, a 
more parched and arid Iantlscape can hardly be imagined. 
Nnt far from our camp were some high cliffs inhabited 
by an enormous numbcr of Rock Pigeons, hut as we 
were continually enrreloped in cluud WC did not explore 
far aMI. While collecting on thc plnin, 1 saw a Chat- 
like hird which 1 certainly ditl not know by sight 
but whilc stalking it--it was vcry wild--a heavy mist 
carne ti0~:1, completely blotting everything from view, 
~ntl 1)~ the time it had clearecl away the bird had 
vanishctl. t‘r single flock of Corn Buntings was noted, 
ancl t\vo large Hocks of Canaries-surely rather peculiar 
ground on which to find thcse little birds. 

WC left this, our last camp in the Cumbres, on the j 
13th of Februnry, descending by the now familiar paths t 5 
to San ‘\Iatéo and thcnce to Las Palmas. At last, 
after four sepnrate trips, WC had been renlly succcssful 
in our efiorts, arld had formecl an accurate idea of the 
avifauna of the “Pinar ” and the Cumbres. 



CHAPTER IX 

A CAMPING TRIP TO THl? CHARCO OP MASPALOMAS 

IN the extreme South of Gran Canaria lies a little tract 
of country quite unique in character, the like of which 
is found nowhere else in the Archipelago. Situated 
on the coast, it is the nearest thing to a marsh of which 
the Canary Islands can boast, consequently severa1 
birds inhabit this district which are not to be rnet 
with in any other part of the island. These live in 
isolated seclusion, cotnpletely cut off by mountains artd 
deserts from the country farther north. This district 
is known as the “ Charco ” of Maspalomas, of which 
further description will be given later. It had long 
been my intention to explore the neighbourhood, and 
with this end in view we left Las Palmas in the early 
hours nf the n2nd of February 1912, travclling by 
motor from Las Palmas to Agui’mes, where WC had 
arranged to pick up our mules. Our tent and heavy 
baggage had been despatched by a fruit boat-the 
AguiZa rle Oro-and in this “converted yacht” my 
wife and two other ladies, Who were accompanying us 
on the expedition, elected to travel, arranging to meet 
us at Maspalomas. For the first few miles after 
leaving Las Palmas the well-laid road runs along the 
sea-shore for some distance within a few yards of 
the waves, and finally passing through a tunnel 
which has been cut through the solid rocky headland 
which extends into the sea at this point. About 
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six miles from Las Palmas the road passes across 
a remlrkable stream of lava which ffows from che 
vicinity of the Caldera, burying itself in the sea just 
below the village of Jinamar. This stream of black 
1, ava is of a considerable width, and amongst the 
jurnbiecl mass of lava and scorix we found a number 
of interesting plants. The accompanying illustration 
gives but a poor idea of the lava-flow, but is valuable 
from the point of view of the vegetation which can 
1~ secn growing upon it. The large “ clump” on 
the left of the photo depicts a fine example of the 
remarkablc Eupho;l-bis canariemis, a species peculiar 
to thc Cnnary Islands, where it is confinecl to the 
driest possible districts and is very locally clistributed. 
Monsieurs Pitard and Proust, in their valuable botanical 
work on thc Archipelago, say that it is common in all 
the Western and Central islands of the Group, but 
very rare in Fuerteventura and Lanzarotq and does not 
appwr to grow at alI in Graciosa :~nd AIlegranz:L. My 
o\vn trnvels in thc Archipelago leatl me to think it is 
rxther a m-c plant on the eastern strnncl of Grnn 
Cbaria, while 1 clic! not mect with it at al1 in Fuerte- 
ventura or Lanzarote, and 1 am quite positive that it 
does not now cxist in Graciosa or Allegranza. In Gran 
Canaria E. cammhsis is confinetl to the Alaritime Zane, 
and during this expcciition WC were to meet with it 
again growing in profusion in a. very clifferent situation. 

Another plant which will be recognised in the 
photograph ( in the extreme bottom left-hand comer), 
is the miniature Dragon-tree (X*/eilr~~~ ner+&z), a very 
different type of plant but chiefly confined to the same 
zone, ancl often found growing in close association with 
the candalabra Euphorbia. 

After passing the lava-flow, the rountry through 
which the road winds is barren and uninteresting, lined 
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for a large part of the way with aloes, whose grey- 
green spear-like leaves have a truly exdtic appearance. 
The drive is uninteresting unti Telde is reached, a 
fair-sizcd totin, rcnowned peincipally for the magnificent 
oranges which are grown in the neighbourhood. These 
oranges are the finest I have ever tasted, and in 
January, when the crep is at its best, thc orange groves 
are a beautiful sight. The town of Telde ín itsclf is not 
very striking, and the eye is greatly relieved, by the palm, 
orange, and banana groves (see accompanying illustra- ; 
tion) which surround it. We passed through the town [ 
without a halt and on through Ingenio to Aguïmcs, the : 
road still running parallel w-ith the coast, frotn which 8 i 

barc, undulating hills stretched inlanrl to thc foot of the S f 

Cumbres. Our two mcn and mules met us as arrittlged at j 
Aguïmcs, and having transferrecl our light bag,g:agc from t 5 
thc car WC soolì begiL our lollg riele Lo Alrtsy;llvrnas. A B 

stcep track leads down from the plateau upon which i 
Aguïmcs is built to the plain below, and from this 6 
elevation-some 800 feet-&e viewed the country over õ 8 
which we had to pass. Before us lay a pIain stretching I z 
from Carrisal to Sardina. The ride over this barren d ! 

country was monotonous in the extreme ; the track ; 
g was almost undiscernible, the ground covercd with o 5 

loose stones and occasional large lumps of lava, 
amongst which a few species of stunted Euphorbia 
ana the desert-loving forms, Lnzt?la~ sphosa and 
PZocama #wzdda, struggled for existence. Birds were 
a.+ scarce as might be expected, and the only Passerine 
species noted was Berthelot’s I’ipit. There are no 
Crested Larks of the genus Galwida in the Canary 
Islands, ancl no representative of the Chat family is 
resident in any of the Western Group. A few Kestrels 
and a Kitc hovered over the plain, while Egyptian 
Vultures w-ere more than usually numerous, for ever 
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searching the landscape with their eyes for the sight 
of a dead mule or dog. 

As we neared Juan Grande the country became 
lcss barren and in patches was even cultivnted. The 
village is marked by a cluster of palms growing in 
the private garclen of the Conrlb de la Vega Grande. 

Rock Pigeons were here plentiful, and 1 counted as 
rnany as twenty Ravens following a plough. One of 
these we obtained. \Ve lunched near the village and 
rested our animals under the shade of a wall, for it ; 
was very hot. Beyond Juan Grande the plain changes [ 
somewhat in character, and the bare aspect is relieved ; 
hy many huge clumps of Ez.q!AorJia ca?zariensis growing ; 
on either side of the track. i 

An hour’s ride further on the ground became more j 
sandy and in parts overgrown with a large bushy t 5 
Euphorbia ( ? E. obtzcsz>Zia), which grew to about B 

4 or 5 feet in height (see illustration facing page 198). i 
Bcrthclot’s Pipits wcrc still numerous, two Grey Shrikcs 6 
were noted, and a fair number of Polatzek’s Short-toed õ 8 
Larks. This little Lark is a most interesting and tame I 

z 
bird, about which a good deal of controversy has taken d ! 

place, Short-toed Larks are found in Gran Canaria, i 
Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, and Tenerife, but are not al1 o 5 

of the same geographical race ; the bird inhabiting Gran 
Canaria has been separated by Dr Sassi and named 
C. ~2. distimta, but after examining a large series from 
the various islands, 1 believe that the Gran Canarian 
form is indistinguishable from the bird found in 
Fuerteventura and Lanzarote, and must be known as 
C. 712. jolátzeki. The Short-toed Lark inhabiting the 
island of Tenerife is, however, quite a distinct form, 
being much more rufous in colouring, and bears the 
name of C. 171. r~~esce~zs. Polatzek’s Short-toed Lark 
is rather local in its distribution in Gran Canaria ; 
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1 have met with it and taken the young on the Las 
Palmas golf links, but it is much more plentiful on 
the arid plains in the south of the island. 

As we neared Maspalomas the trsck became more 
rocky, and at times led down within a few feet of 
the water’s edge. Occasionally we were forced tn climb 
some way up, as the sandy scrub gave way to low 
rocky cliffs. Messrs Elder & Fyffe have a fruit store 
just beyond the cliffs, where the ground again slopes 
bradually to the sea. 
õ It was late before the little steamer hove in sight, 
and as the country between the fruit store and the 
Charco is best traversed by daylight, we camped here 
for the night. Th e surf rolls in to this little cove 
very heavily, so the Apida de OYO anchored some 
way out. My wife and the other two ladies were 
transferred from the old yacht to a stron,a rowing 
boat, and this was brought fairly close to shore, when 
the occupants were landed by the boatmen. The photo 
of my wife being carried ashore ‘< sedan-chair fashion ” 
shows this ptiecarious mode of landing, amusing enough 
on a calm day but distinctly exciting when the surf 
threatens to sweep one’s bearers off their feet! Our 
camp was close to the beach, but on a very arid plain ; 
the accompanying illustration which is reproduced of one 
of the tents gives a fair idea of. the desert aspect of the 
sutrrounding country. Severa1 interesting birds were 
seen here ; Ospreys were not by any means rare on 
this part of the coast, and it was ‘while at this camp 
that 1 disturbed quite a gathering of Waders on the 
pebbly beach ; Kentish Plover, Turnstone, a Black- 
tailed Godwit, a Greenshank; and a small flock of Grey 
Plover, of which last species 1 obtained two specimens, 
the first recorded from this island. 

A Lesser Black-backed Gull was also seen close to 
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this same spot, but was not obtained. It probably 
belonged to the light-backed race (Lnvz~ ~ZLSCZLS afinis), 
which in winter wanders down the coast of France, 
Pnrtllpl, ;l.nd North-West Africa, at any rate as far 
as the Canary Archipelago. In proof of this, 1 have 
the particulars of a Lesser Black-backed Gull marked 
as a nestling on 2nd August 1913, at the Farne Islands, 
off Northumberland, which was recovered off Cape Juby 
on the 13th November of the same year, at a distance 
of approximately 3000 statute miles by direct sea route ; 
from its place of birth. 

The owner of the Maspalomas Charco is a distin- i 
guished Spaniard, Don Pedro Castillo, who, being aware i 

of our visit, most kindly sent his major-domo early the 1 
morning after our arrival to assist us in transporting 1 
our tents and baggage to our next camping ground. i 
For these an ox-waggon was obligingly put at our B 
disposal, and we ourselves set out on mules to cross the f 
neck of heavy sand which separated the landing-place 6 
from the Charco. This ride, owing to the nature E 

8 
of the ground, and our continuous halts for shooting I 
by the way, took a good two hours to accomplish. 

z 
! 

At first the path led over a plateau sparsely covered d 
; 

with Euphorbia bushes, and here we flushed severa1 g 5 
N orfo1 k Plovers (Q?dicnemzts adicnemcs distinctus). ’ 
This geographical race has been named on account 
of its differences from the form inhabiting the Easterti 
Islands of the Group (Q?. a?. &s&arum). The habit 
which the Thick-knees have, al1 over the world, of 
running whcn alarmcd, rather than taking to flight, 
causes them to be very difficult birds to collect, and 
the extraordinary similarity between their plumage 
and the ground which they frequent, makes them 
utterly impossible for even a practised eye to detect 
as long as they remain motionless, a protective 
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character which they do not fail to utilise whenever 
danger threatens them. 1 have spent hours trying 
to flush these birds on the Euphorbia-cavered slopes 
of a Jmrrun.ro close to the Las Palmas golf links. 
While wandering over the hills beyond the links 1 
have occasionally been startled, when entering ene of 
the many caves which abound in this neighbourhoocl, 
to discover a sleeping coír/rabadisfn in safe retreat 
waiting ti11 nightfall to continue his perilous journey, 
when the watchful eyes of the palias civih are less ; 
likely to mark him down. 

l3ut to continue our journey to the Charco. ! 
Having crossed the stony plateau ancl left the 8 i 

Euphorbia scrub behind, u-e dcscencled on to rolling f 2 
sxid-hillc; covered with toarse grass ant1 PlOl-fl?,ZlZ 

#e&~/n, a rubiaceous desert plant with slender, g 
wceping branchcs. Herc \YC mct with a bircl which B 

1 had long dcsired to see in its native haunts-the i 
Cream-coloured Courser. Like the Thick-knee, the 1; 
Courser harmonises so perfectly with its surroundings 8 
that it is very difficult to spot unless it begins to I z 
run, and in this way it usually betrays its presente, ! 
rather than by taking to flight. On thesc sand-hills i 
Coursers were quite numerous, and this is certainly 5 
their true home in the island. The birds were seldom ’ 
secn ín pairs, although it was late in February, but were 
in .small flocks of half a dozen or more, scattercd over 
the ground in “ open order.” As we drew near a 
flock, the birds would “ close in ” and al1 run swiftly 
to hide behind a rise in lhe,grounC1, where Lhey would 
remain perfectly still, for al1 the world like well-drillcd 
troops “ taking cover ” ! In this way they were particu- 
larly easy to shoot, and 1 found by jumping off my 
m&, keeping low and running swiftly towards the 
mound behind which they were sheltering, that 1 
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came within exsy shot of them beforc they rose. Even 
thcn they ne\w- flcw very far a~vxy, but circled round, 
repcatin~ their Sharp pi;)ing note. In flight the Crcatn- 
coloured Courscr is a conspicuous bird, the undcr wing- 
c(overts and under surface of the wing being black, which 
th show up markedly. Why thc Courser should be so 
noticeable on the wing when it is almost invisible on the 
ground is rather a problem ; perhaps whcn the bird 
raises its wing above its head whife stiII remaining on the 
ground, thc dark underside hartnoniscs with the dark ; 
sh~~lows thrown by the stones, so often found in the t 
type of country it frequents, though not present on the 0 d 
sand-hills of hlaspalornas. Whether the Courser is õ” 
harricd much by birds of prey 1 cannot say ; probably it 1 
is, ancl then the síbndy coiouring of its uppcr parts would ; 
bc sufficient to afford it protection from the watchful g 
eycs af the Kitc or Ru2yard soaring overhead. ; 

\l’e took some time to cross these dunes, the sand f 
bcing in pf:ices irerq’ soft, and on more thnn one occasion 6 
a mule tlo:lnclered and rollcd over while scrambling up ~ g 

thc crcst of ;t wind-blown ridge. As we brcasted the i 
last sand-hill the lighthouse of ‘\Iaspalonx~s carne into ! 
ViCW, mtl thc who!e of the “ Charco” lay sprcad out i 
beforc us. It is a fairly widc stretch of fiat marshy g 
ground, with hcre and there pools of almost stagnant ’ 
waterT the banks uf which are thickly overgrown with 
Ion- tamarisk bushes, toarse spiky grass, a species 
of rush, and severa1 water plants. On the castern 
side of this marshy land a narrow tidal stream Aows 
from the hills, wiclening a good deal towards the mouth. 
From this main strenm one or two smaller arms wind 
their snake-like way into the tangled mass of vegetation- 
tamarisk scrub, hummocks covered with toarse grass, 
and stunted pahn-trees. In thc middle of the Charco 
a clump of twenty or more tal1 palms wave their feathery 
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heads above the marsh and lend a great charm to the 
picture. 

The Charco is bounded on the east by the sand-dunes 
over which we passed, and on the west by an arid plain 
stretching away to Arguineguin. The plain to the 
north is covered sparingly with tamarisk scrub and 
stretches to the foot of the mountains. On the South 
is the sea, which at low tide exposes a fine stretch of 
sand, but when the tide is in the waves reach to the 
edge of the scrub, and the salt water runs far up the ; 
channel of the main stream (shown in the illustration t 
opposite), which then becomes a wide belt of water. 1 0 d 
have descrihed the Charco rninutely, to show how i 

completely the birds here are isolated, living in surround- 1 
ings differing greatly from the rest of the Archipelago. 

We pitched our tents some way from the sea, close j 
to a patch of tamarisk scrub, on the east side of the main Y 

f 
stream, which was here very shallow and much over- 9 
grown with reeds. At the mouth of the Charco stands 6 
the lighthouse, a fine solid building 180 feet in height, E 

by which many a ship has been saved from running i 
aground on this forbidding coast. The small village of ; 
Maspalomas is situated between the Charco and the 1 
entrance to the Barranco de Fatarga, almost under the i 
shadow of the mountains, and in the neighbourhood of ’ 
the village a fair amount of cultivation has takcn place. 
Maspalomas is the Spanish for “ more pigeons ” (LI+‘& = 
more, jalouzas = pigeons), and the name is singularly 
appropriate, for the Rock Pigeons simply swarmed and 
provided most excellent shooting. At the time of our 
visit in February, much of the Charco was dry, but in 
times of heavy rains, when the dry beds of the barrancos 
are transformed into rushing torrents, a great deal of 
water must find its way into the Charco, and becoming 
dammed then turns the marsh into a veritable swamp. 
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RIore or less isolated in the Charco are severa1 
interesting species of land birds, among which 1 was 
delighted to find the Canarian race of the Sardinian 
Warbler (.Qd~lz’n nzcZa~tore~hzZa Zencogastra) ; here five 
or six pairs were observed hopping about in the tamarisks 
and darting in and out of the tussocks of long grass. 
Their flight is very curious and at once attracted my 
attention ; the male has brilliant orange-red eyelids. 
The Black-headed \J’arbler (as it is sometimes called) 
of the Canary Islands differs very slightly from the 
typical race, but the characters which distinguish it 
are constant and are more marked in the females than 
in the males. 

Chiffchaffs were often noticed and must be resident. 
1 naturally expected to find many water birds living 
In this type of country, Ducks, Herons, Coots and Moor- 
hens, etc., but in this 1 was disappointed. We certainly 
saw an occasional Heron in the Charco, and one bird 
in particular lived between the reed beds and the shore. 
Coots and R’Ioorhens were not noted, though 1 certainly 
caught a glimpse of a bird diving under the overhanging 
grass in one of the pools (shown in the lower illustra- 
tion facing page 206), which might have belonged to 
either of these species. An Austrian naturalist who 
visited the island in Igog records having met with both 
species, and remarks that they bred in che Charco and 
also in the pools of Arguineguin farther down the coast, 
observations which 1 can neither substantiate nor refute. 
The conditions are ideal for water birds to breed, but 
it is more than likely that their nests, if found, would 
be plundered by the villagers of Maspalomas. 

Shooting in the Charco on the 24th and 25th of 
February, we flushed two Common Snipe, migrants to 
the Archipelago, and a Marbled Duck (Marnzarmetta 
angus~ivost~is)~ Of this species Dr Bolle wrote in 1857: 
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“ This Duck, common in Algeria, is the only one of its 
species which lives in Canaria as a breeding bird. In 
May 1 saw them with their young ones in the ponds 
surrounded with rushes and water-plants at the Charco.” 

Ducks are never numerous in Gran Canaria. Bolle 
recorded the Wild Duck from Maspalomas when it was 
said to appear in winter after strong gales ; Tea1 are 
occasionally shot on the water-tanks above Las Palmas, 
while many years ago the Common Scoter and the White- 
eyed Duck have been shot on the shores of the island. 

We spent a week in the Charco, and every 
morning would wend our way into the marsh on the 
look-out for rare birds, which must occasionally rest 
here as they pass through the Islands on migration 
or are driven from the mainland by stnrms. Tn this 

way Spoonbills and other curíous Wading birds have 
from time to time made their appearance. Every 
evening about five o’clock we used to see Hoopoes fly 
down from the direction of the village into the marsh, 
and occasionally a Madeiran Black Swift in company 
with a passing Martin would appear, hawking high 
overhead, or swooping round the tallest palm-trees. 
An Osprey was often noticed beating backwards and 
forwards over the Charco, and these fine birds are, 1 am 
glad to say, quite plentiful in the South of the island. 
When the tide was out we used to stroll down the 
stream to the shore on the look-out for Wading birds, 
of which we saw quite a number. Ringed Plover, Sander- 
ling, and Dunlin, were al1 obtained, passing migrants 
on their way north to breed, while Kentish Pl&er were 
very plentiful and breed along many parts of the coast. 
The eggs of the Lesser Ringed Plover have also been 
taken near Las Palmas, but the bird is very rare in the 
Islands and 1 have only seen it on a few occasions. 
Whimbrels were to be heard calling on the rocks near 
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the lighthouse, and two or three pairs of the Common 
Sandpiper frequented the marsh, and 1 am almost certain 
breed there. 

When evening fell. the Charco, viewed from our camp, 
looked like fairyland, the palms contributing in no small 
measure to the beauty of the scene. As the sun sank 
behind the marsh, the sky would become suffused with 
lovely shades of salmon-pink and delicate green, against 
which the bare outline of the lighthouse stood out in 
bold relief; twilight was very short, as 1 found to my ; 
cost, when shooting bats as they circled round the f 
palms. 0 d 

we rnade severa1 excursions from the Charco i 
camp, sometimes riding over the parched plains towards 1 
Arguineguin, at others along the shore in the opposite E 
direction. It was on this part of the coast that in Bolle’s 1 
day, about 1856, the Terns used to breed in hundreds B 
in the sand-hills, but have now, it appears, entirely ceased f 
to do so. The Spaniards from the neighbouring villages 6 
plundered the nests year after year, and, as we are told, E 

carried away baskets full of eggs which they ate. These i 
Terns were probably al1 Sfer~~n &~nr2’0 : none were seen ! 
cluring our visit, and we were told they had entirely d 

; 
disappeared from their former nesting colony, a fact ; g 
which is to be very deeply regretted. 0 

One evening, as we were ‘I paddling ” at the mouth of 
the Charco, we espied a whole fleet of little fishing- 
boats dancing over the waves, and all heading towards 
the shore about a quarter of a mile down the coast. 
Not tiishing to be seen we lay down behind a sand-dune, 
and watched the fleet “ run aground.” As the boats 
touched bottom the fishermen leapt overboard, and wíth 
their coloured trousers tucked well up their muscular 
legs, hauled the boats on to the sand; the men then 
set to work to clean their fish, and in a moment were 

0 
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surroutided by a screaming mass of Red Kites. Whence 
the Kites had appeared no one could tell, for none had 
been visible before the sails hove into sight. 1 had not 
seen so many’ Kites in the island ; the birds must have 
known the reason the boats were heading for shore as 
they circled high in the heavens, gloating over the 
feast which they knew to be in store for them. 

When we had thoroughly “ worked ” the Charco, 
had ascended the lighthouse, from which a rough map 
of the surrounding country was made and various photos ; 
taken, we set out early one morning to ride inland, f 
intending to explore the Barranco de Fataga. As we d 
ro& towards Maspalon~as village a number of Coursers i 

were seen and a pair of Shrikcs sat on the top of a 
prickly bush, darting away at our approach. Xorfolk 

i 
1 

Plovers inhabited this ground, and their weird cal1 i 
could be heard every night ; they preferred the B 
Euphorbia - covered land to the bare plain. We ; 
also noticed flocks of Trumpeter Bullfinches, Pipits, 6 
and Short-toed Larks during our ride to Maspalomas. E 

8 
As we approached the village, Corn Buntings, Hoopoes, 
and Blackbirds were seen, while Rock Pigeons and 

i 
! 

Spanish Sparrows simply swarmed, and must do a 
great deal of damage to the grain. The day was 

i 
5 

terribly hot, and our guns, slung over our backs, 
became aImost too heated to hold. 

It was my intention to penctrate as far up the 
Barranco de Fataga as possible, but by bad luck the 
gorge divides into two not very far from the base, 
and having no guide with us we took the wrong ene. 
1 had been anxious to explore this barranco, as it w& 
rumoured that there was a number of caves in its sides, 
‘which had been used in oIden days as burying-places of 
the Guanches-the ancient inhabitants of the island. 
-In a future expedition 1 hope to do this, and to bc 
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better prepared for the undertaking, knowing, as 1 
do now, the difficulties which will be encountered. 

The bed of the bawamo up which we elected to 
proceed was covered with Ioosê stones and houlders, 
al1 more or less rounded off, showing that they had been 
snhject to the action of water. Indeed, after heavy rain 
in the mountains the stones are probably covered with a 
rushing torrent, and almost at the farther point which 
we reached were severa1 ice-cold deep pools which had 
never dried up. The sides of the barramo rose in 
height as we advanced and became steeper and steeper ; 
a certain amount of vegetation existed, the curious 
PZocamn ~EIM’& predominating ; Chiffchaffs, Sardinian 
Warblers, Blackbirds, and Canaries were noted, besides 
al1 the birds of prey-Vultures, Kites, Buzzards, and 
Kestrels. 1 did not meet with the Lesser Peregrine (or 
Barbary Falcon as it used to be called), which, howcver, 
has been seen in this neighbourhood by more than one 
competent observer. Canon Tristram saw a pair in the 
Cumbres in 18S8. 1 was particularly interested to find 
a colony of Madeiran Black Swifts, which were entering 
some. holes high up in the face of the cliff: these little 
Swifts are a mountain-loving species which breed in 
the island, and are only absent during the months of 
November and December, and even then a few individuals 
are probably left behind. Where these Swifts betake 
themselves when they leave the Islands for these two 
months is a mystery that has not yet been solved. The 
Black Swift is very seldom seen in the north of Gran 
Canaria lower than Tafira (1080 feet), its place being 
taken in the lower altitudes by Brehm’s Pallid Swift. 

High up above our heads a number of caves could 
be seen in the cliffs, and very likely without our 
knowlcdgc WC wcrc passing the tombs of natives 
who had lived and died more than four hundred years 
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previously. Much of the ancient history of Gran 
Canaria is still locked in mystery, but in Chapter 1. 
a short resumé has been given of the discovery, 
conquest, and original inhabitants of thc Archipclago. 

In the early morning of 2nd March, we struck camp 
and began our ride back to Aguïmes, intending to camp 
for the night at Juan Grande. The long ride ovcr the 
scorching plain proved very tedious, as we had already 
noted al1 the bird-life in this district. With the blazing 
sun on our backs it was with considerable relief that we 
covered the last half mile towards a regular oasis in the 
desert-the benutiful garden of the Condé de la Vega 
Grande. Here WC asked permission to pitch our tents 
under the welcome shadc of the many palms, huge 
tamarisks, and various other trees ; the couIlt's 

majar-domo h;tppened to be ;I brother of thc majar-domo 
whu bad shown us such kindness at the Charco, 
and both he and his wife gave us a hearty welcome, 
putting, as is thc charming Spanish custom, their house, 
garden, chickens, and everything they possessed at our 
disposal. 

We pitched our tents in a shady part of thc garden 
and were very thankful for the shelter of thc trecs. A 
high wind from the sea greatly increased in violence 
during the night, and we momentarily espected one of thc 
tents to come down. The brilliant moonlight pouring 
dòwn through the trecs made reading aímost possible 
within the tent ; 1 never remember a more gorgeous 
night : in the distance the roar of the waves could just 
be heard above the soughing of the wind in the palm- 
fronds. It was almost impossible to sleep, the sides of 
the tent flapping continuously throughout the nigbt. 
.Lying awake 1 strained my ears for the hoot of an Owl- 
a sound 1 longed to hear ! No rain had fallen in this 
little oasis for nine months, and in consequence the crops 
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had failed and many of the palms had been lopped, the 
dried fronds being used as forage for the animals. 

Almost before it was light the Hoopoes began calling 
“ Ta-bo-bo, Ta-bo-bo-bo “-the soft cry resounding from 
distant parts of the garden. We were out early in 
the hopes of shooting a Raven, severa1 of which kept 
passing overhead, but were too wary to alight on their 
favourite date-palm within gunshot of the tents. Black- 
birds were hopping about in the undergrowth in the 
familiar manner of their cousins in our shrubberies ; 
at home. 

Soon after breakfast we had the tents down, and 
mounting our mules left our garden of refuge behind 
and rode slowly back to Aguïmes. There a motor met 
us and we parted from our mules and men ; both Ventura 
and Lorenzo with their dog “ Corvato” had been with 
us ori previous trips, and the same excellent muies. 
Lorenzo is now too old for this sort of work, but 
I’entura is a younger man, and being one of the best 
and most trustworthy of Spaniards will, 1 hope, some 
day accompany us again. Regretfully we bade them 
” AO!~OS / ” and watched them climb the winding bridle- 
path on their final journey across the mountains to San 

d 
; 
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CHAPTER X 

IN SEARCH OF THE CANARIAN RED-LEGGED PARTRIDGE 

; 

SEVEN years had elapsed since 1 had last set foot in 
the Canary Islands, when, at daybreak on the 24th of 
January 1920, the S.S. Mntinn steamed quietly along 
the north-east coast of Tenerife and dropped anchar 
in the roadstead of Santa Cruz. 

It was my intention to visit and collect in the two ; t 
most westerly islands of the group, Palma and Gomera, B 

almost the only islands of the Archipelago which 1 had ; 
not yet explored. First, however, 1 wished to obtain, 
if possible, specimens of the Gran Canarian Red-legged 

1 

8 
Partridge (Adectoris rufa azcstradis), a rare bird very 
poorly represented in our museums in Great Britain. 

i 
! 

Although 1 had made many expeditions in Gran’ 
Canaria and knew the island pretty well, 1 had only 
once succeeded in shooting a specimen of this Partridge 
-at the Cueva de las Niñas-on the outskirts of the 
“-Pinar Pajonal.” 1 knew that the birds were to be 
found in the Cumbres, where 1 had seen them, but from 
past experience had little hopes of shooting more than a 
single specimen or so in these mountains, the difficult 
nature of the ground being greatly ín favour of the 
bird. With this object in view, therefore, 1 crossed from 
Tenerife to Gran Canaria on the 25th of January. The 
voyage to Las Palmas was made in a dead-calm sea 
in the Corveiddo Fuertevedwa, and was noteworthy for 

214 



the fact that a large whale, unfortunaMy not identificd, 
*~;i~5 sighterl closc tu the 1ittIc stcitmer, swimming on 
thc surfacc of the water, a very unusual occurrencc in 
these wnters. The complete abscncc of Shearwaters and 
I’etrels was noted, but only to be espectcd at this time 
of year-corrobor~~ti1~~ my previous csperiences. 

Thc usual delay occurred at TAS l’almas before 
pcrmission to shoot gnme was finally obtained, thanks 
once more to the kind offices of RTajor Swanston, 
lI.12. AI.‘s Consul in Gran Canaria, and meanwhile a 
wcck WLS sllent ;tt Firgas colíecting birds in the neigh- 
bourhoocl of that mountain village. 

Tlx cxrly rnonths of 1920 wili long be remembered 
in the Cannry Islands for the phenomenal weather which 
wts cxy3iencecl LIitze. On 11~ night uf 11~2 7111 UT 
February, while we were still in the hills, a tremendous 
southerly gnle broke over the Islands, hernlcling the 
;tpproxh of a remarkable tlust-storm l ant1 driving LIS 
ld~ to 1~s Palmas. l’ery fine particles of rccldish 
bro~1 dust íilled thc air, coming apparently from over 
the SC;:, and making a thick, impenetrable haze, so that 
vcry soon al1 shipping in the harbour of Las Palmas 
became obscured from view, and the usually clear 
atmosphere W;LS more like that of London during a 
heavy Novcmber fab. For four days the dust-storm 
ragecl, iilling every noole and cranny ; the whitewashed 
houses gradually lost their usually dazzling appearance 
and werc soon coated with the red dust from roof to 
basement; the housewives of Gran Canaria were in sore 
distrcss, the English residents almost frantic, and small 
wonder at it. How far out to sea the dust was falling 

1 Specimcns of the dust collected at the time were submitted to the 
Alincralogists, Zoologists, and Botanists at the British Museum of Natural 
1.1 istory. Their rcport, drarvn up by Mr Campbell Smith, which proved to 
be of exccptional interest, is given in full as Appendix A. 
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it was difficult to ascertain, but masters of ships reported 
the sand-storm many miles from the Islands. On the 
I Ith of February the atmosphere was cleared by tor- 
rential rain, which turned the dust into fine mud, the 
strecti into rivers of slush. Ducks and other “visitors ” 
from Africa were reported in some numbers from various 
parts of the Islands, but in Gran. Canaria, at any rate, 
the Ducks principally visited the South, this being thc 
first shore they would reach, and, moreover, much more 
suited to their requirements than is the north. At 
last, after a week’s imprisonment, the weather seemed 
to be clearing, and seizing what I hoped to be a favour- 
able opportunity, 1 left for Galdar on the 15th of 
February, which village, situaîtecl on the north-west f 2 
of the island, 1 selected as the most convenient from 
which to start my trip. t 5 

Owing to thc kindness of hlr Douglas Fenoulhet, 
whose guest at Galdar 1 was, evcry possible arrangement 
had been made for a successful expedition-the weather 
only was in doubt. Tuèsday, the ITth, broke fine and 
clear. From my window, which looked on to the shady 
Plaza, 1 caught a fine glimpse of the Peak of Tenerife, 
glistening white from a fresh fall of snow. The first 

d 
; 

part of the journey from Galdar to Agaëte was rnade 
in the tireless “ Ford,” and at Agaëte, where the 
carretera en&, my guide Vicente and two fme mulcs 
were awaiting me beneath the shade of the eucalyptus 
trees. The country lying between Agaëte and Galdar 
is utterly uninteyesting- barren stony hills with little 
if any vegetation, and hardly a bird to cheer the heart 
of an ‘ornithologist. In the immediate neighbourhood 
of Galdar, banana plantation succkeds banana plantation 
in endless monotony, while at Agaëte a little more 
variety is added by the fields of tomatoes and by the 
pleasanter situation of the town. The barra?w was 
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then in ful1 flood, and with plenty of water coming 
down from the hills, everything looked green and 
prosperous. It was still chilly at eight o’clock, as, 
bidding adieu to Agaëte and mounting our mules. we 
commenced at once to climb the Euphorbia-covered 
slopes of the hill-side lying to the South of the town. 
It had long been my desire to ride along the 
mountainous western coast of Gran Canaria, and as 
we had decided to make Aldea our headquarters, my 
wish was soon to be realised. The Barranco de Aldea, 
famous for the grandeur of its scenery, lies almost 
half-way to the South of the island, and owing to the 
width of the valley and enormous height of its precipites, i 
seems, when viewed from out at sea, to cut the island in 
two. The scenery passed on this ride along the cliffs 

1 

is reputed to be very fine, but 1 was hardly prepared 
1 

for the grandeur of the coast scenes which met the 
i 
B 

eye as every fresh headland was passed. 
Having ascended the slopes above Agaëte the path 6 

drops abruptly on the other side, passing through a E 

thick belt of arborescent Euphorbia bush, while high 
8 
I 

up the face of the bn~n~zco a striking group of z 
! 

E7~p/lo7%ia ca7zarie7z.G plants added their own peculiar d 
; 

character to this typically Canarian valley. The view g 
before us as we stumbled down the boulder-strewn 

5 
0 

path-it was too steep to ride-was une uf the finest 
imaginable. To the South, headland after headland, 
rugged in outline, ending in Aldea Point, stood out 
to sea. The cliffs rising to a great height fe11 away 
a little and then rose again, their summits veiled in 
drifting mist. As the clouds swept back ,and lifted 
for a moment, 1 caught glimpses of pine-covered crests 
towering far above in an angry, storm-swept sky. At 
the foot of the barranco a tiny farm-a few fields 
cultivated with infinite labour and care-a goat, a 
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kid, and a palm-tree served to remind us that we 
were still within hail of “ civilisation.” We crossed 
the narrow stream which flowed swiftly down the usually 
dry bawanco bed. and commenced the long pu11 up 
the opposite side. After the heavy rain the bnwancos 
were marvellously green, even grass appearing here 
and there in the usually parched volcanic soil, while 
in places the sides were decorated with small blue 
and white flowers. 

The mule path rose steeply, and we were almost ; 
lying flar as the beasts clambered like cats up, ever $ 
higher and higher. Lfre had soon gained 600 fect d 
and still the track Ied up, At IOOO feet above the õ” 
sea, the path leads due South, clinging to the fxe of 1 
the moundns, which here fa11 precipitously to the W~VCS. g 

Occäsionally, the wbite wings ofa Yellow-leggcd I Ierring- g 
gul! caught the eye far below us, otherwise birds weie. I 
entirely absent. The sun was shining through a rift ! 
in the clouds on Agaëte Point, while the rest of the E 0 
scene was in shadow. ‘.Far above LIS toweied the g d 
summit of the’ rz>co fringed with pines, occasionally E z 
visible through the driving mists. The scenery here ! 
is truly very grand. As we rounded each spur of the i 
mountains the views became wilder, the path was somc- ; 
times barely the width of a gun’s length, one’s shoulders ’ 
almost scraping the side of the cliff, while a falI from 
one’s saddle on the opposite side would end 1000 feet 
below. We descended into severa1 narrow bar+=wncos 

and clambered up the opposite side, rounding headland 
after headland, the path still hugging the cliffs edge: 
indeed it is often impossible to see the path fifty yards 
ahead, so rugged is the rz’sco and so narrow the 
track. An Egyptian Vulture was disturbed as we 
rounded one of the spurs, and the great bird, shut 
in by the walls of rock, flapped awkwardly over our 
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heads, until gaining the cliff edge it sailed majestica!ly 
out to sea. We passed through a remarkable wall 
of rock cappin g a headland, and yet another series 
of spurs con,fronted us in apparently never-ending 
succession. Now and again the hoarse croak of a 
Raven resounded far below. At length the path 
descends and leads inland a few hundred yards from 
the sea, the riscos fa11 back, leaving an undulating 
country, rocky but well covered with vegetation, amongst 
which the Ez@?zo&z calzarietzk's is again conspicuous. ; 
Rock Pigeons were now fairly common, but we had 
little time for loitering on such a journey, and after d 

0 

two fruitless attempts to stalk a large flock busy i 

feeding in the open, 1 gave up the chase and returned 1 
to the saddle. We descended right to the foot of 1 
the valley, in which were a few farms, above which i 
a Kitc was soaring. The path now led up the baryanco 
bed, usually, of course, perfectly dry, but now a rushing f 
torrent ; we followed its course for a hundred yards 6 
or more, the mules picking their way very slowly through E 

8 
the swiftly-running stream. From this point we began I 
the most arduous climb up a winding track, covered 

z 
! 

with loose stones ; 
d 

rising swiftly above the valley and ; 
the little white farms, we at length ascended to 1500 g 

5 
feet. Immediately 1 was aware that the vegetation ’ 
had changed, and that the character of the country 
was different from any which 1 had previously traversed. 
Before us lay, at an altitude of from 1500 to 2000 feet, 
a basin severa1 square miles in extent, one side of 
which fe11 away to the sea in steep precipites, but which 
was otherwise entirely enclosed by an immense wall 
of mountains rising another 2000 feet above us, and 
whose slopes were clothed with pines. The ground 
was undulating and irregular, steep ridges leading on 
to flat plateaux intersected by numerous small barrancos 
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running diagonally to the coast. Many of the hills 
were crowned with huge boulders, and the whole over- 
grown with vegetation. The soil itself was covered 
with stones of various sizes, and upon this in every 
direction grew the small bushy Cist~s nzons/rrZietitsis, 
bearing many white flowers with bright yellow centres. 
This shrub grows here to the exceptional height of 
2 or 3 feet, affording remarkably effective cover. 

Occasionally, the summit of a ridge or hill is covered 
with a mass of enormous rocks, amongst which a yellow- 
flowercd Ezc$4v~bia, and the ever-present white-flowered 
Cist~s give a distinct character to this inaccessible region. 
The district is known as Tirma, and here thc Red-legged 
Pxtridges are still to be shot by anyone sufficiently 
energetic to reach their stronghold. 1 had no dog, 
and soon regretted not having brought ene. The i 
Partridges are really very difficult to shoot in such B 

places, and whcn Aushed among the boulders, dart f 
round the rocks, wheeling and turning with bewildering 6 
rapidity. One’s only chance is to walk right upon E 

8 
them over the top of the “ kopje,” and then, as likely 
as not, they will Ay right out, hoping to reach the 
spur beyond. A bird which 1 shot in this way fell 
over 200 feet tq the very bottom of thc bn~~~co, and 
naturally was not improved as a specimen. Sometimes ’ 
one may be lucky enough to flush the birds on an 
open plateau, and the first pair 1 stumbled across 
in this way fe11 to my gun-one twenty yards away, 
the other just over the edge of the ridge, and hunt 
as WC might it W¿LS impossible to find it amongst thc 
white shrub which was particularly thick at this point. 
In the smal 6awancos a few birds were found lying 
amongst the overgrown boulders which line the bed, 
but in such situations are exceptionally difficult to 
obtain. Indecd, one’s attention has to be given al1 
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the time to keeping one’s own feet and in avoiding 
spraining an ankle or crashing the gun-barrels against 
a hidden rock. A new pair of good leather boots 
lasted me three half days on this Partridge grnllnrl. 

As soon as we had arrived at the home of the 
Partridges, we dismounted from our mules and handed 
them over to a goatherd who, luckily, chanced to be 
near, directing him to lead the animals along the path 
towards Aldea, while we unslung our guns and prepared 
to “ walk up ” the birds. We had already been five 
hours in the saddle, two hours having been lost on 
the way, as part of the cliff, over which ran the 
regular path, had fallen away, necessitating a long 
detour. It was another three hours’ ride to Aldea, 
and as it is not a path to attempt for the first time 
after dark, we had barely two hours in which to search 
for the birds. Severa1 were seen and four shot on 
this first day, but unluckily, without a dog, only two 
were picked up. They are magnificent Partridges and 
Ay very strongly, having adapted themselves admirably 
to the difficult country in which they live. 

From a sportsman’s point of view they leave nothing 
to be desired, and though not so “ tasty ” as our 
English birds, doubtless by reason of the food upon 
which they subsist, are not by any means to be despised, 
and in the hands of- an English cook their table value 
would greatly increase. Unfortunately, 1 fear the 
Gran Canarian Partridge is doomed, unless, perchance, 
the bird can manage to hold’ its own in such places 
as Tirma, or in the Cumbres, where an expcdition is 
a costly and fatiguing business, not lightly to be 
undertaken by any but an enthusiastic ornithologist 
bent on getting the birds at any cost. The bird has 
long since disappeared from the Monte and from the 
neighbourhood of Las Palmas. 1 know of other 
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places- more accessible than Tirma-where three or 
four Partridges may still be bagged in a morning, and 
which are now strictly preserved by the owner of t-he 
land, especially at the breeding season. In years to 
come, possiblg, the owner of this estate may not be 
so wise in his generation, and then the poor Partridges 
will be exterminated in yet another district. 

It may not be without interest to quote here the 
notes made on this Partridge by the late Canon 
Tristram, F.R.S., in 1889, during an oynithological 
visit to Gran Canaria. It wil¡ show how yery much 
things have changed in the last thirty years. He 
wrote l-“ It is founcl in small numbers over the whole 
country, and seems to have a greater facility in adapting 
itself to al1 kinds of country than its congencr. Thus 
while in Tenerife and Gomera the Barbary Partridge 
affects especially the lofty cliffs overhanging the sea, 
and the rocky declivities high up on the verge of 
and beyond the limits of cultivation, the other species 
in Gran Canaria is found from the coast on the most 
barren shores, upwards on the cultivated sides of the 
barrancos, arid even on the mountain-tops, the barren 
Cumbres, where vegetation has almost ceased. Not 
only is it numerous in the barley and wheat fields 
above San Bartolomé, but 1 have put it up in the 
vineyards near Atalaya, and one day Mr RIeade-Waldo, 
walking with me, flushed a pair evidently breeding on 
the barren cinder hills, not a mile outside the city 
of Las Palmas. 1 also put up a pair on the side 
of the Pico de las Nieves at 5700 feet, where there 
was absolutely no vegetation but a small Draba (?) . . . 
and some lichens, and where we were walking over 
the snow which had fallen in the night. 1 saw for 
severa1 days, and just before the close season, numbers 

l Ibis, 1889, p. 27. 
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of Partridges for sale in the market of Las Palmas 
and only of this species.” 

It is a very different story at the present day. The 
Partridge is no Ion<ger seen-even in pairs-in Las 
Palmas market, and one would walk many miles in 
the neighbourhood of Atalaya before catching a glimpse 
of a single bird. A few pairs still remain in the almond 
district of San Bartolomé and Tirajana, but there 
they are often hunted, and are, 1 fear, doomed to 
destruction. We must hope that the birds in the i 
mountain fastnesses-luckily for them almost inaccessible g 
to the average sportsman-will continue to thrive and ! 
multiply, for even though sought after, the chances in i 

such places are distinctly on the side of the bird. i 
But to continue our journey. At the end of two 

hours’ scrambling over the worst ground 1 have ever 
i 
t 5 

struck, we regained the path and the mules, with two B 
beautiful specimens of Adectoris mfa australis packed S 
carefully away in a fishing-basket. lt was with con- 6 
siderable satisfaction at this thought, mingled with the E 8 
bitter pan; that 1 was leaving two more dead birds 
hidden somewhere in the undergrowth behind, that 

i 
! 

1 threw my weary legs across my mule and we set 
out once again for our destination. Half an hour’s 

i 
5 

ride over much the same type of country brought u.s to 
where- the mountains again curved round in the direction 
of the coast, and passing over a tableland we left the 
CTsf~s scrub behind and commenced to skirt the 
mountainous mass which lay immediately before us- 
the path again cut out of the precipite si&, where 
1 remarked curious cliffs of red and green tuff..’ As 
we rounded what seemed to be the last of many turns 
on the face of the cliff, we beheld Aldea lying about 

1 These rocks (specimens of which 1 sccurcd) wcrc dcscribcd by Webb 
and Berthelot as jaspar and porphyry many years ago. 
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a mile from the sea in an immense valley known as 
the Barranco de Aldea. Viewed from the point upon 
which we stood, 2000 feet above the viIlage, we gained 
ZL splendid idea of this celebrated valley. From a wide 
rift in the coast two great bawancos unite, the one 
running South-east-the Barranco de Aldea --the other 
north-east, almost paralIe1 w.ith the coast-line, from which 
it is separated by cliffs gradually increasing in height 
as they run northward. Beyond the village of Aldea 
the mountains rise again and tower each side of the ; 
~LWZIZGO to a grcat height. J ust now they were $ 
hidclcn in driving cloud, boding ill for my journey ! 
to Juncal. Slowly the mules picked their way along 8 i 

the narrow path, the rtjc~s towering above us weathered i 
into al1 sorts of fantastic shapes and abounding in caves 1 
with entrances curiously íormed as if twisted by terrible i 
heat-the result of some awful convulsion which no B 

living thing in the island could have survived. Now f 
the risca is clothed in wonderful indigenous vegetation, 6 
the savage rocks give shelter to miniature Dragon-trecs,. 8 E 

while rosette-like members of the genus .Se~~z@rvziru?~ i 
cling to their surface ; the mountain-side is a blaze of ! d 
yellow - tall yellow flowers waving on their long i 
stems amidst a luxuriant growth of Ez@orbia, the 5 
latter also in ful1 yellow Bower. This mountain path is ’ 
a wonderful sight at this time of year ; many varietics 
of small flowers cling to the stony soil, and though 
the journey is a fatiguing one, it would well repay any 
botanist to visit this locality. 

It was uol urltil we llar1 dismuunlecl ad cünunericed 
the descent down the zig-zag track, that 1 realised what 
a path we had just followed-hewn out of the side of the 
rock. Some idea of its grandeur can be gathered from the 
accompanyingillustration. The precipite falls away many 
hundreds of fect to the plain below; at the highest point 
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the path overhangs the edge, so that a stone let fa11 from 
one’s hand would descend perpendicularly without touch- 
ing rock or soil. From twenty yards away it is impossible 
to see any semblante of a path, and mounting this same 
track the following day, although 1 knew a path wide 
enoubh for mules to pass was supposed to be there, I 
could not make out even the barest outline. The mule 
is indeed a wonderful beast, but 1 would advise anyone 
going this journey to make sure that the animal he rides 
both knows the path and is really sure-footed, other- W 
wise his journey will not be entirely one of pleasure. 6 

E 
At this altitude it often rains in the winter months, 4 

and as bad luck would have it, 1 had chanced on a õ” 
particularly unfortunate week.. As we crawled along 1 
(mules are’ the slowest creatures on earth going downhill $ 
-even our fine beasts were slow then, though they g 
climhed like cats) we were srrrldenly aware that a storm I 
was upon us. The clouds were almost down to the path ! 
over which we had just come, and with a roar the wind s 
swept from the mountains, whistling and shrieking 

g 
d 

amongst the crags. The rain carne down in sheets, E z 
and in a moment the mule path, over which we had still ! d 
a long way to go, became a little torrent, the water ; 
coursing cheerfully over our boots, making the track 5 
slippery for the mules and abominably sticky for us, ’ 
SO that we were soon carrying enormous lumps of earth 
on our now very weary feet. 

Thc rain ceased as suddenly as it had bqpn, but 
enough water had fallen on the slopes above to keep the 
little rivulets running alnng onr path. The light was now 
beginning to fade, and as much of the track had been 
obliterated except to the experienced eyes of Vicente, 
our progress was anything but fast. It was with a sigh 
of relief that we finally threaded our way down the last 
little bnvvanco which leads from the tableland beneath the 

P 
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risco to the valley of Aldea, and emerged amongst the 
little farms which we had gazed down upon a couple of 
hours before. We had still to cross the big barramo, 
which wg foùnd to be in flood. 1 was amazed to see so 
much water ; there were three separate channels coursing 
down the barranco bed, the.widest of them quite thirty 
feet in width. The mules waded in calmly enough, but 
hesitated when they found that the water rose above 
their knees and was running with considerable forte, 
doubtless sweeping pebbles against their feet. Indeed, ; 
1 believe it is the rocks swept down by the stream f 
which constitute the chief danger to mules crossing a d 
bawazco in flood, as they are sometimes knocked off i 

their feet by a boulder. i 
It happened to be carnival time, and though much of 1 

the Spanish ardour must have been damped by the i 
weather, we were soon being escorted by a nurnber B 

of fair figures - cloaked and heavily masked -- who ; 
danced and wailed down the village Street, and thus 6 
heralded, our entrance to their domain with becoming 8 E 

pomp and dignity ! Placed at my disposal was a nice I z 
clean two-roomed cottage, roofed with bamboos, ! 
supported on heavy beams let into Ihe ground. It $ 
stood by itself just out of the village, and here 1 5 g 
stayed for two nights, intending, if the weather cleared, ’ 
to proceed up the Barranco de Aldea to Juncal, when 1 
could visit my old camping ground, obtain some more 
Pied Woodpeckers, and perchance, if fortune favoured me, 
again have an opportunity of observing the Canarian 
Blue Chaffinch in its rcstricted heme amongst the pines. 
Thence 1 intended to journey to Tejeda, the fascinating 
village locked away in the mountains, which, on former 
expeditions, 1 had looked down upon from the heights 
which surround it. From Tejeda my plan was to cross 
the Cumbres and traverse the Pinar de Tejeda, journey- 
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ing thence to Galdar through that belt of the pine forests 
which 1 had not yet visited. 1 have explained my plans 
at length, as 1 believe this to be one of the most interest- 
ing journeys which an ornithologist can make in the 

island. He would have an opportunity of observing the 
bird-life of the pine forests and of the valleys, for here 
are some of the finest bawamos in the island ; and last 
but not least such a journey would afford views of perhaps 
the grandest scenery in Gran Canaria. To my lasting 
regret, instead of clearing, the weather became worse 
and worse, so that had 1 ventured to complete my 
programme, 1 should probably have remained in dense 
cloucl from the moment we reached 2000 feet. As 
Juncal lies at 3600 feet and the route through the Pinar f 2 
de Tejeda passes over still higher ground, 1 should then 
not have seen anything at all. Birds are scarce in the 
” Pinar ” even on a fine sunny day, whcn thc attnosphere 
is so clcar that one may see for miles, and even then a 
sharp look-out must be kept if the traveller hopes to see 

all he has set his heart upon. 
1Ve passed a stormy night at Aldea, the wind I z 

increasing in violence and more than once heavy ! 
rain storms beat against the walls of my little house. 

d 
; 

Come what might, 1 had set my heart on securing six g 5 
Partridges before leaving the neighbourhood altogether. 
At eight o’clock, therefore, Vicente arrived with the 
mules, and we set out once more on the long climb to 
Tirma, where 1 intended spending the entire day. As the 
greater part of the way was uphill, we made better progress 
than ~111 the jour-ney down, and LWU hours after starting 
we were once more creeping along the face of the risco, 
hnving ascended 2000 feet by my aneroid. Another 
three quarters of an hour brought us to the Pakridge 
ground, and having persuaded a villainous-looking, black- 
bearded man to leave his troglodytic dwelling, dug out 
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of the face of the rock, and to take charge of the mules, we 
once again set out to scour the slopes, barrancos and 
boulder-strewn hill-tops in search of the coveted bird. 

Whether it was the weather-it was exceedingly cold 
and every now and again we were hidden in driving mist, 
or else caught in a short heavy shower-or just bad luck, 
1 know not, but though we tramped until we had almost 
worn the soles off our boots, from I I A.M. until3.30 P.M., 

1 only had two shots and secured two birds. Severa1 
times a Partridge got up and flew in a direct line with 
Vicente’s head, thus preventing my firing at it, while 
Vicente, armed only with my ,410 bore gun and dust 
shot, could hardly be expected to bring down such a large 
object. Luck was certainly against us, and more than 
ever 1 regretted not having brought a trained dog- the 
lurcher which 1 had borrowed in Aldea, though doubtless 
a marvel after rabbits, of which 1 only saw one, proved 
quite useless with winged game, and 1 longed for my 
two little spaniels at home, who 1 feel certain would 
soon have provided some sport. On this occasion 1 
flushed two Thick-knees, or “ Alcaravans” as they are 
called in the island, but the birds were too wily to admit 
of near approach. 

Once more we mounted our mules and started back 
for Aldea, having left ourselves only two and a half hours 
before dark. Another stormy night followed, when even 
the cow and the donkey in the adjoining “ lean-to ” found 
sleep impossible, and spent the early hours attempting to 
get into my bedroom by kicking a hole in the Wall. At 
daybrcak the rain carne down in. torrents, and when 1 
looked out of my hut door 1 saw that the journey to the 
“ Pinar ” and to Tejeda must be abandoned ; although 
the sun was now shining, the mountains were entirely 
hidden from view, and when Vicente arrived for 
instructions, he had a terrible tale to tell of the weather 
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in the hills. There was nothing to be done but to return 
to Galdar along the road we had come. At any rate, 1 
could have one more try for the Partridges, and though 
bitterly disappointed 1 comforted myself with the thought 
that 1 might after al1 get my six “ Red-Legs ” and thus 
redeem the expedition from failure. 

As we rode out of Aldea for the last time, the sun 
carne out and the clouds lifted for a few brief minutes 
from the mountains, affording me a tantalising glimpse 
of the pine forests. Over the village a number of Brehm’s ; 
Pale Swifts---not long arrived in the island-were dashing f 
to and fro. A Kcenig’s Shrike sat and uttered its d 
peculiar note from the top of a figltree, and a Kite i 
sailed serenely overhead, not a feather ruflled by the 1 
high wind which was blowing. Apart from Spanish E 
Sparrows and Kestrels, birds were not by any .means 1 
common in the Rarranco de Aldea, but this again may B 
be attributed to the unusual and villainous weather. ; 
The thought of the long ride ahead of us-there would 6 
be no motor ion which to cover the last part of the E 

8 
journey-and the knowledge that we had to hurry i 
if we hoped to get any more Partridges, spurred us ! 
on to Tirma as fast as the mules could carry us. As d 

; 
we crossed the barvamo we realised how heavy the rain g 5 
must have been in the hills ; the water had risen con- ’ 
siderably in the nigbt and now almost reached our 
stirrup irons, wetting the bellies of the mules, and 
causing them to snort with anxiety’ as they gingerly 
picked their way across. Before we reached the great 
W>CO the sun was shut out from us by a heavy bank 
of cloud which again crept down the mountains, hiding 
from view mhat must be a magnificent panorama on 
a fine clear day. Though the weather was against us 
the gods had not quite deserted me, and on this ride 
back to Galdar 1 was lucky enough to get two more 
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fine Partridges, thus fulfilling my desire for six skins with 
which to decide the momentous question when 1 returned 
to England -i.e., whether. the Red-legged Partridge of 
Gran Canaria must be considered a distinct race. 

The journey back to Galdar was uneventful. The 
mules insisted-as mules always do insist-on walking 
as near to the edge of the precipite as they possibly 
could, but apart from involuntarily leaning to the 
opposite side of the “ drop,” 1 “ sat tight ” and the 
animal never faltered. Certainly the track is very ; 
narrow, but my friend at Galdar mal& the journey $ 
often on moonlight nights, riding the mule which he i 
so kindly lent to me, a journey which 1 cannot honestly i 
say 1 should relish, though fraught with little danger in 1 
the daytime provided that one is on a really reliable ; 
animal, arld that a landslide does not occur. 

5 
At Iast we left the mountain track, and once more B 

gained the cnrretep-a, which from Agaëte to Galdar is 
exceptionally good. Leaving the main road we took a 6 
short cut over the arid plain, and despite the distance 8 E 

they-had already gone, the mules broke spontaneously ; 
into a comfortable canter. To the west the sun was ! 
setting just South of the island of Tenerife, throwing the $ 
outline of the Pico de Teide into strong relief. The i 
mountains behind us stood out rugged and dark beneath ’ 
a canopy of clouds, which, as rhe sun dipped behind 
the horizon, suddenly became suffused with a beautiful 
shade of pink. At such a time the baked earth, of 
which the plains are composed, takes on a curious red 
glow and the whole effect is then most striking. 
Darkness fe11 long before we reached Galdar, the 
lights of the houses popping up one by one as we 
once more joined the curvelera and jogged quietly 
up the hill into the little township. 



CHAPTER XI 

AN EXPEDITIOS TO THE ISLAKD OF GO1IEP.A 

FROII severa1 points of view the island of Gomera held 
out attractions to an ornitholog-ist, and althoug-h 1 had 
originally planned to make Palma the chief objective 
of my expedition, 1 was quite content to give up any 
attempt to land in that island when 1 heard of the 
fate meted out to recent arrivals there. The island 
of Palma is not a land of cannibals, as might be inferred 
from the previous sentence, but in reality is a great deal 
more “ civilised ” than Gomera, boastiq even a British 
Vice-Consul. Howbeit, the islanders live in the most 
deadly fear of “ Spanish influenza,” and hearing that 
the natives of Gran Canaria and Tenerife were “ dying 
like flies ” of the dreaded plague, the peopie of Palma 
deLtxmined not to admit the scourge into thcir own 
island, and taking the law into their own hands, refused 
to permit passengers or even merchandise to be landed 
in Santa Cruz de la Palma. The story reached me 
that two unhappy individuals, having succeeded in 
landing, were straightway flung into the sea by the 
hospitable islanders. Our decision was confirmed by 
a letter from the Vice-Consul, begging us for the present 
not to attempt to land, as we should “ most. certainly 
be stoned.” It was, therefore, to the island of Gomera 
that we set out on the night of the 14th of March 1920, 
sailing from Santa Cruz de Tenerife in the Leon y 

231 
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Castiddo, one of the largest of the comfortable inter- 
insular boats which now ply between the principal ports 
in the Canary Archipelago. 

Shortly after daybreak the following morning the 
little steamer was lying off the village of Santiago, 
a mere cluster of houses built amongst some palm-trccs 
in a bawaeco on the southern coast of Gomera. Grecn 
but treeless hills rose steeply from the rugged cliffs 
which here form the coast-line. Having disembarked 
the few passengers for this tiny port, we steamed for ; 
half an hour close under the lee of the island to San f 
Sebastian, the principal port of Gomera. Here the i 
high cliffs drop away abruptly to thc mouth of a wide ; 
bar~zzco, where a heavy sur-f has pilcd up a stony beach, i 
in places ground by continuous pounding to a black 1 
volcanic sand. San Sebastian viewed from the sea i 
is not unpicturesque, numerous date-pnlms heli)ing to B 

relieve the otherwise treeless scene (see accompanying i 
illustration), but on closer acquaintance what little i 
beauty it possesses is soon dispelled. 8 

A narrow fringe of tamarisks bounded the foreshore, i 
jmmediately beyond which a certain amount of cultiva- ! 
tion had been attempted. The village is built on the i 
east side of this valley, and consists of three long 5 
paralIe1 streets, stretching from the shore f(or about half ’ 
a, mile up the bed of the bnr~mrco. A few houses are 
built above the others on the eastern slope of the 
barranco Wall, but are for the most part exceedingly poor 
and miserable. The buildings are variously coloured, 
but al1 have red roofs, and, viewed from a distance, 
the general effect is not unpleasing. 

Having bccn carried ashore cn a man’s shoulders 
from the surf boat, and dumped with our various 
belongings on the stony beach, we at once became the 
centre of attraction of the motley crowd which had 
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gathered to watch the arrival of the boat, and it was 
u;ith no little rclicf th:lt we escaped up the villainously 
cobbled strcet to the house which had been placed at 
our tlisposal. The f3rst impression whích we had formed 
of San Scbastian was not dispellcd when we became 
better acquaínted with it. It comparcd very poorly 
with many villages ín Gran Canaria and Tenerife, and 
certainly is far inferior to Arrecife or Puerto Cabras, 
the chíef seaports of Lanzarote and Fuerteventura. 1 
know of few places so entirely shut away from the world, 
and which convey such an impression of complete isolation. 

The steep sides of the bn?-z,atzco, which bound the 
village on the cast and West, were certainly greener than 
1 expccted- a toarse weed growing between the stones 
and on the lower slopes ; the usual terraces had been 
constructed, upon which the excecdíngly meagre crops 
are reared. The valley stretches inland for a consider- 
able distance, and is then hemmed in by high mountains, 
which have to be crossed in whichever direction the 
traveller desires to go. ‘I’he betl of the valley is 
principally taken up by a widc dry water-course, or 
rather by a series of channels filled with large water- 
worn boulders, but near thc village, and again half a 
milc up the bawa3zco, the stony ground is enclo&d with 
walls, and crops of tomatoes are grown, which eventually 
frnd their way to Covent Garden market. Apart from 
thc date-palms in the neighbourhood of the beach, there 
are no trees whatever until the tomate ficlds are rcached 
some distance from the sea. Here groves of lemon- 
trees with their dark yreen leaves make a pleasant 
contrast to the Euphorbia-covered slopes of the hill- 
sides. Amongst the higher rocks a curious fleshy-leaved 
.S~~E~~K~Z’W~OZ was growing in thick clusters, while many 
plants of EztjAorbia canart’enszj- clothed the uppermost 
hcights of the barranco walls. 
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Wishing to obtain a panoramic photograph of the 
valley and little township, 1 crossed the barranro bed 
and walked along the shore, climbing a short way up 
the western wall of the valley. The sun was sinking 
low in the West, and shone with ful1 evening brilliancy 
on the snow-ciad Peak of Tenerife, transforming an 
otherwise. ordinary scene into one of extreme beauty. 
In the foreground lay the dark grecn tamarisks ant1 
feathery date-palms, beyond which the red roofs and 
variously coloured buildings of San Sebastian appeared ; 
bright and attractive against the drab-brown hill-side. $ 
A tcaring wind was sweeping down the valIey, causing i 
thc bluc waters of the tiny hay to dance with myriads of i 
“ white horscs.” In thc distance the outlinc of ‘Tenerife 1 
was plainly visible, capped by the wonderful white l’eak. 1 

From an ornithologist’s stand-point the valle) of Sm i 
Sebastian is terribly disappointing, birds being vcry B 
scarce and confined to a few species only. On thc sea f 
cliffs a Heron and a few Yellow-Iegged Herring-gulls 6 
were seen, whilc on the beach a pair of Lesser Ringed E 

Plovers were the only members of their family present. 
8 
I 

In the narrow belt of tamarisk scrub, one or two Hoopoes 
z 
! 

and a Spectacled Warbler were hopping about, while a d 
; 

Kestrel had its abode in one of the palm-trees where g 5 
the arable land begins. In this desolnte vdlcy there ’ 
is mly cmt: Lid whicll cm tt: called really comrnuIi, 
and that is the Raven ; quite a number of them were 
generally to be secn flying in pairs along the face of the 
cliffs or else congregating in small flocks on the stecp 
barmnm s ides. H igh overhead two or three Egyptian 
Vultures kept a watchful eye for carrion, of which, 
judging by the smells in the village Street, there could 
have been no lack. It was possible to walk from the 
village of San Sebastian to the tomato &cas, nearly 
a mile inland, without so much as seeing a single bird 
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save the ever-present Raven. Indeed my first excursion 
in this direction produced only a Spectacled Warbler, 
a Sardinian Warbler, and a Hoopoe, but 1 later dis- 
covered that Chiffchaffs and Goldfinches were not really 
rare amongst the lemon-trecs, and also noted a Grey 
Wagtail, two Rock Pigeons, and two Berthelot’s Pipits. 
Not a very thrilling list, to say the least of it. If one 
ascended the bn?-~nfrco sides the prospect was no more 
alluring. As far as the eye could see, the hills were bare 
of trees. Above the cliffs the stony land was sown ; 
with bearded-wheat, and here one large flock of Rock $ 
Sparrows was found. 1 know of few birds more difficult i 
to shoot than the Rock Sparrow-its protective colora- i 
tion makes it absolutely invisible until it rises from the 1 
ground, when it flies swiftly and low, taking any cover 1 
available, generally in the shape of lava walls or i 
Euphorhia hushes, and never settling on any con- : 
spicuous object. 

Unfortunately, circumstances kept us in San 6 
Sebastian for three whole days and nights, the latter E 

8 
made hideous by howling dogs and a tearing wind I 
which never ceased to rattle every door and window z 

! 
in the village ; but at last our arrangements were com- d 

; 
plete, and we set out on two miserable ponies-the best g 5 
we could procure in San Sebastian-to cross the island ’ 
to Hermigua. As the crow flies the distance is not far, 
but in the Canary Islands distances must rather be 
gauged by the altitude to which one must ascend, and 
this is particularly the case in Gomera. We left San 
Sebastinn nnd our kind host ~--Don Telesforo Ascanio- ~~ 
at IO A.M., and followed the big valley which here runs 
almost dne West, the bed of the barranco gradmlly 

ascending to 800 feet. The precipitous sides of the 
valley were remarkably green, doubtless the result of 
the torrential rains which had recently fallen, while the 
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wild flowers growing amongst the rocks and grass were 
here particularly numerous-dandehons with dark grecn 
centres, wild cinerarias, poppies, and various kinds of 
which 1 know not the name. The only tree of any 
size was the indigenous PAz~zzZx CtcrctyZzjka canahensis, 
quite a number of which, in various stages of develop- 
ment, were to be secn in the valley. Severa.1 small 
farms were passed, where the land was sown with various 
cereals, the wheat, poor in quality, growing on terraces 
roughly constructed out of the numerous rocks and ; 
stones which everywhere covered the ground. 

We had now rcached the head of the barranco and i 
wcrc completely shut in by mountains. It seemed as if i 

no path could bc fountl over such stecp ground, and with 1 
considerable forcbodings that we shoultl find our ponics 1 
incapable of the ascent, we comnmlced the arduous i 
climb. From 800 feet the lxlth wound upwards at a B 
vcry stecp angle, and at 1600 fect we entered a low scrub ; 
of giant heather (Eka arbovea), which grew thicker 6 
and finer as we rose. From this point we found it E 

impossible to ride. Had the animals been in better i 
condition 1 should have been very 10th to dismount, ! 
but as it was we had little choice in the matter. The $ 
giant heather covered all the mountains above the i 
altitude we had reached, up to the very summit of ’ 
the high ridges, 4000 feet or more above the sea. I had 
never seen such heath before and was greatly struck 
by the great height to which it grows. Meade-WaIdo, 
who travelled extensively in the Canary Islands between 
I 888 and 1891, remarked that the heaths and evergreen 
trees of many kinds in Gomera were far larger and more 
luxuriant than he had met with anywhere else in the 
Islands, a statement which doubtless holds good at the 
present day. The heather was not properly in fIower, 
but some of the trees secmed more advanced than the 
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rest, and we passed severa1 covered with the pretty 
white bloom. The woods must be a wonderful sight 
later in the year. Amongst the heath we noticed quite 
a number of othw evergreen trees, the commonest of 
which was the Faya tree (i~~ricn F~Juz), called by the 
natives “ ha3/a.” The Canarian holly (IZex canarienszk) 
was also noted, while another rarer tree was very similar 
to the Faya in appearance but had lighter coloured 
leaves, and has not been identified satisfactorily. 

Between 2000 feet and 3000 feet the track wound 
less steeply up the mountain-side, affording magnificent 
views of the high ridges which we were now fast 
approaching. The heather became denser, the in- 
dividual trees finer, the rocky sides were everywhere 
covered with curious vegetation, the most noticeable 
being a remarkable plant in the shape of a large rosette, 
not unlike a Jérusalem artichoke, and which has since 
been identified from specimens obtained as ~Eoniu~z 
rnmzrienre. As in Tenerife, these remarkable rosettes 
cling in numbers to the face of the rock in the higher 
altitudes of the Cloud Kegion, and exhibit great variety 
in size. Another striking plant which attracted our 
attention was a Senzpe?-Jtiz~nt clinging in tiny grape- 
like clusters to the rock crannies. The vegetation at 
this altitude was wonderfully green, the undergrowth, 
mosses, ferns, and flowers, particularly luxuriant. The 
ascent zig-zagged up to 3000 feet, when we passed 
abruptly over the ridge and gained another extensive 
view beyond. The clouds were now beginning to rol1 
dowu t11t: upper slopes, obscuring the highest crests, but 
in al1 directions the mountains were clothed in a rolling 
mass of heath, even finer specimens than we had yet 
met with. Unfortunately, the sun had long been 
obscured by cloud, so that the views here reproduced 
(facing pages 236 and 238) are not as clear as would 
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otherwise have been the case. From the ridge which 
separates the great valley of San Sebastian from the 
rest of Gomera, we gained a good idea of the in- 
accessibility of this comparatively small island, only 
some 16 miles long and I 3 miles broad. Almos t 
from the same point we could gaze down into thc two 
great valleys, the one up which we had passed running 
east and West, the other-the valley of Hermigua 
-almost north and South. As usual, the descent was 
worse than the climb up, and we were forced to lead our 
beasts almost the whole way down. We. dipped almost 
immediately into the fine woods, and even had the sun 
been high overhead would have been walking in the 
shade, so wonderfully luxuriant was the heather growth f 2 
at this point. The atmosphere smelt damp and heavy, 
tiny rivulets ran down in little cascades, the ground 

i 
t 5 

beneath the heather was everywhere carpeted with 
mosses and ferns. Eagerly 1 listened for the note 
of any of the birds 1 had come so far to find-the 
Laurel Pigeons, the Pale Redbreast, the Tenerifean E 

8 
Goldcrest, or even the Canarian Chaffinch. Surely it 
would be difficult to find a more inviting retreat in 
which, at any rate, the last three mentioned, and 

d 
; 

cettainly ’ the island Blackbird, should have had their g 5 
home. Absolute silente reigned, not a bird was in 
sight ! 1 have ridden many miles in the Canary lslands 
in search of birds, but 1 never remember such a dis- 
appointing journey (from the point of view of the bird- 
life observed) as this proved to be. In the valley of 
San Sebastian 1 had fuund birds exceptionally scarce, 
but put that down to the great Iack of vegetation in 
this vcry uninteresting locality. But now we were pass- 
ing through really fine evergreen woods, a sufficiently 
wonderful experience in the Canary Islands to warrant 
the highest hopes rising in an ornithologist’s breast ! 
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That the highlands of Gomera are undoubtedly tenanted 
by two magnificent Pigeons (Codz~záa jz~on~~) inhabit- 
ing Palma and Gomera and nowhere else in the world, 
and Codu~zbn boL& restricted to Gomera, Palma, and 
Tenerife), we know to be true ; while on a journey from 
San Sebastian to the Valle Hermosa undertaken by 
Meade-Waldo in 1888 when practically if not exactly the 
same path must have been followed, that ornithologist 
had met with Sardinian Warblers, Blackbirds, Titmice, 
Thrushes, Goldcrests, Linnets, Goldfinches, Chaffinches, 
Woodcock, and Rock Partridges, a sufficiently varied 
list to satisfy the most ardent naturalist. The highest 
point in Gomera is said to be only 4400 feet above 
sea-level, and we had therefore passed within 1400 feet 
of the top of the island without seeing a single one 
of the species mentioned. It may be of interest here 
to note that as soon as my object in visiting Gomera 
was made known to the good folk of San Sebastian, 
1 was told that 1 had come “ too late” for the small 
birds, as al1 had disappeared since the terrible five weeks 
of heavy rain which had only ceased a week before my 
visit ; moreover, that 1 had come ” too soon ” for the 
Pigeons, which had al1 retreated to the highest points 
in the island (now quite inaccessible, since the path- 
destroying rains), where they would remain until August 
and September, when they would descend to the lower 
slopes and feed on the grain and fruit. 1 secretly 
determined to ignore these objections, and, come 
what might, secure, or at any rate see, in its native 
haunts the <‘ Rabirhi” (C. ~U~ZO~Z~CP) and the 6‘ Zùrg?Jesa ” 
(C. boZZei)-pl ans which were once more frustrated by 
the ill-luck which followed me on this expedition. 

The long climb down to Hermigua took us much 
longer than the ascent. We continued to pass through 
evergreen woods, which gradually became thinner and 
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more scrubby as we descended to a lower altitude, and 
finally we passed out of the heather zone altogelher. 
It was th& that we carne upon a type sf country which 
we had nbt seen before in our journey, it being different 
f’rom the lower slopes of the San Sebastian vaIIey. It 
was much more attractive to bird-life, and certainly very 
pleasant to the eye. The Iittle rivulets which carne 
tumbling down from the higher mountains now joined 
to form fast-running mountain streams, along the banks 
of which bamboos grew in profusion : masses of brambles ; 
clothed the hill-sides, and grasses and flowers of many i 
kinds were observed. A more ideal place in which to d 
expect to see Blackbirds and Redbreasts it would be 8 õ” 
hard to find ; one of the former birds was seen by a i 
muleteer as it dived into a bramble bush, but the Red- 1 
breast was neither seen nor heard. Chiffchaffs, however, g 
were numerous, and Kestrels and Rock Pigeons were I 
occasionally seen. As we neared Hermigua Alta, the i 
valley became closely cultivated with maize and other s 
cereals ; lemon and fig-trees and a few almonds made g 

d 
their appearance, and palms were growing on all sides. E 
Passing through the cobbled village Street, where we ~ 

z 
! 

were again forced to dismount owing to the steep i 
gradient, we were surprised to see a fine Buzzard pass j 
overhead, holdingan enormous rat in its fully outstretched ’ 
talons -a sight sufficiently rare to excite even the interest 
of the natives, who stood and gazed at the great bird as 
it sailed away with its heavy burden, holding the body 
of the rat by the middle. 

Hermigua Alta lies some way from the coast, about 
IOOO feet above the sea, and as the room which had 
been lent to us was in a fruit packing store almost on 
the beach, we had still some way to go. A swift stream 
was running down the middle of the valley, rushing over 
the boulders iri a swirling torrent, almost reminding one 
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of a Dartmoor trout stream. The illusion, however, was 
dispelled by the banks, lined at intervals with bamboos 
and toarse vegetation, while every available space from 
Hermigua Alta to Hermigua Playa was covered with 
banana trees. The valley of Hermigua is certainly one of 
the most cultivated 1 have seen in the Islands (see illus- 
tration facing page 248). 1 t is almost enclosed by very 
steep mountains rising at their highest points to 4000 
feet, and even the barranco sides are terraced to a con- 
siderable height, sown with beans and corn, above which 
the endemic Euphorbias, toarse grass and cattle-weed, 

; 

give the mountain-sides a wonderfully green appearance. i 
Smaller barrancos cut up the main walls of thc valley, i 
and here many hours were spent searching for birds, 
with, unfortunately, very little success. 

1 
The mountains 1 

near the sea do not bear any heather, but only those 
at the head nf the valley, as already described. Despite 

5 
B 

these, one would imagine alluring conditions, birds were 
really scarce-Chiffchaffs, Blackbirds, Canaries, Kestrels, 
and \\‘agtails mere Iiterally the only species seen, though 
1 hunted high ancl low amongst the bananas, bamboos, 
brambles, palms, and corn terraces. The mouth of the z 

! 
valley is about half a mile broad, steep cliffs rising on 
either side. The beach is stony, the sand black and 
volcanic. Beyond high-water mark, a thick but narrow 
fringe of tamarisk bounds the banana plantations, which 
extend even on to the foreshore. The stream which 
we had followed down the bed of the valley, here 
emptied itself into the sea, passing between a luxuriant 
growth of bamboos. A rough path led from the 
packing sheds for a short distance along the cliffs, 
and it was a picturesque sight to see the camels 
carrying the great bales of fruit to the @~ank 
for shipment in small coasting vessels to Tenerife, 
whence the fruit is transferred to the larger steamers 

Q 
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which carry it to England. The cultivation of bananas 
in the Canary Islands has been greatfy developed of 
recent years by a well-known British firi-n. Tenerife 
and Gran Canaria are the principal garc1c:n.s for the 
bananas, but many thousands of bunches are IlOW 

prcduced in the islands of Palma and Gomera. 1 havc 
already acknowledged in the ” Foreword ” to this twlurm~ 

my indebtedness to members of this firm. The kinclness 
and courtesy received from Messrs Fyffe’s staff, both 
English and Spanish, could not have becn exceeded, and 
special thanks are due to Mr C. J. Hamilton for the 

i- 

arrangerncnts he made for our stay in Gomera. 
i 
d 

It was my grcat desire to rcach the highest ground i 8 
in the island wherc I I;nt:w 1 should meet with thc E 2 
L wrcl Pigeons 1 had set my hcxt-t OII xcuri”g, but 
once more the elements turned qainst me. ne 11eaq ; 
cIouds which h:rd descended over the mountnins AS 

Y f 
WC journeyecl through the heather zone, failed to líft 9 
on the fo1lowin.g days, and instead sank lower and 

E 0 
lower, cnveloping everything above 3000 feet in a thick 

E 
d 

grey mantle. From Hermigua, at any rate, the ascent 
to the Pigeon ground was impossible withont a tent, 
which, f’or various reasons, 1 had been obliged to leave 

d 
; 

in Las Palmas. Indecd the olti fcsson which I learnt 
in Gran Canaria was once more brought forcibly bcforc 
nle-7z0x7- ¿;r-<cxx¿ wil(A~4d a Z@t t~zt, it is indispensable. 

Instead of ascending to the high ground, 1 had 
to content myself with a day after thc Rock Partridgcs, 
which have the reputation of being plcntifuf in Gomera. 
Curiously enough, the Partridge of Tenerife and Palma 
(and Lanzarote, where it is very rare) is a Pale race 
of the Barbary Partridge, and is ~IIOWJI as A&lo~& 
óucrbava hmzgC, but in the island of Gran Canaria 
the much smaller “ French ” Red-legged Partridge is 
found and is represenfcd by the perfectly distinct race 
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known as A kcforis rufa a&raZis. In the island of 
Pnlm:l no Partridgc has ever succecded in gaining a 
footing, though I understand it has been frequently 
introcluced from Tenerife and Gomera. As thcre is 
pIcnty of suitablc grouncl for a Rock Partridge in that 
island, its failure to thrive there is another of those 
problems of anomazlous distribution of which WC have 
such remarkable instances in thc Canary ilrchipelaga. 
;‘ilthough the Canarian Rock Partridge, unlikc the Gran 
C;inarian “ Red-Leg,” is not by any means rare, we had 
fcw spccimens oi this islnnd race in the Rritish Muscum, 
ancl 1 thereforc wclcamed thc opllortunity of securing 
furthcr examples. Accordingly 1 set out with my 
Spanish guide for some likely ground, distant about 
an hour and a halfs ride, mounted on the best pony 
I havc ever ridden in the Canarics. We scram bled 
up the bed of a bn~nîlgvz2~0,’ and then ascended thc 
castcrn sitle. our bexts climbing LIS the most villainous 
path ti11 WC wcrc TCKKI fwt :~hovc thc banana plant:~tions, 
whcre ;1 fine vicw wx obtainctl of the valley and severa1 
phtos wcre securecl. \Ve then followed a perilous traclì, 
which for fifty ywds ran along a razor-backed ridge 
only just sufficiently wide for the pony to walk on, with 
a rolling drop of many hundrcd feet on eithcr side. 
T was glacl 1 was mountecl on a very diffcrent pony from 
that which had carried me over the Cumbres from San 
Sebas tian ! The path kept parallel with the coast, 
keeping much at the same elevation, thc mountains 
on our right rising to a considerable height. After 
riding for an hour and a half WC cague to a strecch of 
more open country, the hill-sidc sloping more gradually 
to the sea-clit’fs, the whole covered with immense 
boulders half covered in vegetation, principally high 
thistles, rcaching to one’s knees, bramblcs, toarse grass 

l A little lanmco, or rêvine. 
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and evergreen plants, plentifully mixed with wild Aowers, 
dandelions, cineraria, etc. Specimens of Sen~c~o cruentz~s 

were obtained on this ground. The Rock Partridges 
were found here in some numbers, and we had fair 
sport, a pointer, “ Sol,” which we had with us, helping 
us considerably. The Canarian Rock Partridg-e is a 
fine bird on the wing- the male utters its cal1 when 
flushed and it flies very strongly. Provided that onc 
does not overbalance on the uneven ground just as the 
game is flushed, there should be no difficulty in bring- 
ing down one’s bird. The only other species seen on 
this rock-strewn ground were Berthelot’s Pipits and 
Spectacled Warblers. Having secured the Partridges 1 
required, 1 next climbed up a dip in the mountains, 
closely overgrown with toarse vegetation, until at 
1600 feet 1 once more entered the giant heather scrub. 
Twu Liny birds wcre CluclgiIlg abuuL in a luw bush, 
and thinking 1 had at last discovered the Tenerifean 
Goldcrests, 1 shot them 3t sight, but to my annoyance 
found they were both Chiffchaffs. Later 1 found that 
Chiffchaffs were common here, but savc two Rlue 
Titmice and one or two Canaries just below the heather, 
no small birds were noted. The mists hid the hill-tops, 
from which occasionally Rock Pigeons would drop 
through the clouds, like stones, on their way to the 
sea-cliffs, or to feed on the meagre corn in the neigh- 
bourhood of the one tiny farm. Unseen Ravens croaked 
far overhead, suddenly appearing for a moment like 
ghosts through the fleeting mist, only to disappear from 
view as they once more passed into the clouds. 

The unexpected arrival of a small fruit “ coaster ” 
on the morning of the 19th decided us to return to 
Tenerife in two days’ time, the little boat promising 
to pick us up on her return journey from Valle Hermoso. 
The alternative was to take a rowing boat round the 
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coast to San Sebastian to catch the inter-insular 
steamer, which wouid have taken three days to make 
the trip to Santa Cruz, wanclering half u-ay round the 
A rchipclagn en vnltfg. A jnllrney in a small rowing 

boat round the coasts of any of the Canary Islands is 
not to be lightly undertaken, even by a good sailor ; 
both embarking and disembarking are often exceedingly 
difficult, and in rough weather quite impossible. In the 
winter months choppy seas are of only too frequent 
occurrence, and as the islands - especially Palma, ; 
Gomera, and Hierro-rise very precipitously from the $ 
sea, their coasts are greatly exposed to the fury of the ! 
waves and few harbours worthy of sheltering even a 8 i 

small vessel are to be found. Viewed from a ship at f 2 
sea, Gomera does not present a very alluring appearance, 1 
and only in the interior of the island does any virgin 5 
forest growth exist, and that at a considerable altitude. B 

The difficulties of exploring the interior are increased i 
tenfnld by the lack of suitahle heasts of burden. In S 

San Sebastian, where the traveller is usually compelled 8 E 

to land, mules are unprocurable, and the ponies, judging I z 
by those which we obtained, and said to have been ! d 
the best available, are such miserable specimens that ; 
they would be incapable of transporting tents and g 5 
other camping outfit up the mountain-paths without ’ 
being subjected to real cruelty-cruelty which the 
Canarian Spaniard is unfortunately only too ready to 
inflict. We got over this difficulty by sending our 
baggage by boat and riding with nothing but guns 
a11c1 cameras acfoss thc island ; LUL this rnethod of 
collecting is not to be recommended-little can be done 
on 3 long journey ; the noise made by ponies and men 
passing through the usually silent woods is sufficient 
to frighten every bird for miles round. The only sure 
plan is to camp on the actual ground to be explored. 
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It is then possible to be out very early in the morning 
when birds art: fecding, and alsu at dusk when species, 
such as the Woodcock, “ flight ” from onc place to 
another and are then easily obtained. Living on the 
shore, as 1 was compelled to do, the best part of the 
day was lost in getting to the ground I dcsired to work 
over, and getting back before nightfnll, the mountain- 
paths being very unsafe at night for eithcr man or 
beast unless the moon should chance to be full. 

In the pages of this book 1 have dealt very little W 
with the cust0m.s of the present-day inhabitants of the [ 
Islands. Apart frotn the troglodytic life which some ; 
of the natives lead by forte of circumstance, there are 8 õ” 
few traits worthy of particular note. Thcre are, how- i 
evcr, onc or two cusuxns which the Cana-y islanders ; 
may wcll claim as thcir own, and of hese the ‘* ~-1iistli~1~ 5 
languagc ” practiscd in comcru is, 1 bcllcvc, quite thc ; 

most rcmarkable, as it is also unique throughout the i 
world. Unfortunately 1 was ltnable to visit that district { 
in Gomera where the best whistlers are said to reside, d 
the Montaña de Chipude. The townfolk apparently E z 
have no knowledge of this language, but in many of ~ ! 
the country districts it is said tcs be sufficicntly de- 4 
veloped for messages to be sent and for limited t 5 
conversation to be carried on. Whether or not our ’ 
muleteers were exponents of this art 1 was unable to 
prove to my satisfaction, but certainly as w-e passed 
some way below a farm on the opposite hilI-side, a 
curious whistle rang out from a small group of peasants 
gathered to watch us pass by. The whistle was 
immediately answered by onc of our men, and 1 was 
at once struck by the peculiarity of the notes-low 
and liquid but very clear, reminding me more of certain 
nntes used by the Nightingale than of any human 
whistle 1 had heard beforc. The notes, four or fíve.in 
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nimkr, w-ere racha- drawn out, the one running into 
thc other wíthout any perceptible stop between them, 
though the intensity of tone of each note was pcrfectly 
distinct frorn the next. It may be that thc curiosity 
of the nativa at the unusual sight of an Englishwoman 
ridinb astride dtswn their Mountain-p;lths had becn. 
escited, and that they had whistled to our guides to 
know who w-e were, whence we carne, and whithcr we 
were going ? The answer they received certainly 
appeared to satisfy the interrogators, for the whistle 
was not rcpeatcci. It would certainly be Worth the 
while of an ethnologist to visit Gomera for the express- 
purposc of invcstigating this unique whistling IaBguage. 
It will be a thousand pities if the language is permitted 
to die out before some investigation of the kind has 
taken place. 

True to promise, the little fruit steamer Taoro put 
in to I Ierrnigua on the morning of the 21st of Riarch. 
,4 leisurel}- canwl wrrived for our baggage at;d ‘NX 
set out for thc cliffs from which w:e wcre to embark. 
11~ wifc ancl 1 have experiencecl many ways of landing 
and dcparting from the coasts of the Canary Islands- 
sometimes we llave been carried through the surf high 
on men’s shoulders and ” tumbled ” unceremoniously 
into a small boat, or else again we have had to spring 
for a cliff, being caught by the wrists by brawny fisher- 
men and hauled out of reach of the waves---but the 
method employed at Hermigua for embarking fruit and 
passengers is unique in our experience. A good path 
has becn cut along the face of the cliff which leads 
to a fruit shed built on a stone platform on the cliffi 
si& some hundred and fifty feet above the sea. From 
this platform a skeleton iron structure, supported by 
a stone buttress, extends a considerable distance over 
the waves, and along these iron rails runs a mechani- 
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cally propelled eradle supported by a single rope 
(see accompanying illustration). The cradle, when 
fílled with the bales of fruit by the loaders on the 
latiding-stage, is then swung into the air, run along 
the rails out over the sea, and lowered to a smal] 
boat which waits beneath. We were not ~11t: only 
passengers who had taken the opportunity of escaping 
from Hermigua. The small landing-stage on the 
cliffs was filled with men, women, and children emi- 
grating to Cuba, and these had all secured a deck B ; 

passage on the Taoro to Santa Cruz. A great many i. 
s 

men emigrate annually from the Canary Islands to d 
i 

Cuba, hoping to make their fortune there in a few E 
years. If married, their wives and families are invariably i 
left behind in the Canaries until such a time as the i 
husband has made sufficient money to send for them, 5 
always provided uf course Lhat he has not found another 

Y f 
wife across the seas. One woman with a small boy ; 
and two little girls, whose husband, wonderful to say, 0 

E 
had remained faithful to her, was thus setting out, d 
carrying with her ~11 her worldly goorls. The men E z 
al1 seemed quite unconcerned, but severa1 women, come ! d 
to watch the departure of their sons and husbands, ; 

Iifted up their voices in loud lamentations : one old o 5 
lady in particular, whose son took not the slightest 
notice of her grief, hung over the parapet and filled 
the air with piercing howls, waving her arms above 
her head in frantic gestures of despair. At last al1 
the fruit was cleared and the emigrants’ luggage was 
piled into the eradle. This caused considerable argu- 
ment-none of the travellers wishing to be separated 
from their belongings. One young man steadfastly 
refused to allow his box to go without him, and just 
as the eradle commenced to rise from the ground, 
sprang upon the luggage and was hoisted into the 
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air clinging to the rope. In this precarious position 
he was lowered to the boat, the cradle spinning round 
in a most dizzy fashion, but the young man, having 
achieved his object, was perfectly content. A wooden 
box with seats and very low sides was next substituted 
for the luggage eradle, and in this the emigrants, four 
at a time, and finally ourselves, were lowered to the 
waiting boat underneath. We were then rowed out 
to the Taaro, which we boarded by climbing up a rope- 
ladder. When all were aboard the Tnoro blew her 
whistle furiously, the anchar-chain rolled up, and we 
slowly turned our back on Gomera, an island which 
locks up her ornithological secrets very tight in the 
heart of her most inaccessible mountains, and which 
1 could not help but feel had treated me just a little 
ungenerously. 

The voyage tn Santa Cruz in the Tanro remains ene 
of my pleasantest recollections. The little steamer 
made for the western coast of Tenerife untíf aImost 
opposite the village of Guia, when she changed her 
course, steering South close under the shelter of the 
land. The day was one of the most glorious 1 can 
remember-perfectly still and peaceful, the sea like 
a mirror, a hot sun beat down, a curious grey haze 
hung over the water. The breeze made by the 
leisurely motion uf the ” cüasler ” as she ploughed 
through the waves was just sufficient to keep us 
delightfully co01 on the bridge. We had left Hermigua 
about 2 P.M., so that half the voyage was made in 
daylight, and a fine idea was gained of the western 
and southern coasts of Tenerife. Viewed from the 
sea, the western coast presents a remarkable appearance. 
With the Peak almost obscured by cloud, the island 
resembles a hump, tapering at both extremities to fine 
headlands-Punta Teño in the north-West, Punta Rasca 
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in the South. The middle of the hump is taken up 
by the Cañadas, lying over 7000 feet above the sea, 
from which the snow-ciad summit of the Pico de Teid& 
rises another SOOC, feet and more into thc sky. South 
of the Cañadas the mountains fa11 in a series of pre- 
cipi tous parallel spurs, separated by deep ~WY~ZIIL~OS, 
to the arid region of the coast. The higher ridges 
are clothed with pines, but viewing the island from 
a ship lying off Adeje, the impression gained is one 
of extreme barrenness. A journey on mule-back 
parallel with the coast is one incessant scramble up 
and down ravines, so that a rowing boat is usually 
the simplest way of getting frorn one village to another, 
saving both the time and patience of thc traveller ! 
From our vantage point on the bridge of the jr(o~o, the 
serratecl nature of the island was particularly apparent ; 
a few villages wcrc to be seen dotted ctbout the hill-side 
at varying distances from the beach, the majority 
appearing to be between IOOO and 2000 feet above 
sea-level. As we neared the lighthouse, built ti 1ittIe 
to the west of Punta Rasca, the Taoro steamed close 
in-shore, so near, indeed, that the wonderful semi-desert 
vegetation of this lonely belt could plainly be seen, 
and with powerful glasses even certain species of thc 
various plants could be identified. The coast is here 
very low, black lava rocks fringe the shore, thickly 
covered with a bright yellow seaweed. 

At high-water mark numerous caverna have been 
formed by the action of the waves, but nowhere is 
there any semblante uf cliffs. Bq~oiirl the shurt: a 
flat, sun-baked plain stretches inland. broken onIy by a 
chain of hills, whose curious shapes, flat-topped. pointed 
or rounded, arrested attention. Immediately behind 
the lighthouse rises a low rounded volcano of that 
striking red colour so often scen in the craters of 
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these islands. On some Spanish maps this volcano 
is named the blontaña Pardela, from which 1 gather 
it is the resort in the breeding season of the Canarian 
Shearwater (Cahnectris kddi fortzlnatzls). Roth this 
and the much smaller Madeiran Allied Shearwater 
(P~finus ass~~~zidis barodz’) were to be seen on the water, 
the former quite plentiful, the latter decidedly rare. 
It is likely that both species come to this unfrequented 
part of the coast to rear their young. The “ Pudeda ” 
or Canarian Shearwater, 1 knew from my experiences ; 
in the outer islets of the Eastern Canaries, to be f 
fond of utilising the old lava caverns, so plentiful in d 
the sides of almost al1 old craters. i 

We rounded Rasca Point and continued to hug 1 
the shore, much the same in character as that just 1 
described, ix., semi-desert, with low hills dotted here i 
and there, in the distance the pine-ciad ridges mounting B 

higher and higher into the clouds. As we passed ; 
Punta Roja, we a,aain altered our course to parallel 1 
with the long eastern strand of Tenerife, where head- 
land follows headland in endless succession. A grey i 
pal1 hung over land and sea, a lemon-coloured sun was ! 
sinking behind Gomera, 

d 
throwing the outline of that ; 

island into relief. A solitary flying-fish leaped from i 
under the bows of the ship and skimmed away over ’ 
the surface. We passed whole Aeets of Sz$honophora- 
“ Portuguese men-of-war “-sailing valiantly on their 
way, their sails a wonderful opalescent blue bordered 
with the brightest of pink. Shearwaters continued 
to pass the boat, al1 making in thc same direction- 
their resting-place by the red volcano which bears 
their name. 

As the sun sank out of sight, Tenerife as suddenly 
lost al1 its shape, appearing as a great grey mass, 
the white Peak just peeping through the gatheríng 
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gloom. The emigrant woman with the three children 
lying huddled on the hatch had now entirely disappeared 
from view, enveloped in a great blanket which covered 
the family from head to foot. The Spaniard at the 
wheel commenced to sing-chanting in a minor key 
of the past glories of Spain, when she ruled ” from 
Buenos Aires to Peru.” One by one the lights of 
villages began to twinkle far up the mountain,-side, 
and following the example of the emigrant woman, 
we rolled ourselves up in our coats, lulled by the motion 
of the ship and the droning song of the man at the 
wheel. 



PART III 

TRAVELS AND ORNITHOLOGICAL EXPEDITIONS 

IN THE EASTRRN CANARY ISLANDS 



CHAPTER XII 

AN ORNITHOLOGICAL EXPEDITION TO THE EASTERN 

CXNARI’ ISLANDS-FUERTEVENTURA 
; 

THE desert islands of the Canary group had long 
attracted me, both for their remarkable physical 

[ 
d 

characteristics and for the even more remarkable birds 
which they were known to contain. The names of E 2 
the two large islands alone-Fuerteventura and Lanza- 
rote-had an interesting sound about them ; moreover 
a small cluster of uninhabitcd and almost cntircly 
unexplored islets, the bird-life of which was virtually 
unknown, lay off the northern point of Lanzarote. 

1 was quite certain that if 1 could only hit off the 
right time of year I should be amply repaid, in 
knowledge, if in nothing else, for the difficulties which ! 
a thorough exploration of these unknown islands and 

d 
; 

rocks would undoubtedly entail. 
The primary object of the expedition was to discover 

which Petrels and Shearwaters resorted to the outer 
islets to breed, for although quite a number of these 
interesting sea-birds were reported to rear their young 
on the uninhabited islands of the Canary group, yet 
no ornithologist had ever visited them in the breeding 
season, and very little was known concerning them. 

Plans were therefore laid in England, and it was 
arranged to visit at any rate the outer islets during 
the month of June, when it was hoped the Petrels 
would be discovered breeding. 1 had also set my 

265 
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heart on seeing in its native haunts, and, if possible, 
securing a specimen of, the extremely rare Black 
Oystercatcher, one of the least known birds in the 
world, in quest of which severa1 ornithologists had 
set out since Meade- Waldo obtained it in 1890, but 
which had never since been secured. 

Unlike my previous trips in the Canaries, which 
had been purely private ventures, this expedition to 
the Eastern Islands was undertaken officially on behalf 
of the British Museum (Natural History), and it was 
owing to the kindness of Mr Ogilvie-Grant, then head 
of the Bird Department, and of the late Mr C. E. Fagan, 
the Secretary of the Museum, and to their interest in 
the expedition, that the plans were successfully laid 
and excellent results finally obtained. 

‘The collecting of birds in the Canary Islands during 
the “ close season ” is prohibited, and although the rule 
is a splendid one, yet it is only enforced where sjrangers 
are concerned-the local “ sportsman ” being permitted 
to commit the most heinous crimes, such as shooting 

E 
8 

and trapping the birds whilst actually on the nest. I z 
However, where “ foreign ” collectors are concerned, ! 
the law is enforced, and for this, at any rate, we may 

d 

be thankful, as the rule is only relaxed on very special 
i 
5 

occasions. 
0 

Owing to the intervention of Lord, then Sir Edward, 
Grey, permission was eventually obtained to collect 
birds in May and June, but even then further troubles 
arose locally, and but for the good offices of Major 
Swanston, H.B.M.‘s consul at Las Palmas, we should 
have had to give up our project altogether. 

The authorities of the British Museum had lent 
me their taxidermist, A. H. Bishop, whose assistance 
1 found invaluable, and who was responsible for the 
412 bird skins which we eventually brought back to 
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the National Collection, to the Roya1 Scottish Museum 
in Edinburgh, and to the Museum of Lord Rothschild 
at Tring. 

At last al1 difficulties were overcome and we were 

ready to leave Gran Canaria for the Eastern Islands. 
4s Spanish headman 1 took a useful Gran Canarian 
named Juan Barreto, and as cook a Spaniard by name 

J osé. The duties of the former were to act as inter- 
preter and to make al1 arrangements about transport, 
both on land and sea. As my wife and sister-in-law, 
who were accompanying me, both spoke Spanish, 1 
did not anticipate many linguistic difficulties. Eventu- 
ally our arrangements were complete and we boarded 
the little insular steamer Yz&~ y CZ~V~O at 8 P.M. 

on the 4th of May IgI3.l 
Four hours later the Corr20 weighed anchar, and t 5 

we stcamcd out of Las Palmas harbour about midnight B 
on our sixty-mile run to Fuerteventura. Once beyond f 
the shelter of the Isleta, the little boat beban to pitch 6 
and toss, but luckily not badly enough to prevent E 

8 
our having a good night’s rest. I 

We were awakened next morning at 5.30 by the 
z 
! 

sudden cessation of the engines, and thinking we 
d 
; 

had arrived at our destination, we scrambled up on g 5 
deck to find we were lying off a tiny port called Gran 
Tarajal. It was a glorious dawn, and the island looked 
most alluring in the early morning light. There 
appeared to be only about two houses in sight, which 
were built on the beach at the entrance to an attractive 
valley or barrarzcu, which led into the interior of 
the island. The bottom of the barranco was thickly 
lined with tamarisks, but the sides, which looked 

1 The official report of this expedition appeared in the Ibis 1911, 
Part I., pp. 38-72 ; Part II., pp. 228-93. The collections brought to 
England are now mostly in the British and Tring Museums. 

R 
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steep and rocky, seemed absolutely bare of vegetation, 
as indeed was most of the land in sight. In the 
distance, beyond the tamarisks, a few clumps of palms 
added the picturesque note, which they always do to 
any scene, and above their feathery heads a low range 
of blue hills stretched into the distance. 

A heavy surf boat was putting out from the shore 
as we carne on deck, and we made out a string of camels 
kneeling patiently on the beach-apparently waiting 
for the goods which, with much creaking and groaning i 
of the winches, were being hauled out of the hold of [ 
our little steamer. d 

We had no opportunity to land during this visit, 8 i 

for little time was lost before we were again under i 
way, steaming up the coast-line parallel with the 1 
shore. The island appeared more mountainous than 5 
1 had expected to find it, but looked remarkably B 

interesting ornithologically. It was as unlike the s 
Western Islands as one could possibly imagine, and 1 1 
now realised for the first time the reason for its truly 8 
desert flora and fauna. I 

At 9.30 A.M. we anchored off Puerto Cabras, the d 
z 
! 

principal “ port !’ of Fuerteventura, and indeed, after ; 
Gran Tarajal, it almost deserved the name! The little i 
township is built on the slopes of a hill, which gradually ’ 
descends to the water’s edge, and the cluster of ugly 
square white houses looked quite imposing from the 
deck of our steamer. A tiny stone mole runs out 
about a hundred yards into the sea, and as we drew 
near WC discovered that it was packed with a seethiug 
mass of humanity. Whether the arrival of the boat 
always attracts such attention is a moot point, but 
probably the news that four English people-and two 
of them women-were coming to their island “ to collect 
birds” had proved too much for the curiosity of the 
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good lolk of Puerto Cabras. Doubtless Juan Barreto, 
who, like al1 good Canarians, loved to brag of his 
“ friends ” (as 1 later discovered we were affectionately 
termecl), had not been idle since hc had arrived in 
advance in the island, ostensibly to engage our camels 
and make the necessary arrangements for our speedy 

departure from the port of landing. 
The camck-seven in all each with its owner, were 

there right enough, knceling down quietly on the mole, 
though en tire1 y hidden from our view hy the crowd 

which thronged around them. Our arrival caused the 
greatest excitement, and it was with difficulty that we 
made our way to where our animals and men were 
waiting. Our stores, tents, and other baggage took 
some time to land and longer still to load on to the 
camels, the drivers continually exchanging the bales 
with one another until the wcight was adjusted to their 
liking, if not to that of their grumbling beasts who kept 
up a continua1 gurgling and grunting while their packs 
were being securecl. One of the camels carried a special 
aZba& upon which the two ladies could riele, slung one 

on each side of the animal’s hump. Bishop and 1 shared 
another beast sitting ene on each side of the wooden frame 
of an empty carrier. (See illustration facing page 2Go.) 

AI1 this time the crowd stood round in a wide circle, 
and it was with no little relief that at 10.30, with 
much shouting and cries of ‘Ijrrlcke cn&d/” from the 
drivers, to the weirdest possible accompaniment from 
the camels themselves as they struggled to their feet, 
we streamed out of Puerto Cabras in the direction of 
Oliva. 

For the first mile or two, the track lay paraIle1 with 
the sea-shore, and at times led down to the water’s 
edge, for this part of the coast is low and stuuj-. 
Kentish Plovers and Turnstones by the rocky pools 
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attracted our attentjon, but otherwise the coast secmed 
deserted of bird-life. Beyond thc beach lay a flat 
barren plain which stretched inland to a low fringe of 
equally bare hills. When 1 say thc plain and the hills 
were bare, 1 mean they looked so from a distance, for the 
ground, though very “parched and dry, bore a certain 
amount of scanty vegetation, in patches appearing 
almost purple from the bloom of the .Sua~?n jkuficosn. 
1 was surprised to see how hilly the country was 
inland, though of course the hills -1ooked very insigni- 
ficant after those of the Western Islands. 

Though constantly on the look-out for birds, we 
were disappointecl to íind them remarkrtbly scarce, and 
nothing appeared in sight but Short-toed Larks and 
a few Uerthelot’s Pipits, both old friends from Gran 
C anaria. 

As we bcgan to leavc the coast, this state of 
affairs improved a bit ; two Kestrels belonging to a 
new form recently described as distinct from the 
Kestrel of the Western Group, were spied hovering 
over the plain ; a Koenig’s Shrike was procured, but 
a Black-bellied Sand-grouse, flying vcry high, passed 
overhead well out of gun-shot. We soon behan to skirt 
a wide valley, where a certain amount of cultivation had 
taken place-a thin crep of wheat covered a large 
expanse of ground, but one could easily have wall~cl 
between the blades of corn without trarnpling upon a 
single one. Passing across a patch of sandy ground 
where the stones were smaller, a flocl; of Cream-coloured 
Coursers were frightened and rook to flight, uttering 
their musical call. 

We were now rising slowly al1 the time; the wide 
barranco, still parallel with our track, lay on our right, 
and it was there that we saw and obtained our first 
Fuerteventuran Chat, one of the most interesting of 
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the island birds, of which more will be told later. 
There were only three Chats together, but they cheered 
our somewhat drooping spirits, especially when Bishop, 
rvho had dismounted, brought one back with him. 

This part of the ride was not particularly interesting, 
apart from the novelty of riding over new ground, 
for with the thermometer standing at ygc Fahr. in the 
shade, riding in the glare of the mid-day sun was 
very trying. 

We decided to camp at a spot called Caldereta, and ; 
here we pitched our tents under the shelter of a lava- f 
built Wall. The number of Hoopoes in this neighbour- d 
hood greatly astonished us-in every direction they i 

were to be seen. Trumpeter Bullfinches kept visiting 
the old stone well for their evening drink, clinging 

1 
1 

on to the rough perpendicular sides whilst they 
quenched their thirst. Their coral-red bilis and yoft 
pink plumage make them the most attractive of all 
desert Passerine birds, and 1 was delighted to find - 
how tame they were, permitting a close inspection. 
Spanish Sparrows literally swarmed tverywhere, filling 
the air with their noisy chatter as they fought and 
squabbled in the palm-trees near by. 1 was surprised 
to find them nesting in the same palm as a pair of 
Kestrels in perfect harmony, apparently. 

Caldereta, lying at 350 feet above the sea, was any- 
thing but an attractive spot. Behind us rose barren, 
undulating hills, and it was without regret that we 
contemplated leaving on the morrow for happier 
hunting grounds. 

We struck camp as soon as we had finished skinning 
our trophies, once more taking the road to Oliva- 
a town in the middle of the northern part of the 
island. Our destination was Toston, on the north- 
west coast, known for its fine reefs, and there 1 
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hoped to meet with Meade-Waldo’s Black Oyster- 
catcher. The pack camels were heavily laden and we 
went along very slowly, the track skirting a low range 
of hills which stretched as far as we could see. As we 
neared Oliva, Coursers were again seen ; Pipits were 
common and Short-toed Larks abounded. When 
cactus hedges began to make their appearance, Hartert’s 
Brown Linnets became plentiful, the males, with 
brilliantly red breasts, balancing on the prickly grey- 
gceen leaves and adding a welcome note of colour 
to these ugly-looking plants. 

Oliva is quite a small village, built in the- middle 
of a wide plain, its principal building being, as is usual 
in these villages, a large bare-walled church. Big herds i 
of goats wandered over the hill-sides, but otherwise 
the entire neighbourhood appeared deserted. The 

j 
t 5 

village lies about 1706 feet abovc the sca and has B 

little attraction from any point of view. Immediately 
beyond the village the country was less barren, a good 

i 
S 

deal of cactus had been planted and every inch of 
E 
8 

ground capable of cultivation had been tilled and sown ; I 

even the bare hill-sides had been methodically terraced, 
z 
! 

and viewed from a distance produced rather a curious 
d 
; 

effect. g 5 
We soon left this cultivated area behind and passed ’ 

between low, parched-looking hills, more terribly barren 
than any we had yet seen. The country was distinctly 
hilly in this neighbourhood, but our track wound in 
and out of the depressions and we had luckily very 
little clirnling to do. Thc camels were deplorally 
slow, and as hour after hour we seemed to be passing 
through exactly the same type of country, we found 
the ride somewhat monotonous. Apart from the 
ever-present Short-toed Larks and a few Hoopoes, 
hirds were conspicuous only by their absence. As 
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we neared Toston, the country became more sandy, 
and a few Coursers again appeared. We passed 
over severa1 dry water-courses, which were mere dry 
cracks in the earth, zig-zagging to a bavrartco-these 
water-worn “ nullahs,” though some twenty feet in 
width, with absolutely perpendicular sides, as if cut 
out with a spade, were about nine feet in depth. They 
were remarkably difficult to detect until one had almost 
stumbled into thcm, and would provc cxcecdingly 
dangcrous obstacles when malking or riding at night. 
1 did not come across any similar wâter-courses any- 
where clse during my circuitous journey in this island, 
and much iegret that as we were hurrying to reach 
Toston before nightfall, 1 did not stop to examine 
their formation more closely. The Isst part of our 
ride lay over rising ground betwecn undulating hills, 
and as wp: gained the top of the last incline, we looked 
out upon a widc plain stretching to the sea. 

Toston, which is onIy a small co&ction of houscs, 
lay a littlc to our right, built on the edge of the cliffs 
in a deprcssion in the coast-linc. A little to the east 
and about a mile from the sea another collection of 
houses was visible, but this settlement we left well 
on our right, as 1 intended to camp at the first suitable 
spot to the South of Toston village. 

A curious round tower (see accompanying illustra- 
tion), looking exactly like the Martello towers found along 
the Kcntish and Sussex coasts, caught our eye at once, 
and as it was perched on the very edge of the cliff about 
a quarter of a mile from the village, we decided to pitch 
our tents closc to its round walls. It was now almost 
dusk and we had a terrible scramble to get the tents up 
before da&, pitching the last by the light of our lanterns. 
Juan and Josi-, rather than trouble to put up their tent, 
at íirst chose to slecp in the tower, but they had not 
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been there long before they carne flying out in great 
haste, rats having run al1 over them as soon as they 
lay down in their blankets. 

Looking out of the tent next morning, we found 
we had camped in an ideal position. From the tent 
door we could throw a stone over the edge of the cliff 
into the sea, which carne thundering a.gainst the rocks 
beneath with a mighty roar. A glorious day greeted us 
-the views were simply splendid, and a long stretch of 
the coast-Iine to the South lay before us, the sea an 
indescribable colour and the air co01 and bracing. What 
a change from the endless dust and glare of yesterday’s 
march ! To the north lay thc village of Tosfon, opposite 
a small rocky island, and beyond the village the extensive 
lava reefs run out as far as the Iighthouse, built some 
two miles to the north, on the extreme north-western 
point of Fuerteventura. The morning was spent in 
skinning and labelling our birds, filling in the outline 
map of the island and writing up diaries. The reefs 
were certainly splendid for rock-loving Waders-streams 
of black lava which had flowed far into the sea at many 
points running out horizontally to the shore. In the 
distance, the volcanoes of Lanzarote, separated from 
Fuerteventura only by a narrow strait, stood out clearly 
against the sky, permanent monuments to the terrible 
eruptions which in past years have torn this unforcunate 
island. (See illustration facing page 268.) 

We worked these reefs carefully for three days, but 
saw no sign of the bird we were especially searchíng 
for. Certain Waders were common enough, particularly 
Kentish Plovers and Turnstones, the latter in the most 
beautiful ful1 breeding plumage. A few Common Sand- 
pipers and Whimbrels searched the pools which the 
receding tide had left, and 1 believe I saw one CurIew 
and a Godwit. Two Grey Plovers, males, in their 
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handsome breeding plumage, were seen one day on 
the reefs, but were very shy. A single Dunlin was 
also noticed. Al1 these birds, with the exception of 
the first named, are birds of passage in the Canary 
Islands, resting here a short while on their long journey 
from their winter quarters in Africa and Australia, 
to their breeding quarters in the North. 

Along the foreshore, the lava blocks were larger 
and lay further apart, while beyond a stretch of firm 
sand, a belt of sand-dunes was covered sparingly, but ; 
more or less regularly, with four plants. Unfortunately, $ 
most of my botanical specimens from this island carne to i 
grief, but on much the same type of ground in another i 
place the four prevailing plants were Z~~CJJ~~ZZZWZ 1 
fontanesii, Sadicomia fruticosa, Suaída fruticosa, and ; 
Ah+ Zex Ha Zimus. 5 

Passing over the belt of sand-dunes, where Kentish B 
Plover were breeding in numbers, we carne out upon f 
a wide plain where Short-roed Larks and Berthelot’s 6 
Pipits were at once seen. The plain was covered with E 

8 
small loose stones, and here and there such plants as I 
Ononis yamosisszj~za, Launaua sjmosn, and E@ho&a z 

! 
ParaLias redeemed it from utter barrenness. Across the d 

; 
plain we could see the low range of hills over which we g 
had ridden the previous evening, absolutely bare in their ’ 
and entire extent curiously rounded and undulating. 

Riding one day to the lighthouse, our path again 
took us across the sand-dunes, which were as singu- 
larly devoid of bird-life as on our first visit. A 
few camels turned out to feed gave the scene a 
Saharan touch, and as they moved leisurely away 
from us, 1 secured rather a pleasing photograph of 
the unwieldy beasts. Pipits, Larks, and Kentish 
Plover were the only birds noticed on this ground. 
The lighthouse is a nice clean building, rather low, 
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and built on the point which here juts out to sea. It 
was in the charge of a charming old Spaniard, who was 
most polite and kind, taking us into his best bedroom 
and offering us Spanish becr and other rcfreshments. 
He told me that he had been lighthouse-kecper in 
Lobos and Allegranza, and I got a good deal of in- 
formation from him on the subject of the birds he had 
met with. The Black Oystercatcher he knew well, and 
said he had often seen it in Allegranza, and occasionally 
in Lobos, but although he had been six years in his 
present station he had never seen the “ Gyayü” as it is 
here called, once on the reefs. Our return journey only 
added a Reclshank and a Heron to our list of birds 
alrendy sccn. 

Thc Toston villagers were much interested in our 
camp and every day carne out to gaze at “ the curious 
creatures which God had made,” as they politely put it ! 
Uy their demeanour they might have been savages from 
the Snow Mountains of Dutch New Guinea, looking 
upon “white men” for the first time in their lives, instead 
of Spanish Canarians engaged in the peaceful occupations I 
of carting limestone and fishing. Examination of the 

z 
! 

bird-life of the plain behind the camp revealed only 
d 
; 

Larks, Pipits, Hoopoes, a few Koenig’s Shrikes and g 5 
Rock Pigeons. Coursers were very scarce, but many 
Pale Swifts were generaUy to be seen hawking overhead. 
While at this camp, the villagers of Toston one day 
brought in two hedgehogs, which we bought for 
twopence each, and which on our return to England 
pmxd to belong tu a new and undcscribcd spccies. 
Not only were the hedgehogs new, but the fleas with 
which they were infested were also new to science. 

The tower beneath the walls of which we had 
pitched our tents greatly” aroused our curiosity, but 
we never succeeded in discovering when or by whom it 
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had been built. Obviously a watch-tower, commanding 
e.utensive views over the sea, it was very solidlyconstructed 
of huge blocks of stone well cemented together, and was 
round in shape with an inside stone stairway, leading 
up to two rooms now entirely given up to the rats. 
The idea occurred to us that it might have been built 
as recently as the Spanish-i1merica.n War as a look-out 
station, but then ene would naturally expect to find 
similar towers built at othcr points of the coast, and 
this was the only one of its kind we met with. That 
it was built for the purpose of defcnce seems more 
probable, judging frorn the thickness of the walls. 

Ilaving completed our survey of this district we 
determinecl to sail down the coast for 214 miles and 
lzìnd at Punta dc la Pena, from which place we could 
send iniand for camels and thus gain the central plains 
in the shortest possible time. For this purpose we 
hired the two largcst fishing-boats WC could find in 
‘I‘oston, and arranged (wenther permitting) to Ieave the 
little villagc on the 10th of Nay. We had already 
acquircd a fair collection uf birds and plants, and 
worked far into the night packing our trophies into 
the collecting-boxcs and preparing for an cnrly start. 

We were up before sunrise next morning, and soon 
the tents were down and rolled into thcir big canvas 
bags. The surf was tuu hcavy tu allow uf our luading 
the boats at the usual place, so we had to go out to a 
much more dangerous- looking reef, from which we 
eventually embarked. Of our feclings during the four 
and a half miserable hours we spcnt in these boats, the 
less said thc better. 1 had intended to keep a Sharp 
look-out for Petrels, Shearwaters, and other sea-birds 
which one might reasonably expect to meet with on a 
journey of this kind, but these good intentions had to 
be abandoned, although for the first half-hour my 
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interest in the coast was certainly stronger than any 
other feeling. 

We soon lost sight of the plain, which for a mile 
or two separated the cliffs from the range of hilIs farther 
inland, but as we sped along under ful1 sail, we noticed 
that the coast-line became more “ mountainous “-the 
hills shelving precipitously to the sea. 1 regret to say 
that long before we had got half-way to La Peca, my 
head sank affectionately on to the back of an enormous 
crab, which kept perfectly still, so that 1 only learnt of ; 
its presente as we neared our journey’s end ! 

Although the wind had dropped an hour previously, i 
and as a result our pace had considerably slackened, ; 
thc sea was still much higher on this part of the coast f 2 
than we had cxpccted, and our boatmen shouted to their 1 
comrades in the other boat that they dared not land us 5 
in the snndy hay which lay on the further side of La B 

Peña Point. We caught the breeze squarely as we 6 
roanded a rocky headlancl and the boats fairly phlngecl S 
through the waves into a good-sized bay surrounded E 

8 
with cliffs, which were literally honeycombed with caves. I z 
The curious formation of these cliffs led one to think ! 
that elevation of the land had taken place, and what 

d 
; 

appeared to be an old shore-line wvas clearly dis- g 5 
cernible (see accompanying illustration). l-low WC o 
were to be landed on this forbidding coast 1 hardly 
dared to imagine. The heavy swell rolling into the 
bay tossed our frail craft about like shells, and as the 
waves roared into the caves or carne thundering against 
the cliffs, clouds of spray were sent fifty fect into the 
air. There appeared to be no place on the face of the 
cliff better than another at which a landing could be 
accomplished, but our sturdy Canarian sailors managed 
their craft with extraordinary skill, and deftly ran the 
boat alongside a shelving ledge. The rise and fa11 of 
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the swell at this point seemed to be accentuated with 
our proximity to the cliff; now the boat was poised on 
the crest of a wave and we rose far above our former 
level, nnly to fa11 again as the swell rolled onward into 
the bay. As we again rose, one of the boatmen leapt 
at the ledge, choosing the exact moment when the boat 
seemed to be neither rising nor falling, and a moment 
afterwards he was left clinging to the precipitous rocks 
far above us. As the next wave heaved us up, a second 
sailor sprang for the cliff, and, one by one, my wife, 
her sister, and the rest of us, made our leap for the 
land, being caught by the two sailors on shore and 
hauled by our wrists up the side of the cliff to a place 
of comparative safety. It was certainly the most 
exciting landing 1 had ever made, and even when left 
to our own devices, we had to crawl like cats on all-fours 
from ledge to ledge, bumping our heads on the oft- 
overhanging rocks. The sailors were most picturesquely 
dressed in brightly coloured garments, light blue trousers 
rolled high up their brown muscular legs, and vivid 
yellow or red scarfs wound round their waists. Their 
coloured shirts, showing skin tanned almost to the 
colour of mahogany, were open to the waist, and as 
they sprang like goats from rock to rock they reminded 
one of the smugglers of whom one ,used to dream in 
one’s youth. 

Although we had al1 landed safely ourselves, we 
had still to get our baggage ashore, and this could 
not possibly be accomplished in this cove. There was 
nothing to be done but for the boats to round the 
headland into the next bay, where the landing would 
naturally be made in calm weather, and where the 
beach is sandy and shelving. We were dismayed to 
find that an even heavier sea was running in here. 
The boatmen had all their work cut out to keen the 

I - - - -  
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boats from grounding, when they would have been 
swamped at once. One by one the men jumped into 
the sea, well over their waists, and with the packages 
on their broad shoulders, stumbled ashore through 
the surf. The first boat, containing my collecting- 
boxcs and food, was safely unloaded in this way, and 
the second boat had just taken its place, whcn we 
were startled by a cry from Juan,.and running to the 
point, saw to our horror that it had capsized and al1 
our tents were in the sea. Luckily everything was 
saved, little the worse for the ducking, and we quickly 
turned our attention to finding a camping ground for 
thc night. 

The Barranco de la Peña runs inlnnd at right anglcs 
to the coast and is thickly lincd with tamarisk bushes. 
About a milc from the shore, a square white house, 1 
belonging to Don Pedro Manrique, is weI1 pIacec1 in B 
a grove of d a e palms, and here we were invited by t - ; 
the major-domo to pitch our tents. No one could 6 
have shown us more kindness, and a carne1 was at E 

8 
once despatched to the shore to bring up our half- I 
soaked belongings. lt was already dark when the 

z 
! 

beast had completed its fourth and last journey, and 
after such an adventurous day we werc glad to turn in 
as soon as the last tent had been pitched by thc light 
of the moon. 

1Ve awoke, to the cooing of Turtle Doves, to find 
ourselves in a most delightful camp. We had pitched 
the tents on an elevated piece of ground, in a grove 
of re& fine palm-tiees close to the Spanish homcstcad. 
Beyond the plateau, migratory Swallows were hawking 
over a patch of maize, as they do in our corn-fields 
at home. A stream of water close at hand had 
been diverted into a fast-running apquta, and every- 
thing looked green and flourishing. Orange-trees 
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and banana groves had transformed the valley into 
a delightful oasis. On either side of the plantation 
the bare slopes of the barranco led on to the parched 
plxin, where not a trec was in sight, nor R square yard 
of shade to be obtained. Bishop, who had been out 
reconnoitring, returned with the news that the valley 
was ful1 of birds belonging to species we had not 
yet come across. In proof of this, he brought with 
him specimens of the Fuerteventuran Blue Tit, Sar- 
dinian Warbler, and a curious light coloured Hoopoe, ; 
and we immediately clecided to stay in this camp for $ 
threc or four da!-s. Our first day’s work proved that ! 
thc Barranco de la Peña was a regular El Dorado i 

of bird-life. The tamarisk scrub grew very thickly 1 
and it was very hard to get through. The most 1 
noticeable bird was the Sardinian Warbler ; the hens i 
were in greater numbers and also easier to shoot than B 
the cocks. Pale Fuerteventuran Titmice were fairly f 
common and not at all shy. A pair of Kcenig’s Shrikes 6 
was seen---the male as usual on the topmost twig 8 E 

of a bush. Least Goldfinches and Hartcrt’s Brown i 
Linnets \j.ere both numcrous, whilc Derthelot’s Pipits, ! 
a few Short-toed Larks and Spanish Sparrows wcre d 

; 
also noted, the latter nesting in dozens in every palm. g 5 
A fine pair of Kestrels was feeding its young in a ’ 
palm in which many Sparrows had their nests ; this 
secms to be quite a common occurrence in these islands, 
the Sparrows and Kestrels living in perfect harmony. 
Turtle L>oves-summer migrants to the Canaries- 
werc heartl on nI sides, and wc found a nest containing 
two eggs belonging to this species. ‘Best of all, the 
bnl*>,anrn was literal]): tcaming with Meade- Waldo’s 
Chats-these delightful little birds giving us many 
opportunities of observing their habits. Unfortunately 
they had al1 bred, and the young were by this time 
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hopping about with their parents. The three following 
days were spent in making a complete collection from 
this productive neighbourhood, and in chasing the many 
butterflies which haunted the valley. 

As evening approached, Brehm’s Pale Swifts wcre 
very much in evidente, screaming.in unison as they flew 
between the trunks of the palms ; their white chins were 
plainly visible as they twisted and turned in the sunlibht. 
We did not see any Black Swifts-they seem to prefer 
the high ground. We soon obtained aI the birds we 
required, incIuding a fair series of eggs, and regretfully 
decided that we had no further excuse for remaining 
in this delightful spot. Every evening after “ dinner ” 
we sat outside the tents, often with our small collecting 
guns, on the look-out for bats. It was beautifully 
warm and the nights mere gorgcous-the moon shining 
through thc palm-trccu rnadc cverything as clcar as 
day, and in the distance the roar of the sea could be 
faintly heard. 

This was far the most agreeable camping ground 
we struck throughout the entire trip, and it took much 
effort to tear ourselves away from our palm grove 
and set our faces towards the shadeless plains once 
more, We made an early start from the palm camp 
on the 14th of May. 1 intended to cross the high 
ground in the middle of the island and gain the plains 
on the east of the central hills, which form a kind 
of backbone to the island. We had no special objective, 
once we had gained the plains, but eg¿ route 1 wished 
to pass through Santa Maria de Becancuria, the 
ancient capital of Fuerteventura, which lay buried 
in thc hills on our direct route to thc plains. The 
village of La Peña, which givesits name to the bnrranco, 
lies at about goo fect above sea-level, and from here 
we had manaped to secure camels. ,4s we nained 
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the higi’er ground thc country took on a much greener 
aspect, cultivation again appeared, and Shrikes were 
notcd for thc first time since leaving the camp. A 
few llocks of Trumpeter Bullfinches werc nlso seen 
here. As we ascended, many roosting places of 
Egyptian Vult ures were noticed, hut other hirtls, in- 
cluding Ravens, were scarcc. A Canarian l~uzzard 
was seen, however- -a rare bircl in Fuerteventura. 

The can& found the stiff climb very difficult, but 
kept molring rapidly ; they were much fincr anirnals ; 
than we had obtained at Puerto Cabras, larger and in [ 
better condition. An arduous climb brought us out ; 
on to a platcau lying at 1350 feet sown with wheat, ; 
where we again found the Short-toed Larks in numbers. f 2 
Having crossed this flat tableland, the descent to j 
Betancuria began. This tiny, óld-world Spanish village, $ 
lying hidclen in the mountains at r x 50 feet, is a place B 

of great historical interest, which takes its name from E 
Jean de Bethencourt, t,he French explorer, who, with 15 
Gadifer de la Salle, conquered the isIancl in 154.2. B 

E 

Al1 ancicnt ancl picturestlue hnusc which still stands ; 
in the village is pointed out as Uethencourt’s, and ! d 
there is also an old monastery here which can be seen ; 

g in the Iower illustration facing page 272. 5 
We lunched in Betancuria and rested the camels. ’ 

On leaving the village, our way led upwards again 
among undulating hills of varying heights which 
stretched in al1 directions, but at last we reached the 
summit, Igoo feet, the highest ground which we had 
to cross in thc island. On both sides of the ridge, to 
the east and to the West, thc sea was visible, and 
before us stretched a very large plain, or rather two 
plains, which wcre separatccl by low, undulating hills. 
Antigua villagc lay almost at our feet, and away to the 
South we could see Casillas de Morales, another village 

S 
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in the middle of the northernmost plain. A range of 
low hills bounded the plain on the South-east and divided 
it from the flat country beyond, where lay the villages 
of Tuiueje and La Florida. As we turnecl our eyes to 
the north, we could see yet another wide plain spread 
out like some’great blanket, with low barren hills in the 
distance, sheltering Puerto Cabras beyond, Everything 
looked bare and desolate from this height, except in the 
neighbourhood of the straggling white villages and 
outlying farms, where fig-trees and palms stood out ; 

above the fields of grain. 0 
It was difficult to realise that we were still in the i 

Canary Islands, used as we al1 wcie to thc vine-covered ; 
hills of Gran Canaria. As we restcd at the summit i 
of the pass with this panorama before us, 1 made up 
my mind to camp near the village of Antigua, for it t 5 
was absolutely necessary to be near water if possible, B 

and for that matter one part of the plain looked much 8 
like another. Slowly we wended our way down the S 
rough track lvhich wound round the hill-side, and then 8 
crossing the plain, passed through Antigua and camped I z 
on the farther side. The field in which we pitched our ! d 
tents will not easily be forgntten by us, for its soil was ; 

g 
a horrible finely powdered red earth, and long bcfore o 5 
the tents were up everything was covered with the 
red dust. Pale Swifts were hawking overhead, and 
Hòopoes seemed more plentiful than ever. Bchind our 
camp the open plain stretched for miles, and here 
Coúrsers carne in the evening, Almost before it was 
light next morning, the Hoopoes began calling “l‘a-bo- 
bo-Ta-bo-bo-Ta-bo-bo-bo ! ” a cal1 which will ever 
bring before my eyes the vision of a burning plain, 
with poor-looking white houses dotted upon its surface, 
in wbose doorways naked children stood gazing in rapt 
attention at the three green tents-a vision of red 
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earth and of a villainous-looking, black-bearded Spaniard, 
who sat on a tiny donkey, waiting to escort me to the 
haunts of the most interesting bird to be found in the 
island-the splendid Fuerteventuran Bustard. With this 
intent, we made a wide sweep over the plain in the 
direction of Casillas de Morales. Suddenly, to my 
joy, a great bird got up, and with a motion almost 
like that of a Heron flew leisurely over the desert, 
pitching about 500 yards off. The donkeys scrambled 
quickly over the stony ground, which was here plentifully 
sprinkled with small ajzda~iz bushes, but the bird kept 
the distance between us, running swiftly over the uneven 
ground. Suddenly it disappeared as ii by magic and 
1 hoped it was squatting, but search as we would we 
never saw it again. The plain was here as flat as a 
billiard table atid covered with large dark stones and 
nurnerous deserl planls, such as Lazt7íxt2 JJ%ZUSU. 1 
noted upon the prickly ajdaja plants numerous small 
snails to which the Bustard is said to be partial. 

Trumpeter Bullfinches, Short-toed Larks, and Hoopoes 
were the nnly birds seen on this t-irle, to my great 
disappointment. Even Coursers and Sand-grouse were 
absent. 

Round the camp, Pipits were also very plentiful, 
but of all the birds 1 think the beautiful Trumpeter 
Bullfinches were perhaps the commonest. We watched 
for some time one of Meade-Waldo’s Chats close to the 
camp -a very young bird which must have been bred 
in the neighbourhood. During our sojourn here we 
obtained numbers of eggs of T,rumpeter Bullfinches, 
.Larks, Norfolk Plovers;Linnets, and Sand-grouse. The 
nest of a Sand-grouse from which a Child had brought 
in the eggs and which 1 went to examine, consisted of 
a few bits of dried grass scratched together in a 
depression of the ground and placed in a small circle 
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of stones. The birds were still near the nest, but were 
very wild, and 1 failed to obtain them. We found that 
the Coursers frequented the ground to the north of the 
camp, where the stones wer’e srnaller and the earth more 
sandy. 1 saw another Bustard in this part of the plain 
close to our tents, and watched it for some time through 
powerful Zeiss glasses. 1 am afraid from all accounts 
that this magñifkent bird is not nearly so plentiful 
nowadays as it was in I 890, when Meade- Waldo. 
collected in the island. It will be a thousand pities if ; 
it becomes extinct, as it is amongst the most interesting $ 
examples of adaptation to physical environment. The ! 
evolution of this LSustard has been alluded to at some i 

Iength in an earlier chapter. Unfortunately, the bird is 1 
considerecl a great prize by IocnI sportsmenJ and has ; 
been the victim of the abominable habit which these 5 
gentlemen have of trapping the bird on the nest. Its B 

eggs are sought for by every small boy in the island. 
It was without much regret that we finaJJy Jeft 3 

Antigua in a mule-drawn tartann for Puerto Cabras. 8 
The road-the first we had struck in Fuerteventura, I z 
led through Cuyenta and Casillas del Angel, across d ! 
two large plains separated from one anothcr by a ; 
stretch of undulating country, having the samc burnt- g 5 
up appearance and containing hardly any bird-life save ’ 
the ever-present Hoopoes, Larks, and a few Shrikes. 
Our reduced caravan made fast progress, and in under 
three hours we arrived on the plateau above the little 
port from which we had commenced our tour of the 
Island. Our tents were pitched in a field belonging 
to a farm cIose at hand ; a few fig-trees and palms 
afforded but little shelter, but we enjoyed the great 
advantage of having running water in an agequin 
near by, and the pleasure of ovcrlooking the sea 
once more. 
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We spent the remaitider of that day in repacking 
our specimens, my wife and sister-in-law leaving us 
here and returning to Gran Canaria, taking the Fuèrte- 
venturan collections back with them to Las Palmas. 
We had obtained a thoroughly representative .collection 
of the birds of the island- -123 skins in all, besides 
the bats and hedgehogs, IOO eggs and a few typical 
T,epidoptera, a number of plants and a few geological 
specimens representative of the localities in which 
our camps wre made. l’he Vio-a JJ CZaulj; ( IOOO 
tons) sailed at ene o’clock on the following day ; the 
sca was calm and the weather glorious and a good 
voyage was made. 

Bishop and 1 hacj to wTait thirty-six hours before 
our boat sailed for Lanzarote; so we had time to 
examine the coast-line. For this purpose we followed 
the shore to the South of Puerto Cabras, on the 
lo&-out for Waders. These were scarce, only Kentish 
Plovcr and onc Aock of Turnstoncs, sornc adults in 
bcautiful breeding plumage, being noted. It was very 
Iate in the year to hd these Turnstones about, they 
certainly do not ncst in thc isla& and must have 
been non-breeding birds. The only Gull shot was 
a Yellow-legged Herring-gull-the common species 
of the Islands. About a milc and a half down the 
coast WC carne to the sandstone cliffs which Meade- 
Waldo dcscribed twenty-three years before our visit, 
when he found the Yale Swifts brecding there. A 
few Swifts were about, but they were not nesting there 
then. The cliffs wcre ful1 of small holes, the tunnels 
appearing to slant upwards, and al1 were very even 
as if made by the action of water. The sandstone 
seerns to be workcd hcre, which might account for 
the birds deserting their old brceding quarters. Beyond 
the cliff a snndy cove separates it from the rocky shore, 
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the firm sand giving place to sand-dunes thickly covered 
with a curious fleshy-leaved plant. 

We struck inland at this point, making for the 
camp uver the plain, now a shect of purple from the 
bloom of the Suczrtn frzlticosa. The prickly Laumvz 
S#ZHOS~ was common everywhere. Inland, thc country 
w-as hilly, bare rounded hills difficult to describe, with 
never a tree to soften their barren aspect. Occasionally 
the landscape was reheved by a solitary white farmhouse 
on the plain, surrounded by fig-trees, and maybe a s ; 

solitary date-palm. At this time of year the desert 0 
looked almost beautiful, but this was entirely due to i 
the purple plant. Light stones and the darker pieces E 
of basaltic lava formed a background, upon which the i 
Hoopoes were as invisible as the Rustard. Truly it is i 
a country which onc requires to know intimately before 5 
its real fascination becomcs apparent. San&grouse 

B 

were uften seen ; they have a musical liquid call, very E 
pleasant tu the ex. Coursers and Trumpeter Bull- i 
finches, the Short-toed Larks and Berthelot’s Pipits 8 
had these. plains to themselves. Near the farms, I z 
Hoopoes and Shrikes wei-e always in evidente, while ; ! 

clouds of Spanish Sparrows rose from every patch of 1 
corn. As evening approached, Swifts filled the air--both o 5 
species were now observed, the Pale and the hfadeiran 
Black Swift. The former were in far greatcr numbers 
and Aew at a lower elevation than thc Black Swifts. 

We had not yet obtained a series of Sand-grouse, 
so, early on the morning of the 18th of May we left 
camp at 6 A.M. to try our luck with these birds, SO 
difficult to approach in the open. A few were moving 
about over the plain but were very shy. About a 
mile inland there is a place where these birds come 
to drink, and this spot we made for, an old Spaniard 
who knéw their habits intimately acting as guide and 
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ghillie. Having arrived within shot of the drinking place, 
the old farmer built a circular “ butt” of large stones 
round me, leaving three loop-holes through which the 
muzzle of the gun could be pushed. Two and a half 
hours were spent there ‘crouched in the ‘I butt,” and 1 
have seldom enjoyed anything better. The Black-bellied 
Sand-grouse, or “ Gangas” as they are called in Fuerte- 
ventura, are very shy, being continually shot at, and 
as they notice the slightest movement, it is necessary 
to keep absoluteIy motionless. The birds began flying 
at 7 A.M., but rnost uf thern arelate drinkers, and 1 found 
that they carne chiefly between g and 9.30 A.M., while 
many did not put in an appearancc until 9.45, whcn 
the sun was mounting high in the heavens. 1 was 
already getting very stiff in my cramped position, when 
the Sand-grouse started to come in. They fiew very 
fast, uttering their pretty liquid call, which sounds like 
bubbling water, and after circling round once or twice, 
settled about forty yards from the q-q~in, which ran 
here flush rvith the grouncl. Carefully the birds, a 
small ílock of five, lookecl round to see if they were 
bcing observed, squatting fiat to the ground meanwhile ; 
satisfied that al1 was safe! they began to appronch the 
water in a series of short runs, the head close to the 
ground, every now and again stopping to glance from 
side to side LO make sure that IXJ danger threatened. 
Whcn the water was reached they drank greedily, and 
it is now that the native sportsman chooses to fire, 
bagging sometimcs four at a shot. To the annoyance 
of rny old guide 1 had suhstitlltcd field-glasses for 
my gun and did not fire at this first Bock, but his 
annoyance then was mild to his wrath when 1 lifted 
my gun to my shoulder and fired at two birds as they 
circl&l round preparatory to settling. The fact that 
1 should fire at them whilc still on the wing dearly 
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showed that 1 was mad and quite unworthy of the care 
which he had lavished on my circular “ butt ! ” After 
this, 1 had quite a number of shots ; sometimes the 
hirds were in flocks of six or seven, but more often 
they arrived ‘in pairs. 

Returning to camp we spent an easy day, completing 
maps and diaries. At II A.M. the little steamer which 
was to take us to Lanzarote hove in sight. We sent 
al1 our baggage, save our tent, on board early, finally 
taking that down by the Iight of the moon after dinner. 
We were not timed to sail until past midnight. It 
was the most exquisite night, warm and still ; the wind 
had entirely dropped and the sea lay like a sheet of 
glass -with never a ripple upon it. When we went on 
board it was almost as light as day, and even Puerto 
Cabras looked picturesque in the moonlight. At 
1.30 ~.bf. 1 woke to the noise of the anchar-chain 
being slowly dragged up, and a few minutes later the 
throb of the engines told that the Gomwa-Hierro was 
under way. 



CHAPTER XIII 

AN ORNITHOLOGICAL EXPEDITION TO THE EASTERN 
CANARY ISLANDS (c~~¿~~Lz~~~)-LA~zAR~TE 

AT 5 A.nr. on the 19th of May, we dropped anchar off 
; 
$ 

the insignificant port of Tiñosa, and half an hour 0 d 
afterwards went ashore with al1 our baggage in the i 
cargo boat. The view we obtained of the coast was 
not unpleasant. It was more rocky than most of the 

1 

Fuerteventuran shores, and struck me as looking 
1 

peculiarly dark in colouring, being composed of black 
i 

basaltic lava. 
i 

Rocky headlands jutted out to sea, f 
giving the coast-line a very rugged aspect. Inland, the 6 
island seemed to be much more mountainous than E 
Fuerteventura, and with an even more burnt-up 

8 

appearance. 
; 

In fact, the wholly volcanic origin of ; 
Lanzarote strikes one immediately upon landing on $ 
its shores. (See illustration facing page 282.) g 

The scene on the beach was even more animated ’ 
than at Puerto Cabras. 1 do nor: think 1 have ever 
seen so many people jammed into so small a space. 
These were not idle sightseers, but were al1 busily 
engaged in packing onions! Both men and women 
were at work-the men ín every variety of costume, 
the women all wearing big straw hats. Camels laden 
with onions lay about on the beach, which was covered 
with trates, and these the women were packing and 
the men nailing up. Onions were even bobbing about 
in the waves, as if there had been a terrible shipwreck. 

281 
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Everywhere an indescribable noise arose, men shouting, 
women singing, children yelling, and on al1 sides 
constant hammering as the trates were closed down. 
The.y were then carried into a large shed built on the 
beach to await shipment. The agent in charge of 
the store was most obliging, putting his private Office 
at my disposal, while Juan bargained with the owners 
of the camels to take our belongings and selves across 
the island. 

For five and a half solid hours did we haggle over ; 
the price of the camels ! The men stoud out for a 
ridiculous price, knowing well that we were in their 0 ~ 
power. At Icngth WC got thc storc manager to tell a 
them we intcnded to leave our baggage for the nest E 
boat, and set out on our own fcet, and this ruse, though ; 2 

far from true, at last brought them to their senses. i 
During these parleyings, 1 had bcen esploring the B 
neighbourhood and had shot one of a pair of House 
Martins, which were evidently on migration. The 6 
Y ellow - legged Herring-gulls were wonderfully tame E 
and looked very elegant perched on the black rocks in 

8 
I 

the brillian t sunligh t. Pale Swifts were also seen. z 
! 

Before leaving the coast 1 took a photograph of thc $ 
onion packers ; the excitement when 1 announced my g 5 
intention was enormous, only equalled by the indescrib- 0 
able cunfusiun. WIic11 al1 was beautifully aI-langed 

and the packers had grouped themselves to their liking, 
a carne1 with its owner on its back slowly stalked into 
the centre of the picture, thoroughly upsetting their 
arrangement ! Considering the difkulties under which 

the picture was taken, the result was tolerable. 
My plan was to ride these camels as far as Yaiza, 

where 1 knew 1 could obtain remounts without much 
trouble. We at last left Tiñosa at II A.M. with threc 
pack beasts and a carne1 for ourselves. As soon as we 
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left the coast we began to climb, passing between walls 
of lava blocks, which were also used as boundaries to 
the “ fields.” The ground seemed to consist entirely of 
smsshed-up lava, and the fields were planted with maize 
and cactus. We p assed severa1 poor-looking houses 
and continued to ascend to the cuyre&-a-a really good 
carriage road, which we followed towards the South of 
the island. The mountains which we were approaching 
in a wcsterly direction are a large chain of craters 
running north-east by South-west, and we passed through 
a depression of this range near its western extremity. 
Just us we were approaching the craters, 1 saw a Hawk 
flash past with Iong-pointed wings ; though failing to 
recognise it at the time, 1 later discovered that it Gas 
an example of the- Eleonore Falcon, a summer visitor 
to the Eastern Islands. The road led by a huge 
moon-shapcd crater, the broken side of which was 
csposed to our view. Having passed through this 
chain of extinct volcanoes we carne, on tbe other sjde 
of the range, upon the most fertile country 1 had seen 
in either Fuerteventura or T,anzarote. In al1 directions 
werc fields of maize and wheat, vineyards, figs and palm- 
trecs : the dwelling-houses unquestionably possessed a 
more prosperous air, and although here as elsewhere 
the ground secmed to consist entirely of cinders and 
powdered lava, the results obtained from cultivation were 
evidently satisfactory. Birds at once became more 
plcntiful, and as we neared the village of Uga, behind 
which a group of large craters lay in a cluster, including 
the locally famous Montaña del, Fuego, we recognised 
quite a number of species, of which more anon. 

hfy attention was at once arrested by the marvellous 
lava-flow stretching to the sea. The flow must be 
surely over a mile in width, a truly wonderful sight- 
hupe blocks of black lava piled one upon another. The 
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lava, -Sharp as a knife, ripped the leather off one’s boots 
and cut the flesh if ene was u~ducky erlougb to trip up 
and fall. There was not a vestige of plant life, moss, 
or deser! shrub to vary the monotony ; even the plants 
which commonly grow on the Telde lava-flow in 
Gran Canaria, such as Phcama ~endzda and the mini- 
ature Dragon-tree, KZ..llzea nerit;cõZz¿z, were absent. 1 
realised now the terrible destrtiction which the eruption 
of 1874 wrought upon this island ; a veritable torrent of 
molten lava musa: have poured over the land, Sweeping 
everything before it. Leaving the desolate lava-flow on 
our right, we passed through Uga without a halt, as 1 
was anxious to rcach Yaiza ns soon as possible. The 
surrounding country was still highly cultivated, and thc 
samc bil-ds wcrt: in cvidencc CLS w-e h;~d SCCII before 
reaching Ugga -- Spanish Sparrows, Brown Linnets? 
Trumpeter Bullfinches, BerthcIot’s Pipits, Short-tocd 
Larks, Kestrels, and Egyptian Vultures, while Pale 
Swifts were hawking overhead. 

At Yaiza we changed baggage camels, going our- 
selves now on foot. Our destination was the Lago 
Januvio-a salt lake close to the sea-shore on the 
South-West coast. Every mile we advanced, thc country 
seemed to become more and more desolate ; the immense 
lava-stream lay on our right, while on our Ieft, bare 
undulating hills rose one beyond the other, as far as 
tbe eye could see. An occasional thin patch of corn, 
carefully guarded by walls of lava, here and there 
struggled for existence ; a pair of Coursers, Larks, 
Pipits, and two or three KestreIs, had this waste to 
themselves. At length the path which here lay between 
high lava-walls led out on to a flat tableland, and on 
crossing this we looked down fifty feet below upon the 
Lago-a small expanse of water, perhaps a mile in 
diameter, cut off from the sea by a beach of ground-up 





lava, piled into a narrow ridge by the pounding of the 
surf. The lake lies in a perfectly fiat basin, surrounded 
on three sides by a low elevated plateau, and on the 
north by the big lava-stream, which here flows into the 
sea. 1 decided to camp on the same leve1 as thc lake, 
where we wcre slightly sheiterecì from the high wind 
which blew al1 the xime wc were there. Threc days 
were spent here, and the longer WC stayed the less we 
liked our gloomy surroundings ; thc wind rosc to a gale, 
and as it howled round the tents we often Ionged for 
thc pIeasanter camps we had left behind. Even the 
bird-lité was disappointing, the only species of real 
intcrest noted being the Black-necked Grebe, a flock 
of which carne on to the Lago to shelter from the gale, 
the first record of these birds from the Canaries. A 
large, Aock of immature Turnstones, many Kentish 
Plovers, and one or two Dtinlins were the only Waders 
met with, and the land birds were equnlly disappointing 
in variety, notliing new bcing seen. At cach encl of the 
lake the local lishermcn had built Salt-pans, whcre 1 
hoped to find 14’ading birds, but apnrt from those 
nlrcady mentioncd none were seen. 

The lake shelves steeply towards the shore nearest 
the sea, with which it does not communicate, unless 
subterraneanly ; the drying crust, as thc water evaporates 
at the edge uf the lake, gives 0,if a very iou1 sme\\, 
which nearly succeeded in driving us away from the 
locality. Having had enough of thc lake, we spent 
the 2 1st of May in the neighbourhood of Uga, capturing 
butterflies, pretty fatiguing work on crumbling lava 
soil in a scorching sun. jVe obtained here the Painted 
Lady, Red Admiral, Bath White, Little Blue, and the 
Clouded Yellow. These were chiefly found in the 
fields of beans, Iocally called garnzlaqq or amongst 
the tomatoes. Birds were plentiful, Kestrels, Pipits, 
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Bullflnches, Sparrows, and T,innets, and on the wáy 
back to the Lago, WC saw Ravens, Vultures, and 
Thick-knees. 

We determined to leave “ DesoIation Camp,” as 
we had christened it, so the following day we left 
early for San Miguel de Teguise. M7e followed the 
same road we had come by, as far as the bridle-path, 
which runs down to Tiñosa, thence over miles of 
partially cultivated plains and barren hills, the road 
gradually ascending to 700 feet, when the village of 
Tias is reached, from which point we got our first 
view of ArreciTe. From this elevation we descended 
quickly to a broad plain, swept by a strong wind, where 
the only birds seen were Pipits and Hoopoes and a 
fcw Kcstrels. We procured t w-o Col!ared ITI-atincules, 
however, occasional visitors to the Archipelago, and 
the first 1 had ever met with. The ride frorn Arrecife 
to San Miguel de Teguise needs no description ; we 
arrived very weary ín the town after dark, to find we 
could get no lodging, and as our grumbling camel- 
drivers thereupon dumped our baggage down in the 
middle of the Street, there was no help for it but to 
pitch our tent in the centre of the main thoroughfare, 
to the great astonishment of the. good folk of Teguise 
the following morning. Learning that our action might 
not be looked upon with much favour, WC breakfasted 
early, and were on the road again bcfore the ” municipal 
authorities ” had struggled from their beds. 

Our ride from San Miguel to Haria was one of 
the most interesting I had yet had ; the road winds 
over the hill behind the town, rising through WCK 

cultivated ground, leaving on the right the old castle 
of Santa Barbara perched on the very summit of the 
hill. Higher and higher WC mounted, the camels 
swinging slowly aIong, until at last we carne out upon 
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a plateau 1900 feet above sea-level, which was shrouded 
in a mantle of thick driving mist, striking damp and 
chill after the hot sun, which had shortly before baked 
LIS through and through. The corn crep here was 
as thick as in the Western Islands, and everything 
was grecn and well watered. It was on this plateau 
that 1 first saw the Corn Bunting. 

From this height we occasionally caught glimpses 
through the mist of the north-east coast of the island, 
and if only the weather had been clear, a fine view 
would have been obtained. Having crossed the plateau, 
where absolute silente reigned, broken only by the 
hoarse croak of a Raven, the carretera wound in great 
curves down the mountain-side to the valley of Haria, 
the town of which name we were fast approaching. 
The valley is as unlike the rest of the island as can 
possibly be imagined ; instcad of burnt-up plants and 
rugged crater walls, we beheld every kind of vegetation ; 
the country looked green instead of brown, and shrubs 
of al1 kinds took the place of the stunted Euphorbias 
in the South of the island. Poverty lay on ene side 
of the mountainous mass we had just crossed, prosperity 
on the other ; the houses were better built, the Harians 
better ciad, and birds were as plentiful here as they 
were scarce on the plains. We chose an elevated 
terrace on some private land, overlooking and about 
half a .mile outside the town, upon which to pitch our 
tents. Fig, mulberry, and palm trees grew in profusion 
round about, while immediately below our terrace a big 
field of cactus kept would-be intruders successfully at 
bay. Immediately behind rose the Montaña Famara 
(2 198 feet), down whose slopcs the heavy mists wcre 
fast sweeping, until fiñally we too were enveloped and 
perforce turned in for the night. 

The joy of waking to find sunshine and calm, instead 
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of the incessant wind we had hitherto experienced, 
was great. Th e valley of Haria is a splendid place 
in which to remain for severa1 days and quite the best 
spot for bird collecting. We met with the Spectaclcd 
Warbler and the Lanzarote Chiffchaff, as well as the 
Pale Titmouse, for the first time in the island, all fairly 
common and apparently confined to this fertile district. 
Other birds noted in numbers were Spanish Sparrows, 
Linnets, Hoopoes, Pipits, and KestreIs. Severa1 Iiavens 
and a pair of Buzzards were continually to be seen, ; 
and later we found Thick-knees breeding in a sheltered [ 
barranco leading out of the valley. While in this camp ; 
a continuous stream of men, women, and children arrived ; 
with every conceivable articlc which they thought 1 f 2 
might be induced to purchase--scores of Iizards, cater- j 
pillars, snails, heclgehogs, birds’ eggs and young birds ; t 

-amongst thc latter being two young Turtle Doves, B 

which a man had brought on his carne1 for a distance E 
of about five miIes ! These 1 kept alive and they went 15 
the entire trip with me, though they were never shut 

E 
8 

up, for they travelled in an open basket, and when I z 
in camp hopped about the tent. Fiies were a terrible ! d 
source .of annoyance in this camp, and unless every ; 
one was cleared out of the tent before four o’cIock 

g 
5 0 

(when they became sleepy) they made the early dawn 
as hideous as they made the day. Luckily 1 had 
a verandah to my tent, and sitting beneath it, one 
cotild write and read in tolerable comfort, the insects 
preferring the interior of the tent. 

One evening towards che latter part of our stay 
in the valley 1 took my gun and walked up the barranco 
where I had seen the Thick-knees, on the look-out 
for Eleonore Falcons, which 1 felt sure must be some- 
where in the neighbourhood ; after walking- for about 
half an hour I suddenly found to my surprise that 
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1 was standing on the edge of a precipite, falling 
sheer to the sea 1400 feet below. The most extensive 
view 1 had yet seen lay before me ; facing South-West 
a great portion of the island was spread out far 
below. An astonishing view was obtained from this 
altitude, the flatness of this part of Lanzarote being 
accentuated by the often complete craters which dotted 
the surface. It looked exactly like a patch of sand 
upon which children had made a number of mounds 
with their buckets. The ” Burning Mountain” and 
the chain of volcanoes near Yaiza and Uga, beyond 
which lay the Lago Januvio, could clearly be seen, 
though the lava-flow itself was hidden behind the i 

volcanoes. 
The view to the north was obscured by a ledge 

i 
1 

of rock. Mounting this, 1 found another surprise in 
the shape of all the outer islets, with the single exception 

i 
B 

of the Roque del Este. Upon these islets my hopes ; 
and thoughts had long been centred. Graciosa, the 6 
nearest of the four to Lanzarote, looked a flat, sandy E 

8 
island, upon which three extinct volcanoes rose up I 
boldly ; beyond was Montaña Clara, a single volcanic 

z 
! 

mountain, rising straight from the waves, with its tiny 
d 
; 

satellite, the Roque del Oueste, lying close to its northern- g 5 
most point. Farther to the north again, Allegranza, 
the most alluring island of all, lay so far out to sea 
that only its barest features could be made out, but 
as al1 these small islands were visited in succession 
1 shall describe them in their proper place. The 
prccipice upon which 1 stood was singularly descrtcd 
of bird-life, but far down below me a party of Yellow- 
legged Herring-gulls was basking in the sun, on a 
ledge from which they glided, one by one, to rest upon 

the heaving surface of the sea beneath. A Raven 
croaking close overhead as it returned to roost, retiinded 

T 
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me that the sun was setting and that 1 had better 
quickly retrace my steps. 

The night of the 27th of May was the roughest 
1 ever experienced under canvas. Soon after dark 
the wind got up, and before long had increascd to 
a tremendous gale, accompanied by a deluge of rain ; 
many times during the night we thought the tents 
were coming down, but to our relief the long iron 
pegs held in the rocky ground, so our fears were not 
realised. It was unfortunate that we had arranged 
to leave for the outer islets the next morning, as the 
tents were soaked and difficult to roll, and although 
the rain had ceased, the sun had not succceded in 
forcing its way through the heavy clouds. The baggage 
camels had to be sent round by a different way from 
that which we took ourselves, as no camels could 
descend the precipitous path down the fxe of El 
Kisco. Juan accompanied the baggage, and we others 
rode slowly through the town of Haria. We ascended 
the path at the foot of Monte Corona, a wet, driving 
mist compIetely enveloping us, and at length carne 
to the summit of El Risco, the high cliffs which bound 
the north-western coast of Lanzarote. From this point 
on a clear day an unrivalled view of the outer islcts 
is obtained, but on this occasion we only now and 
then caught a glimpse through the fog of rhe island 
of Graciosa, upon which the sun was shining brightly, 
over 1500 feet below. Here we left our camels, 
and carrying our light baggage and guns, began the 
descent down the pass, a rough track covered with 
loose lumps of lava. Each one of us fell more than 
once, and we were lucky to reach the bottom without 
serious damage to our guns and selvcs. Having 
gained the beach, which was covered with exquisite 
small shells, we fe11 in with a Graciosan fisherman 
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and his wife and family, u-ho had apparently only just 
preceded us down the cliff. The women were then 
busy collecting dried plants and dead Euphorbia sticks 
with which they presently made a large bonfire (see 
accompanying illustration), the ancient signa1 used by 
these primitive people when a boat is required from 
Graciosa. As the smoke curled sIowly upwards we 
saw a boat put out from the other island in speedy 
answer, and in less than half arl hour it sxiled into the 
little creek where we were eagerly awaiting its arrival. 



CHAYTER XIV 

AN ORNITIIOLOCICAL EXPEDITION TO TIIE EASTERN CANART 

ISLANDS (Cont~~~~rd)-AhiONGS’r THE SHEARWATERS OF 

GRACIOSA. 
; 

As our boat sped across the. narrow strait which 
s d 

separates Lanzarote from Graciosa, we saw a line of 
i 

single-storíed stonc l~ovels built close to the watcr’s 
E 

i 
edge, on che South-west coast of the island. In front $ 
of these a number of small fishing-bwts wwe l~aulccl I 5 
high and dry upon the beach, and herc we landed. 

Y f 
As the boat from Orsola containing our tents .had 
not arrived, we accepted the invitation of one of the 
islanders to sleep in one of the huts, the owners of 
which we incorrectly surmised must be away. The E z 
Graciosans struck me at once as being of an entirely 
different stamp from the people on thc main islands, 
superior in physique and in morals ; we learnt to have 
the greatest respect for these hardy fisher-folk, many 
of whom were exceedingly handsome and well built. 
Their kindness to me while on their island could not 
have been exceeded, and in example of this 1 may 
say that they absolutely refused to accept any payment 
for the hospitality they extehdcd to me on my arrival. 

The hut in which we spent the night was a stone 
building containing threc Iow rooms, ene of which 
was filled with dryiny fish. The roof was made of 
brushwood, propped up with innumerable cross sticks, 
and the entire structure appeared as if it must tumble 
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down at any moment. As we were making our tea 
(WC had Iuckily brought provisions for one night with 
LIS) the rightful owners of the hut streamed in-eleven 
men, women, and children ! The majority at once sat 
on the floor, while the women busied themselves in 
making further preparations for our comfort, the entire 
assembly talking at once. As there was still no sign 
of Juan’s boat rounding the Punta Fariones, and the 
sun was fast sinking, we began to wonder whether 
we were to share the hut with the eIeven rightful 
owncrs, but to mv intense relief thcy had evidently 
found accommodation clsewherc. The boat eventually 
arrived long after dark and was soon unloaded by i 
many willing hands and our baggage carried up to the 
hut, which we gratefully occupied for the night. The 

1 
; 

ground upon which we decided to camp was about 
a mile from the cluster of houses where we had spent 

i 
B 

the night-thc only habitations on the island. It 
had the adv;~nt:~ge nf bc:ing within eas): distance of 
the only frcsh xitcr in Graciosa, and was conveniently 
situated for collecting birds. Thc tents were pitched 
on a strctch of clean sandy soil, covcred jvith empty 
snail shells and backed by sand-hills. In front was the $ 
sea and on our left the strait, with the YZYSCO towerinq g 

5 
precipitously behind (scc illustration facing page 294). 

1 spent the first two days ín esploring our immediate 
surroundings and in recovcring from a slight attack of 
fevcr, but we then got to work in real earnest. hly first 
encounter with thc large Canarian Shearwaters took place 
011 thc thil-cl evcning after our arrival. Guided by a little 
Spanish boy, w-e r-nade our way to a part of the coast 
where gre:zt massive pieces of basalt Iay tumbled am1 
jumbled one upon another (sec accompanying illustra- 
tion) : the crevices between these boulders were just 
large enough for a thin man to squeeze into, and it was 
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into one of these that our little guide disappeared, 
signing to us to ftillow. Armed with electric torches, 
we scrambled through the narrow aperture, and after 
groping along an equally narrow tunnel and wriggling 
past jagged corners of rock, we found ourselves in 
a fairly Iarge cavern,, the roof oí which slopcd gently 
towards the farther end. Sweeping our torches round 
this cavern, we immediately discovered two large Shear- 
waters crouching beneath the shelving roof at the 
extreme end. They were far out of our reach, but 
we .were soon to learn how the islanders procure these 
formidable birds. Leaving the two hens-for females 
they undoubtedly m-ere-we emerged into daylight, 
having, as our little guide espl:~ined, come too early f 2 
in thc afternoon. We arranged to return larer on, t 
and 6 P.V. found us again in the same spot. The j 
rocks wcrc in pfaccs thickly covcrcd with droppings, 

Y 
; 

showing that the Canarian Shearwaters resorted in E 
some numbers to this breeding-place. The fisher boy s 
was now armed with a thin almond rod with a bent 

E 
d 

hook affixed to the end, and a lantern. At his bidding 
we al1 climbed down into a hole amongst the boulders 
and lay patiently waiting. It was just gctting dark 
when a peculiar noise was heard unlike anything 1 had 
ever imagined in my worst dreams, and the form of a 
large bird passed close overhead ; orce again the bird 
circled round, uttering its extraordinary cry, this time 
being answered by a purring “ch~cl; ” (often repeatecl) 
from almost beneath our fect-then al1 was still. It 
was now quite dark, and once again the bird, which 
had evidently settled, rose again ancl passed over our 
heads, settling a few fect away. Stealthily as a cat, 
the boy climbed over the rocks, lighting the lantern 
as he went. He made no noise with his bare feet, 
and with the lantern in his left hand, and the almond 
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red in his right, he stole up to the dxzzled bird. and 
struck with bis rod but failed to get a hold, and the 
bird glided out to sea with a loud squawk! 

Ag& we waited, and soon another bird carne and 
alighted farther up the rocks, the lantern was relit, 
and the same stealthy crawl commcnced ; this time the 
rod carne down true, and in a second the boy was holding 
a screaming bird up by the wing, but not beforc his 
hand had hect1 torn in three places by the sharp bill. 
This pcrformance was rcpeated severa1 times, and once 
as we lay in our hole a bird passed within two fect of 
our he& ; up flashed the ;~lmoncl rod, only just to6 
late to bring the bird down upon our heads, a feat 
which 1 am told is often accomplished by these agile 
youngsters. It was betwveen 7 and 8 P.M. wheu the 
first birds carne in, and at 9 o’clock the birds’ cries, 
which hacl up till now resounded from al1 sides, ceased 
as suddenly as they began, ancl once more al1 was quiet 
and still. 

Refore continuing an account of our adventures on 
Graciosa, a description of the island (upon which we 
eventually bccamc prisoncrs for twelve days) may be 
given. Five and ;t half miles in length, and two and 
a half miles in breadth, this little islet has an area of 
nine and a half square miles. For the most part it is 
fiat, with four extinct volcanoes upon it, the highest 
point-the wall of an imperfcct crater--being 873 feet 
ahve sea-level. Thc soil is very sandy, and in parts 
the surface is thicl;Iy strewn with empty snail shells, 
a curious fact which 1 have already mentioned. The 
craters have a curious reddish appearance, from the 
fact that much of the lava and volcanic tuff is of this 
colour. ‘l’hc .south of the island is covered with 
hurnmocks, capped with closeIy growing plants-Zygo- 

ptS..ZZ~~m f~~~l~mjii, SdicOmZa f~utz’cosm, Szmbfk4ficosa, 
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AJY~~Z~X E?a,&zus, and two species of Traganum, the 
roots of which are responsible for the curious forma- 
tion of the ground, binding the sand as they do, 
It will be seen from the accompanying illustrations 
that the ground between the hummocks is perfectly 
flat, composed of hard sand, covered with snail shells. 
Between this I‘ hummocky ground ” and the sea, a wide 
belt of low sand-dunes fringa the shore. In almost 
the middle of the island rises the large central crater, 
Montafia de las Agujas, 3 mountainous mass rising ; 
abruptly from the stony plains, which stretch to the [ 
north and West. The coast-line for the most part is : 
very rocfiy, particularly along the entire western strand, i 

where the enormous basaltic boulders are in grcat i 
contrast to the flxt, watcr-worn reefs found on the 1 
South and east coasts. The western shore of Graciosa. i 
is exposed to terrific seas, as we were so011 to Jearn, B 

whereas the South and east coasts are sheltered from : 
the violence of the waves. During the twelve days 6 
which &e spent on this island, 1 made a fairly complete E 

8 
map, which is here reproduced ; al1 four volcanoes were I z 
ascended and their heights ascertained by aneroid, ! 
besides which we walked completely round the island i 
along the shore, as well as making many excursions to 5 
varjous points after birds. 

0 

l‘he land birds of Graciosa were few in number and 
fewer still in species, but al1 were interesting. Spectacled 
Warblers were met .with in.small parties of four or five, 
flying about the plains, frequenting chiefly the rough 
ground, where they dodged in and out of the hummocks 
and were continually on the move. In the sand-dunes 
four pairs of Kornig’s Grey Shrike were noted, and 
another pair lived in the Euphorbia scrub near the 
central crater. Berthelot’s Pipits were numerous and 
were breeding. Six Kestrels were seen and young 
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birds obtained in down, but we saw no sign of the 
Uuzzards which had been reported as inhabiting one 
of the craters. Egyptian Vultures and Ospreys were 
bnth seen, however. 

Other land birds noted singly or on one occasion 
only, were the Raven, Trumpeter RuIlfinch, Hoopoe and 
Linnet. Close to our camp we found the eggs of both 
the Thick-knee and the Kentish Plover ; the latter bird 
was very nurnerous. In the north of the island, Canarian 
Rock Doves frequented the lava caves and probably ; 
bred there, although we did not fincl any nests. 

On the 30th of May, the weather, which had been !! 
beautiful, changed for the worse, heavy clouds carne up, 8 i 

blotting out the risco and even covering the central i 
crater on Graciosa, and by evening it was pouring with ; 
rain. We spent another awful night, as the wind i 
increased considerably, and the tents, though securely B 
pegged down with great stonea on the pegs, threatened ; 
to liít bodily from the ground and rcscmbled balloons 6 
rather than tents. In the morning 1 was wakened E 8 
early by the roar of the waves thundering upon the I z 
shore, but Iuckily the rain had ceased. Thinking the ! 
high wind might have compclled Waders to seek refuge i 
here, we went a long walk round the reefs, always on 5 
the look-out for the Black Oystercatcher. We did not ’ 
meet with it, however, but noted Kentish k’lover, Grey 
Plover, Turnstones, Dunlin, Whimbrel? and one Green- 
shank. WC also discovered a new breeding place of 
the Canarian Shearwaters. These were in burrows, 
like rabbit-heles, in the hard sandy soil below Montaîia 
A4nlarilla, and these holcs 1 believe to have becn 
excavated by the birds themselves and not by rabbits ; 
we intended at first to dig them out, but even our Sharp 
trowels made little impression on the ground, which 
seemed to be of sandstone-like composition, and was in 
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fact composed of such hard, tuff-like substance, that we 
soon had to abandon the idea. This was a curious 
place in which to find these birds nesting ; the spot is 
a qmrter of a mile from the sea, under the shadow of 
the crater. 

After dark 1 again returned to the big boulders on 
the coast, where we had first met with the large 
Shearwaters, intending to get some myself. It was a 
pitch-black night and 1 took my gun, intending to 
shoot the birds after switching a powerful electric torch ; 
on to them as soon as they settled on the rocks. This f 
1 found impracticable, but managed to stalk and i 
capture one bird in this wa)i, stunning it with the ; 
butt of my gun. A seconcl rtttempt carne very near f 2 
ending in disaster, for as 1 rvas hstening towards my j 
victim my torch suddenly failed, one false step, and t 5 
gun, torch, and “ stalkcr ” fc11 over the edgc of a small B 

chasm. Luckily, the only damage was a broken stock i 
to my gun. s 

We had intended moving camp to Montaña Clara 8 
E 

on the mbrrow, but the old sailor whose boat was I z 
to take LIS over, said a landing was quite impossiblc ! d 
until the sea went down, but to compensate us for ; 
our disappointment sent his little son to show us g 

5 
the largest nesting colony of Shcarwatcrs, of which ’ 
we had hitherto remained in ignorance. Our little 
.guide led us straight away from the scn over the 
sand-hills and hummocks to the very centre of the 
island, and then commenced to scramble up the steepest 
slopes of the Montafila de las Agujas. The climb was 
very arduous on the crumbling surface of lava, tuff, 
volcanic ash, and pumice. Eventually the boy stopped 
at the entrance to what appeared to be a very small 
cave in the crater Wall, 600 feet above the sea. The 
entrance was about 6 feet by 3 fect, and at the end 
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of thc cave a narrow tunnel led into the crater. Into 
this thc boy divcd, bcckoning mc to follow. 1 could 
only just squeeze in and then was so cramped 1 could 
move neither hand nor foot, so the little boy tugged 
in front and his equally small companion pushed behind, 
and in this ignominious fashion 1 was literally propellecl, 
in compIete darkness, for fifteen or twenty feet. When 
just about stifling, we emerged into a small cavcrn, 
from which yct another tunuel branched at right angles, 
and through this we mncle our tortuous way, finally ; 
emerging into a good-sized cave which must Ilave been g 

i 
about thirty fect from the entrance. 0 The walls w-ere 8 
honeycombed with holes and crevices which had been 9 d 
utilised by the Shearwaters ; an indescribable smell of ò E 
“ Petrel ” grected our nostrils, and the floor upon which i 
we stood was thickly strewn with thc feathers of the g 
birds. 1 was very unlucky in finding al1 the occupants I 
out at sea. They had not yet begun to lay in this ; 
cavc, although it was the rst of June. I‘he boy said s 
they hacl only just arrivcd “ to clcan their nests,” but E 

d 
we had already obtaiued a fair number of eggs from E z 
other parts of the islancl. The cntrance to this par- ! 
titular brecding place must be a mile from the sea ; and 

d 
; 

although, in the daytime, g the birds were often seen 5 
flying up and down the strait which divides Graciosa ’ 
from Lanzarote, yet they never by any chance carne 
to their nesting boles beforc darkness had fallen. The 
outer walls of the crater in which this cav&n was 
situated were ful1 of similar caves and crannies, in 
which numbcrs of Can:Lri:m Shearwaters nested, and 
some of these we esamined bef¿>re returning to camp. 

In the extreme north of the island, some large 
boulders lie at the foot of the low cliffs which here 
form the coast-line, and under these boulders we were 
assurcd that thc JIadeiran Allied Shearwater bred. Our 
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disappointment was great at finding these holes empty, 
and wo were told by the fishermen that the “ Takoces” 
had already bred and gone. 

The morning of the 3rd of June broke to a tearing 
gale, and it’looked as if we were going to be imprisoned 
indefinitely. But it is an ill wind indeed that blows 
nobody any good, and on this day our luck was certainly 
in. To begin with, two beautiful eggs of the Thick- 
knee were found within a hundred yards of our camp, 
the nest not fifty yards from the sea. Soon after 
breakfast one of the fishermen, with most of whom 
we had by now become quite friendly, turned up with 
the thrilling news that his brother had seen a Black 
Oystercatcher the previous evening on the reefs of 
the west coast of the island. We seized our guns 
without a moment’s delay, and with our new guide 
ran most nf the two miles; to the reefs nppnsite 

Montaña Clara. For fear of disturbing the bird, in 
case it should still be about, we crawled the last fifty 
yards through the prickly scrub which here fringed 
the shore, until we could gain a clear view of the reefs. 
Eagerly we scanned the black rocks, which here run 
some way out to sea, and suddenly the Sharp eyes 
of our guide spotted the bird. It was feeding not 
a hundred yards below where we were lying, running 
nimbly over rhe rocks. Its presence would scarcely 
have been noted were it not for its brilliant red bill. 

. 
We qumkly made a détour to bring us out opposite 
where we calculated it would be, and as 1 raised my 
head, the bird got up, uttering a sharp “ peepe-peepe, 
peepe-peepe,” twice repeated. It was a long shot, but 
1 dared not risk allowing the Oystercatcher to leave 
the island, so fired on my knees,. and to my intense 
joy the bird fe11 into the sea, with a single pellet in 
its wing. The Spaniard who had discovered it was 
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scarcely less delighted than we were ourselves, and 
rushed headlong into the waves to retrieve the rare 
trophy. A good skin was made of this bird by Bishop, 
and it is now in the Museum of Lord Rothschild at 
Tring. (A coloured figure of this Oystercatcher 
appeared in the Ibis, 1 g 14, Plate VI.) 

After the shootíng of the Oystercatcher, 1 ascended 
the Montaña Bermeja, 550 feet in height ; the crater 
faces north and the walls are red in colour. The lava 
gives the volcano a curiously red appearance when ; 
the sun shines upon it. At the foot of the crater, f 
which slopes steeply to the sea, lies a sandy bay, where d 
1 obtained some beautiful shells belonging to the genera i 
Patdda, Anomia, Pecfen, Modiala, Cardium, and Lima. 1 
It is near here that the little Madeiran Allied Shear- 1 
waters breed under the big boulders on the shore ; i 
we examined their old nesting-places again, and satisfied B 
ourselves that they had been occupied earlier in the ; 
season. The fishermen on Graciosa assured us that 1 
we should still find the “ Tn~&oce” breeding on Montaña 8 
Cl ara, and we were anxious to prove whether this I z 
statement was correct. ! 

We had now given up al1 idea of landing on the i 
Roque del Este. If we could explore the remaining 5 
two large islets, 1 felt 1 should have. to be satisfied. ’ 
We had already been nine days on Graciosa instead 
of the seven as 1 had planned. On the evening of 
the tenth day we were sitting outside our tent, when 
we were astonished to see the sail of a little fishing- 
buat come r-ound the point, from the direction of Montaña 
Clara. We watched it through our glasses, speculating 
as to what the man could possibly have been doing 
in ,such a sea. When almost opposite my camp, the 
helm was put hard over, and in another minute the boat 
had grounded on the beach. Severa1 men jumped out 
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and made their way towards the tents, and as they 
drew near we noticed to our astonishment that their 
shirts were filled with birds! One by one they drew 
them out-seven Madeiran Allied Shearwaters (four 
adults and three young) ; fifteen Bulwer’s Petrels and 
eleven eggs of the latter, together with a regular 
series of the large Canarian Shearwaters and their 
eggs. All the birds were alive. Knowing that 1 was 
growing anxious lest the Petrels should al1 have left 
Montafia Clara before we were able to land there, ; 
these excellent fellows had made a special trip in search f 
of the birds for me, for, as they put it, they could d 
anyhow swim ashore, if necessary, whereas it was quite i 
impossible to bring a boat alongsidc and discharge 1 
tents and collecting-boxes, and the cumbersome impedi- E 
menta of a pcrmanent camp. t 5 

The whoIe of the ncxt day was passed in skinning B 
the birds which we required, and most of the night f 
in writing up diaries. For two more days the gale 1 
raged, but at length, on the 7th of June, the wind had 8 
dropped sufficiently to allow us to attempt a landing i 
on Montaña Clara. 1 had engaged the largest boat ! 
on the island for this purpose, and by 6 A.M. the tents 

d 
; 

were down, and directly after breakfast we set out g 5 
on the never-to-be-forgotten sail to the next island. ’ 
Though such a short distance away, we had to tack 
four times in a sea which, to say the least of it, was 
rough. A scorching sun on one’s back and clouds of 
spray in one’s face do not help to stave off sea-sickness, 
and by the time we ran alongside a flat ledge of rock 
on Montaña Clara, 1 had had quite enough. At any 
rate we had arrived, though with only seven days in 
which to explore two islands instead of the fourteen 
we had hoped for. 



CHAPTER XV 

AN ORNITHOLOGICAL EXPEDITIOK TO THE EASTERN 

CAKARY ISLANDS (LOlZfinZs~~-hlONTAÑa CLARA, THE 

ROQUE DEL OUESTE, AND ALLEGRANZA. 

WIIEN we carne to settling on a site for our camp on 
Montaña Clara, we soon discovered that we had very 
little choice indeed. The island is no more than the 
top of a gigantic volcano, which rises precipitously from 
the waves and attains a height of 700 feet above sea- 
level. Being anxious to camp this time in the midst 
of the Petrels, we pitched our tents within a few 
hundred yards of the sea, on a little plateau with the 
peak rising behind us, on the extreme southerly point 
of the island. The coast-line is very steep, and there 
was no question of being able to walk round the island, as 
in Graciosa. In appearance, Montana Clara is roughly 
heart-shaped, and covers an area of half a square mile, 
being ea miles in length and 2 mile wide. There is only 
one crater, and this is imperfect, being open to the sea 
on the northern side. At al1 other points, save at the 
extreme South, the outer crater walls fa11 perpendicularly 
to the sea. The South of the island slopes gradually 
upwards and a certain amount of leve1 ground is to be 
found there, in which little depressions afford shelter 
to the smaller birds and butterflies. This culminates in 
a steep ridge, 300 feet in height, sloping to the south- 
east and composed of lava and scoriz, intersected here 
and there by miniature barrancos. Between the ridge 

808 
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and the mountain, a number of small hills covered with 
loose lumps of lava, pumice, and fine ash, lie in a 
cluster. On the low ground a sprinkling of desert 
plants, among which were the prickly Lazbfza?a spinosa, 
Suceda fruticosa with its purple bloom, and a number 
of ice plan@ f~~~senzbryalz~~enzunr nodzj%~~?~z, struggled 
through the volcanic débris. A single water-hale, 
entirely dependent on the meagre rainfall for its re- 
plenishing, constituted the only drinking water to be 
found. 

The heavy seas thundering and crashing against the 
cliffs have helped to form many caves, which abound in 
nooks and crannies and to which the Rock Pigeons 
resort, and at times rarer “ visitors ” also, as will be seen. 
Underneath the cliffs, huge bouldcrs, jvhich have fallen 
from above during a landslide, liue the shore, and it 
is partly due to the erosion which has taken place on 

the island that Montana Clara is the favourite breeding 
station in the Archipelago of two of the most intcrcsting 
of the Tubinares-the Madeiran .Allied Shearwater 
and Bulwer’s Petrel. Nowhere is there any sand on 
the shore, and at low tide the rocks abound in deep 
pools ; it is therefore an ideal hunting-ground for the 
Black Oystercatcher. Montaña Clara is a real desert 
island, entirely uninhabited by man, visited by hundreds 
of Petrels and Shearwaters in the breeding season, and, 
as will be seen hereafter, those are by no means the 
only interesting birds to be found upon it. A surprise 
was in store for me which even the most sanguine of 
ornithologists could not have hoped for. 

The night of the 7th of June was one of the weirdest 
1 have ever spent ; sleep was almost impossible, as 
anyone who has spent a “ first night ” on a Petrel’s 
breeding-ground will readily understand. From 8 P.M. 

until dawn the cries of the birds never ceased-some 
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seeming to come from a bird perched on the top of my 
tent ! The birds flew low over the camp and the swish 
of their wings was plainly audible. Now and then a 
much pleasanter note, that of Bulwer’s Petrel, could be 
distinguished, but on my first night on the islet 1 had 
no idea to what species it belonged. When we carne to 
examine the ground in the immediate vicinity of the 
camp, we were no longer surprised that sleep had been 
difficult. In every hole and cranny under the shelving 
ledges and even in burrows on a plateau near the 
summit of the volcano, 600 feet above the sea, 
the large Canarian Shearwaters were breeding. A 
few burrows were also found in the sand-hills. The 
sand in which the Shearwaters had burrowed on 
Montaña Clara was much softer than that of Graciosa, 
and 1 was thus able to excavate here with comparative 
ease. 1 found the burrows very similar to rabbit-holes 
but a little larger ; the entrances of severa1 measured 
6 by I I inches, and often the tunnel led 7 feet into 
the ground. The egg was usually deposited a foot 
from the farther end of the burrow. The passage was 
generally winding, and at times turned completely at 
right angles. A few feathers and scraps of seaweed 
were sometimes found doing duty for a 11ts~. In 
contrast to these long burrows, 1 was often surprised 
to find a bird sitting, in broad daylight, having laid its 
egg in an exposed crevice on the cliff-side, not 12 inches 
from the entrance, where, in the daytime, the rays of 
the sun shone ful1 upon it. If molested, the Shearwaters 
bit and scratched with remarkable ferocity, inflicting 
severe wounds with their formidable bills. As 1 finally 
left the breeding haunts of these Shearwaters on June 
the I4th, 1 did not find a single. nestling.. Severa1 
tishermen, who knew their habits well, told me that the 
“ Pam’edas,” as they called them, arrived early in April 

u 
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“ to clean their nests.” As 1 proved for myself, nesting 
had become general on June the 1st and most of thc 
birds seemed to have laid. The young are hatched 
early in July, and the fishermen start taking them 
about August the sth, for eating purposes. Many 
hundreds are taken again in September, when the 
young are exceedingly fat and are thcn boiled down for 
oil. A great number of the old birds are also captured 
for the sake of their feathers. The men assured me 
that all the birds Ieave the island in November, young 
and old together. During my thi-ee weeks’ visit to 

; 
$ 

these outer islets, 1 took considerable pains to discover 
what rule governed ;he comings and goings of thcse 

i 
i 

Shearwaters between the sea and their nesting sites. E 
Living as 1 did on Graciosa and Montafia Clara in their 2 

very midst, 1 hoped to be able to arrivc at somc definite 
; 
$ 

conclusion on this somewhat little lrnown subject. With 
5 
B 

this object in view, 1 made many journeys to different 
nesting places after dark. Before laying had become 6 
general (~2, during my stay on Graciosa), the majority E 
of the birds would leave their nests before it became 

8 
i 

light, spending the entire day at sea. They must be z 
! 

excellent time-keepers, for in many cases no inkling of 
daylight could possibly reach them to warn them that 

$ 

the dawn was breaking. Unless, therefore, they leave 
$ 
0 

their holes before daybreak, while it is still darI\, I do 
not believe that they leave them until dusk, and possibly 
not until the following morning. If, however, they have 
been out to sea throughout the day, thcy return to land 
about an hour after darkness has: fallen (;.e., about 
8 P.M.). As soon as they begin to come in, they start 
calling-a long drawn-out wailing note, severa1 times 
repeated, and often answered from within the ground by 
3 peculiar purring sound, which 1 imagine is made by 
the mate. The birds would fly round severa1 times in 
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leisening circles close above the rocks, eventually settling 
at the entrance to their particular holes. 

By June the 7th, the day on which we left Graciosa, 
al1 the birds had eggs, and they were likewise al1 
“ sitting ” on Montaña Clara, the Roque del Oueste, 
and AIlegranza. Although over a hundred birds were 
caught, the majority being again liberated, 1 never 
once found more than one bird in a hole. Both males 
and femalcs were taken on the eggs in about equal 
numbers ; the sex of the sitting bird is easily distinguish- ; 
able, as the male has a much heavier bill than the f 
female. Only one cgg, of course, is laid? and consider- d 
able variation in size is shown. 1 think there is no i 

doubt that the birds take it in turns to sit on the egg, 1 
the male feeding while the hen is sitting, and vice VEYS’S~. 1 

The Shearwaters called during al1 hours of the i 
night, but seemed particuIarIy noisy about 3 A.M., B 

at which time I believe many went out to sea, If ; 
pulled out of thcir boles in the daytime they seemed 1 
completely dazecl, and as often as not made no attempt 8 
to escape ; othcrs would waddle in the direction of I 
the sea, continually catching their wings in bushes 

z 
! 

and on stones and tumbling about in the most grotesque 
d 
; 

manner. When thrown up in the air, some would g 5 
immediately fly out to sea, while others seemed to lose ’ 
their power of Aight and would come down “ plump” 
on to the rocks, and would quickly waddle away until 
they could gain a ledge from which to “ push off.” 
Where the birds go to between the end of November 
and the encl of February is sti11 a mystery ; moreover, 
we are still without a clue as to whence the Shearwaters 
have come which visit the North Ameritan coasts- 
in the neighbourhood of Lomg Island-at a time when 
the birds in the Azores, bladeiras, Salvages, and Canaries 

are breeding. Although these birds in Ameritan waters 
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are not yet known to breed anywhere on that side 
of the Atlantic, 1 shall bc surpiiscd if thcy are not 
found breeding there in the future. Ameritan ornitholo- 
gists say that they are indistinguishablc from the 
Canarian race. British OrnithoIogists, on the other 
hand, are inclined to consider them distinct. The point 
must be settled by the ‘I Systema Avium ” Committee. 

Two days after our arrival in the island a remarkable 
discovery was made. Taking a stroll with his gun 
round the low ground, Bishop shot two Chats, which 
at the time 1 took to be the Fuerteventuran Chat- 
a sufficiently strange discovery ‘even if this had bcen 
the case, as thcre are no Chats in Lanzarote or Graciosa. 
There were four birds together just behind the camp. 
but afta- the shot thc otheru disappcarcd and werc nc\-er 
seen again. Judge of our surprisc to íind that the> 
were not examples of the Fuerteventuran Chat at all, 
but belonged to an entircly new and unnamed race. 
1 have since named this little bird Saxicoda daco& 
nzurieh. Whether the Chats were on migration is 
difficult to say ; subsequently Bishop found them much 
more plentiful on Allegranza, but though 1 searched 
high and low for five more days 1 never saw a sign 
of these Iittle birds again. 

1 had arranged with the boatmen to cal1 at our 
island on a certa.in day, and had decide& as we had 
so littlc time left, to send my taxidermist to Allegranza 
with Juan, and to remain in, ant1 thoroughly work, 
Montaña Clara myself. This arrangement was adhered 
to, and just after the new Chats had bccn obtaincd, 
I saw the little boat scudding over the waves from 
Graciosa. One of the sailors-Jorge, by name- 
remained with me to aid in the scarch for birds, and 
the others set sail for AIIegranza to complete the 
exploration of that island. 
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The 9th of J une was notable for still another 
discovery. J g or e and 1 had been searching along 
the cliffs for Bulwer’s Petrels, and had already obtained 
several, when we carne to a rocky cove in which were 
a number of caves. The sea was out, and Jorge, 
who climbed like a cat, swarmed down to see what 
he could find, while 1 sauntered back to camp. 1 
had not been in long when 1 saw Jorge flying along 
in a great state of excitement, and from the bottom 
of his basket, wrapped in cotton-woolj he brought 
a Storm Petrel-the “ Ad~zn Mesfre" as he called it. 
He had, he explained, pushed his almond rod into 
a hole in one of the caves, when out flew the bird 
into his face. Round and round the cave flew the dazed 
Petrel, and after it dashed Jorge, who eventually suc- 
ceeded ín capturing it in his hat! This is the fírst 
occasion upon which the Storm Petrel has been taken 
on shore in the Canary Islands. We never discovered 
another, but there is no reason why it shollld not 
breed somewhere in the Archipelago. 

My list of birds from Montaña Clara increased daiiy ; I 
we even discovered butterflies on this deserted isle, 

z 
! 

and caught a beautiful Clouded Yellow, of which species 
d 
; 

severa1 examples were seen. Painted Ladies were g 5 
common and we also captured a Silver Y. moth. The 
weather had turned quite cold, and the strong wind 
which troubled us so much on Graciosa sprang up and 
increased in violence. The camp was too exposed to 
the weather, as can be seen by the illustration facing 
page 312, and we spent more than one anxious nigh;. 

The two baby Doves 1 had bought in Lanzarote were 
my constant companions and throve splendidly on 
gqw soon becoming extremely tame. Most of the 

1 The principal food of the poorer classes in the Canaries. It consists 
of ground Indian corn (maize) which has been roasted, 
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day they would sit on the top of the tent or in a 
sheltered spot on the ground, enjoying a sun and 
dust bath, but in the evening flew back into the tent 
and slept on anything they could find to per& on, 
for choice, my pith helmet. 

1 had not yet ascended the volcano, so the day 
after the boat had gone to Allegranza 1 set out to 
climb the cinder heap to the top by a villainous track 
composed for the most part of loose lumps of lava 
and ashes. “ Parddas ” were found brecding at every i 
elevation, in every hole we passed. Having reached f 
the summit of the crater ridge at 600 feet, we crossed d 
a plateau sloping gradually to the opposite ridge ; the 8 i 

ground on this plateau seemed almost sandy, and being f 2 
less hard, WC discovered more Canarian Shearwaters in j 
burrows. Having gained thc inner rim of the volcano t 5 
we gazed down into thc mouth itself; the Ilorth rvall B 

of the crater has burst away, and thus we looked : 
through the rift down on to the sea heneath. The 1 
Roque del Oueste lies not far from the northern 8 
extremity of the isIand, a small pile of lava fully i 
exposed to the fury of the Atlantic. 1 had already ! d 
determined to land upon it, if possible. In the distance i 
Allegranza stood out in bold relief. Far below us, in 5 
the basin at the foot of the inner walls of the volcano, ’ 
lay huge boulders which had fallen from above ; a more 
likely place in which to search for Petrels could not be 
imagined, for although the northern wall was open to 
the sea, affording easy access to the birds, it was 
impossible to land there, and the only way to reach the 
interior of the volcano was by the route we had come. 

Gradually we began to descend, the ground becoming 
steeper at every step. We had got half-way down 
without any mishap, over the most slippery rocks 1 
had ever scaled, when we carne to a long stretch of 
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flat slabs, lyin g at an appalling angle, and which, 1 
could see, slightly overhung the edge. Beyond, was 
a sheer drop of severa1 hundred feet. 1 then felt quite 
relieved that 1 had arranged for a boat to be sent 
from Graciosa, the moment a bonfire was lit on the 
summit of Montaña Clara-a sign which could be 
seen by day or by night -and which would indicate 
that a serious accident hacl taken place ! 

The first ten steps 1 took on that ledge, 1 knew my 
quest was hopeless. My boots slipped on the smooth ; 
surface as íf they hacf becn skates on ice, and 1 had to $ 
confess that 1 was beaten. Jorge slipped a short thin i 
rope round my waist, and feeling like a performing bear ; 
I was ignominiously led back into safety ! Jorge was f 2 
never daunted, however, and in his bare feet managed I 
to scramble over the treacherous surface, at length i 
gaining thc floor of the volcano, where 1 watched him B 

enviously through my powerful glasses, searching care- : 
fully under th e fallen boulders. He soon discnvercd a Q 
Petrel, and pulling it out, held it up for my inspection. 8 
It was the little Madeiran Allicd Shearwater, and before i 
long, a small series of immature birds and two eggs d ! 
of this species had been obtained. As this spot was i 
quite inaccessible aftcr dark, J failed to secure a series 5 
of adult birds, though severa1 of the birds of the year ’ 
were practically in adult plumage and could only be 
distinguished by one or two downy filaments adhering 
to the feathers on the flanks. This was the fourth 
species of the Order which we had discovered on this 
tiny island and the thircl which we knew to be breeding. 
When we set out upon our homeward way the day 
was far advanced, and in the evening light we had 

. 
a glorious view over Graciosa and of the western 
coast of Lanzarote ; against the dark horizon the dim 
outline of the Roque de l’Este-the most inaccessible 
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of all the outer islets-could just be made out, a thin 
line of white foam showing where the big Atlantic 
rollers were dashing themselves against this massive 
rock, the only visible remains of a gigantic volcano 
beneath the waves. 

1 did not altogether like the look of the weather, and 
took the precaution of burying al1 the tent pegs deep 
ín the ground. It was welI that 1 did so, for it 
turned out a wild and restless night. Sleep was soon 
impossible, as the wind flapped the sides of the tent 
and whistled through the ropes as it does through the 
rigging of a ship. The waves were thundering on the 
reef just below the camp, and the ceaseless cries of 
the Shearwaters seemed raised in defiance of the 
elements. The storm ceased as quickly as it had 
begun, and the following day broke fine and clear ; a 
stiff breeze was still blowin,a, and 1 doubted whether 
the boat with her cheery crew would call, as 1 had 
arranged, to land me on the Roque del Oueste. 1 had 
not long to remain in doubt, for a sail was sighted 
darícing over the waves, fast drawing nearer to the 
island, and soon the Salz Francisco swung into my little 
creek, where the water was comparatively calm. The 
owner of this-the best boat from Graciosa-was a 
most delightfui character, and with his five sons, one 
of whom was Jorge, always manned his own boat. The 
costumes of the crew were highly picturesque and lacked 
nothing in colour- the usual patched blue trousers, often 
alternate squares of dark and light blue, the shade 
depending on the length of time each patch had been 
exposed to the weather! They wore red, yellow, or 
blue shirts, with bright coloured sashes bound loosely 
round their hips, and very large, curiously shaped straw 
hats, having enormous brims and very high crowns, 
which resembled flower-pots turned upside down. The 
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owncr of the Snn Francisco and his five splendid sons 
scemed to be relics of Spain’s glorious days, when 
she could boast of adventurous mariners, and was 
second to no nation in the world. Alas ! how far distant 
those days seem to be now. 

Feeling none too happy at the prospect before me, 
1 once more boarded thc little boat and WC set out for 
the rock, At first WC had to row to catch thc breeze, 
but once out of the shelter of the island the sail bellicd 
out and we w;cnt racing through the wnves at top specd. 
?Ve mercifully hacl only to tack once to make the rock, 
but by the time we arrivcd were al1 soaked to the skin, 
and the boat had shipped more water than 1 cared 
about. It was one thing to get within fifty fect of the 
jagged lumps of lava, of which the Roque del Oueste 
seemed to be entirely c,omposed, but quite another to 
land upon it. For twenty minutes we hung just off the 
ledge upon which n-e were to attempt to jump, the 
waves leaping six or ten feet up the face of thc rock 
The man who was going ashore with me made severa1 
attcmpts to land, and tn-ice got a footing on the 
lava, but on each occasion he was swept OK his feet 
with the water above his waist, and had to cling on to 
the gunwalc of the boat as she receded. We then tried 
a little farther to the West, and this time the fisherman 
succeeded, but 1 had no time to jump before we were 
sucked back again into the swirling waters. Once more 
the boat was brought with marvellous seamanship close 
alongside, and jumping with al1 my might 1 landed with 
a crash up to my knees in the water. The ‘( Kopzre 
1tfic~no,” as it is affectionately called by the Graciosan 
fishermcn, certainly lives up to its name! The smallest 
of all the outlying islets, it only embraces an area of 
some 40,000 square yards and 1 reckoned that it was, by 
mv aneroid, 20 feet above sea-leve1 at the highest noint. 

I  ’ ”  L 
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A more desolate spot it would be hard to imagine. 
It is made up entirely of enormous blocks of lava and 
of shelving walls of basalt. The lava was so jagged 
that it everywhere afforded a safe foothold, and 1 soon 
swarmed al1 over the rock, searching carefully for any 
Petrels which might here be hidden away. 1 still had 
hopes of finding either the Manx, the Frigate, or the 
XIadeiran Fork-tailed Petrel somewhere in the Canary 
Archipelago. 1 am now, however, almost sure that 
these species never visit the islets except as “ visitors.” ; 

Although I had been informed that there were no f 
birds on this rock, 1 had soon noted quite a number. i 
The bíg Atlantic Shearwaters were nesting on al1 sides, ; 
and to my surprise 1 saw threc birds of prey herc, a f 2 
fine Osprey sailed out from the highest point ancl a i 
Kestrel was perched on a lava block, though 1 doubt t 5 
whether either would think it n-orth thcir whilc to brced B 

there. Rarest of all, 1 caught a momentary view of a i 
fine Barbary Falcon, which had evidently becn settled 15 
somewhere on the rock, and which dashed past me like 

E 
8 

a flash. Yellow-legged Herring-gulls took little notice I z 
and remained basking in the sun. 1 believe they breed ! d 
on the Roque del ‘Este. There were four different ; 
plants on the Roque del Oueste, but, though 1 obtained g 5 
specimens of all, they were unfortunately destroyed ’ 
before they could be identified ; the ice plant (Meso- 
bryan&mum) was certainly ene of them and 1 found 
it scarce, but growing in patchcs here and there. 
Having satisfied myself that there were no hidden 
Petrels or Shearwaters uther than those we had seen, 
we returned to the San Fran&co, and after many 
attempts, scrambled on board with our spoils and set 
sail for Montaña Clara. 

On the following morning 1 had my first really good 
view of the Barbary Falcon ; 1 had started a couple of 
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Rock Doves from one of the caves below where 1 stood 
at the edge of the cliff, and as these birds dashed out 
over the sea, the Falcon fe11 like a stone from the 
heights above, where it had evidently been on the watch. 
As the Peregrine stooped, the Doves, with a dexterous 
turn of the wing, escaped the murderous talons by what 
appeared to be a hair’s breadth. and continued on their 
way unharmed ; the Falcon then rose in the air, and 
giving up the chase, leisurely returned to its former 
res ting-place. 1 then had a clear view of the bird, as ; 
it passed very close to me, and 1 could clearly discern f 
its black cheek patches. This was, of course, FaZco d 
pereg&zts jhdegritzoides, which is reported to have bred i 
on Montaña Clara, and probably does so annually. 1 
Although most anxious to possess a specimen, 1 could 1 
not bring myself to fire at this magnificent bird, though i 
1 could hardly have failed to hit it. Egyptian Vultures B 
and Ospreys, Kestrels and Ravens were al1 noted on ; 
Montaña Clara, and doubtless breed on the inaccessible 6 
cliffs on the west of the island. Rock Pigeons were not E 8 
numerous, but a few pairs undoubtedly breed in the I 

Another bird which I believe was nesting, was 
z 

caves. ! 
Brehm’s Pale Swift. A single House Martin was $ 
observed, a passing migrant. The only other birds i 
seen on this island besides those already noted in this ’ 
chapter were Berthelot’s Pipits and Yellow-legged 
Herring-gulls, the former in ful1 moult. 

On the 14th of June we left Montaña Clara, having 
thoroughly explored every crevice we could reach. My 
boatmen carne for me at 6.30 A.M., and three hours later 
we were dancing over the waves in the Salz Francisco 
on our homeward way. Another boat had gone to 
Allegranza to pick up the rest of the party, whom we 
had arranged to meet at Haria. The sail to the foot 
of El Risco, where 1 bade a sad farewell to Jorge and 
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his sailor family, was uneventful ; my baggage was 
carried on to Orsola, where it had been arranged that 
camels should be in waiting. We now commenced the 
arduous climb to the summit, which towered 1500 fect 
above us, and a more fatiguing scramble 1 have never 
experienced. It had been bad enough coming down, 
but the ascent was a great deal worse and took a ful1 
hour to accomplish. The thermometer, at the foot of 
the great cliff stood at 100~ in the shade, and before we 
gained the summit, both José and 1 could have wrung 
out our clothes. As we passcd over the top, a chill 
wind was blowing and we could hardly see fifty yards 
ahead of us for cloud. I expectcd to find a riding 
carne1 here, and looked anxiously around for my sign 
of the beast. Suddcnly, through a clexing in the mist, 
we spied it? barely a qunrter of a milc away, stand+ 
motionless by its driver, who hacl drawn his .~~tmfr~ 
close round his shoulders. While we hurried towards 
it, the cloucIs carne down again and blotted evcrythinb 
from view. Whether 1 lost my direction or what 
happened, 1 cannot imagine, but it took me half an 
hour to find that camel, which 1 had by this time 
concluded was a phantorn beast ! but at last we saw 
it again, walking leisurely away from us, and this time 
we had no intention of letting it escape us. At Haria 
1 met Bishop and Juan, and learnt that the former 
had been very successful in Allegranza, having obtained a 
series of the new Chat, a Slender-billed Barn Owl, and a 
Buzzard. He had also made a representative collection 
of al1 the other resident birds. A Iist of these birds 
has already appeared in the Ibis, 1914, pp. Q-87, in 
which Journal 1 published the scientific results of this 
expedition. 

From Bishop 1 learnt that Allègranza is almost 
round in shape, and that it contains three extinct 
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volcanoes, the highcst, Montaña de la Caldera, rising 
to 940 feet. The rest of the island is for the most 
part ilat and is madc up of low hills, lava-covered slopes, 
and stony plains. Thc usuaI vegetation of the Eastern 
Canary Islands was met with, a special feature 
bcing Euphorbia bushes with enormously thick stems. 
Wheat was cultivated in small patches. The only 
inhabitants were the lighthousc-kceper and the major- 
domo, with their respective familics. 1 was dis- 
appointed to learn that the only Petrel or Shearwater 
found therc was the largc Cnnarian Shearwntcr, which 
was found al1 over thc island, as it was on Nontafia 
Clara and Graciosa, occupying evcry hole and cave 
available. 1 suspect that it is on account of the pro- 
digious Lumber of these large Shearwaters that more 
of the smaller members of the Order do not resort to 
these islands to rear their young. Allegranza is only 
10; miles from the Africau coast: and bcing a small 
island, only 22 miles long by 23 broacl, with an area 
of 33 square miles, it is probably one of the bcst points 
from which to observe the passage of migrants through 
the Canary Archipelago. It is still my dream to spend 
a spring or an autumn on this far-away isle. 

We camped that night bcyond the town of Haria, 
close to the main road, and the following day crossed 
the bigh ground uf tht: Mo~llt: Famara, and d~scendecl 
the winding road to Arrecife, which is anything but 
a plensant spot. As WC arrivcd on a Sunday, our camp 
on the outskirts was soon surrounded by the entire Child 
population of the town. Throughout the day, long 
strings of camels, heavily laden with onions, the main 
articlcs of export, passed along the road, the head of 
each animal ticd to the tail of the beast in front. A 
more dusty sun-baked spot I cannot remember, and but 
for a most interesting visit Raid to a local ornitholonist 
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and taxidermist-Don J. Gonzalez y Gonzalez-our stay 
there was devoid of interest, and we were al1 heartily 
glad when the hour carne to board the little inter-insular 
steamer and literally shake the dust and onions of 
Arrecife from our feet ! 

We called once more at Puerto Cabras in Fuerte- 
ventura and again at Gran Tarajal, the tiny port which 
we had visited on our outward journey. This time we 
went ashore and were carried through the surf on the 
broad shoulders of the Spanish lighterman, getting ; 
uncomfortably wet during the process. The valley of f 
Gran Tarajal is thickly lined with tamarisks, but the d 
steep walls of the Jal/?-arico are rugged and barren. As i 

we proceeded, the valley opened out, the tamarisk scrub 
became thinner and patches of ground were under 

1 
1 

cultivation. Immediately before us, a group of low i 
hills obscured the great plains leading to the heart of B 

the island-plains which 1 some day hope to explore ; 
again. Two clumps of feathery date-palms standing 
at the foot of the hills were silhouetted against the sky, 

1 
8 

and as the sun was rapidly sinking behind the distant 
hills, we slowly retraced our steps to the sea, sad to 

i 
! 

leave, perhaps for ever, this island which holds such a $ 
strange fascination. g 5 

The La Palma was soon under way and throbbing ’ 
steadily down the coast, past the “Montas Bdancas “- 
the isthmus of white dunes, shimmering in the moon- 
light like silver sand. The flashing beams from the 
lighthouse on Punta Jandia were the only sign of 
habitation on al1 this loncly coast as we drew parallcl 
with the mountainous heel of the island and passed 
beyond the shelter of the land. 
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NOTE ON A FALL OF DETST, “BLOOD-RAIN,” AT GRAN 
CANARIA, 8TIi TO IITH 1:EIIRIJARY 1920. By W. CAMPI:EI,L 

SMITH, NC., >f.,l., F.G.S., Astitant in tEe Lkpxtmcnt of Mincrals, 
British Milseum (Satura1 IIistory)? 

A very prolonged fall of dust of the kind known as “ blood- 
rain ” or ” red-rain ” was experienced in Gran Canaria from 
8th February to the 11th, Igzo. On 10th February Mr David 
A. Bannerman, who was then on a scientific expedition to 
the Islands, carefully collected a sample which he forwarded 
to the British Museum (Natural History). The following is 
an extract from hís letter nf that date: “WC are suffering 
here from a terrible so-called ‘ Sand-storm,’ the worst known 
for years. (The dust) appears over the sea as a thick mist, 
which gradually envelops everything. \Vc can see about 
a quarter to half a mile, but sometirnes not zoo yards. 
Shipping is entirely disorganised, and many boats are lying 
outside apparently afraid to move. The dust finds its wa; 
into evcrpthing, through barred doors and Windows, and is 
making life here very miserable. The ‘ storm’ commcnced 
on the afternoon of the 8th with a very high South-westerly (?) 
wind. The entire island is affected. [t cleared slightly 011 
the afternoon of the gth, but is worsc than ever to-day (10th). 

“I’..‘?-I I/Z,‘ZO. Pouriug in torrents : dust-storm ended.” 
The sample of the dust collectcd by Mr Bannerman is 

pale brick-red in colour. It appears to he quite frec from 
forcign mattcr. 15:hen exarnined undcr thc microscope it 
is seen to consist mainly of minute grains of quartz, reddish 
opaque grains oí clayey material, highly birefringent grains 
or rhombs of calcite or dolomite, and, much more rarely, 
fragments of othcr high!y birefringent minerals, and some 

1 l~~~l~lihcd by Iwmission of thc Trustees of the British Muscum. 
821 X 

.E 
t 5 
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fragments of organisms. The dust effervesces briskly in dilute 
hydrochloric acid. 

ORGANIC REMAINS. Bintoms, etc.-Gen. Sir Nicholas 
Yermoloff kindly examined the dust for remains of diatnms, 
and the following extract is from his report :-“ The slide 
contains a few diatoms similar to those from the East African 
fossil freshwater deposit : MeZosira gra;zzzlata, Rhopalodín gh%a, 
a species of Eunotia and Stepkanodiscm astma often accompany- 
ing MeZosirw. . . . The slide contains only one diatom not 
contained in the East African deposit, but this diatom is very 
common everywhere.” 

The dust was examined further by Mr A. Gepp of the 
Botanical Department and by Mr R. Kirkpatrick of the 
Zoulogical Department (British Museum). They rccorded, 
in addition to diatoms, silicified stomata possibly of grasses, 
and minute spiny fragments of uncertain nature, but probably 
parts of plants. More rare are particles of shells of marine 
foraminifera (Perforata) and fragments of siliceous sponge 
spicules with central axial canal, which may belong to either 
freshwater or marine sponges. There are also some minute 
siliceous or silicífied spherules of uncertain nature. 

MINERAL COMPOSITION.-The grains composing the dust 
average 0.07 mm. in diameter, but a few reach 0.15 mm. 

A separation in a dense liquid showed that not more than 
one or two per cent. of the grains have a density higher 
than 2.7. In the concentrate of the denser material the most 
abundant mineral is augite. This occurs in idiomorphic crystals, 
o-08 by 0-04 mm., and pale mauve in colour. Next in import- 
ante, and al1 in about equal amount, are : a basic plagioclase- 
felspar (labradorite ?), green hornblende, brown biotite, and 
a black opaque mineral, probably ilmenite. Much less abundant 
are minute idiomorphic crystals of zircon and pale brown 
tourmaline, with traces of a brown mineral which may be 
rutile. 

The portion of the dust containing the lighter constituents 
was treated with dilute hydrochloric acid. It effervesced 
briskly for a few seconds. The residue left after thus removing 
the carbonates, and after washing off the lightest material, was 
found to consist mainly of grains of quartz and of an opaque 
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bro\vn clnyey material, together with a much smaller quantit) 
of plagioclase-felspar and occasional flakes of biotite and 
hornblende. 

CrahiIca CONPOSITION.--A partial quantitative analysis 
was made on 0.79 gms. of the dust, the result of which may 
be expressed as follows :- 

Per omt. 
Hygroscopic water (loss on ignition at ro5”C.) . . . 3.~ 
Combinecl water and organic matter+CO, combined with Fe0 8.31 
Insoluble in dilutc hydrochloTic acid . . . . 67.25 
Soluble in dilute HCI : (Al.&, Fc,O,‘) . . . . I-99 
Calciurn carbonate (ca!culnted frorn 904 per cent. Cao) . 16.14 
hlagnesium cwbonate (calculated firwl 1.1 I per cent. blg0) . Z-32 

The above analy& shows that calcium and magnesium 
carbonates makc up 18.5 per cent. of the dust. This was 
obscrvcd under the microscope as highly birefringent grains 
and rhombs of calcite. The low content of AJO, and Fe,O, 
in the soluble portion indicates a general absence of free 
alumina and is an indication that the dust is not derived 
from lateritic deposit5. 

Co.\1P.mISox 01: THE DUST WITH OTI~EK RECEWI E 
F.4Lr.s 1s TIlE C.\S.ilZIl-:S .iSL) 1ì%C)K1:S.-r1 sampIe cullected i 
in Gran Canaria about 1Yg5, kindly sent by hIr S. f-I. 31. Hearl % 
of Las Palmas, scems very similar in composition to the 1920 I z 
fall, but is much finer in grain ant1 contains more abundant ! 
claycy material. 

d 
; 

The largest grains are UÜ .Z mm. in diamcter and the average g 
is between oo and o-004 mm. Traces of grecn hornblende 2 
and of (?) rutile are prcscnt. 

Major F. A. Chaves coilccted a sam$e of a fai1 at S. Miguel, 
Azores, OII 20th February r~)oj. This was examined quali- 
tatively by Dr G. T. Prior. Thc portion insoluble in hydro- 
chloric acid cuntair:ed organic InilttCr, SiO,, Al,O,, FeO, CaO, 
anrl MgC). The soluble pnrtion consistcd of CaO, MgO, FeeOg, 
and AI,O,,. Ca!cium carbonate forrned 15 per cent. of thc 
dust. A scparation with dense liquicls shoxcd it to consist 
mainly of clay al-d calcitc, with only a little quartz and felspar 

1 X1,0, and Fe@,, mere not sq~nratcd. The bulk of the precipitnte 
hert: is p~~hbly <1~.1e to iron, sume bf which may be present in the dust 
as carbonate. 
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The heavy minerals, which were present in very small amount, 
were magnetite, hasic plagioclase, and augite. The augite is 
quite similar to that found in Mr Bannerman’s sample. 
Diatoms are rare, but a species of MeZosira is recognisable. 
Dusts collected during the same fa11 in S. Maria and S. Jorge 
showed less volcanic material, and consisted mainly of calcite 
and red clay with a few remains of plants. Al1 three of these 
dusts are very fine in grain, the grains averaging 0.01 mm. in 
diameter. They differ from Mr Bannerman’s sample in the 
greater preponderance of clay and cakite and the comparatíve 
scarcity of quartz. 

THE SOURCE OF THE DusT.-Falls of dust, or “ dust- 
showers ” of the kind described above, are by no means un- 
common off the north-west coast of Africa ; and, less frequently, 
falls of similar, though finer, dust have been recorded from time 
to time in Sicily, Italy, and even as far north as Korthern 
Germany and the South of England. These more distant falls 
have been usually accompanied by rain and have been described 
as “ blood-rain ” or “ red-rain.” Similar phenomena have also 
been recorded in Australia. 

Darwin and other writers, who described the dust-showers 
off the African coast, had early indicated the deserts of Africa 
as the most probable source of the material, and it seemed only 
natural to attribute to a similar origin the closely related 
phenomena of the more distant European falls of “ blood- 
rain.” Some doubt was, however, cast on this theory by the 
writings of Ehrenberg. This author in 1847 published results 
of the microscopic examination of many samples of these dusts, 
paying particular attention to the remains of diatoms identified 
therein.l 

He identified sixty-seven species and stated that he 
recognised none as peculiar to Africa, while two he knew of 
as only living in South America. He advanced the theory 
that the dust travelled for great distances in the upper levels 
of the atmosphere, and inferred that some of the material was 
derived from South America. Though finding little actual 

1 Ehrenberg(C. G.), “Passatstaub und Blutregen, ein grosses organisches 
ulrsichtbares Werken und Lcbcn in der atmosphSre. Abh. Ak. Berlin, 
Wiss ” (Pltys. u. Mafk. KZ.), 1846-7, pp. 269-460. 
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support, Ehrenberg’s opinion has been quoted frequently in 
text-books and in descriptions of <‘blood-rain,” and the theory 
of the African origin of the dust has been stated with less 
confidente in consequence. 

The African origin of the whole of the European falls may 
be regarded as having been finally established by the work of 
Hellmann and Meinhardus on the dust-falls which occurred in 
Italy and Northern Germany between the -9th and 12th of 
March 1g01.l These authors collected al1 the available data 
of these falls al1 over Europe and, taking advantage of the fact 
that the area of the falls was one well provided with meteoro- 
logical stations, they worked out the relation between the 

; 
s 

times of fall and the nature of the dust and the meteorological 
conditions. They were able to show that the magnitude of the 
particles of dust decreased from South to north, and also that 
the dust became poorer in quartz grains and richer in light f 
clayey matter as it travelled north. They showed that dust- 

2 
E 

storms had been recorded in Algeria between the 8th and 10th j 
of March, and that there was, during the period of the falls, a 5 

South to north stream in the upper levels of the atmosphere, 
B 

the measured velocity of which corresponded with the rate of 
travel of the dust, as shown by the times of fa11 recorded at 

E 

widely separated localities. 
i 
8 

The dust suffers in its long journey so much loss of the I 
heavier constituents that it is difficult on purely chemical 

z 
! 

grounds to prove its derivation from the desert sands. There d 
; 

is, however, among the various analyses of European falis a g 
sufficient degree of agreement to indicate that these have a 5 0 
common origin. On the nther hand, analyses of Australian 
“ blood-rain ” show distinct differences from the European falls, 
indicating that these are derived from a different source-the 
deserts of Australia. 

The fact that the dust-showers occur far more frequently 
off the north-west coast of Africa than they do In Southern 
Europe, accords with the direction of the winds prevailing over 
Northern Africa in the winter months. This is shown by the 
following extracts from Colonel H. G. Lyon’s Presidential 

1 Hellmann (G.), and Xeinhardus (W.), AhiamiZ. K. Preuss. Mefeorol. 
hst., 1931, Bd. 2, No. I. Der Grosse StFubfall von 9 bis 12 Aíarz, rgor, in 
Nord-Africa, Sud and Mittel Europa, 
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Address to the Roya1 Meteorological Society in 1917 on “The 
Distribution of Pressure and Air Circulation over Northern 
Africa.” l 

Colonel Lyons describes the general normal distribution 
of pressure in the winter months, November to March, as 
characterised by the high pressure area extending from the 
Azores over Northern Africa, with an area of low pressure 
to the South of lat. IO’ N. extending east and west across the 
continent. In January and February the resultant winds, taken 
from observations extending over periods of up to ten years, 
are W. and S.W. at the Azores, E. and N.E. at the Canaries ; and over the French Sahara. Travellers have recorded east s 
as the predominant wind at Zinder and Lake Chad in January. E 

Considering the conditions at higher altitudes Colonel Lyons i 
has computed the direction of the mean isobars from such data ; 
as are available :-“ In January the distribution of pressure at f 

2 
1000 metres approximates closely to that at sea-level. At E 
2000 metres the high pressure over the French Sahara is still j 
well defined, and it would appear that the N.W. to N.E. winds 5 

B 
of the northern part, as well as the N.E. winds of the southern, 
extend up to this leve1 ordinarily at this time of year. In E 
Nigeria, Senegal, etc., these winds would be the dust-laden e 
Harmattan winds of the winter months which carry’westwards 8 
the fine dust from the desert regions of the Sahara. ,4t 3000 i 
metres the different areas of circulation have become merged ! 
in a general east to west sweep of the isobars, the highest $ 
pressures being at the Equator, whence a gentle gradient slopes i 
northwards.” 0 

Tn thct Mnani region, hetwem lnt. ~5~ N. nnd I I” N., lnng. 

o0 W. and 3O W., Hubert has recorded the prevailing N.E. and 
E. winds of the winter months as extending up to 2000 metres 
as shown by cloud-motion. 

From the above data it -is clear that there is generally an 
east to west stream in the upper air, such as could carry the 
fine dust of the Sahara out over the Atlantic, but the .rarity 
of meteorological stations in N.W. Africa and the outlying 
islands prevents any exact correlation of the dust-showers with 
the wind conditions such as Hellmann and Meinhardus were 
able to achieve in Europe. In future this correlation may 

l Qunr/. /020-n. ZZoy. Mef. Soc., 1917, vol. xliii, pp. xrj-150. 
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be possible, but for the fa11 of ICJZO the only useful wind records 
at present available are those taken at Madeira, which are given 
in the following table :- 

Timo. 

- 

6 P.M. 
7 A.M. 

6 P.M. 
7 A.M. 
6 P.M. 
7 A.M. 
6 P.M. 
7 .Lhl. 

URì. 

1023-r 
1024 

1024.3 
10235 
1023.9 
107 j.3 

107.1.7 
ro2j- 1 

I I / 

Temp. Wiod 
Direction. 

S.E. 
N.E. 
N.E. 
N.E. 

SP 
si: 

$ . . 

-1 

i 

ñind Borw. ’ Weathw. ’ 

: . . . . . . 
4 ’ rnin 

3 rain ,.. 1 
5 rnin 
4 rain 1 

rain 
5i ! F 
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LIST OF THE BIRDS OF THE CANARY ISLANDS 
; 

(Giving the status which each bird hoZds in the Arch@eZago.) 

For ful1 details of the migratory birds of the Canary Tslands, 
together with detailed referentes to the occurrences of the 

i 

Occasional and Rare Visitors in the Archipelago, my papers 
E 
2 

in the Ibis should be consulted, vide January, April, July i 
and October numbers (IgIg), January, April, and July numbers t 5 
(1920). Every species included in this list ís dealt with at B 
length in the Ibis papers? Only those records which 1 believe f 
to be really genuine have been taken into consideration 6 
Erroneous records were dealt with at length in the Ibis (loc. cit.) E 
but are not chronicled here. 8 

Binomials are cmployed whcn it is not ccrtain which race 
I 
z 

has occurred. ! 
d 

In dealing with the Birds of Passage in the following list, ; 
it must be remembered that ornithologists are very scarce in g 

5 
the Canary Islands, and that because a species has not actually 
LVX rrcordd frum a particular island, it musl nut bt: infcrred 
that it never occurs there. Islands are only specifically 
mentioned by name when authentic instances of the bird 
having occurred there are known. 

I Part 1. 
II. 

‘1 III. 
>> IV. 
>> V. 
7, VI. 

,> VII. 
8i?8 

Jany. 1919, pp, S4-131, C~YZU&-S~~&¿& 
April 1919, pp. 291-321, Tuvdidz-Hirundinid~. 
July 19 I 9, pp. 457-495, Picidz-Suliak. 
Oct. 1919, pp. 708-764, AmztincE-Latina, 
Jany. 1920, pp. 97-132, A¿cio¿¿?- Phnsimin’ce. 
April 1920, pp. 323-360, Appendix A and Appendix B. 

(Doubtful and unreliable records.) 
July ‘1920, pp. 519-569, General Conclusions and Summary. 
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The following is an explanation of the terms used in the 
Lists :- 

TERMS TO BE USED 

Residen&- Birds generally found in the Canary Islands 
throughout the year, which regularly breed in the 
Archipelago, and which are not migratory in any way 
except perhaps between the Islands, are included in 
this category. 

Paytial Resia’ents.-Birds which are usually resident and 
breed in the Islands, but which have their numbers 
augmented by fresh arrivals at certain seasons. 

.!&?8tmer Visitols.-Birds which are found nesting regu- 
larly in the Canary Islands, but do not remain 
throughout the winter in the Archipelago. 

Winter Visz?ors.-Birds found in the Canary Islands 
during the winter only, and which have only exception- 

t 5 
ally been known to breed ín the Archipelago. 

Liirds of Passn,rre.-Birds which pass regularly through 
the Islands during the spring and autumn migration E 
periods. 8 

I 
Amd V&ors.-Birds which visit the Archipelago 

z 
! 

annually but at no fixed season of the year, and d 

which have not been knoivn to breed in any uf the 
; 
g 

Islands. 5 0 

Occasionad Visitor.r.--Birds which do not occur regularly 
in the Archipelago every year but which have been 
recorded from time to time, almost invariably during 
the migration period. None have been known to 
breed in the Islands. 

Rnj*e Vz&2o,-s.-Birds which have occurred in the Islands 
on two or three occasions only, sometimes singly 
after violent storms, but more often in company with 
other species during migration. 
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SYSTEWATIC LIST l OF RESIIIENTS, AUTIIENTIC MIGR~~NTS, 
ANI) ACCIDENTAL VISITORS. 

r. Corvua corax canariensis. Canarian Raven. 
Status--A resident species. 
Nu6itaf i?z t!zhe Arc~?$eZu~o. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, Hierro, Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, Montaña Clara, 
Allegranza. 

2. Corvus monedula. Jackdaw. 
Status-h rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

3. Pyrrhocorax pyrrhocorax. Red-billed Chough. 
Status-A resident species. 
UaBitat in ihe A~ch~eZqv. Palma. 

4. Sturnus unicolor. Sarcli~~iar~ Stariirlg. i 

Stcrtzs.-A rare visilor. Kccorded from Tenerife. 
5. Sturnus vulgaris vulgaris. S;arliti+ 

i 

St!rf/ts--.:i bird of passnqc nnd \vitlrcr visitar to tlli: i\rchipelngo. j 
Keccrded from Tclwrife, Fucricvcnturaz al:d Ln:lzarotc. 5 

6. Oriolus oriolus oriolus. Golden Oriolc. 
B 

Sfatus--An occasional visitor. Kecorded from Gran Canaria, E 
Tenerife, and Lanzarote. s 

7. Uhloris chloris aurantiiventris. Golden-bellied Greeníinch. 
E 
8 

Statlrs-A rare visitor. Kecorded from Gran Canaria and I 
Tenerife. 

z 
! 

8. Carduelis carduelie parva. Lcast Goldlincb. d 
; 

Srms-A resident subspecies. g 
Habifnf in fhe ArchipeZq~o. Gran Canaria, “‘enerife, Palma, 2 

Gomera, Hierro, Fuerteventura. 
9. Serinus canarius. Canary. 

Stnl~fs-A resident species. 
Habitat in fhe ArchipeZa,rrn. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, Hierro. 

1 The generic, specific, and subspccific names here uscd are, with one or 
two exceptions, thosc used in the B.O.U. List uf íXfi2 Bi& (1c)15) 
[when the bird occurs in both thc I3ritish Isles and the Canaries], together 
with the amendments and corrections accepted by the Committec appointetl 
to keep the List up to date, and published by them in the Ibis 1918, 
pp. 234-243, and 1921, pp. 3’0-3’4. Thc Committee have not yct complcted 
-theii work. 
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ro. Erytbrcspiza githaginea amantium. Canarian Trumpeter 
Bullfinch. 

Stntlcs-A resident subspecies. 
Uubitat in f~Ie ArchjpeZqo. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerte- 

ventura, Lanzarote, Graciosa, Allegranza. 

II. Passer hispaniolensis hispanfolensis. Spanish Sparrow. 
Stanu-A resident species. 
Habifat in the Ar&j?eZqo. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerte- 

ventura, Lanzarote. 

12. Petronia petronia madeirensis. Madeiran Rock-Sparrow. 
Sftrf~s --A resident subspecies. 
Jla Jifa f rir tli I> dd~ijelqo. Gra!l Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, i. 

Gorn~~r~., Hierro. 
0 

13. Montifringilla nivalis nivalis. Snow Finch. d 
Stafrts-R rare visltor. Recorded from Tenerife. i 

14. Fringilla ccelebs canariensis. Canarian Chafhnch. i 
Sfahs-A resident subspecies. 
Uabifat in fhe Archipelago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Gomera. t 

5 
I 5. Fringilla ccelebs palmae. Palman ChaCfinch. B 

S~irts-A resident subspecies. 
2firbii!7/ il: fhc ~-lri,ii~eL~~y~~. P3Ym 3. 

16. Fringilla ccelebs ombriosa. Hierran Cl~nftnch. s 

Sff7l/ts-A resiclext suhqkes. 
E 
8 

H¿bii~t i,r fh ,4rcIi~>ebz,~o. 1 iierro. I 
z 

I 7. Fringilla teydea teydea. l’eykt~~ 131~~ Chnffinch. ! 
Sh7trts-A resident spccies. 

d 
; 

HaEimb in the ftfd~j%lq-0. ‘I’t9icriCc. g 
5 

~8. Fringilla .tegdea polatzekí. Polatzek’s or Gran Canarian 0 
Blue Chafinch. 

St&rs-A residcnt su1 ,spc?cics. 
I/uhifdf i7t tll~’ .4rJi~jk9/q~~. C;rnn Canaria. 

I 9. Acanthis cannabina meadewaldoi. Meade-Waldo% Brown 
I,imet. 

St~zt~-.l rcsidcnt su!mpccies. 

Hdi::rf in the Arch(fithz.~~. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 
Gomera, Hierro. 

20. Acanthis cannabina harterti. Hartert’s Brown Linnet. 
.%:/u.s-A resident subspecie~. 

~¡w~it<zf itz L.4~ rh-ch~~“l~rp. Fucrteventura, Lanzarote, Graciosa 

Allegranza. 
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21. Emberisa calandra thanneri. Thanner’s or Canarian Corn 
Bunting. 

Statw-A resident subspecies. 
Hul>itat in II& A~c?+eZqo. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, Hierro, Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 

22. Emberiza striolata sahari. Saharan Bunting. 
Status~ ~‘3 rnre visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

23. Plectrophenax nivalis. Snow Bunting. 
Status-A rare visitor. Recordcd from Tenerife. 

24. Alauda arvensfs arvensis. Skylark. 
Sttnh- -A winter visitor, and bird of passage through the F. 

Archipelago. Recorded from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, E 
Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 0 

d 
i 25. Calandrella minor polatzeki. Polatzek’s Short-toed Lark. 8 

Shztus---A resident subspecics. f 
Hzbifat ilr thc Arcizijk~~p. 

2 Gran Cnnaria, Fuerteventura, I 
Lanzarote. 

26. Calandrella minor rufescens. 5 Tcnerifenn Sliort-toed I,nrk. B 
&ztus-A resident subspecies. 
Habitaf ix the Archijelago. Tenerife. 

s 
2 f. Melanocorypha calandra calandra. Calandra Lark. E 

Stuks-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 8 
I 

28. Motacilla cinerea canariensis. Canarian Grey Wagtnil. z 
.T&tus-A resident subspecies. ! 

d 
Habitat in fhe ArchipeZago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, i 

Gomera, ? Hierro. 5 

29. Motacilla alba alba. White Wagtail. 
0 

Status-A winter visitor and bird of passage through the 
Archipelago. Recorded from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, and 
Fuerteventura. 

30. Budy-tes flava (3 Budytes flava flava). Blue-headed Wagtail. 
Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife, Fuerteventura, 

and Lanzarote. 

31. Anthus bertheloti bertheloti. Berthelot’s Pipit. 
Sfu&s-A resident spccies. 
Habitat in the Arch+eZago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, Hierro, Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, Graciosa, Montana 
Clara, Allegranza. 
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32. Authus trivialis trivialis. Tree Pipit. 
Stlllus-A bird of passage through the Archipelago. Recorded 

from Tenerife, Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 

33. Anthus pratensis. tieadow Pipit. 
Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Fuerteventura and 

Lanzarote. 
34. Regulus regulus tenerifY¿= Tenerifean Goldcrest. 

Stutzls-A residenl subspccies. 
Hubitnt 212 the Arch$eZa,gu. Tenerife, Palma, Gomera, Hierro. 

35. Cganistes czeruleus teneriff=. Tenerifean Blue Titmouse. 
.Statlls-A resident subspecies. 
Habitat ix the ArchjeZago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Gomera. 

36. Cyanistes csruleus ombriosus. Hierran Titmouse. 
Sfd~~s-A resident subspecies. 
Habitat in the Arch$eZago. Hierro. 

37, Gyanist,es c&eruleus palnrensis. Palman Titmouse. 
Status--A resident subspecies. 
Habitat in th ArcQeZago. Palma. 

38. Gyanistes weruleus degener. Pale Titmouse. 
Stntus-A resident subspecies. 
Naáittrt zk t?ze Arch$elago. P‘uerteventura and Lanzarote. 

39. Lanius excubitor kcenigi. Kcenig’s Canarian Grey Shrike. 
Status-.4 resident subspecies. 
Habitat in the Archipelago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, and Graciosa. 

40. Lanius collurio collurio. Red-backed Shrike. 
St&us--A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

41. Lanius senator senator. Woodchat. 
Sttufus- -A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife and Lanzarote. 

42. Sylvia communis communis. Common Whitethroat. 
Status-X rare visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria and 

Fuerteventura. 

43. Sylvia simplex. Garden Warbler. 
SWUS-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

44. Sglvia atricapilla atricapilla. European Blackcap. 
Statu-A bird of passage through the Archipelago. Recorded 

from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, and Fuerteventura. 
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45. Sylvia atricapilla obscura. Dusky Blackcap. 
.Stat«s-A resident subspecies. 
Habitat in the Arch$eZago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, and Hierro. 

46. Sylvia atricapilla heineken. Heineken’s Blackcap. (An 
aberrant form of the Dusky Blackcap.) 

Sfntzrs-A resident aberrant form. 
Habitat in the Arch$eZago. Palma. 

47. Sylvia melanocephala leucogastra. Canarian Black-headed 
or Sardinian Warbler. 

Status-A resident subspecies. 
Habitat in the Archzjkdugo. Grau Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, Hierro, Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 

48. Sylvia conspicillata bella. Madeiran Spectncled IVarblcr. 
Skzh-A resident subspecies. 
Habitat iu th Audzz$eZqo. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, ? Hierro, Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, Graciosa, and 
Alleganza. 

49. Acrocephalus arundinaceus arundinaceus. Great Recd- 
Warbler, 

Status-A rare visitor. Recorded once, probably from Tenerife. 6 

50. Hypolais pallida eheica. Tree Warbler. 
E 

Status-A rare visitor. 
8 

Recorded from Tenerife. I 
5 I. Phylloscopus trochilus trochilus. 

z 
Willow Warbler. ! 

Statm-mA bird of passage through the Archipelago. Recorded d 

from Tenerife, l?uelteventura,rald Lal~arute. 
; 
g 
5 

5 2. Phylloscopus sibilatrix sibilatrix. Wood Warbler. 
Stca~z~ts An occasionnl visitor. Kccordcd from Tenerife. 

0 

53. Phylloscopus collybita collybita. European ChiKchaff. 
Status-A bird of passage through the Archipelago. Recorded 

from Fuerteventura and Lanzarote. 

54. Phylloscopus collybita canariensis. Canarian Chiffchaff. 
Status-A resident subspecies. 
Habitat in the Ardz$elago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma. 

Gomera, and Hierro. 

55. Phylloscopus collybita exsul. Lanzarotean ChiffchaK 
Sfafus-A resident subspecies. 
Habitat in the Avc?z$eZago. Lanzarote. 
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56. Turdus philomelus philomelus. Continental Song-Thrush. 
( = Turdus musicus, auctorum). 

Stni~s-A winter visitor to the Archipelago. Recorded from Gran 
Canaria, Tenerife, Gomera, Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 

065er¿rutio~s-Doubtless also occurs in Palma and Hierro, although 
not actuaily recorded from these islands. 

57. Turdus musicus. Redwing. 
( = Turdus iliacus, auctorum.) 

Sfrtbs-hn occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

58. Turdus pilaris. Fieldfarc. 
SM~~s-An occasional visitar. Rccorded frorn Tenerife and 

Lanmrote. 

59. Turdus merula cabrerze. Cabrera’s Blackbird. 
Sin//ts -9 resident sulqxies. 
Ftab¿fczt 2% Ge Arch$ehgo. Gran Canaria, Tenerife,. Palma, 

Gomera, anj Hierro. 

60. Phoenicurus phcenicurus phcenicurus. Redstart. 
Stufus-A bird of pnssage through the Archipelago. Recorded 

from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Gomera, and Fuerteventura. 

61. Phoenicurus ochrurus gibraltariensis. Black Redstart. 
St~i/ts-A l)ird of px~sa~c throu;h the Archipelago. Rccorded 

iron] ‘l’enI:r,fe and l~uertc~enxra. 

62. Ejrithacus rubecula superbus. Superb Kcdbrcast. 
,9rr;rJ.i--PI rcbidcnt subspecies. 
If&/17*(~7t 1.3 f’h ílrdijeltr~~o. Gran Canaria and Tencrifc. 

63. Erithacus ruhecula microrhynchus. Madeiran Redbreast. 
s~at~s---A resident subspecics. 
H&ifaf in the AriirijVlq~. Yalma, Gomera, and Hierro. 

64. Erlthacus rubecula. Redlxeast. 
(? Erithacus rubecula ruhecula.) 

Sf,r!~s-- -A rnrc visitoi+. Recordcd fron~ Fuerteventura. 

65. Cyanosylvia suecica suecica. Red-spotted Bluethroat. 
S~,~~ZLS- -.l rnrc visitar. Recorticd from Tenerife, Fuerteventura, 

and. Lnnzrote. 

66, Cyanosylvia suecica cyanecula. White-spotted Hluethroat. 
.~jc7fi~s--AA rare visitar. Recwkd Crom Tenerife and Lanzarote. 

67. Saxicola dacoti= dacotiae. Fuertevcnturan Chat. 
,‘$,J~z~us- ;l resident spccie~. 
fi7i>ifcr? in fh h-h~&~0. Fuerteventura. 
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68. Saxicola dacotise murieke. Muriel’s Chat. 
Sfdtus-A reddent subspecies. 
Habitat in tt?e Arch@eZago. Montaña Clara and Allegranza. 

69. Saxicola rubicela rubicela. Stonechat. 
Statu-A bird of passage through the .‘Archipelago. Recorded 

from Tenerife and the “ Eastern Islan&.” 

70. Saxicola rubetra rubetra. Whinchat. 
Status-A bird of passage through the Archipelago. Recorded 

from Tenerife and the “ Eastern Islands.” 

7 I. (Enanthe cenanthe cenanthe. Wheatear. 
Staks-A rare visitor. Recorded from Fuerteventura and possibly ; 

from Tenerife. 

72. CEnanthe cenanthe leucorrhoa. Greenland Wheatear. 
S&¿z~s-A Liad f o passage throqh the Alchipelago. Recordcd 

from Tenerife. 
73. CEnanthe hispanica hispanica. Western Black-eared Wheat- z 

ear. s 

Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. B 
5 
B 

74. CEnanthe cleserti homochroa. Tristram’s Desert Wheatear. $ 
Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

75. Muscicapa striata striata. Spotted l?lycatcher. s 

Status-A bird of passage through the Archipelago. Recorded 
i 
8 

from Tenerife and the “ Eastern Islands.” 

76. Ikfuscicapa hypoleuca hypoteuca. Pied Flycatcher. !! ca 
Status-A bird of passage through the Archipelago. Recorded 

from Tenerife and Lanzarote. 

77. Muscicapa parva parva. Red-breasted Flycatcher. 0 

Stattcs-A rarc visitar. Rccordcd from Lanzarote. 

78. Hirundo rustica rustica. Swallow. 
Status-A bird of passage through the Archipelago. Recorded 

from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerteventura, and Allegranza. 
Obsemations-Probably occurs in al1 the islands. 

79. Delichon urbica urbica. House-Martin. 
Statlrs-A bird of’passage through the Archipelago. Recorded 

from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 

80. Riparia riparia riparia. Sand-Martin. 
Stahs-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife, Fuerte- 

ventura, and possibly from Gran Canaria. 
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Sr. Riparia rnpestris. Rock-Martin. 
S/afrts--An occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife and 

Fuerteventura. 

82. Dryobates major canariensis. Tenerifean Great-Spotted 
Woodpecker. 

Sfnks-A resideBt subspecies. 
Hubiiat in the Ar~h$rh~~~o. Tenerife. 

83. Dryobates majar thanneri. Gran Canarian or Thanner’s 
Great-Spotted Woodpeckcr. 

S&~U~(E -A resident suhspecies. 
WaEifat i?l //íc Arch~du~o. Gran Canaria. 

84 Iynx torquilla torquilla. U’ryneck. 
Sf~ztus-A rare visitor. IZecorded from Tenerife and Lanzarote. 

85. Cncnlns canorus (3 Cnculns canorns canorus). Cuckoo. d 

Status- An occasional visitor. 
i 

Recorded from Tenerife, 8 
Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. f 

2 
86. Cncnlns canorns minor. Lesser Cuckoo. 

&zl~s--An occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. t 
5 

87. Clamator glandarins. Great-Spotted Cuckoo. B 

Stl7f/if-A rare visitor. Recordcd from Tenerife and Lanzarote. ; 
i. 

88. Micropus murinus brehmornm. 13rehm’s Palc Swsift. s 

Sfofus-A summer visitar. 
E 
8 

Hnbiiirf Nz fh Arch~eh~w Gran Canaria, ‘fencrife, Falma, I 
Gomera, Hierro, Fucrtevcntura, L-lnzarote, hlonta?n clara, z 

and Alleganza. 
! 
d 

nh.Fs~z,a/in/z.r-Arrives in fanuary ; depnrts in Scptember. 

89. Micropns unicolor unicolor. Madeiran Black Swift. 5 0 
Staks-A summer visitar, 
Habitat i7r fhe A~c,&~e~~g~. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, Hierro, and Fuerteventura. 
Oliscra~zfiu/,s-Arrives in January ; departs in October. Not yet 

recorded from Lanzarote or the Outer Islets. 

9”. Micropns melba melba. Eurnpcnn Alpine Swift. 
Sfnfcls-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

g 1. Micropns apus apus. Common Swift. 
Sfafus-A bird of passage through the Archipclago. Recorded 

from “ tbe Canary Islands.” 
OPsrvoufil~,;s No particular island mentioned, but probably 

Eastern Group intended. 
Y 
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92. Merops apiaster. European Bec-eater. 
Sfubs-A bird of passage through the Archipelago. Recorded 

from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, nnd Fuerteventura. 
Obserdations-It has been known to remain to breed. 

93. Merops persicus (3 M. p. chrgsocercus). Blue-cheeked 
Bee-eater. 

.Sfnf~~~~A rare visitar. Recorded from Tenerife. 

94. Upupa epops. Hoopoe. 
Sfatus-A partial resident. 
Habitat in the Auch$eZu~o. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, Hierro, Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, Graciosa, and 
AIlegran’za. 

UGsemafions-Tf two forms are recognised, they are :- 
(a) Upuja ejops epojs-A partial resident. 
(b) U’jupa elsL>lnsfi(liyfL~‘L>e)ff~~~~~ -* 4 resider.t subsyxies. 

95. Alcedo atthis (? Alcedo atthis pallida). I<in;fisher. 
Sfnhts-;i rarc visitar. Rccordcd fl31,l ‘I’cncl4fc: nnd P:1lm.1. 

96. Coracias garrulus garrulus. Koller. 
.Ctnfu.~--An occasion:ll visitar. Kworded from Gr;ln Callaria, I 

Tenerife, and Fuerteventura. E 

97. Tyto alba alba. Barn Owl. s 
Status-A residcnt specics. g 
Ifibitati?z he Ardzi$eLago. Tenerife, and probably Gr.ln Canaria. d 

E 
98. Tgto alba gracilirostris. Slender-billed Barn Owl. z 

Sfafus-A resident subspecies. 
! 
d 

Nabifat in the Archipelago. Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, and ; L” 
Allegranza. ; 

0 
gg. Strix aluco. Tawny Owl. 

Status -A rare visitor. Kecorded from Tenerife. 

IOO. Asio otus canariensis. Canarian Long-eared 0~1. 
Sf&rs-A residcnt subspccies. 
Nuhtat in flze Arc&$+elago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, and Palma. 

IO r. Asio flammeus flammeus. Short-eared 0~1. 
Statzts-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife and Lanzarote. 

102. Neophron percnopterus percnopterus. Egyptian Vulture. 
Stafns-A resident species. 
Habitat in t/ze Archipelago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Gomera, 

Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, Graciosa, Montaña Clara, and 
Allegranzn. 
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103. Circus eeruginosus Eeruginosus. rMarsh Harrier. 
Sfafi~s-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

104. Circus pygargus. Montagu’s Harrier. 
Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

ro;. Buteo buteo insularum. Canarian Buzzard. 
Sftrfus-A resident subspecies. 
Hubitat in the Arc/@eZago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, Hierro, Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, and AlIegranza. 

I 06. Haliaëtus albicilla. W’hitc-tailed Sea Eagle. 
Sfnl~s-A rare visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, 

and Lanzarote. ; 

107. Accipiter nisus teneriffse. Tenerifenn Sparrom-hawk. 0 
S&fus--A resident subspecies. d 
Habitat in the Archipelqo. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, i 

Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 
i 

x08. Milvus milvus milvus. Kite. g 
Status-A resident species. 
Hubifaf itr t/le Archipelugo. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Gomera, 5 

and Hierro. 
B 

rog. Pernis apivorus apivorus. Honcy Buzznrd. 
Sfdtrts-A rarc visi;or. Kecorded from Gran Canaria and 

Tenorifc. 

I IO. Falto porcgrinus (? F. p. peregrinus or F. p. calidus). 
I 
z 

Pcrcgrine Palcor. ! 
: 

Stlrfr~s-A rare visitor. Recorded from Fuerteventura. ; 

I I I. Falto peregrinus pelegrinoides. Barbary Falcon. 
g 
5 0 

,Wzrrrs-A partial resident. 
Habitat in the Archipclqd. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerte- 

ventura, Lanzarote, Montaña Clara, and Roque del Oueste. 

I 12. Falto subbuteo. Hobby. 
Slafrts-A rnre visitar. Recorded from Tenerife. 

I I 3- Falto eleonorae. Klrm~orr Falcon. 
SWUX A summcr visitor nncl bird of passage. 
IJ<zhifaf in f& í;I~cIL~j>(~iil;‘o. Fucrtcventura, Lanzarote, Montaña 

C!arn, a:ld Rociue clel Este. 
Obs~r~trti~~rs~- Arrives in mid-May ; departs in mid-October. 

r 14. Falco vospcrtinus vespertinus. Red-footed Palcon. 
.%z~us-A rnre visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 
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I 15. Tinnunculus tinnunculus canariensis. Canarian Kestrel. 
Status-A resident subspecies. 
Habitat in the Arch$eZago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, and Hierro. 

I 16. Tinnunculus tinnunculus dacotke. Fuerteventuran Kestrel. 
Status-A resident subspecies. 
Habitat ilt t.4e Awhz@lago. Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, Graciosa, 

Montaña Clara, Allegranza, and Roque del Oueste. 

I I 7. Pandion haliaëtus haliaëtus. Osprey. 
Status-A resident species. 
Habitat in the Archjdago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, ; 

Gomera, Hierro, Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, Graciosa, Mwn- $ 
taña Clara, Allegranza, Lobos, and Roque del Oueste. 0 

d 
I 18. Phalacrooorax carbo carbo. Cormorant. 

Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Lanzarote. 
i 

I 19. Sula bassana. Gannet. i 

Statu-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria, 
Tenerife, and Fuerteventura. t 

5 
I 20. Anas platyrhynchos platyrhynchos. Maliard or Wild Duck. B 

Status-A winter visitor and occasional bird of passage through i 
the Archipelago in spring. Recorded from Gran Canaria 6 
and Tenerife. E 

12 I. Markaronetta angustirostris. Marbled Duck. 
8 
I 

Status-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria and z 

Tenerife. 
! 
d 

Obsetvations-It has been known to breed in Gran Canaria. 

Common Teal. I 2 2. Querquedula crecca crecca. 
Status-A winter visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, 

Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 

123. Mareca penelope. Wigeon. 
Status-.4 rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife and Lanzarote. 

I 24. Spatula clypeata. Shoveler. 
Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

125. Nyroca ngroca. White-eyed Pochard. 
Jtaks-A rare visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria. 

I 26. Nyroca ferina ferina. Common Pochard. 
Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

12 7. CEdemia nigra nigra. Common Scoter. 
Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria. 
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I 28. Phenicopterus antiquorum. Flamingo. 
Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria, Fuerte- 

ventura, asd probably Lanzarote. 

129. Ardea cinerea. Heron. 
St<l&s--A partial resident and bird of passage through the 

Archipelago. 
Habitat in the A~chtpeZa~yo. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, Graciosa, and Allegranza. 
Ohrvations-Not actually recorded from Hierro, but is sure to 

bc found on thc coasts of thnt island. 

130. Ardea purpurea purpurea. Purple Heron. 
Sfa~~~s-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

13 r. Egretta alba alba. Great White Heron. 
Sfatus-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

132. Egretta garzetta garzetta. Little Egret. 
Status- A rare visitor. Recorded from Lanzarote. 

133. Ardeola ibis ibis. Buft-backed Heron. 
Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

134. Ardeola ralloides ralloides. Squacco Heron. 
Sfafrts--4 rare’visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria and Tenerife. 

135. Ixobrychus minutus minutus. Little Bittern. 
SXzfc/s-A4 rare visitor. Kecorded from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, 

and Lanzarote. 

136. Nycticorax nycticorax nycticorax. Night Heron. 
Stnfus-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

131. Botaurus stellaris. Bittern. ; 
g 

Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 5 0 
138. Botaurus lentiginosus. Ameritan Bittern. 

Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

~39. Ardeirallus sturmi. Sturm’s Bittern. 
Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

140. Giconia ciconia ciconia. White Stork. 
Stafm-An occasional visitar. Recordad from Tenerife. Fuerte- 

ventura, and Lanzarote. 
141. Platalea leucorodia. Spoonbill. 

Stnfzls-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria, 
Tenerife, Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 

142. Otis tetrax. Little Bustard. 
Stat/ds-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 
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143, Chlamydotis undulata f’uertaventurae. Fuerteventuran 
Bustard. 

Status-A resident subspecies. 
FIabz’trzt in the Arc+ebg~. Fuerteventura and Lanzarote. 

144. mdicnemus @dicnemus insularum. Eastern Canarian 
Thick-knee. 

Stata/s-A resident subspecies. 
Habitut i?z the Archj3eZffgo. Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, Graciosa, 

and Allegrawa. 

145. CEdicnemus cedicnemus distinctus. Western Cnnarian 
Thick-knee. ; 

Sz’&us--A resident subspecies. 
Habitat in t15e A~rh~ehzgo. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Hierro; 0 

probably also in Palma and Gomera. d 
i 

146. Cursorius gallicus gallicus. Cream-coloured Courser. 
St<rhs--.4 resident subsprcies. i 
Hdifrzt in thc ArclrrjVlq~ Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerteventura, j 

Lanzarote, and Graciosa (visi tor only). t 
5 

147. Glareola pratincola pratincola. Collared Pratincole. B 

Sf~firs-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife, Fuerte- s 
ventura, and Latxarote. 

i. 
s 

148. Scolopax rusticola. Woodcock. 
E 
8 

Stc?tus--A resident species. I 
Hubifat in t/ze ,-lrchipelago. Tenerife, Palma, and Gomera. z 

! 
149.. Gallinago gallinago gallinago. Common Snipe. d 

; 
S&tus-h winter visibl and a bird of passage through the g 

Archipelago. Recorded from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerte- o 5 

ventura, and Lanzarote. 

x50. Gallinago media. Great Snipe. 
.SWus--A rarc visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

I 5 I. Limnocryptes gallinula. Jack Snipe. 
Sfutus-A bird of passage through the Archipelago. Recorded 

from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, and Palma. 

I 5 z. HBmatopue meadewaldoi. Canarian or Meade-Waldo’s 
Black Oystercatcher. 

Stafrts-A resident subspecies. 
Habitat in fhe z4rchi~eZago. Fuerteventura, Lanzwote, Graciosa, 

Montaña Clara, ‘Allegranz+ Roque del Este, and Roque 
del Oueste. 
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153. Erolia minuta minuta. Little Stint. 
Sfnks-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

154. Erolia alpina alpina. Dunlin. 
Status-A bird of passage through the Archipelago. Recorded 

from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerteventur& Lanzarote, and 
Graciosa. 

I 5 5. Erolia ferruginea ferruginea. Curlew Sandpiprr. 
Sfaks-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife and the 

“ Eastern Islands” (Fuerteventura and Lanxrote). 

156. Orocethia alba alba. Sanderling. 
Sf‘zt:/s-A bird of passnge through the Archipelago. Recorded 

frorn GMII Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerteventura, and L2nTrrotc. 
; 

157. Philomachus pugnax. Ruff. 0 
-A bird of passagc through the Archipelago. Recorded 

d 
Sfat?tr 

from Tenerife, Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 
i 

158. Tringa totanus. Redshank. i 
Sfatus-An occasi6nal visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria, i 

Tenerife, and Lanzarote. t 
5 

159. Tringa nebularia. Greenshank. B 

Sfizbs-An occusionnl visitor. Rccorded from Gran Canaria, ; 
TeneriTe, Lanzarote, and Graciosa. i. 

s 
160. Tringa hypoleuca. Common Sandp:per. E 

,9&-A winter visitor to thc Archipelngo. Recorded from 
8 

Gran Canaria, Tcncrife, P’ucrteverrtura, Lanzarote, and 
I 
z 

Grncioss. ! 
d 

O~s2rz~fhs-A few rcmnin in the Western Islands throughout ; 

the summer. 
g 
5 0 

161. Tringa ochropus. Green Sandpiper. 
Sf&rs-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife and 

Fucrtevcntura. 

162. Tringa glareola. Wood Sandpiper. 
,\‘fnf~s--An -0ccasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife, Fuerte- 

ventura, and Lanzarote. 
163. Limosa limosa limosa. Black-tailed Godwit. 

s~~~uJ-J. winter visitar. Recorded from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, 
Fucrreventura, and Lanznrote. 

163. Vetola lapponica lapponica. Bar-tailed Godwit. 
SfakpAn occasional visitar. Recorded from Gran Canaria, 

Tenerife, Fuertevcntura, and Lanzarote. 
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I 65. Numenius arquata arquata. Curlew. 
Stnt~s-? An occasional visitor (status not satisfactorily known). 

Recorded from Tenerife, Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, and 
Graciosa. 

166. Numenius phmopus ph¿eopus. Wlrirubrel. 
Status-A winter visitor and bird of passage through the Archi- 

pelago. Recorded from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerteven- 
tura, Lanzarote, and Graciosa. 

167. Himantopus himantopus himantopus. Black-winged Stilt. 
Stafus-A rare visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria, Fuerteven- 

tura, and Lanzarote. 
; 

168. Recurvirostra avocetta avocetta. Avocet. 
Status-~ rare visitor. Recorded from Lanzarote. 0 

169. Pluvialis apricarius apricarius. Golden Plover. d 

Status--A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 
i 

I 70. Squatarola squatarola squatarola. Grey Plover. i 
Status-A winter visitor and a bird of passage through the Archi- i 

pelago. Recorded from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerteven- ; t 
tura, Lanzarote, and Graciosa. B 

I 7 1. Charadrius hiaticula hiaticula. Ringed Plover. 
Status-A bird of passage through the Archipelago. Recorded 6 

from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, and Fuerteventura. E 
06sevvations-Doubtless occurs in al1 the islands. 8 

I 
I 72. Charadrius dubius curonicus. Western Lesser Ringed z 

Plover. ! 
d 

Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria and Gomera. ; 
Observations-Has been known to breed once in Gran Canaria. g 

5 
I 73. Leucopolius alexandrinus alexandrinus. Kentish Plover. ’ 

Status-A partial resident. 
Habitat in the Arch~elago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, Hierro, Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, and Graciosa. 

t 74. Eudromias morinellus. Dotterel. 
Status--A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

I 75. Vanellus vanellus. Lapwing. 
Status-A winter visitor and a bird of passage through the Archi- 

pelago. Recorded from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerteven- 
tura, and Lanzarote. 

I 76. Pluvianus seg-yptius. Egyptian Plover. 
Status-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 



I 7 7. Arenaria interpres interpres. Turnstone. 
Statzts-A winter visitor and a bird of passage through the Archi- 

pelngo. Some remain throughout the summer. Recorded 
from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerteventura, Lanzxote, and 
Graciosa. 

Obse?vations-Doubtless found on the coast of all the islands. 

178. Larus canus canus. Common Gull. 
Status-A rare visitor. Recorded probably from Tenerife. 

I 79. Larus marinus. Great Black-backed Gull. 
Sfatrns-A rare visitor. Rccorded from Tenerife and Allegranza. 

180. Larus argentatus cachinnans. Yellow-legged Herring-gull. ; 
Sf~lafrbs--,4 prtial residrnt. 
fibitat i~i the AdijMap. The coasts of al1 the islands, princi- 0 

pally breeding on Roque del Este (Eastern Group) and i 
Anaga Rocks (oñ Tenerife). õ” 

18 I. Larus fuscus fuscus. Continental Lesser Black-backed GuIl. i 
Sta&-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

182. Larus fusous añinis. Rritish Lesser Black-backed Gull. t 5 
Sah-A winter visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, B 

Lanzarote, and at sea between Cape Juby and Canaries. 

183. Larus ridibundus. Black-hcadcd Gull. s 
Shzhts-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria and E 

Lanzarote. 
8 
I 

184. Rissa tridactyla tridactyla. Kittiwake. z 
! 

Sfaffls-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife, Palma, d 
Lanzarote, and “off Gran Canaria within sight nf land.” ; 

g 
185. Sterna hirundo. Common Tern. 5 0 

Sfai~s-A summer visitor. Recarded from Gran Canaria (brcd 
formerly) ; Tenerife (? breeding) ; also Fuerteventura and 
Lanzarote (bred formerly). 

186. Sterna miuuta minuta. -Little Tern. 
Sfuf~ts-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife and the 

“ Enstern Islands.” 

I 87. Sterna sandvicensis sandvicensis. Sandwich Tern. 
Sftz?dr-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria, 

Fuerteventura, and Lanz&ote. 

188. Alca torda. Razorbill. 
.%tr/s--A rare visitor. Recorded from the shores of Gran 

CAnaria and Tenerife, and off the “ Eastern Islands.” 
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189. Uria troille troille. Common Guillemot. 
S~uhrs-A rare visitar. Recorded from Gran Canaria. 

rgo. Fratercula arctica arctica. Puffin. 

Sfatus-A rare visitar. Recorded from Tenerife and Laxxote. 

xgr. Thalasaidroma pelagica. Storm Petrel. 
Status- An annual visitor. Recordcd from the Cnnnrinn Seas off 

Tenerife. Once takcn on lartd ox hfontafin Clara. 
Oblervations--Not known to bread for certzin. 

rgz. Oceanodroma leucorhoa leucorhoa. Lench’s Fork-txilecl 

Petrel. 
Sta822~An atnrunl visitor. Recorded from the Canarian Seas 00 

Gran Canana and Tenerife. 
06sP~~tionr-Errol~cously recorded as breeding on Iínntañn CI:lrn. 

193. Oceanodroma castro castro. JT~dciran Forl;-t:liicd Pîtrel. 
SMU-R rxE: visitar. Kecordcd frorn the (?Iv.I~~.II-I SCYIS off 

Gran Cannria. 

194. Oceanites oceanicus oceanicus. IVilson’s P~3el. 
Sfafrrs-An annunl visitar. liccordeti froxn tlic: L:r:i.1rinn Scns off 

B 

Tenerife. 

I 95. Pelagodroma marina hgpoleuca. North-Xtlnntic Fri@f- 6 
Petrel. 

õ 
8 

&ztus-An annual visitor. Recorded from the Canarian Scas off I 
z 

Tenerife. ! 
d 

196. PufBnus puffAnua pufflnus. Manx Shearwnter. ; 

Status-An annual visitor. Recorded from thc Canarian Seas ofi g 
5 

Tenerife, Palma, and Gomera, and formecly Allegranzn. 
Observations-Erroneously reported tu brced 011 Alleg;l.~nz~. 

0 

197. Puñinua assimilie baroli. Madeiran Allicd Shearwater. 
Status-A summer visitor. Recorded breeding on Gran Canaria, 

Tenerife, Montaña Clara, and probabIy Graciosa. 

198. Galonectris kuhli fortunatus. Canal-ian Kuhl’s Shcarwatcr. 
Status-A summer visitor. 
Habitaf in flie Anh$eZago. The seas of al1 the islands. Rc- 

corded breeding on Gran Canaria, Tenerife (probably also 
on Palma, Gomera, and Hierro), Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, 
Lobos, Graciosa, Montaña Clara, Roque del Oueste, nncl 
Roque del Este. 
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xgg. Bulweria bulweri bulweri. Bulwer’s Petrel. 
Sfat~s-A summer visitor. Recorded breeding on Tenerife 

and Montaãa Clara. 
Observafions -Said to have bred on Allegranza; apparently ceased 

tu do so now. 

200. Podiceps nigricollie nigricollis. Black-necked Grebe. 
Stah---A rare visitor. Rccorded from Lanearotc. 

201. Podfceps ruficollis. Little Grebe. 
Sta&-A rare visitor. Recorded from Lanzarote. 

202. Porzana porsana porzana. Spotted Crake., 
Strrhs-A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife and Lanzarote. 

; 

2 03. Porzana pusilla intermedia. Baillon’s Crake. 0 
d 

Sfnhs-An occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife. 

204. Porzana parva. Little Crake. 
Sfalus--A rare visitor. Recorded from Tenerife and Lanzarote. 

205. Crex crex. L?nd-Rail. 
Sfatus--An occasional visitor. Recorded from Tenerife and 

5 
B 

Lanzarote. 

2oG. Gallinula chloropus. Watcr-hen. s 
Stdus-An occnsional visi:nr. Recorded from Gran Canaria E 

(breedi ng), Tenerife, and Fuerteventura. 8 
I 

207. Fulica atra atra. Coot. 
z 
! 

SU/US-A wintcr visitor. Kccorded from Gran Canaria, Tenerife, d 

Hierro, Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 
; 
g 

208. Columba junoni=. Canarian Laurel Pigeon. 
5 0 

Stafiss EA resident species. 
HaEitat in tIze ArcIzz;áelngo. Palma and Gomera. 

zog. Columba bollei. Bolle’s Pigeon. 
,!%rz?~s-A resident species. 
Ha6itcrf iti tile Archipelngo. Tenerife, Palma, and Gomera. 

(E’ormerly also in Gran Canaria, now extinct.) 

2 10. Columba livia canariensis. Canarian Rock Pigeon. 
Sfuf:ts-A rcsident subspecies. 
Habitut in t!ze Arh&dngo. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, Hierro, Fuerteventura, Lanzarote, Lobos, Graciosa, 
Montafia Clara, and Allegranza. 
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z I I. Streptopelia turtur turtur. Turtle nove. 
Statu--A summer visitor. 
Habifaf in tIze Arc@pe&go. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

Gomera, Hierro, Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 

2 I 2. Streptopelia turtur arenicola. North African Turtle DOW. 
Stotids-A rare visitor. Recorded from Gran Canaria. 

213. Pterocles orientalia. Black-breasted Sand-grouse. 
Sfatzrs-A resident species. 
fibitat i?t t/?e ArchipeZpn. Fuerteventura. Kecorded as rare 

visitor in Gran Canaria. 

2 14. Alectoris rufa australis. Gran Canarian Red-legged Partridge. 
Sf(zh~s--A resident subspecies. 
Habitat in de Archipelago. Gran Canaria. 

2 15. Alectoris barbara koenigi. Kcenig’s Barbary T’artridge. 
Strztr~s-A resident subspecies. 
HaOifat ìn the ArchipeZago. Tenerife, Gomera, and Lanzarote. 

2 I 6. Coturnix coturnix coturnix. Migratory Quail. 
.SWus-R summer visitor and bird of passage through the 

Archipelago. 
Habitat in l&e ArchzjWago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

? Gomera, ? Hierro, Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote. 
Obscretahw-Probably passes through all islands on migration. 

Summer visitors arrive in January and February and depart 
in the autumn (date uncertain). 

2 I 7. Coturnix coturnix conflea. Madeiran Quail. 
Status-A resident subspecies. 
IK&dnt ia the Arclzr$eZago. Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Palma, 

? Gomera, ? Hierro. (Eastern Group : doubtful if occurs.) 
Obseruu,ioñs-CoI1siderable confusion has taken place between 

this and the above-mentioned Quail. The status of each is 
not det’initely known. 
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(Including all birds that have been recorded on evidente which 
requires further proof, before the species can he admitted to the 
list of authentic occurrences).2 

Imberisa cia. Meadow-Bunting. 
Recorded from Gran Canaria. 

Anthus campestris. Tawq Pipit. 
Recorded from Fuerteventura. 

Regulus ignicapillus madeirensis. Madeiran Fire-crest. 
Recorded from Tenerife. 

Malaconotus poliocephalus. West African Grey-headed Bush- 
Shrike. 

Kecorded from Tenerife. 

Melieophilus undatus. Dartford Warbler. 
Recorded from Tenerife. 

Acrocephalus aquaticus. Aquatic Warbler. 
Recorded from Gran Canaria and Fuerteventura. 

Enanthe isabellina. Isabelline Wheatear. 
Recorded frorn Canary Islunds (? Tenerife). 

3 Drgobates minor. Lesser Spotted lVoodpecker. 
Recorded frum Gomera. 

Caprimulgus europseus. Nightjar. 
Recorded from Tenerife and Fuerteventura 

Caprimulgus ruflcollis. Red-necked Nightjar. 
Recorded from Tenerife. 

Merops lamark viridissimus. African Green Bee-eater. 
Recordcd from “ Canary Islands.” 

Halcyon leucocephala. White-headed Kingfisher. 
Rccorded from Tenerife. 

otus scops acops. ScopS Owl. 
Recorded from Lanzarote and Fuerteventura. Said to breed. 

1 The birds containcd in this list are fully discussed by me in the /bis, .4yril Igzo. 

Appendix A, pp. 323-340. 
2 In addition to these there are a number of species recorded from the Canaries 

obviously in error. These .we IIOL included here, but are dcalt with at length in thc 
Z6ir, April xgzo. Appendix B, pp. 341-360. 
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Carine noctua. Little Owl. 
Rccorded from Tenerife. 

Hieraëtus faeeiatus. Bonelli’s Eagle. 
Recorded from Tenerife. 

Milvus migrans. Black Kite. 
Recorded from “ Cannry Islands.” 

Anssr anser. Gray-Lag Goose. 
Recorded from Tenerife. 

Querquedula querquedula. Garganey. 
Recorded from “ the Archipelago.” 

Megalornis grus grus. Common Crane. 
Recorded from the Eastern Islands. 

Ardenna gravis. Greater Shesrwater. 
Recorded from the Canarian Seas. 

Fullea cristata. African Crested Coot. 
Recorded from “ the Canaries.” 

Porphyrio c&eruleus. Purple Gallinule. 
Recorded from Tenerife. 

Columba palumbus. Wood-Pigeon. 
Recorded from Tenerife. 

Columba trotas. Madeiran Pigeon. 
Recorded from “ the Canaries.” 

Streptopelia senegalensis. Sene~;al Turile Dove. 
Recorded from Fuerteventura. 
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[N am,.-Refinm~es under Bi& fhus, 33 I ( I 8), indicafe jage atad 

secfiort giving genn-ic navze, kabifat, etc.], 

“Above the Clouds ” Region, 74, g9 
Acequia, described, 78 
Adeje, 63, 84 
daknocar~us foZioZo.ws, 93 

viscosus, 59, 72, $3 
d &an fum renifovme, 10 5 
d?OniUm canaviense, 237 

African Zane, 50, 51 
AgaFte, 51, 58, 216, 230 
dfflve ame77Ynnn, 54 
Agua Garcia woods, 91 
Agua hlansn chestnut groves, 91 
Aguita ri’r Ot-o (fruit boat), 198, 202 
.4~u’i111es, 14, 179, 198, 213 
djulaja plants, 275 
‘Ldka~-azan” (Thick-knee), 53,85, 228 
Aldea, 49, 5 I, 65, 217 ; omithological 

expcditions to, 216-230 
Alexander, Capt. Boyd, his Cameroon 

bird collectinn, 136 
Allegranza, 45, 289 ; Mr Bishop’s list 

of rcsident birds of, 316 ; volcano, 
316 ; Shearaarers of, 317 

“dha Mestre,” 309 
Almond district, 169, 223 
Aloes, 54, 200 
.‘lpinc Regions, 73, IOO 

Systcnl, 40 
Alto del Malpaso, IOZ. 

Anaga rocks, 61 ; peninsula, 62 
Ancient inhabitants of the Islands, 

23 
Aniline dyes industry, 77 

s!il 

Animal distribution, 123, JSI-154 0 

Antigua villnge, 274 d 
Arabis albidn, IOO i 

Aráfo, 96 ; volcano, 65, 79, 99 
drbutus canarimsis, 93, 94 i 
Archipelago, the, discovery, conquest, 

and early history of, 3-25 ; origin 
i 
t 

and geological formation of, 
5 

26-44 ; islands COmpriSing, 45 
B 

Arctis land, 44 
Ardennes de Aga?te, 58 s 
Arguineguin, 16, 51, 209 E 
d qyranf.Aemem jy&rscens (Paris 8 

Daisy), 76, 82 I 
Arisfih curulescens, 8 I 

z 
! 

Arrecife, 233, 286, 317 d 
Arncas, 5 I ; 

Asclepiads, 80 g 
5 

dsjaraps arborcus, 80 0 
srojaviffs, 80 

dsfydamia canarimsis, 76 
Atalaya, 223 
Atlantic Isles, 43, 44 
Atlantis, the sunken Continent of, 

36; Plato% account of, 38 ; Dr 
Picrrc Tcnnicr’s papcr on, 39 ; 
Jowett, 41 ; Prof. Geikie, 43 

Atlas -Mountains, link with, 41, 97, 
ro6 

Atlas tree, Great, ro6 
dir$Zex ~lalinzus, 265, 296 

povtuhcoides, 113 
Avocet, 344 (168) 
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Azores, the, 41, 122 ; “plant dis- 
persal” in, 121 

Banana (Musa Cuvcn&sAii), 51, 53, 
77, 86, IOI, 182, 200, 216, 241, 
242 

Barranco, described, 49, 263 
Barranco Aldea, 49, 65,217, 224,229 

Badajos, 92 
Fataga, 49, 206, 210 
Hondo, 96 
Mogan, 182 
la Peña, 268, 270 
del Kio, 92 
Tirajana, 49, 174 
La Virgen, 49 

2hYanq dh, “4 3 
Barreto, Juan, interpreter, 237 
Bat, Long-earcd ( f’lecot:ts feneygie), 

153 
Kuhl’s (P. 6ultli), I 53, 
Savi’s (pu. savii), 1 j3 
Madcimn (Z’. WZ<<<~ICIYIIS~S), I j3, r j4 

Batrachianz, 154 
Bearded-wheat, g2 
Beazley, Prof., on Egerton Manu- 

script, 12 
Beebe, Mr, his cnvironmental ex- 

periment, 13 j 
Bce-eater, European, 338 (92) 

Africñn Green, 349 
Hlue-cheeked, 338 (93) 

Begonias, 54 
Berthelot and Doramas forest, 56 
Beti, 76 

ma?-ititna, II 4 
Betancuria village, its historical 

interest, 273 
Bethencourt, Jean de, I I, 14; memorial 

to, 16 ; as Lord of the Islands, 
16 ; house of, 273 

Bignonia venustn, 5 4 
Bird collections, 74, IOJ, 136, 161, 257, 

301,316 
Birds of the Archipelago, endemic 

forms, 145 - 146 ; resident and 
migrant, 330-348 ; doubtful occur- 
rentes, 349 

Bishop, A. H. (taxidermist), 256, 301 ; 
secures two Chnts of new race, 
303 ; his Allegranza collection 
and list of resident birds, 316 

Bittern, 341 (137) 
Amcrican, 34 I (138) 
Little, 341 (135) 
%U-UI’S 341 (139) 

Blackbird, Cabrera%, 90, 146, rg;, 239? 

240, 241, 33; (59) 
Blackcap, Dusky, 124. 146, 33~ (4;) 

European, 333 (44) 
Hcineken’s, 104, 334 (46) 

“ Blood-rain,“fall of, at Gran Canaria, 
215 ; samples of collccted by 
author, 32 I ; \V. Campbcll.Smith’s 
Note on, and variou annlyscs of, 
321-327 

Bluc Chaftinch (Gran Canarian), rhc 
“inythicül,” 59, 125, 145, Ij9; 
scrmised habitat, Ido ; aut;lor’s: 
scnrch fc,r, ISo, 187 ; secures 
lxnutiful mnle and femzle spcci- 
mens, 189, 190 ; descriptive char- 
acterisrics of, ~yq 102 ; distribu- 
tion of, 194, 33’ (18); Tcnerifwn, 

97, 145 
Bluethroat, Ked-spotted, 33j (újj 

White-spotted, 335 (66) 
Bonfire signals, 2gr 
Bonhote, J. L., on Hcredity, 143, r48 
Botanic Carden (Orolava), 86 
Bou~ainviZiet7, 54 
Boutier, Brother Pierre, II 
Bowfesiu, 107 
Bn*fannia, the tug, I 80 
Broom (S~artocyfisus nubigemrs), 72, 

74 
Brown, Samler, on cultivation of ice- 

plan& r 14 
Buenavista, 78 
Bullfinch, Trumpeter, 84, 130, 145, 183, 

210,261, 273,275, 297, 331 (10) 
Bunting, Corn (Thanner’s), 87, 85, 

146, 170, 182, 197, 287, 332 (21) 
Meadow, 349 
Saharan, 332 (22) 
SIlOW, 332 (23) 
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“ Burning hIountain ” (Lanzarote), 289 
Bustard, Fuerteventuran, 130, 138, 

IIIh, ‘75, 776, 342 (143) 
Houbara, 130, 137, 13X 
Little, 341 (142) 

üutterflies, Bath W’hite, Clouded 
Yellow, Little Elue, Red Admiral, 
Painted Lady, zS;, 309 

Buzzard, Canarian, 59, IOI, 146, 166, 
2401 273, 339 (105) 

Hov, 339 009? 

Cabras, Puerto, 2.58 
Cabrera, Don Anntael, distinguished 

Canarian ornithologist, go ; bis 
fine collection of Tenerifean birds 
in Laguna Institute, 90 

Caldera volcano, 165, 3 r 7 
Caldereta, 261 
Car~els, 47 ; tranaport, 259 j difficulty 

of obtaining, 282 
Campbell Smith, W., (M.C.) on 

<< Saull-d UIICS,” 3.~ j volcanic sand, 
S3 ; “Blood-rain,” analyses of, 321 

Camping-out, tents, 185, 1S6, Igz ; 
outfit, rs9 ; finest sites, 191 ; al 
Guimar, 6; ; at Roque Nublo, 
19-l; at Maspalomas, 202 

Cauzpylantf5us saZsoloz¿fes, 80 

Cañadas, the, 61, IOO, 249 
Canarian laurels, 89 
Canary, universal distribution of, 85, 

86, 92, 146, 174, 177, 197, 330 (9) 
Candelaria, the Lady of, 66 
Capraria, 4, 5 
Carapacee, I I 9 
Carex jihm, 120 
Carnations, j4 

Carnival time, 226 
“ Ca@idero:’ (\Voodpecker), 187 
Carrisal, 187, 200 
Carthaginians, 3 
Casillas de Morales village, 273, 275 
Castillo, Don Pedro, of Maspalomas, 

203 
“ Caves of the Children,” IS; 
Cerlr0n&1, 107 

Centejo, battle of, 22 

Cerda, Louis de la, 5 
Cerojegia dichotoma, 80, 8 1 
Chaffinch, Canarian, 102, 127, 331 (14) 

Hierran, 145, 331 (16) 
Palman, 104, 145, 331 (15) 
Polatzek’s Blue, 145, 331 (18) 
Teydean Blue, 97, 125, 145, 331 

(1 7). SPP also under “ Blue.” 
Lhalcidcs 0ceZZatus o~cirientuiis, 154 

viridanus, 15 4 

C/ml’leng’er Expedltion, 27, 134 
Chapman, Dr Frank, on effect of 

environment on bird-life, 145 
“ Charco,” the, of Maspalomas, 53 ; 

ornithological espeditions to, 
198-213 ; description of, 205, zog 

Charcoal burners, 57; havoc to 
woods caused by, 192 

Chat, Fuertcvcnturan, 128, 137, 146, 
260, 271, 275, 335 (67) 

Muriei’s, I&, 146, 316, 336 (68) ; 
li1st clisrovcly of, 308 

Chestnut woods, 55, 57, gr, 169, 170 
Chifíchaft; Canarian, Sj, gr, 98, 124, 

146, 166, 182, ISC), z4u, 241, 244, 

334 (54) 
European, 334 (53) 
Lanzarotean, 146, 288, 334 (55) 

Chough, Red-billed, 104, Izg, 146, 

330 (3) 
Christ, Dr, on flora of Tenerife, 7r, 

72 ; Canarian, 107 
Christobal, Don, and the mountain of 

d’oramas, 55 
Cinerarias, 54 
Cistus monspeliensis, 92, 220 

vaginahs, 93, 99 
CitrulZus CoZocyiathis, 8 I 
Clethra, 107 
CZethra adorea, 107 
Climber, the mauve-coloured, go 
“Close Season” for birds, 256 
Cloud belt, 173 
“ Cloud Region,” 73, 88 
Cneorum puk~erukn tum, 80 
“ Coast Region,” 73, 7 j 

Z 



Cochineal bug, 77 
Codéso, sg>gI, 99 
“Culour protection,” 137-141 
Cohmba bolle, 56, 102, 116, 239, 347 

(209) 
Condé de la Vega Grande, 201,212 

Confita1 Bay, x7g 
Convallis, 4 
CorrvoZzm?z~s caîlariensis, go 

scojauiu s, 80 
C’JOt, 53, 207, 347 (207) 

African Crested, 350 
Cormorant, 340 (118) 
Corn Bunting, see Bunting. 
Com terraces, 65 
Courser, Cream-coloured, 84, 130, 146, 

204, 210, 260, 284, 342 (146) 
Crake, Baillon’s, 347 (203) 

Little, 347 (204) 
Spotted, 347 (202) 

Crane, Common, 350 
Crate& 47, 103, 165, 317 
Creepers, profusion of, 54 
Ctifkmufn mwitimm, 114 
Cuckoo, 337 (85) 

Great Spotted, 337 (87) 
Lesser, 337 (86) 

“ Cueva de las Niñas,” 185 
Cultivation, Zone of, 53 ; fruits of, 53 ; 

birds of, 177 

“Cumbres” Zone, 51, 5g ; omitho- 
logical expeditions in, 159-178 ; 
scenery of, 166, 195 ; camping 
out in, 196, 197 

Curl-, 264> 341 (165) 
Customs, Island, 66, 246 
Cuyenta, 276 
Cynoghsum $ictum, 93 
Cyihis Hy#ocistis, 93 
Cytisusjrolyer, 59, 73, 92, 98 

Daisy, Paris, 76, 82 
Dandelion, 82 
Dapkm Gnidium, 93, I 06 

I.uzcreoZa, 106 
Darwin on the LISunken Continent,” 

42 ; bird cvolution, 131, 132 ; 
variation of species, 142, 143 

Date-palms, 162 
DqUks of ifie Oceczía (Sir J. &Iurray), 

27 
“ Desolation Camp,” 286 
“ Diving-boys,” 160 

“ D’Oramas,” the mountain of, 55 
Doramas, Canarian Chief, 18, 19 
Doramas laurel forest, 55 ; village, 56 
Dotterel, 344 (174) 
Dove, Rock, 84, 113, 116, 117, 118, 

297, 3’5, 347 (210) 
Draccena Baco, 72, 110, 112 

Dragon-tree, the miniature (Kleizia 
ne?-iz@ia), 52, 82, rgg, 224, 284 ; 

(D. Draco) of Orotava, 110, 111 ; 
other examples of, I 12 

Du Cane, Miss Florence, on flora and 
sylva of Gran Canaria, 55, 56 

Duck, Marbled, 53, IZO, 207,340 (121) 
Wild, r rg, 20S, 340 (120) 

Dunlin, 265, 285, 297, 343 (1 54) 

“Dust’‘storm, 215. See also under 
“ Blood-rain ” 

Eagle, Bonelli’s, 350 
Sea, 177, 339 (106) 

Eastern Islands, 45 ; nature of the 
country, 46 ; geological forma- 
tionr 46 ; vegetation of, 47 ; 
Bnttsh Museum expedition to, 
255 

Ecki2lm PZanfaginezrîn, 78, 88, go 
Egerton Manuscript, 12 
Egret, Little, 341 (132) 
Elder Sr Fyffe, Messrs, fruit exporters, 

202, 242 
El Golfo valley, 102 

El Rio, strait between Lanzarote and 
Graciosa, 29o, 292 

El Risco (Lanzarote), 290 
“ Elysian Fields,” the, 4 
Endemic flora, 105 ; birds, 145, 146 ; 

lizards, I 54 
Environment, effect of on bird-life, 

135, 143. 144, 147, 149 
Evita arbmm, 89, 91, IOI, 162, 236 
Escobón (Cyfisr/s +&$Y), 59, 73, 9 1, 

99 



Escohonnl, g6 
Esperanza, 9; 
Espinosa, Alonzo de, on Conqucst Of 

‘I’cnerife, 21, 24 ; and legend of 
the Virgin of Candelaria, 66 

Eacal)ptus trccs, 54, 164, 166 
Exjhrbier apkylh, 5.2, 78, 81 

afmjury5uven, 78 
balmmr~enz, 52, 78, 81, 82, 182 
cannriensis, 52, 7S, 82, 83, 199, 

2’9 

reyis-fu&! j2, 78, 81 
sdcain, j2 

Erolutio3 of Cannry Islacd birds, 
131, 133, 133, 148 ; authcr’s paper 
on, 132 

Expeditions, Ornithological, see under 
(1) Gomera, (2) Gran Canaria, 
(3) Fuertcventura, (4) Lanzarote 

Fagnn, C. E, the late, and Eastern 
Island< expedition, 2 j6 

Falcon, tlarbary, 3 14, 3;~) (r I I) 
Eleonore, 2S3, 2SS, 359 (r 1 r > 
Peregrine, 333 (110’) 
Rcd.fnoted, j;c, (1 r~:t 

I’arlones, 233 
Fasnia, 77 
Fat:lga, rg, 49, 2 IO 
Fauna1 Divisions, SO 

Faya trec, 72, 91, 237 
-Feno:tlhct, Mr Dou~las, of Galdar, 

2IG 

Fenzi, on tbe Orotava Uragon-me, 
II2 

E’erdinand and Isabella, expcdition 
of, 18 

Ftms, IU,, 105 
Ferro, S 

Snow, 331 (13) 
Fire-cresr, Madeiran, 343 

Firgns village, 53, 176, 177, 215 
Flamingo, 341 (~28) 
Flora, Canarian, affinities and origin 

of, 105 ; fossil, 110 
Floner gardens, 34, 86 
Flycatchcr, Picd, 336 (76) 

Red-breasted, 336 (77) 
Spotted, 336 (75) 

h-uchler-pl.lnts, 59, 73, 91, 98, gg 
Forests of Gran Canaria, 5s ; de- 

struction of, 56 
Forget-me-nots (Afyyrwlis), 94 
For.rrto?dm UJ7~!f.L+~.;c7, 76 
“ Fortuoate Islands,” 3, 4 
Fossil remains, 42, 107, 110 

Fmnkm’n, I I 4 
Frencb Conquest, the, I I 
Frog, small grecn, 1;4 

Frugivorous birds, I I 5, I 18 

Fruits of Cultivation Zone, 53 
Fuchsias, 54,64 
Fuerteventura, 45, 46 ; ornithological 

expcdition to, 255-280 ; author’s 
bird colIections from, 256, 277; 
lighthouse, 2G; ; camping ground, 
361, 26.3, 27q 272, 274, 276 

Gadiíer de la Salle, I I, 12 

Gagcl, l%of., on origin of sand-duncs, 
32, 33 

Galqqos islands, 131 
Gald;w, 51, 230 ; villn~e, t16 
Gaferida, 140 
Galindo, Juan de, 17 
GallTnule, Purplc, 350 
<< Ganaras,” 279 

Gannet, 340 (1 rg) 
Gnrachico, 86 ; Dragon-tree of, I 12 

Gauavanps, 285 
Garganey, 350 
Gecko, 154 
Geiiiie, Prof., on formation of the 

Atlantides, 43 
Gen!& M., on folds of the Tertiary 

Chain, 40 
Geological formation of the Islands, 

26-44 
Geological time scale, 27, 28 



Geology of the Axhipelago, Sir C. 
Lyell on, 42, 195 

Ceranium, wild, 54 
Gernmin, Id., on origin of fauna, 122 

Giant heather (Erira avbouL~), 89, 91, 
IOI, 236 

Glas, George, on Conquest of Tenerife, 
17>2’ 

Godwit, 115, za, 264 
Bar-tailed, 343 (164) 
Black-tailed, 343 (163) 

Gvfi, 158, 178, 3og; mill, 158 
Goldcrest, Tenerifcan, 97, 103, 146, 

238, 239, 244, 333 (34) 
Goldfinch, Least, 86, 146, 177, 239, 

271, 330 (8) 
Bermudan, effect of climate on, 134 

Gomera, 45, 48 ; forcst land of, 6o ; 
ornithological expeditions to, IOI, 

231 ; its magnificent tree heath, 
IOI, 236 ; characteristlc birds ot, 
101,239 ; Laurel Pigeons of, 23 j 

banana plantations of, 242 ; Bar- 
bary l’artridge of, 242 ; “ whistling 
language,” 246 

Gomera-Hierro (inter-insular steamer), 
280 

Gondwanaland, 44 
Gonzalez y Gonzalez, Don J., taxi- 

dermist and naturalist, 3~8 
Goose, Gray-Lag, 350 
Göppert, on fossil botany, 107 
Gough Island, 30 
Graciosa, 45 ; ornithological expedi- 

tiOn t0, 292: nntive hospitality, 
292 ; camping-ground, 293 ; the 
risco, 293 ; Shearwaters 0s 293- 

300 ; description of the island, 
295 i extinct volcano of, 295 j 
birds of, 296, 297, 300 ; sheiks, 301 

IL Graja,” the, 266 
Gran Canaria, 45 ; beauty of scencry, 

49 ; author’s orni thological re- 
view of, 50 ; fauna1 divisions, 50 ; 
zones’of vegetation, 5 I ; character- 
istic birds of, 53 ; fruits of, 53 ; 
flora of, 54 ; forests of, 55 : bird- 
life of, 57 ; the L‘Pinar,” 57 ; 

laurel and chestnut noods of, 57 ; 
pine forests of, 57-58 ; expedi- 
tions in (I) the Cumbres, 159 
178 ; (2) Tirajana, 179; (3) the 
“Pinar,” r¿bIgo;(4) the “Pinar,” 
19x-197 ; (5) the “Charco: 198, 
213; (6) Aldea, 216-230 

Gran Tarajal vahey, 257, 318 
Grasses of Tenerife, 81 
Grebe, Black-necked, 285, 347 (200) 

Little, 347 (201) 

Greenfincl~, Golden-bellied, 330 (7) 
Greenshank, 297, 343 (159). 
Gregory, Prof. J. W., Tire Ma,$iec 

of tke Earth (quoted), 43, 44 
Grey, Sir Edward? his assistance in 

securing permrt to collect during 
“ closc season,” 256 

Griminia a#mrrpu, roo 
Grouse, Black-breasted Sand-, 137, 

146, z60, -75, 279, 348 [z13) 
Guauarteme, Isthmus of’, 35, I 13 

Guanche race, 21, 23; Sir C. Mark- 
ham’s history of, 22 ; origin of 
name, 23; relics and burying- 
piaces of, 25,66, 161, 210 

Guia (Gran Canaria), 51 ; (Tenerife), 
75 249 

Guides, Spanish, 213, 257 
Guillemot, 346 (189) 
Guimar, its perfcct climate and 

picturesque situation, 63 ; thc 
water - fountain, 64 ; description 
of, 65; desert flora of, 78-84; lava- 
flows, 79, 84 ; pine forests of, 9G 

Gull, Common, 345 (178) 
Black-headed, 345 (183) 
British Lesser Black-backed, ISI, 

203, 345 (182) 
Continental Lesser Black-backed, 

345 ('8') 
Great Black-backed, 345 (179) 
Yellow-legged Herring-, 181, 277, 

282, 289, 314, 315, 345 (‘80) 
Guppy, H. B., on flora of Canaria 

and Tenerife, 72, 106; “seed 
carriers.” ro8 ; on strand-plants, 

1x3 



“ Habitations of the blest,,, 3 Hull’s theory of the Atlantis, 44 
Hnrin vnltey, 286; (camp at) 287, Humboldt, on flora of Tenerife, 72 

316 ; birds of, 288 HyZa arborea, x 54 
Harrier, Marsh, 339 (103) 

Montagu’s, 339 (104) 
Hartert, Dr., on Crested Larks, 140 ; 

“resident” Quails, 172 
Haviland, Miss Maud, on “ Sub- 

species and Evolution,,, 148 
Hawk, Tcnerifean Sparrow-, 146, 194, 

339 (ro7! 

Ice-plan@ 76, 113, 304, 314 
Icod, 96 ; Dragon-trce of, I 12 
ZZex canariensis, 91, 93, 103 

$1~ fyphylla, 9 1 

“ Haya” (Faya tree), 72, 91, 237 
Herid, nir S. H. M., of Las Paln+is, 

his assistancc in dcterminiyg 
origin of sand-dunes, 32, 33 

Hcnth, Giant (Erica a~6otm), 80, 91, 
101,23ú 

Immigration, bird, I 24 
rngen io, 179, 200 
Interpreters, 257 
Irrigntion, 54,78, 165 
Islnnds of the A~chipelago, early 

nnmcs of, 4, 5 ; Western Group, 
cocqcest of, 17 

Hcdgehog, 151, 152, 266 
Heer, on fossil botany, 107 
Zfeliott-o@im, 113 
Henry (Prince), the Navigator, 11 
Hermigua, valley, 233, 239, 241 ; 

Alta, 240 ; Playa, 241 ; its unique 
method of embarkation, 2~7 

Hennos:~ vnllcy, 2.39 
Heron, 76, 207, 234, 5x>, 3.11 (1291 

Bd-ldxtl, 341 (133) 
Grwt \Vhite, 3~1 (131) 
Nighr, 341 (13s) 
Purple, 341 (130) 
Squncco, 341 (13-r) 

Herrera, 1)ieg-o dc, 17 
Hidalgo, Panta, 77 
Hierro, 45. 48, IOI : birds of, 102 ; 

(Ferro), 8 
IIispnni, 6 
Hob:,y, 335 (112) 

JIoll~, large -lenved, 91 ; small- 
leaved, 91, 93, 103 

Itoll~hocks, jo 
Hooker, Sir Joseph, on Canarinn 

flor+ 107 ; on Canarian Dragon- 
tree, 113 ; on “ secd carriers,” 
107 

H~opoe, X;, 101, 123, 2oS, 210, 213, 
251, > 261 771, 274, 284, 33s 
(94 

Hotels, 112, 157, 160, 165 

Isleta, the (Las Palmas), 32, 35, 160, 
179 ; gcological formation of, 32 

Zxanfhis viscosus, 90 

Jaspar and porphyry rocks, 223 
Jinamnr village, 193 
Jowctt on legend of the Atlantis, 

Juan Grande village, 201 
Juba, King, expedition of, 4 
Juby, Cvs 45 
Juncal village, 191, 227 
Juniper, 96,97 
/u@&vus Oxyrr&us (Atlas tree), 106 
Junonia, 4, 5 

Jackdaw, 330 (2) 
Jar,dia, 318 

41 

199, 224,284 

Kestrel, Canarian, 59, 127, J46, 172, 
340 (115) 

Fuerteventuran, 146, 260, 296, 340 
(1x6) 

Kingfisher, 338 (95) 
White-headed, 349 

Kite, Cotnmon, 59, 129, 146, 188, 210, 
339 (108) 

Black, 350 
Kittiwake. 335 (184) 
KZeinia treriifoih, 52, 79, 81, 82, 

1NI)EX 357 
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LcKeriu dqesi, I 54 

galloti galloii, 15 4 
g. gOJJlCrtz, 154 
g. casaris, 15 4 
6. PJlWff, 15 4 
SiJJJOYlyi, 154 
sfddini, 154 

Ladera de Guimar, 6r 
La Florida, 274 
Lago Januvio (salt lakc), 284 
La Guaricha, gG 
Laguna, plateau, 62 ; valley, S7 ; In- 

stitute, 93 ; Dragon-trec, II 2 ; 
Convent Chape1 of, 158, I jg 

Lanzarote, 47 ; geological formation 
of, 47 ; volcanoes of, 264 ; orni- 
thoiogical expeclition to, 281 ; 

vo!cncic origin of, 281 ; birds of, 
285, 2SS; thr (‘ I3urning Moun- 
tain,” 289; El Risco, 29o ; camp- 
ing grounds in, 2S5, 286, 287, 
317 

La F’a/?Jza (inter-insular steamer), 318 
La Peña, 265 
Lwwk, 344 (175) 
Lark, Crested, Long- and Short-billed, 

140 
Calandra, 332 (27) 
Polatzek’s Short-toed, 84, 128, 137, 

146, 201, 260, 262, 332 (25) 
Rufescent, 84, 58, 128, 146, 332 (26) 

Las Laureles forest, j5 
Las Madres, 56 
Las Palma4, 49, 157, 159 : Museum. 

161 ; the Isleta, 179 

Lnunrra @mu, 82, S3, 84, 26j, 278, 
304 

Laurel woods, 55? 56, 89, 91 
Laurus rannviensis, Eg, I IO 

f&m, 56 
Lava-Boas, 31, 47, 79, S4 ; vegetation 

0% 19% 283 
‘~Luvendera~’ @he Wagtail), 162 
Legends, 66 
Leo?1 y Cast~~~0, inter-insular boat, 232 
Lichen, 79 ; black, 100 
Lighthouse, Maspalomas, 2 IO ; E’uer- 

teventura, 265, 318 

Linnet, Brown, 127 
Hartert’s, 146, 262, 331 (20) 

Meadc-Wnldo’:;, 145, 165, 331 (19) 
Lizard, (qiant, I 54 

Lizards, r 54, I 62 

Llano de la Retáma, 100 
Lobos, 13, 45 
Lopcz, Francisco, visits Gran Canaria, 

TI 
Lordship of the Canaries, 14 
Los Osorios chestnut forest, 55 
Los I’echos, 59, 173 
Lowe, Dr 1’ , his letters on ‘& Sub- 

species and Evolution,” 148 
Lugo, Alonzo de, and Conquest of 

Palma, 20 ; as ,Governor-General 
of the Islands, 23 

IJIII’s (Prof.) OrAva,,ic Ezvl;tfim, 27 ; 
Geologic Time Tnhle, 28 

Luz, Puerto de la, 35, 161, 179 
Z~ycizmz afrum, 80 
Lyell, Sir Charles, on origin of the 

Archipelago, 42 ; on Canaria> 
flora, 106 

Maciqt de Bethencourt, regency of, 
16 

Majo island, 30 
Major, Mr, on King of Portugal’s 

expedition, 6 ; translates the 
Mont Ruffet hlanuscript, 11 ; 
his Introduction to the Congzr~sf 
of z%e Ctwwies (quoted), 23 

Mammals,of the Archipelago, 151 
Manrique, Don Pedro, 270 

Maritime Zane, Gran Canaria, 48, 
50, 51 ; characteristic birds of, 53 

Markharn, Sir C., translntes Espinosn’ 
Manuscript, 21, zz 

?vfartin, IIouSe, 315, 336 (79) 
Sand, 336 (80) 
Rock, 337 (81) 

Maspalomas, 202 ; lighthouse, zoG ; 
village, 206, 210 ; menning uf, 
206; birds of, 207-21 I ; caves 
near, 2 11 



Lc Mafas Bhcns,>? the, 318 
Mende-Waldo, on Tenerifean birds, 

97 ; Gomera? giant heath, 236 ; 
his travels in Canaries, 236 ; his 
jnnnlPy tn Valle llermosa, 239 

Meinertzhagen, Col., on nrigin of 
Blue Chaffinch, 125, 147, 148 

Mendel’s expcrinwnts, r 4 1 
Mercedes forest, 89, 9o 
.~ese,nEvyan~~rmr~r, 76, 114, 3 14 

.5T-i’LM~~-?z.v%v, I I3 
nodlprlim, 1 13, 304 

Mcssersckif:i,?id f ru f.;toso, 80 
dfi&rc! Snm, Occnr. Survey Expedi- 

tion, 27 

Micrc7?lrri;c k?ysso$l~¿zl¿I, 82 

Migratory birds, 150, 151 ; Part List 
oc 330-348 

Mimicry, 137 
Mimosa treez, j4 
Miocene epoch, 27, 32, 39, 40, 42.43 
Mogan, 51, 181, 183 
Mont:tfi;r tle las Agujas, 296 

AmarilIa, 297 
I<erineja, jo1 
de la Caldera, j,;l 
de Chipudc, <‘ wl,is:lers” of, 246 
CIarn, 1 j ; voIc:~17o, 2S0, 310; owi- 

tl;ologica1 c~lwílirion tr,, 303 ; 
site of camp, 303 ; Shearwaters’ 
favourite brectling station, 304, 

307 ; description of the island, 
304; Chats (ne:v race of), 308; 
Stonu Petrel discovered at, 309 ; 
butterflies and moths of, 303 

Corona, 2rjo 
del Iìuego crnter, 283 
Pnmnrn, hcight of, 46, 2X7 
t~randc!, 3j 
Pardela volcano, 250 

hlontañeta de Guimar, 64, SO; vol- 
c3110, 82 

Monte dislrict, 57, 161, 164, 165 
Verde Zone, 50, 53, 89, 91-95 

Mont Ruffet Mzn:,script, Ix 
Moorhen, 53, ~7, 347 (200) 

Mnsses, 100 

Moth, thc Silver Y, 3q 

Mountain folds, 40 
Moya vihage, 53 
Mules and muleteers, 164, 181, 225 
hiuseum, lsritish, Canarian bird col- 

lection in, 74, 104 : Las Palmas. 
161; Roya1 Scottish (Edinburgh), 
2j7 ; Tring, 257, 301 

.k?+-ira Fnya, 77, gr, 103, 237 

Nasturtiums, 54 
‘ Natud selection ” as nn evnlnfinn- 

ary f3ctor, 142 
Nightjar, 349 

Red-neckcd, 349 
Nivaria, 5 
“ Xucstra Señora de Candelaria,,, 7 I 

Oceanographical Expeditions, 27 
Oco fea-fdmzs, I I 6 
Ogilvic-Grant, Mr ii’. R., on Azorcan 

Ring-neckcd Pigeon, I 17, t56; on 
effect of climate on plumage, 135 

Oldfield Thonwo, l)r, on thc Fucrtc- 
vcntumn hedgehog, 152 

Oligocene period, 40 
Oliva vill;,;c, zGr, zGz 
Ombrios, 4, 5 
Onion export, 2QI, 317 
072071 is ramosissimn, 26 j 

O&dnfirr, 51, 72, :S 
cofcineZZz~erd, 77 
Uillenii, 77 

Orange groves, 5 r, 200 

Orejas dc Asno, 46 
Oreodajhne j%fens, 9 I 
Oriole, Goldcn, 330 (6) 
Orotava, valley, 62, 86 ; Botanic 

Garden, 86 ; Dragon-trees, 1 In, 
III 

Gsprey, 76, 146, 202, 208, 297, 314, 
340 (117) 

0x1, Barn, 127, 134 141, 193,338 (97) 
Canarian Long-eared, 146, 168, 335 

:1=4 
Little, 350 
Mediterrancan, 146 
Scops’, 349 
Short-eared, 338 (101) 
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0~1, SIender-billed, 146, 193, 316, 
338 (98) 

T-v, 338 (99) 
Oystercatcher, Klack, 139, 146, 256, 

266; 300, 342 (152) 

Palm trees, 54, 236 
PaIma islnnd; 4;, 60, IOI ; conquest 

of, 20 ; Sprague and Hutchinson’s 
visit to, 103 ; great crater of, 103 ; 

beautiful sccnery of, 104 ; tbe 

Chough’s only habitat, 104; 
natives’ dread of influenza, 231 

” ~ahm.~ ?-urquesa,” 56, 239 
‘ PavdeZaT,” 65, 76, 305, 310 

Partridge, Gran Canarian Red-legged, 
59,~46,179, 193,2’4, =2,242~ 348 
(214) 

Kcenig’s Barbary, IOI, 129, 146, 
24% 348 (215) 

Paso de la Plata, 174 
Passerine birds, 86 
l’eak of l‘enerife, 43, 73, 74 (note), 99, 

I(w 173, 192 
Pedro Gil Pass, 61,65,7g 
Per@loca Zmigafa, 80, 83, 84 
Penea indica, 91, 107, t 16 
Petrel, Bulwer’s, 76, 302, 347 ((99) 

Leach’s Fork-tailed, 346 (192) 
Maderian Fork-tailed, 346 (193) 
North-Atlantic Frigate, 346 (195) 

StorW 309, 346 (191) 
Wilson’s, 346 (194) 

Pñphr? hmhu rnna, 9 I 
Phcenician colony, 3 
Phmix daclyZz~~m cmaariemis, 236 
Pico del Cedro, 97 

de las Nieves, 222 

dc Muchachos, 103 
de Tei% 61, 73> 75) 1% 230, ~34~ 

250; height of, 74, 173. J’ee 

Peak of Tenerife 
de la Virgen, 56 

Picridium fingitamm, 82 

Pigeon, 56, 102, 116, 239 
13olle’s, 56, 129, 146, 347 (209) 
Canarian Kock, 59, 103, 116, 146, 

182, 188, 197, 206, 347 (210) 

Pigeon, Canarian Laurel, 102, 103, 
104, 129, 146, 238, 347 (208) 

Madeiran, 350 
King-necked, I 17 
“ Twqzma,” 56, 239, Sm nlso 

Bolle% Pigeon 
Wood-, 350 

“ Pinar,” the, 57, 175 ; wonderful view 
seen from, 191 ; ornithological 
expeditions in, 180, 191 

“Pinar Pajonal,” 180, 214; de Te- 
jeda, 226 

“Pinar” Zone, 51, 57, y5 
Fine, Canarian, grand specimens of, 

192 
Pine forests of Gran Canaria, 58 ; of 

Tenerife, 95 
Pine Zone, 51, 57, 59, 63 ; birds of, 

59, 97, 227. See aIso under 
“ Pinar” 

Pino de Oro Hotel, 112 

Pinus camriemis, 57, 58, 63, 79, 96, 
rG6, 170, 185, 186, 192 

Pipit, Berthelot’s, 59, 84, 99, roo, 
146, 173, 177, 189, 200, 2011 244, 
265, 275, 284, 288, 29% 332 
(31) 

Meadow, 333 (33) 
Taww, 349 
Tree, 333 (32) 

Pitard and Proust, on the Canarian 
endemic flora, IO;, 107 @te), 

121, 199 
Planaria, 4 
“Plant dispersa\,” 113, 114, 120 
Plato% account of the Atlantis, 38, 

41 
PIiny on King Juba? expedition, 4 
Plocama jendula, 48, jz, SO, 82, 204, 

311,384 
Plover, Kentish, 115, 259,*265, 2g7> 

344 (173) 
Qwtian, 344 (1761 
Golden, 344 (169) 
Grey, 202~ 264, 297,344 (170) 
Lesser-ringed, 208, 344 (172) 
Norfolk. See Thick-knec 
Ringe 344 (171) 
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Plutmge, effect of climate on, 134, 
135, 139; Stuart Baker on, 136; 
Ogilvie-Grant on, 135 

Plularch on “Thc Fortunate Islands,” 

Plu&lia, 4 
Pochard,. Common, 340 (12.6) 

White-eycd, 340 (125) 
Polycar$m Tener&, 76 
Portugal’s, King of, expeditìon, 5 
“ Port upese men-of-war,” 25 1 
Pratincole, Collared, 286, 342 (147) 
Prickly-Pcar, 77. See also O#Uttkz 
Prince of l~‘orturle, 5 
“ Protectkc resemblante,” 137 
Proust. Sec Pitard 
Prunus 224sil~r~ricn, 90 

Puerto Cabras, 258, ~74 
de la Luz, 35, 179 
de Mogan, 181 
Orotava, 62 
Santa CrUT, 157 

Puffin, 346 (190) 
Pumice-stonc plains, Ic>0 
l’unne!t, Prof., on en:.ironmcnlal 

C;IIISCS, I+$ 

Pt~ta Al>or.a, 7; 
‘\na,rra, 61, r;7 
Farioncs, 203 
Hidnlgo, 77 
Jandia, li$hthouse, 318 
Peca, 267 
Rasca, 61 ; hendland, 75, 250,ZjI 

Roja, 251 
‘reco, 6r, 77 

Qunil, XI i;rntory, 1 rg, 172, 348 (216) 
African, Ir9 
híndeiran, Irg, 146, 172, 348 (217) 

Quisisnnn Hotel, 157 

Kabbits, 153, 228 
“l?abic~i” (Pigeon), 239. See dso 

Raven, 101, 143, 169, ‘749 196, 273, 
287, 3’5, 330 (JI 

Razorbill, 345 (I 88) 
Re-afforestation necessñry, 58 
Realejo, Dragun-lree uc II2 

Recto, Nicoloso de, 6 
Redbreast, 335 (64) 

Madeiran (Pale), 103, 146, 238, 335 
(63) 

Superb Canarian, 93, 146, 168, 171, 
335 (62) 

CL Rediscovered ” Islands, 6 
“ Red-rain,” see “ Blood-rain ” 
Kedshank, 26G, 343 (158) 
Redstart, 335 (6o) 

Black, 335 (61) 
Redwing, IJ8, 335 (57) 
Rejon, Don Juan, expcdition of, 18 
/\‘eseda scoparia, %o 
Resident birds, 330-345 
Rc%tnma Sjachii, 80 
Retama (Sjarfocyfisus nrffi.&?enus), 72, 

74, ‘oo 
Rio, del, rennwwl hautnntn. g? 
r;‘ims, 2 2 1 
“ Robin,” the Cnnnry. Sec Redbreast, 

Suprb 
Pale. See Rrdhrenst, Mdeirnn 

Roja Point, 251 
Roller, 338 (96) 
Roque del Este, 43, 47, 289: 31 I, 314 
“ Roque Jntemo,” the, 3 I j 

Roque Nublo, 58, 173, 194 
Roque del Oueste, 45, 2Sg, 310 ; diff- 

culties of landing at, 313; descrip- 
tion of, 313; birds of, 314, 315 ; 
plants of, 3’4 

Roque Zalmore, I 54 
Rubiafmiicosa, 82, 83, 84 
nuf 343 (157) 

St Christobal de la Laguna, 21 
.Sdicuri~irr fruiicosn, 265, íy j 
Salter, Dr J. II., on flora of Tenerife, 

73, roo; Vegetation Zones, 75; 
Plant protection, S3 ; Uese1.t scb- 
zonc, 79-81 ; the “til” tree? gr, 
121 ; Pinc forest range, 98 
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Salt-pans, 285 
San Andrés, 75 
San Bartolom& 173, 174 
San Blas, Cave of, 68 
San Francisco, the, 312 ; crcw of, 3 12 
Sand, samples and analyses of, 32-35, 

83 
volcanic, 83 
white, of Graciosa, Humboldt’s des- 

cription of, 33 
Sand-dunes, origin of, 32, 33 
“ Sand-storm” (“ Ulood-rain “), source 

of, 324 ; in Gran Canaria, 2 I5 
Sanderling, 343 (156) 
Sand - Grousc, Black - bceasted. See 

Grouse 
Sandpiper, Common, 76, zcg, 3 13 (160) 

Curlew-, 3-13 (155) 
Green, 343 (161) 
Wood, 343 (1fiz) 

San MatCo, 53, 38, 164, 168, 170, 176; 
chestnut forest, 55 

San Miguel de Teguise, 286 
San Sebastian, 232 ; its isolatiorf, 233 ; 

poor in avifauna,’ 234 
Santa Barbara Castle, 286 
Santa Erigida village, 53, 166 ; Hotel, 

165 
Santa Catalina Iiotel, 160 
Santa Cruz, 62, 77, 157 

de la Palma, 231 
de Tenerife, 231, z4g 

Santa Maria de Betancuria, 272, 273 ; 
Jean rlr &thrnrnurt’s housc nnd 
monaslery, 273 

Santiago villxge, 232 
Sardina (Gran Canaria), 5 1, 200 
Sauer, on Canarinn flora, 107 
Scir#us multifff fl/lis, 1 1 g 

@d.rfris, 1x3 
Scoter, Common, 208, 340 (127) 
Sedimentary rocks, 32 
“ Seed carriers,” 108, I 13, I 14, I 18, I 19 
StWZ~t’t-i-JiVZi?fl, 72, 78, 80, 233, 237 
Senecio, 8 r 

ap/)endiculnff¿s, cy 
Heritieri, 94 
cruenfus, 244 

Shearwater, 297 
Great Canarian, 66, 76, 261, ~93, 

294, ?Xh 303, 306, 3’4~ 3-i6 
Cr981 

Grcater, 350 
Madeiran Allied, 76, 299, 301, 302: 

304 ; 346 (197) 
Man? 346 (196) 

Shells (Graciosa), 301 
Shoveler, 340 (124) 
Shrike (Kcenìg’s), Canarian Grey, Ss, 

146, 183, 193, 210, 260, zG6, 296, 
333 (39) 

Ked-hacked, 333 (40) 
West African Grey-headed Bush-, 

349 
SzjVwnofihora, 2 5 1 
Skinks, 154 
Skylark, 332 (-1) 
Sll:lkt2S, 1 jJ 
Snipe, Comm:wii, jj, 207, 342 (143) 

Great, 342 (150) 
Jh 3-12 (ISI) 

Solon, and the Atlantis, 36 
Sonchus sjinosus, 78, &-, 

le$foce$halus, 80 
“ Spanish influenza,>’ 231 
Sparrow-ha&, 98, 146, Ig4, 339 (107) 
Sparrow, Rock, 53, S4, 146, 163, 233, 

331 (12) 
Spnnish, 146, 177, 261, 331 (II) 

Sf5artium junceurn, g0 
Spartocytisus mdigeuvs, 72, 74, 100 
Spnonbill, 161, 208, 341 (141) 
Sprague and Hutchinson’s plant 

collections from Mercedes forest, 
9 : Palma, Io 

Starling, 330 (5) 
Sardinian, 330 (4) 

Steppenkxlk, 32 
Stereocadon denuda twn, 79 
Stilt, Rlack-wingcd, 344 (167) 
Stint, Little, 343 (153) 
Stocks, 54 
Stone, Dr Wilmer, on 1~11~ Chnfinch, 

‘“5 
Stoncchat, 336 (69) 
Stork, White, 341 (Iqo) 



Strand-plants, t 13, 114 
Submarine mountains, 40 
Sugar-cane, 53 
Stress, Prof, on volcanic islands, 3 1 ; 

theory of the Rtlantis, 44 
Sunflowers, 54 
Sucrda fmficosa, 46, 200, 265, 278, 

29j9 304 
Surf-boats, 232 
SwnIlow, 270, 336 (78) 
Snnnston, Major, H.B.M.‘s Consul, 

21j,z$ 
Swift, Brehm’s Palc, 85, 95, 100, 272, 

278, 337 (89 
Coinmon, 337 (9r) 
Europcnn Alpinc:, 337 (9o) 
Madeiran Black, 85, ICO, 21 I, 278, 

337 @9) 
Pallid. See Brehm’s Pale 

“ Switch plants,” 80 

Tahnond, Count of, 5 
Tanxu-isk, 47, 48, 205, 2oG, 212, 232, 

271, 318 
Tnom, King of, 20, 21 

Taolz> (fruit steamer), 247 

Taquin, on snnd origin, 33 
Ta3aj.31, Clan, 257, 318 
T*rcnida deldandei dehiandei, 154 

íi. hxf&Mi, 154 
“ís~~-fd~~,” an island vehicle, 164, 276 
Taxidcrmists, 256, 316, 31s 
Tarus buccafd, Il8 
Teal, Common, 208, 340 (122) 

Tegueste, 22, 67 
T(*idr, Pico de, 61, 73, 74: 75, 173,230, 

249; view of ti-om Gran Canaria, 

t92; from Gomera, 234 j from 
the sea, 250 

Tejcdn, its mngnificent scenery, 196, 
226 

Tejina, 86 

Telde, 14, 5 I, 52, 179, 200 
Tenerife, conquest of, 20; Peak 

06 43, 74 @Ofd, 173, 192, 234 ; 
mountains of, 61 ; geological 
structure and climate of, 62 ; flora 
and ornis of, 63, 71 ; Vegctation 
Zoncs, 64, 72, 74 ; fistus at, 66 j 
Coast, Cloud, and Alpine Kegions, 
73 ; bird-lifc of, 76 ; characteristic 
birds of, 54-88, 97 ; Botanic Gar- 
dcn, 86; “Above the Clouds” 
Region, qg.; birds of, IOO 

Teno Peninsula, 61, 62 ; 

Tent (Edginton), 192, 242 g 
Termicr, Dr Pierre, his Paper on the 0 ~ 

Atlantis, 38, 39; Tertiary Chain, 

TernyCommon, 209, 345 (185) 
Little, 34 j (1%) E 

Sandwich, 345 (1X7) 
Tcror, village, 53, 177 ; chestnut t 

5 
forest, 55 B 

Tcrtiary Chnin, folds of the, 40, 
41 

Trhthys, thr, 4-t s 
Thick-knee, S;, 127, 130, 203, 228, 288, E 

297, 300 
% 

E. Canarian, 146, 342 (144) I 
z 

W. Canarian, 146,342 (I 45) ! 
Thrush, Missel, rrS 

d 

So% 86, 11% 193, 239j 335 (56) 
; 

Tlzünkr~~ia grdnd~*ra, 54 
g 
5 

Tias village, 286 
0 

id Til” trees (&WW J%OU), 56, 9 r, 
( Ocofpa fnfms), II G 

Tiñosa, I’ort of, 281 ; onion packers, 
282 

Tirajana, 58 ; omithological cxpcdi- 
tion to, 179 

Tirma, 69, zzo, 227 
Titmice, Canarian, races of, 127, 146 

Illue Tenerifean, 88,92, 98, 99, rol, 
144 166, 177, 182, 188, 239, 333 

i35j 
Hierran, 102, 146, 333 (36) 
Pale, 138, 146, 27r, 258, 333 ($3 
Palman, 104, 14% 333 (37) 

Tomatoes, 51, ISZ, 216, 233 
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Toston, village, 261, 266; the tower, Viera, and “M’ountain of d’Oramas,” j j 
263, 266 Viem Clavijo (steamer), 257, 277 y 

Trachvtic rocks, Vilaflor village, 62, 63, 96, 97 
Tragamrn, 296. 

321 62 
Viñatigo (Persea indica)? 9 1 

Treaty betwccn Alfonso V. (Portugal), Vine Zone, 53, 72, 102 
Ferdinand and Isabella (Castille), Viola ck&antkifoZia, 100 
17 @dea, 73 

Tree-frog, I 54 “ Virgin of Candelaria,” 66 
Tree-hcath, 89, 91, IOI, 102, 236 Volcanic islands, 30, 31, 47, 303, 314 ; 
Trew, Miss ,Ethel, and the legend mountains, 46 

of the “ Virgin of Candelaria ” Volcanoes, 46, 82, 250, 289, 310; de 
(quoted), 70 Arafo, 79; Guimar, 82 ; Lanza- 

Trickolma Temv~#“, 8 I rote, 264, 283 ; Graciosa, 301 ; i 
Tring Museum, 2;7, 301 Allegranza, 317 
Tristram, Canon, on Om6&s, 5 (nofe); Vulture, Egyptian, 59, 86, 101, 129, 0 

Doramas forcst, 56; the Red- 146, 163, rg6, 200, 234, 297, 338 i 
legged Partridge, 193, 222 (102) õ” 

Trouessart, Prof. E., on origin of the 
Blue Chaffinch, 126 

i 

Tubinares, favouritc brceding stntion \Vading ljirds, r 15, 125, 205 
of, 304 Wagtail, Canarian Grey, 85, 146, 161, 5 t 

Tuineje, 274 ‘7’1 1771 173, 332 (23) B 
Tunisia and Algeria, bird-life of, 140 Blue-headed, 332 (30) 
Turnstone, 115, 259, 297, 345 (177) White, 332 (zg) 
“ z-UYpuesn,~’ 239. .see also Bollc’s Wallace, A. Russel, on legend of the ~5 

Pigeon Atlantis, 42 ; birds of Miocene E 
Turtle Dore, 271, 348 (21 1) period, 124 8 

North Africnn, 348 (212) Warbler, Aquatic, 349 I 
z 

Senegal, 350 Canarian Black - headed, see Snr- ! 
dinian d 

DaI tfurd, 349 
; 

Uga village, 283, 289 Garden, 333 (43) 
g 
5 

Unger, on fossil botany, 107 Great Rced-, 334 (49) 
0 

Sardinian, 92, 146, ~7, 235, 239, 
271, 334 (47) 

Valle Hermosa, 239 Spectacled, 88, 92, IOI, 146, IS?, 
Variation of species, 133, 142, 147, 148 235, 244, 334 296, (48) 
Vega, the, 166, 167 Tree, 334 (50) 
Vegetation Zones of Gran Canaria, Willow, 334 (51) 

50 ; .l’enerife, 64, 72-74 ; Of Palma, Wood, 334 (52) 
Gomera and Ilierro, IOI, 102 Waterfowl, 120 

Ventura and Lorenzo, guidcs, 2 13 Water-hen, 347 (206). See also Moor- 
Vera, Pedro de, 19 hen 
Verrier, Jean le, I I Webb, Barker, and Doramas forest, 
Verzino, 6 56 
Vibumwn 93 i-ugosum, Western Islands Group, 48 ; 17, 45, 
Vicente, guide, 216 nature of the country, 49 : 
Vicia chkosa, 94 vegetation of, 48 
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Wheatear, 336 (71) 
Black-eared, 336 (73) 
Grccnland, 336 (72) 
Isabelline, 349 
Tristram’s Desert, 336 (74) 

Whimbrel, 76, 115, 208, 297, 344 (166) 
Whinchat, 336 (70) 
IL Whistling language” of Gomera, 

246 
Whitethroat, 333 (42) 
Wigeon, 340 (123) 
Wind rrocords, 32G, 327 
Woodchat, 333 (41) 
Woodcock, 102, rlg, 146, 239, 342 

(148) 
Woodpecker, Great Spotted, 97, 126, 

184 

W o o d p e c k e r, Tenerifean Great 
Spotted, 97, 146, 187, 337 (82) 

Thanner’s (Pied), 146,187, Igo, 226, 
337 (83) 

Lesser Spotted, 349 
Woodwardia radicans, 94, 106 
Wryneck, 337 (84) 

Yaiza, 282, 284, zSg 
Yew, the (Taxus 6arcda), I I 8 
Ygueste, 68 

Zalmore Rocks, 154 
Zygojhy lluvr, I 14 

Fontanesii, I 14, 265, 295 




